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The content of ~lodern African Literature in colonial languages was, 
by and large, determined by the nature of the political events before, 
during and after colonialism. In Ethiopia, however, the main themes 
of fiction were decided by issues pertaining to Western civilisation and 
the best ways of adapting it to Ethiopian conditions. The thesis 
examines the theme of progress through close study of the 'missionaries' 
of change, namely, the intellectual characters in Ethiopian novels. It 
takes four representative novels published between 1930 and 1974 as 
primary sources for the study. Other important novels related with our 
topic are briefly discussed in Chapter 1 and 2. The rest of the works 
which have thematic connections with the intellectual stratum are listed 
in the bibliography. 
The first chapter presents the 'socio-1iterary' context under which 
Ethiopian literature, especially the novel, emerged and developed. The 
discussion on Geez and Amharic writing indicates the problems and contents 
of written literature before the emergence of the novel. The socio-
economic history of Ethiopian society, and aspects of the literary 
production, distribution and consumption are examined to show the 
conditions under which social life and literary activities take place. 
Our material for this section comes from 20th century historical writings, 
newspapers and magazines. 
The general principles that direct the method applied in the study 
of the novels are indicated at the beginning of the chapter. The modes 
of literary presentation are analysed along with the study of the image 
of the intellectual. Form and content are regarded as basically 
inseparable components rather than as independent units that demand 
separate treatment, since the different structures in the novels reveal 
the various themes and meanings. Our approach is informed by works that 
emanate from three sources: (i) the critical tradition of Europe: 
Swingewood, Laurenson, Lukacs and others: (ii) criticism in African 
literature: Wali Obiajunwa, Donatus Nwoga, Moore, Achebe, Ngugi and 
others: (iii) the various essays by Ethiopian critics: Bn'emnat, 
Tamrat, MMkbeb Gabayahu, Mangestu Lamma, Sa ramon peressa, TAsfaye Gassassa, 
Yohannes Admasu and others. 
The second chapter reconstructs the history of the Ethiopian 
intellectual and explores the images it is given in the novels. Our 
reading on the intellectual includes the works of Edward Shils, Antonio 
Gramsci and Tom Bottomore. The works on the Ethiopian intellectual 
include the writings of Pankhurst, Bahru Damesse, Alame, Germa,Assafa, 
Laggassa and Balsvik. Basically two types of intellectuals are depicted 
in the novels: the traditional (priests, dabtara, alaga) and what we 
may call modern. 
Chapter 3 examines the early progressive intellectual in Addis 
Alam. His main preoccupation is reform in the church and some of the 
religious practices. In Chapter 4, Araya, which deals with the period 
of the Italian occupation and the time just before and immediately after 
it is discussed. It succeeds in introducing fresh ideas of progress 
bu~ fails to weave them into its plot. Chapter 5 deals with Feger eska 
maqaber. The novel takes a 'radical' d§btara, a learned member of the 
church. who professes reform in the social order. It is the first 
social novel which examines the problems of the society from a wide 
perspective. The last chapter studies the social and psychological 
problems of the hero in Kadmas Ba~hagar. In Feger eska magaber and 
Kadmas Bashagar there are improvements in the use of dialogue. flash-
backs and foreshadowings in narration. However, a deus ex machina 
determines the turn of events in the stories, especially towards the 
end of the novels. 
The study has revealed that most of the intellectuals portrayed in 
thp. novels set out to change their society. They start with a high 
social mission and ideas of moral and material progress. The contrast 
between what they saw abroad and learnt inside their country, and the 
realities in their society, motivate their deeds. These actions are, 
however, determined by their whims rather than by an understanding of 
the complexities of the situation. Their inner drive, ill-informed 
about the pressures and intricacies, leads them to wishful thinking 
and practice. The result is withdrawal, disillusionment, alienation, 
death, or, at times, relative success. If the theme in African novels 
in European languages is the quest for self-identity, dignity and 
freedom in a colonial situation, and disillusionment in an independent 
but neo-colonial one, the major preoccupation of the Ethiopian novel is 
the search for models of social change and national unity within a neo-
colonial context. 
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PREFACE 
There is no standard transliteration of Amharic words in English. 
Some of the vowels and the consonants are represented by various 
symbols and diacritical marks. The diacritical marks used sometimes 
vary with the nationality of the author. It is not unusual to find 
Ethiopian names written in various ways, e.g. Afevork, Afewerk, Afawark, 
Afawarq etc. I have tried to use the following style (see below) in 
the thesis. However, I have kept titles of articles as they are found 
in the original text. In the case of quotations taken from sources 
written in English the transliteration follows that of the author of 
the article or book. 
Amharic vowels are transcribed as follows, and their approximate 
pronunciation in English is : 
•• pronounced the 'u' in 'burn' a as 
u pronounced as the 'u' in 'pull' 
i pronounced as the 'i' in 'fig' 
a pronounced as the 'a' in 'fag' 
e pronounced as the 'e' in 'bell ' 
e pronounced as the second 'e' in 'even' 
0 pronounced as the '0' in 'scold' 
The reader will come across the following Amharic consonants in the 
thesis. These sounds do not exist in English. The best the reader 
can do is to read them without the diacritical marks. Although 
differences in pronunciation can sometimes bring differences in meaning 
these should not bother the general reader. See the examples given 
below. 
(li) 
cf q (read as 'k') e.g. , Faqada as Fiikada 
m t (read as 't') e.g. , taUa as t·alla • 
lmeaning, 'a kind (meaning, 'it 
of home brewed beer') rotted') 
e,~ s (read as's') e.g. , ~aUay as s·a11ay • (meaning, 'one (meaning, 'one who 
who prays') spies') 
~ p (read as 'p') e.g. It yo pya as Ityopya • • 
1 .., (read n as 'gn') e.g. As in 'gagner' in French 
Gemination of sounds is shown by doubling the letter that represents 
the sound, e.g. B" "1" aqqa a, talla, etc. In the case of the 'sh' (~)I 
'w' has been used to mark gemination, e.g. Kadmas B ~h •• as agar. 
A new year in the Ethiopian calendar begins on ~askaram I, i.e. 
September 11. The Ethiopian calendar lags seven or eight years behind 
the Gregorian calendar. Between 11 September and December 31 the lag is 
seven years, and from January 1 to September 10, it is eight years. 
For example, in the Ethiopian calendar this year is 1980. On September 
II, 1988, it will be ~raskaram I, 1981, and the difference between the 
two calendars will be reduced to seven years until January I, 1989. 
Hany Ethiopian sources written in Amharic give their dates of 
publication according to the Ethiopian calendar. The months and dates 
are seldom mentioned. Consequently, giving the exact equivalent to the 
European reader is difficult. In this thesis both calendars are used. 
When the Ethiopian calendar is used it is followed by E,C., e.g. 1967 E.C. 
In other cases it is preceded with the name of the month in Amharic, and 
often including the dates of the relevant month, e.g. Y~katit 25, 1967. 
(iii) 
In some instances both dates are given, e.g. 1950 E.C. (1957/1958). 
The names of the months and their approximate equivalents in English are 
given below. 
~faskaram September 
Teqemt October 
• 
lIedar November 
Tahsas December 
Ter January 
• 
Ynkatit February 
~mggabit March 
Hiyazya April 
Genbot May 
Sane June 
Jlamle July 
N5hase August 
All translations in the thesis are mine unless stated otherwise. 
AZ 
BS 
f1SIU 
YED 
YZE 
Addis Zaman 
Berhanena Salam 
Hayla Sellasse University 
Ya-Ethiopia Dem~ 
Ya-Zareytu Ethiopia 
(iv) 
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1. Social, political, economic, and literary conditions under 
which the novel emerged in Ethiopia. 
1.1 Introduction 
The basic premise of this study lies in recognising the 
significance of making a critical study of imaginative works within 
the social-historical and literary background of their production. 
It regards historical knowledge, both literary and social, as one of 
the important conditions that lead to better understanding of a 
creative work. Opting for the study of literature within the 
social-historical fabric of its production is not suggesting a new 
concept of literary criticism. It is probably as old as literature 
itself • Malcolm Bradbury says: 
••• literature in the past has been considered as an essential 
part of the experience of society ••. [ and] equally, from the 
beginning of formal literary criticism in Plato and Aristotle, 
there has been an awareness of literature's fictiveness ••• its 
strange ways of transcending the environment from which it 
derives. (1) 
According to Bradbury therefore today's controversy between critics 
'who have put stress upon the autonomy of l\ rt, and those who have 
sought to see it as social expression' (2) has a long tradition 
which manifested itself in different ways throughout the centuries. 
He himself is emphatic about the need for awareness, and hopefully 
acceptance of 'certain basic and familiar truths' such as 'that 
literature is incomprehensible without some real sense of society, 
whether of our own time or that in which it was written.' (3) 
Describing this relationship between literary understanding and 
knowledge of the society it depicts has always become one of the 
problems of literary criticism. 
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In their preface to The Sociology of Literature (1972), 
Laurenson and Swingewood point out that: 
In the English language there is no adequate guide to the 
social analysis of literature in the past or in the present 
and no published attempt to relate theory to research. (4) 
The fact that Swingewood's discussion of 'the social theories of 
literature' is dominated by the ideas of European writers like 
Hippolyte Taine, Herder, Hadame de StafH, Karl Han, Friedrich 
Engels, Georg Plekhanov and Lukacs suggests there was little interest 
in the social analysis of literature in the island. Laurenson was 
more frank when she stated seven years later: 'interest in the 
sociology of literature ••• Long established in Europe ••• has been 
treated ••• with neglect and suspicion' in England. (S) This attitude 
was however to change later and more emphasis given to the idea that 
since writers function within society their work should be examined 
through it. Among some of the factors that led to this 'spectacular 
shift' according to her, are: 
The growing critique of positivism, the proliferation of 
empirical studies, the ambiguities of grappling with the 
complexities of protest and crises both in sociology and 
daily life, and an awareness of the relevance of literature 
and art to the understanding of social reality. (6) 
Moreover, the boom conditions of the 1950s and those of inflation in 
the 1970s, the political movement of the blacks, women and others, the 
increased recognition of the subject by academics and the translation 
of the works of Lukacs, Goldmann and other Harxists are given as 
some of the factors which have contributed to this shift. (7) 
The year before in an effort at 'systemising' current views, 
Jane Routh and Janet Wolff described 'broad conceptions' of the 
relationship between literature and society in their introduction to 
The Sociology of Literature : Theoretical Approaches. (8) They 
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trace five main conceptions. Firstly, a sociologically aware study 
of literature' focuses more on the study of literature. It is 
'informed by, and makes reference to, the social coordinates and 
conditions of the literature' rather than concern itself with 
sociological problems or the development of theory. Secondly, a 
study which takes literature 'as a kind of sociology' provides the 
sociologist with data concerning values, attitudes and institutions 
which are otherwise inaccessible to the sociologist. Thirdly, there 
are studies concerned with a 'social genesis of literature'. These 
concentrate on the rise of literature in society. They are criticised 
for ignoring the 'imaginative qualities of a writer's work' and his 
individual creativity. Fourthly, there are studies which take 
literature as a 'social product and social force.' Critics such as 
Terry Eagleton understand literature as 'affecting society and 
continually involved in the process of social development.' The 
focus in the fifth approach is 'on the ways in which literature may 
affect society, and effect social change.' Brecht sees this approach 
'as a positive feature of literature which committed socialists must 
use to advantage.' 
One is tempted to choose one of these approaches and apply it 
to the study of Ethiopian novels. However, since each approach 
lacks in certain important factors that need to be included, and/or 
lacks specificity in some of its features it is difficult to opt for 
just one of these approaches. For example, a literary criticism 
which approaches literature as a social product and social force may 
be, as Routh and Wolff suggest, 'the most comprehensive.' However 
there are problems one has to deal with: how is one to determine 
the impact a novel has in affecting a society like Ethiopia? It 
may be acceptable that literature is A social force which is 
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'continually involved in the process of social development.' 
However, how is one to measure the effect that literature has 
produced in this process as opposed or compared to the effect produced 
by other forces of social development? Besides,what exactly does 
one mean in saying that literature is a social product, for one could 
in turn ask 'What human social activity is not?' It is therefore 
essential that critics who subscribe to the view mentioned earlier 
enumerate certain criteria to better clarify their points. 
Routh and Wolff consider the fourth approach as 'the most 
comprehensive' because it considers both literary analysis and the 
complex social reality in the study of literature. However, they 
believe it still has to take some ideas from other approaches 'for we 
need to know how literary products may be traced back to their social 
origins, as well as how a novel or an epic poem can itself be under-
stood and analysed.' (9) Nevertheless the question of tracing a 
literary piece back to its social origins is relevant only in the 
sense that the work is to be understood and studied within that 
context. The context includes both the social - meaning the data we 
gather on the history, economy, politics, social life - and the 
literary, which embraces the history and development of literature in 
the society under consideration, and the conditions of literary 
production, distribution and reception. Awareness of these 
socioliterary conditions is believed to provide the ground for a better 
understanding of the novels. It must be noted, however, that we do 
not at all intend to suggest any kind of vulgar social or literary 
reductionism since we are aware that the way certain aspects or the 
totality of the socioliterary conditions of a nation affect the 
quantitative and qualitative development of its literature vary with 
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time and in.degree. The effect each has on the other could be 
implicit or explicit, hidden or conspicuous. There are times when 
the socioliterary conditions may encourage the writing and publication 
of a certain genre of literature while silently discouraging other 
types. There may also be a case where an aspect of the socioliterary 
conditions, say rise in literacy rates or change in policies of 
censorship, may encourage the writing and production of certain genres 
at the expense of others. The fact is that one cannot generalise on 
these matters without due consideration of the specific socioliterary 
conditions of the country concerned. Any perception of the 
relationship between the literature and society of a certain people 
can be sound if it allows itself to be well aware of this requirement. 
It must be applied with extreme caution. However there are at least 
two major problems we have to raise and debate : the first is the 
Question of the applicability of the so-called theory of 'great 
literature' to Ethiopian literary studies, and the second concerns the 
presence or lack of well researched and documented material to inform 
us sufficiently about the socioliterary conditions in the country. 
It seems that great literary books are regarded by some critics 
of the sociology of literature as the sources of historical and socio-
Writing about the logical knowledge about the epoch they depict. 
essence of his theory of criticism Goldmann writes: 
••• any great literary or artistic work is the expression of 
a world vision. This vision is the product of a collective 
group consciousness which reaches its highest expression in 
the mind of a poet or thinker. (10) 
It is not clear whether a literary work that expresses the moods, 
values, ideas, of its period but which is regarded as being not great 
(by whatever criteria) would be taken to have expressed 'a world 
vision' or not. Goldmann does not seem to consider that various 
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societies could have their own criteria of defining and categorising 
what is literary and what is not. Laurenson's criticism of 
Goldmann's claim that only 'great' literature is 'suitable for the 
grist of his model' is not without foundation. Swingewood also 
considers this 'tendency to accept the traditional literary critic's 
view of the superiority of great literature' (12) as a major problem 
of the sociology of literature from Taine to Lukacs and Goldmann. 
It may be suggested that the quality of a literary work is to 
be found both in its contents and its art. Our study of its 
manifest and latent elements, or, even preferably meanings, is in a 
wayan expression of the depth of its contents and subtleties of its 
art. However, given the way the novel began and developed in 
Ethiopia we have to make allowances at the way we approach our texts; 
there is an evolutionary type of development both in the art and in 
the depth of handling subject matter. 
The early novels in Amharic are Btudied more for what they might 
have in store for us about the period rather than for their artistic 
sophistication. These works present some social issues through the 
dialogues in the story and the direct interference of the authors. 
The use of language, creation of subtle imagery and symbols, or intricate 
characterization were not burning issues that bothered most of these 
writers. It will be sheer folly to search for subtle meanings and 
nuances in the early novels of the 1930s to the first half of the 
1960s. The meaning and function they attributed to the novel was 
different. This means they do not fulfill Lukacs's criteria for the 
greatness of a novel which considers that the social basis of the 
greatness of a novel lies in the unity it depicts between the external 
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and internal worlds of man. Lukacs insists that one cannot be 
sacrificed for the other if the writer wants to achieve the portrayal 
of 'the complete human personality' with all its failures and 
successes, its complexities and conflicts. (13) On the other hand 
some of the novels that appeared from the mid 1960s to 1974 show a 
qualitativ~ leap both in the choice and handling of subject matter 
and artistry. It is possible to treat these works differently. 
This is one other reason why 'models' or 'theories' which emerge from 
different socioliterary conditions cannot be applied in this work 
without appropriate modifications. Needless to say that they are 
helpful since th~inform and guide the search for one's approaches. 
The lacunae of researched documents in many areas of interest 
in this work is the second problem we shall examine next. The study 
of literature within the socioliterary context of its emergence and 
development requires knowledge of these socioliterary conditions. It 
is clear that the novels analysed in this work do not always give the 
larger socioliterary conditions. They provide only the textual 
context of the events they depict. Consequently we are required to 
gather this background material from other sources knowing quite well 
at the start that our achievements will be limited by situations beyond 
our control. The main problem concerns the state of historical 
research in Ethiopia. 
It was probably Gabra lIeywHt Baykadann who first observed and 
bitterly criticised the poverty of Ethiopian historiography in his 
'As~ Menelik and Ethiopia', an article published in 1912 in Amharic • 
• 
Since his criticism is the earliest and very important it will not do 
him justice if we do not quote him at length: 
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Learning history is good for everyone. But it is compUlsory 
for the man of the palace so that he may see the rights and 
,yrongs of men of the past and so that he knows what is good for 
his government and country. The study of history is fruitful 
when it is the study of true history. The writing of true 
history is not easy. It requires the following three gifts 
of God. First an observing heart, to notice what has been 
done. Secondly an impartial mind, to judge on what happened. 
Thirdly clarity in language use, to make known to others what 
one has observed and judged. Our historians however err on 
these matters. They pay attention to the trivial instead of 
the most important. Rather than pronouncing the truth they 
narrow their hearts in prejudice. Since their ,yriting is 
complicated it is incomprehensible to the reader. All this 
would be clear to us if we read the history of the kings in 
some manuscripts found at the palace and the convents. We 
realise that our historians are of two kinds. The first 
group may be called palace historians. These are flatterers 
who in search of their daily bread join the palace and write 
exaltations of the king to fulfill his command. and pass these 
extolments to future generations as history. The second type 
are the monks. What they write is also enormously biased for 
their priority lies in their personal benefits and not in the 
usefulness or uselessness of such writing to the people. 
Consequently they hail the king who fulfills their hearts' wishes 
"Saint! Saint!" But the king who extricates himself from 
ignorance and guided by an enlightened view makes efforts for 
the advancement of his citizens they call him "unholy" ••• (14) 
G5bra lIeywat further elaborates that the writing of history by 
monks while it extols those kings who favour the loitering monks and 
nuns by providing them with food and audience to the palace when they 
wished. fails to give due credit for those who spend their time by 
having roads, bridges and schools built. lie also believes that since 
the Ethiopian people are not educated they do not want to hear the 
truth as it happened. "e thought that if one explained to the 
Ethiopian people the facts of how a certain king came to power and why 
he later lost his throne they would not accept it. However, he 
argues that if these same events were presented to them in fantastic 
anecdotes of divine prophecy whose main characters are God, Satan. 
the Trinity, the Apostles. the Saints. the King etc., they would find 
such an approach easier to believe. G'abra lIey,~at says: 'If what is 
written as our history is all true then it was not heard of a person 
in the history of the world. who. like the kings and governors of 
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Ethiopia, badly needed the assitance of many saints and evil spirits 
[to rule]'. Gabra Heywat criticises the palace historians, the monks, 
and the ordinary people for the share each contributed to the poverty 
of Ethiopian historiography. 
Although some of his views are questionable his assessment of 
Ethiopian historiography of the period is valid and his criticism 
unheeded to date. This ignominious predicament persists despite 
the expansion of schools, the establishment of a Department of History, 
and an Institute of Ethiopian Studies at IISIU, and in spite of travels 
by Ethiopians to famous universities in Europe and America. Some of 
the writing by professional historians follows the path set by 
palace flatterers and praise-maniac monks. 
It seems it was around the mid-1970s that criticism of the 
deficiencies in Ethiopian historiography began to be made again by 
a few of those Ethiopians recently educated in the local university 
and sent abroad for further studies in History. Bahru Zawd~ noted 
'the absence of comprehensive historical reconstructions' (16) in the 
study of the first four decades of the twentieth century. About a 
year later Gabru referred to Ethiopian historiography as elitist 'for 
its primary occupation has been with dynasties, rulers and their 
exploits in wars.'(17) He also argreed with Gabr'a Heywat that the 
writing of Ethiopian history was in the hands of 'glorified court 
chroniclers' and indicated that: 
With the passage of time professional historians and other 
social scientists did not significantly change this trend. 
In fact in an apparent apologia Margery Perham remarked 
that "it is impossible to think of the Ethiopian people 
today.apart from the present Emperor whose history, and whose 
ideas are being stamped upon them in these highly 
impressionable years of nationalist history" ••• (18) 
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Just like the chronicler~some of the modern historians merge the 
individual and the people. They tell us that the history of the 
Emperor is the history of the people and the nation. However. 
Gabru sees 'fresh and serious attempts' in the works of ~1ichael St~hl, 
Addis Heywat, John Harkakis, Allan Hobben, Patrick Gilkes and Margery 
Perham. (19) 
The social history crucial for our purpose in this study is 
hardly present even in the works of these authors. The recording of 
the history of the social lives and problems of people has been 
forfeited for the writing of the history of kings and the ruling 
elite, governments and diplomatic relations, the church and the new 
educational administrative institutions that were being established 
early this century. Sociological studies of readership, book 
publishing and authorship, literacy rates, book prices, book markets 
are almost non-existent. The absence of a published material on 
social history indicates the priorities of scholars lay elsewhere. 
Historical and other social science studies have not yet produced a 
profound and comprehensive analysis of the society: its mode of 
production, the production relations and the grass-root level life and 
ideologies that dominate it. The majority of pre-1974 works do not 
even indicatp. conscious efforts of understanding and writing history 
similar to, say, the Nacaulay of nineteenth century England. 
Macaulay proposed the writing of what he considered a 'complete 
history', one which did not fully restrict itself in the writing of 
the history of sieges and battles, conspiracies and palace coups, 
administration and diplomacy at the expense of the history of the 
people. (20) He understood the need to write 'the history of the 
government, and the history of the people' where they can be shown in 
their 'inseparable conjunctions and intermixture.' (21) Hacaulay 
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who saw major deficiencies in the writings of history of the past and 
his period thought that 'a truly great historian would reclaim those 
materials which the novelist has appropriated.' (22) In our case, 
only the scattered notes found in history books, literary works, 
travellers' accounts, contemporary newspapers and magazines, and 
research into oral literature and history, remain to be the main 
sources at hand that could be used in the reconstruction of some 
picture of the social life, both material and spiritual, of the period 
1900-1974. Such an undertaking is by itself a major area of 
research. We are therefore to focus on the available history books, 
newspapers and other documents for the material on the sociohistorical 
and literary conditions of this period. We shall touch upon the 
ancient and medieval period in order to sketch the historical 
precedents of the modern era but mainly to introduce the classical 
literary heritage of the two epochs. 
1.2 Literature and Society to 1855 
Ancient Ethiopian (23) history rotates around the history of the 
Axumite Empire whose emergence is tentatively dated around 100 B.C. 
and its 'rise to prominence ••• dates from the first two or three 
centuries of the Christian era.' (24) Axum is world famous for its 
stelae which date probably from the third or fourth century A.D. (25) 
It also had coins made of silver, bronze and gold minted with the 
engravings of the kings. The author of the Peri plus reported that 
its Port Adulis 'was established by law' (26) and had imports 'among 
others sheets of soft copper, small axes, a little wine from Italy, 
gold and silver plate for the king, made after the fashion of the 
country, military cloaks, Indian iron, steel, and cotton-cloth.' (27) 
The early reconstructions of Axum by archaeologists and scholars like 
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Littman and others, has helped to bring out the glory ofAxumite 
civilization with, among other things, its palaces, stelae, churches, 
sites of tombs, its irrigation reservoirs at Mai-Shum, its port at 
Adults. Moreover its share in the commercial and cultural under-
takings of the ancient world had given it the place of an established 
power. 
One important aspect of its cultural features is the introduction 
of Christianity in the fourth century A.D. It took place through the 
conversion of the Axumite ruling class initially, and later, after over 
a century, through the teachings of the monks who emigrated from the 
Eastern Mediterranean, to the masses of people. (28) With the 
coming of Christianity to Axum, a new literature arose in Geez. This 
does not, however, mean Geez was put into writing after the 
introduction of Christianity. The inscription found in Akkala 
Guzay and Y~ha indicate the existence of a pre-Christian tradition in 
writing. The trilingual inscription of Ezana written in South 
Arabian, Geez and Greek indicate that Geez was written before the 
coming of Christianity. (29) 1I0wever, it did not become the 
language of the church as soon as the country accepted Christianity. 
Some scholars have presumed Greek to be the initial language of the 
church and it was probably replaced after the translation of the Books 
of the Bible and the liturgy into Geez. (30) These writers surmise 
the cultural situation of the first six hundred years (A.D.) as 
follows: 
During the first six centuries of its existence the indigenous 
culture of the Abyssinian kingdom was steadily developing and 
ousting the imported culture of Greece. The first king of whom 
we know had a Greek education; his successors in the third 
century used Greek as the official language of their public 
documents. In the fourth century Ge'ez was supplanting Greek 
as an official language, and the knowledge of Greek was probably 
declining. (31) 
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Although Greek was gradually replaced, it was one of what 
Ullendorf calls 'the formative elements that determined Ethiopian 
literature.' Ullendorf emphasises that the coming of the Semitic 
emigrants from South Arabia, the influence of Greek and the Orient were 
significant factors which had great impact on the formative period of 
Geez literature. (32) Professor Tamrat Ammanuel on the other hand, 
states that there is no evidence of any book written in the three 
languages: Greek, Sabean, Ceez, before the introduction of Christianity 
in the fourth century A.D. Since only the inscriptions on monuments 
and stelae have historical credibility, it is likely that Tamrat was 
not enthusiastic to suggest that Greek and Sabbean had influenced 
Geez literature written since the coming of Christianity. (33) 1I0wever, 
the religious relations that developed between Ethiopia and Egypt; 
the formation of an Ethiopian community in Jerusalem; and the fact 
that the first translators were Syrians indicate the presence of 
a variety of cultures, and the possibilities this provides for influence 
during the initial stage of the literature. 
The period when translation into Geez started (34), and the first 
language from which the scriptures and the liturgy were translated into 
Geez, are not yet definitely known (See Jones and Honroe, Ullendorf, 
Budge). (35) Different periods and languages have been mentioned by 
various writers. Sylvia Pankhurst points out 'it was in any event 
produced much earlier than many of the European versions.' (36) The 
translators were, however, the Syrian monks who came to Ethiopia 
running away from the Byzantine religious persecutions. 
Ullendorf believes that the translations of the 1I01y Scriptures 
rank among the best literary achievements of the Axumite period. (37) 
However the other works that belong to the Axumite period: Rules of 
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Pachomius, Kerllos (Cyril), Fissalgos (Physiologus) are also very 
important even if the original versions of these works are either 
non-existent or inadequate for profound scholarship. (38) J H Harden 
adds the Book of Enoch and the Book of Jubilees, both translated from 
Greek, into this category. (39) Unfortunately, however, we have no 
extant material from this period which extends from the dawn of 
Christianity to the seventh century. According to Harden, 'what is 
accounted the earliest of all extant, Ethiopic manuscripts is an 
Octateuch now at Paris which is generally believed to date from the 
end of the thirteenth century.' (40) 
In a nut shell, the early period of Geez literature was dominated 
by translations of the scriptures, the liturgy and some other religious 
works. The following five hundred years in Geez literature are the 
most obscure in the history of the language. Nothing written before 
the late thirteenth century seems to survive. (41) 
~Iedieval Ethiopian (1270-1855) (42) history is dominated by the 
myth of the restoration of the Solomonic dynasty, the consolidation 
of the land holding system, the wars with Grann, the Oromo migrations, 
and the regional wars of the Zamana Hasafent (the Era of the Princes, 
1769-1855). 
The legend of the Solomonic line assumes the successive role of 
the same dynasty from the tenth century B.C. to the tenth century 
A.D. It told of the journey of the Queen of Sheba, supposedly 
Ethiopian, to King Solomon of Israel. She returned to Ethiopia 
pregnant. Her son Nen('lik I later travelled to visit his father and 
on his return brought the Ark of the Covenant and some priests with 
him. Menelik I thus becomes the founder of the legendary Solomonic 
line which ruled in succession until the tenth century A.D. when another 
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dynasty from Lasta, the Zagwe, interrupted its rule for about more 
than two centuries. The restoration of the Solomonic line in 1270 
was recorded in Kebr~ N§g~st, a document of the fourteenth century. 
This work provided the entire legendary basis of the Solomonic dynasty, 
and together with the Ethiopian Church served as the ideological 
weapon for the monarchy until its demise in 1974. The close 
relationship between the church and the state which began during the 
Axumite period developed extensively during the medieval period; the 
church laid down prerogatives of conduct for the laity enforcing loyalty 
to the state, and was granted land for its services. (43) 
Despite the absolute power the ruling class had over the people and 
the economy its life style and culture seemed rather uncultivated. In 
his 'Society and Technology in Ethiopia 1500-1800', Nared writes that 
the Ethiopian ruling classes of the period lived and dressed poorly. 
They 'did not even enjoy the comforts of sandals, to say nothing of shoes 
or boots', and 'their best dish and best drink required little or no 
skill.'(44) The reasons for this low standard of life are stated as 
follows: 
A ruling class, according to Veblen, cannot enjoy leisure until 
it has developed the necessary legal and governmental institutions 
which can guarantee its undisturbed enjoyment of the wealth 
derived from its properties. Once it has done so it can begin to 
enjoy the good things of life: good food, clothes, furniture and 
houses, and will even patronize religion, literature and other arts. 
As it is, in the long history of medieval Ethiopia, we do not find 
anything that can be considered as development or even gradual 
improvement in the technology of production and distribution. (45) 
(Emphasis added) 
It appears therefore that since the ruling class of medieval Ethiopia 
did not develop any kind of 'intellectual entertainment' it had to while 
away its time as a spectator of the popular forms of entertainment such 
as folk music and dances (and perhaps the church 'dances' at the religious 
festivals and secular ceremonies) on top of the two mnin pastimes 
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mentioned by Alvarez: namely, horse riding and wrestling, and later 
on the court performances of dwarfs and lesters. (46) It is noted 
also that the establishment of Gondar in 1632 meant 'a court life of 
great splendour and refinement, of royal hunters and chessmasters, of 
beautiful queens and princesses' for the ruling class. (47) (Emphasis 
added) It seems with the establishment of Gondar as a permanent 
capital city, the life of the king and the ruling classes began to 
change showing signs of cleavage between town and country though the 
situation was to chan~e aRain with the fall of the Gondar dynasty and 
the return to the moving capitals. 
The medieval period is, however, known for its achievements in Geez 
religious literature. The fourteenth century is considered a period of 
literary renaissance and great literary activity mainly because with 
the restoration of the so-called Solomonic line religious literature 
began to revive. Translations which used to be made from Greek to Geez 
were now dominantly made from Arabic. New literary genres in Geez, such 
as the gadl and ta' amer began to emerp,e. The Synaxarium, a collection 
of the lives of saints which is read on the name days of the saints and 
martyrs, is described by Ullendorf as 'a fundamental work of Ethiopic 
literature.' (48) The historical works, like The Chronicles of Amd~ 
Seyon, originally written in Geez, are considered to be the works of an 
• 
eye-witness. (49) They moinly dealt with the king's campaign against 
the Huslims, and include some tales and anecdotes about Amda ~eyon, the 
king. They are among the first extant non-religious works in Geez. 
Jones and Monroe emphasise the historical importance of these 
chronicles. They say that it was during this period that 'the 
contemporary history of Aby~sinia began to be written.' They proceed 
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to add: 
For the earlier period we possess only bald lists of kings, 
so contradictory and confused as to be virtually valueless, 
.and popular romances, generally of a hagiographical 
character. From the fourteenth century we begin to get more 
or less contemporary chronicles compiled from the official 
annals kept by the kins's scribe ••• (50) 
Kebra N5gflst was among the works in Geez discussed a great deal by 
scholars. Hargery Perham refers to it as 'the myth of the descent of 
the kings from Solomon and the Queen of Sheba.' (51) She further 
points out that the book could be: 
A sixth century Coptic collection of a number of legends 
current in eastern rlediterranean countries. These , ... ere 
translated in the fourteenth century into Arabic and shortly 
afterwards into Geez, though the legends of greater interest 
to Ethiopia were probably known earlier in that country. (52) 
Hess on the other hand refers to it as a 'legend,' 'a story' or 'as an 
ideoloRical weapon' used by the Shoan dynasty. (53) As to its original 
source, 'Jess firmly states that ' ••• there is no conclusive evidence of 
the existence of the legend before the thirteenth century.' (54) 
Harden calls it 'the native work' and adds: 
It is in reality not history but romance, tracing back the 
origin of the kings to the beginning of the world and the 
lineage of the Abyssinian dynasty to the time of Solomon. (55) 
A lot more has been written about Kebr~ NlgHst. Hmo/ever, it is 
important to note that the book was written to fulfill certain historic 
and religious wishes. The Church and the state wanted a religious 
ancestor and wished to relate their pedigrees with that of the founders 
of their religious faith. (56) The fact that the importance of the book 
lies in its 'historiC', religious and at times moral ambitions is brought 
out clearly by many writers. 
The fifteenth century is referred to as the 'Golden Age' of Geez 
Hteraturc, (57) or as 'the culmi.nating point in the development of 
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Geez literary activity.' (58) The biographical genres, the Acts and 
Lives of Saints and ~~rtyrs that started during the last century were 
developed largely durinR this period. Three of the kings had literary 
inclinations; two of them wrote some original works. 
King Za?a Yaqob reacted against the spiritual practices of the day, 
which he did not personally approve of, by writing a book entitled 
H§shaf6 Berhan (Book of Light) which divulged and condemned the magical, 
• 
heathenish and superstitious practices of the period. '~e also find a 
collection of hymns for the Saints' Day of the year in his name. 
Zenahu 18 abiiw Keburan (Stories of the Honoured Fathers), a collection 
of anecdotes and sayings, appeared during this period which also witnessed 
the continuation of the writing of chronicles. So far, it was during 
this period that a greater variety of genres appeared, and more original 
works were written. 
The development of Ceez literature in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries was affected by two important factors. The war against the 
tluslims and the Dromos was one of the factors which may have discouraged 
further original and new writin~, and also brought about the destruction 
of the written material which already existed in the churches and 
monasteries. flost of the literature may have been ravaged with the 
demolishing and burning of the churches. Although the religious division 
which existed during the period may have slackened the pace of literary 
development some original works appeared as a result of the conflict: 
two important works by King Galawdewos (59) and few translations from 
Arabic. (60) Before the end of the century two works directed at 
rechristening those who turned towards Islam during the Grann , ... ar 
appeared. The writer was believed to be Embaqom, himself a convert 
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from Islam. (61) 
The writing of chronicles which took place in a small scale during 
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries was now revived and developed 
because of the wars. Talking about the chronicle as a genre Harden 
says: 
It starts with lists of the ancient kings and contains brief 
accounts of the reigns of the ancient kings and the kings from 
Yekuno Amlak to Lebna Dengel. A fuller story begins at the time 
of the Wars with Gragn. The chronicle comes down to the reign 
of Bakaffa (1730). There are longer chronicles also for the 
reigns of many of the kings from Zar'a Ya'Qob onwards ••• (6~) 
Rahrey's History of the Galla (1953), however, is an original and 
important work of history which studied and analysed his own people 
and the Oromo invaders. 
There were some contributions in two other branches of knowledge, 
namely, law and philosophy. The Fetha Nagast (Law of Kings) is the 
first book on law that was translated from a.work 'written in Egypt in 
the thirteenth century~ (62b) Although basically a religious work it 
also deals with secular aspects of life. 
A major contribution, hO\.,rever, is the philosophical work of Zar'ct Ydq.ob.·, 
and his pupil \valda HeYNa t published under the title Enquiry of ~r'a 
Ya' qob. (63) lIa clen expresses some sense of relief and appreciation 
when he says of this work: 'It is refreshing to find some originality 
in the midst of the dreary monotony of hagiology and stereotyped 
) 
chroniclers that are met with for the most part elsewhere in the literature. 
(64) Littman, on the other hand, not only appreciated the work of the 
two philosophers of the 17th century but accepted it as 'a real contribution 
to the history of humnn thought.' (65) Littman further adds: 
A man like Zar'a Ya'qob gave utterance at the time of Thirty 
Years' ~r to thoughts which first became current in Europe 
at the time of rationalism in literature. (66) 
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Thus Bahrey's impartial approach to the writing of history was followed 
by the impartial philosophical work of Z~ra Ya'qob. He criticised 
Christianity, Islam and Judaism whenever he disagreed with their ideas. 
He was not partial to his own church. II is philosophy included serious 
examination of both religious doctrines and various facets of secular 
life. His main pre-occupation, however, was consistent appeal to reason. 
Another book on philosophy, Nashafa Falasfa T~biban (The Book of the 
Wise Philosophers), is a collection of extracts from the works of the 
renowned Greek, Roman, Oriental philosophers and the writers of the 
Bible. 
Geez literature began to decline at the end of the seventeenth 
century. Although the chroniclen of the kings continued writing there 
is an observable change in the use of language. The chronicles are found 
using Amharic words while writing in Geez thus introducing a hybrid of the 
two languages. Gradually Amharic takes the place of Geez as a medium 
for the writing of chronicles, and other works of both religious and 
secular character. 
To summarise: Most of Geez literature was translated, and not 
originally written in the language. A study of our sources shows that 
there was no substantial interest in and recognition of the literary 
aspects of the literature. Except for the references made to the new 
genres that began appearing in the fifteenth century and the romance 
works in translation which appeared in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries the interest of the scholars of Geez literature appears to be 
predominantly in its religious and historical contents. Sylvia Pankhurst 
indicates that according to R.H. Charles the Ethiopic version of the 
Book of Enoch is the only one that preserves the full text. (67) She 
further adds that the book of 'The Ascension of Isaiah is preserved 
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in Ethiopic only, The Book of Bafuch appears to exist only in Ethiopic, 
The Book of Jubilees is preserved wholly only in Ethiopic, The Apocalypse 
of Ezra is preserved in full in Ethiopic and Arabic only. (68) Ullendorff 
stresses the importance of translated wor~like Rules of Pachomius, Ketllos 
and Fisalgos as the original versions of these works are either non-
existent or inadequate for profound shcolarship. (69) Jones and Monroe 
also join him emphasising the value of these works for s(ious research· 
lvhereas the religious content of Geez literature and the historic 
significance of some of the manuscripts and the translated works is 
repeatedly emphasised by many Ethiopicists the secular and literary 
values of the literature do not seem to come into the attention of as 
many scholars. The number of scholars who are aware of the latter aspects 
of Geez literature appears to be nep,ligibly small. (70) It is clear 
th~refore why Geez literature, except for the chronicles and some works 
of philosophy and law, is criticised for lack of originality. A study of 
the descriptive, expressive and the narrative structure of the language 
would have exposed the literary qualitites of the various translated 
works. This is important in view of the fact that most of the translations 
tend to be adaptations or transfromations rather than literal renditions 
of the original texts. The study of the application of language in 
these various works would Ilave definitely shed new light on the literary 
history of Geez. Otherwise 'lack of originality' would be an expression 
of lack of variety in content, though even that is not clenrly substantiated, 
rather than lack of originality in expressing new ideas. As far as its 
content is concerned it is evident that since the emphasis was on religious 
and historical works the s~arch for secular literary works did not get 
as much enthusiastic attention. 
It is true ttHlt Gee? Ii terature is hir,hly influenced by the Church 
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and is inflated with Christian beliefs and doctrines. The Ethiopian 
Church and the country itself had restricted contacts with the religious 
and intellectual movements in the world. The relation the church had 
with the Alexandrian Coptic Patriarch was interrupted as a result of 
the spread of Islam in the Middle East and North Africa. Thus that the 
development of the literature from its inception was unique, and closely 
integrated with and influenced by the church is understandable. 'vhat 
is intriguing is the fact that the domineering religious and historical 
interest of the scholars of Ethiopic literature seems to follow the 
already set tradition which began with the translation of religious and 
historical material. 
Ullendorf begins his chapter on Ethiopian literature by saying: 
'Literature in Ethiopia menn~ Geez literature - at least UPfo the 19th 
century when books in Amharic began to come off the printing presses.' (71) 
Though he deals with various nationalities in Ethiopia in one of his other 
chapters he does not say much about their literature. This seems to be 
because of the traditional but erroneous assumption that only written 
texts represent a literary tradition. Another reason is the fact that 
Ullendorf is not attempting to write about Ethiopian literature as such. 
He states:' From Ludolf to the present day the .nain attraction of Ethiopic 
literature to European scholArs has undoubtedly lain in all that this 
literature has preserved, in translation, of earlier and more original 
literary creations.' (72) This interest in the translated works arises 
as a result of their need to study Ethiopia's cultural and literary 
relations with the Christian orient. Consequently the study into 'the 
original aspects of Ethiopic literature' (73) was not given the main 
attention. Ullendorf himself suggests that his study of Geez texts is 
not to gain any pleasure but to study the character of the Ethiopian 
people. (74) It is not indicated, hO\.,.ever, how the works which he 
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characterised as transl~tional could be used in the understanding of 
'the character of the Ethiopian people.' One also wonders which 
Ethiopians he is talking about; so much has happened from the fourth 
century A.D.up to 1960 - the date of publication for the first edition 
of his book. 
Although Littman rightly says, 'The history of Ethiopic literature 
• is far more a history of books and institutions than of men and ideas ••• (7S) 
he fully realises that 'the language was cultivated for literary purposes' 
(76) though 'mainly in the service of religion and the church.'(77) 
Sylvia Pankhurst's perception is different and rich with information. 
Most important however, is the attention it draws to the recognition of 
the literary contents in the works. 
In addition to their literary contents the Ethiopian manuscripts 
preserved in the churches comprise historical and other records, 
the spare page~ being used to record such matters as deeds of gift 
to priests, churches and so forth~ the building of a church by one 
of the kings or other patron ~nd the date of the event, in some 
cases the dimensions of the church, inventories of church property, 
lists of the Emperors with the dates of their reigns, and other 
historical events. (78) (Emphasis mine) 
These 'literary contents' are not elaborated by Sylvia Pankurst. 
She mentions that 'Poetry was cherished' (79) and adds that 'Ethio~a 
has a wealth of folk-tales based on religious traditions, historical 
incidents, village life, animals of the farm and the wild. The stories 
are characterized by humour, wit and patriotism. Some of them have 
been collected by European investigators , Narcel Cohen, Maurice Chaine, 
Wolf Leslau and others.' (80) Though she does not dig into the literary 
contents and merits of the works in Geez, it is Sylvia Pankhurst, among 
the early writers on Ethiopic literature we discussed so far, who remarks 
about the variety of other literatures apart from Geez. lIer understanding 
of the term literature is wider in scope and richer in meaning. 
It is interesting to note, by way of conclusion, that of the scholars 
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writing in English, it was Itarden who has taken Geez literature as a 
topic for a book. The rest are talking about Geez literature either in 
passing or as part of a small chapter in a book that meagerly introduces 
the subject. Moreover there seems to be no detectable and significant 
difference among the sources briefly reviewed here. There is a tendency 
to paraphrase earlier works rather than enrich knowldedge in the area. 
A strictly serious academic updating does not seem to be the main purpose 
of scholarship for many scholars of Ethiopian studies mentioned in this 
work. It appears that there is not much radically significant 
contribution in English after lIar.den' s Introduction to Christian Literature, 
published in 1926. The works of Sylvia Pankhurst, Hess, Jones and 
Honroe, Ullendorf, Perham etc did not add much ne,,, knowledge to Geez 
literature scholarship. 
1.3. Social, political and economic life, 1855-1974 
We have seen that Ethiopian history traces its recorded beginnings 
from Axum (first century A.D.) or according to some writers before this 
time. The next 1000 years or more do not however, leave much on matters 
that interest us in this section. It is known that the next three 
centuries after the restoration of the so-called Solomonic line, towards 
the end of the thirteenth century, were periods of conflict between 
Ethioplan Christians and neighbouring Muslims in the South East. (81) 
The first half of the sixteenth century also witnessed an invasion by 
the Muslims led by their leader Ahmed Ibn al Chazi who declared a holy 
war from lIarar. lIis irresistable soldiers devastated the country. They 
were later defeated and driven out of the country with assistance from 
the Portuguese. The Jesuit missionaries who came with the Portuguese 
army wanted to impose Catholicism following the removal of the ~Iuslims. 
Their attempt to convert the King first and then spread the religion 
among the people provoked rebellion among the peasantry costing the 
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life of Emperor za ~engel (1603-4) and the abdication of Susenyoss 
(Markakis, 15). The Jesuits were expelled. Nevertheless 'the 
exhausted land of Ethiopia' did not get peace; a new force entered 
the Ethiopian territory on the south-east and on the western side. 
The Oromos (also known as Gallas) did not come to Ethiopia to raid it 
and return to their original homes. They came as a vast population 
which was determined to stay. (Harkakis, 16-17) 
The religious rebellions in the 17th century and the apostasy of 
two emperors from Christianity brought the legitimacy of the Gondar 
dynasty,which allegedly failed to fulfill its role as the symbol of 
Orthodox Christianity, to question. Imperial rule was again threatened 
by the decentralizing tradition of provincialism. rtoreover the turmoil 
created by the Oromo presence and the continued and widespread 
harrassment of the rest of the population 'coupled with the inability 
of the emperors who had become progressively secluded in Gondor. - to 
provide effective protection' surrendered imperial rule to the provincial 
nobility gradually weakening and ultimately leading to the end of the 
Gonder monarchy (rtarkakis, 17-18). 
, 
Zamana Hasafent, the ere of/the princes, began ,,,!th the fall of 
Gondm·'. The period 1769-1855 was characterised by internecine war 
bet,~een the provincial lords each struggling for supremacy. Numerous 
provincial dynasties were created; rivalries led to alliances with 
other provincial rulers, irrespective of religious affiliations, against 
local enemies; and sharp re~ionalist interests led to further division 
of the provinces to smaller entities. It was Kassa (later Emperor 
Te\olodros) who emerged from these socio-political conditions with the 
determination and zeal to restore a united Ethiopia which he managed 
in a decarle (Ilarkakis, 10-20). Although he was successful in uniting 
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the country politically his main problems with the nobility and the Church 
threatened the unity. T~wodros understood that the power of the provincial 
nobility was based on their control of the provinces and their locally 
formed army. He designed to tackle this problem by divi:'ding the provinces 
into smaller administrative units to be governed by his own officials, and 
by building a national army which consisted of members from the different 
provinces, and whose salaries were to be paid from the national treasury. 
The instructions to the national army were to come from the Crown or his 
appointee. The other force which was worth considering was the Ethiopian 
Orthodox Church. Markakis summarises T~wodros' view of the clergy as 
follO\~s: 'Though a zealous Christian, T~wodros had little respect for the 
clergy, whom he considered arrogant, corrupt and parasitical.' (Markakis, 
20) The Church never failed from threateninr, the emperor's endeavours. 
Pressed for money to support his army he wanted to deny the church the 
tax exemption it enjoyed from its lands. The Church refused to accept 
his intentions and this led to serious conflict which had devastating 
consequences for the people and the country. This in turn permitted the 
vanquished nobility to discredit the emperor and rebel against him. 
Tewodros replied with a series of 'brutal punitive campaigns.' Together 
with the Oromo raids, as ttarkakis Aptly puts it, 'lawlessness once again 
claimed the Ethiopian countryside' (t~rkakis. 21) T~wodros's letter to 
Queen Victoria which started off a chain process leading to the Napier 
Expedition of 1868 was the last stralY. Umtilling to surrender to the 
English army, Tewodros committed suicide, and violence was again unleashed 
in the country giving power back to the provincial lords. Yohannes IV 
became king of kings in 1872 but when he died in rtMti:\mma in 1889 fighting 
the dervishes the throne went to t1cn elik II of Shoa (f.1arkakis, 21-22). 
The unification and expansion of Ethiopia was to gain real foundation 
during rIenelik's reign, 1889-1913. Pressed by the threat of European 
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imperialism at the horn, lured by economic motive and strivL~for fertile 
land he pushed his empire to the south. The famine of 1889-92 also 
instigated migration to the south (Markakis, 24). During the four 
decades of his rule Menilik expanded the country, defended it against 
colonial agression, and laid the foundation to the process of modernization 
''1hich ''las to be continued by Jlai18 Sellasse. The decade after Hen elik' s 
victory over the Italians in Adwa is regarded as a period of consolidation 
and as the time when the expansion of his frontiers finally gave Ethiopia 
its present shape. (83) Since the period from 1900-1974 is crucial 
to our study of Ethiopian novels we shall try to treat it more closely 
than we have done with the previous centuries so far. 
We have learnt, though very briefly, that most of the last six centuries 
of Ethiopian history were filled with raids and wars of one kind or another. 
Although the first decade of this century witnessed the consolidation 
of Ethiopia in the form we know it today the attempt to further strengthen 
this unity and the enthusiasm to modernise the state were faced with 
considerable threats both from within and without the country. The 
provincial lords in the south, south-east and south-west grew in power 
as they began holding large estates and distributing land to their soldiers, 
whose service and allegiance was directly to them. (84) rforeover, when 
Hen~ik fell sick in 1906 the question of succession brought new political 
uncertainties in the palace ultimately leading 'into an unprecedented 
system of intrigues, conspiracies, political and marital pacts and 
alliances unknown before and since in Ethiopian history. Byzantine-like 
(deft practitioners of dark intrigues thrived~ (85) The bedridden Emperor 
who saw the increasing tension leading into- another round of feudal 
violence announced the establishment of a Council of f1inisters in 1907, 
the first cabinet in Ethiopia, and in 1908 he chose and proclaimed his 
grand-son Iyasu as successor and heir to the throne. (86) The announcement 
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of his successor led to further turmoil and conflicts which involved the 
nobility, the provincial feudal barons and the church leaders. (87) 
The establishment of the cabinet did not solve the problem of administration 
'for power continued to be dependent on personal influence and military 
strength'(88) The coup of September 1916 .. ousted Iyasu Gncl 
brc.~~t\'t Za\-Iditu as Empress and Ras Tafari as regent and heir to the 
throne. 1he period of dyarchy thus begun (1917-28) was to continue with 
the usual conflicts between the provincial lords and the palace, now 
filled with Tafari's recruits (89) During this time, however, the internal 
pm."er struggle gradually began to gather its forces around Z-a",ditu and 
TaHiri and what each symbolised: Zawditu the ultra conservatives, Tafari 
the 'liberal' nobility and the early progressives. 
The ultra-traditionalists represented by Z~hlditu were isolationist 
in their foreign policies and were completely opposed to any kin~ of 
reform, modernization and innovation. 1bey were opposed to the banning 
of slovery for reasons relnted to their class interests: (1) the slave 
trade tms a source of cash for some provincial governors;,:t2) the out-
lawing of slavery meant giving freedom for the serfs working on their 
farms. This Has a challenne to T~H~ri and the l1h",ral nobility who 
"mnted to join the League of Nations which demanded the suppression of 
slavery in the country as a pre-condition for membership. (90) The 
liberal nobility represented by TRfari saw the benefits of contacts 
with the outside world. This group, , ... rites Addis fIeywat, 
actively pioneered the imperative infrastructure for the modern 
state - trade, internally and with the world - capitalist system, 
cash economy, modern education, coercive institutions such as an 
army (initially praetorian), police, prisons etc. (91) 
The third group in the socio-politicnl life of the country during 
the period before the Italian invasion was the intellectual. Since 
this group was devoted to reform it aligned itself with the liberal 
nobility which was led by T~f5ri. Among this group there were some 
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individuals who attempted to study, analyse, and suggest solutions to 
the problems the country faced. The more radical wing of the 
progressives were more 'systematic' in their identification and analysis 
of the social, economic and political conditions, and more thorough in 
their suggestions of possible remedies. This was indeed a period of 
turmoil, challenge and probably a test for the educated in general; 
writers touched upon almost every aspect of social life in the 
intellectual forum of the period, Benhanena Salam (Light and Peace), 
a weekly Amharic newspaper. The following could be taken as some of the 
representatives of this period: Gllbra IJeywat, Ashe frailu, D3rd~ssa, 
• 
AHhvDlq, HSH, Tamrat W Ammanucl, rJelkyas etc. 
The radicals considered the ultra-traditionalists and their 
representatives in the lower ndministrative levels as parasites who 
vegetated on the produce of the peasantry ;4<; a group ,~hich only 
possessed large estates with little or no interest to develop and 
utilise them;asbarriers to the implementation of the reform-oriented 
policies of the government. In short they hold the landed aristocracy 
responsible for the backwardness of the country. These anti-feudal 
views were expressed in Berhnnena S~i1am by a gooel number of writers 
subtelty. 
t-c O"'sto<.tuc," 
with various degrees of frankness and That~ . 'vas a 
fetter to development and ruthless in its exploitation was aptly 
described by Asbe. Generally speaking, however, despite the efforts 
of the radicals and some of the innovations introduced by the liberal 
nobility 'by 1935 the syringe of social-political innovations had not 
gone deep enotlgh to affect the body politic of the Gibbi (I.e. the 
palace~' (93) He shall return to the role of the intellectual and 
deal with them in detail in the next chapter. 
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The economic conditions 
Agriculture, the main source of Ethiopia's economy, has scarcely 
advanced. Little progress has been made towards enhancing effective 
development in this vital source of life of the people. Some liriters 
have pointed out that the insurmountable geographic features and the 
isolation of the country are the main causes of the backwardness of 
social and economic development. (94) Others have indicated the long 
absence of peace, the way of life of the liar-lords, and the slave 
trade as the main factors twmpering development. (95) Dassalann 
points out that 'The medieval form of cultivation, the archaic 
implements employed and the low level of agricultural know-how' (96) 
were factors which encouraged backwardness because they allowed only 
small scale rural production until the beginning of commercial 
agriculture in the mid 1960s. lie also considers lack of oxen and 
essential tools of farming as one of the problems of poor rural 
production. The peasants WllO could not provide their own implements 
had to look for assistance from others 'in exchange for their labour 
or a portion of their harvest.' (DassaI5~~, 31) Those peasants 
without the means of cultivation not only constituted 'the poorest 
section of the peasantry' but were also 'easily victimised by adverse 
natural conditions', and 'were often forced to abandon their fflrms and 
migrate to urban areAS in search of employment.' (Dassal5nil, 31) 
Fragmentation of land into smoll-scale holdin8~ or minor plots was 
another deterrent to improved production in agriculture. This 
IoiIi#S due to both the prevailinr, land holding system and peasant 
consciousness; the peasants believed 'that it was advantageous to 
have several scattered plots.' It must be borne in mind, however, 
that 'the unevenness of the quality of the land encouraged peasants to 
opt for frar,mented holding~.' (Dassarann, 31) The fact that neli 
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techniques of production such as use of chemical fertilizers, high-
yield seeds, use of better tools and improved methods of cultivation 
were largely unknown due to 'l'he I t f i re uc ance 0 peasants to g ve up 
their traditional practices and try new techniques ••• ' (Dassalef,i, 31) 
has also contributed to the backwardness in the agricultural life of 
the country. 
Various ,,,riters have mentioned the important deterrents of 
agricultural development in Ethiopia. They olso indirectly explain 
why the Ethiopian peasantry was and is continuously falling victim of 
famine and disease despite agreement by scholars that 'by the standards 
of mnny rural communities in Africa, Ethiopian peasants are considerably 
advanced in form monagement technique' and in spite of the fact that 'the 
Ethiopian rural producer is hard working, diligent, and competent 
within the limits of his knowledge has not been disputed by many.' 
(Dassal8ii.ii, 32) At this juncture, therefore, a brief discussion of the 
land holding system and the production relations between the landlord, 
the state, the church on the one hand, and the tenants and the landless 
on the other is pertinent. 
Dassal5ilil writes that due to lack of 'reliable data' and 'because 
of complex and confusin~ tenurial structure that existed in the country 
before the land reform' no complex study of the agrarian system of 
'the old regime' has been made. (Dassaloon, 16) However, he attempts 
to point out the salient features of the system though with awareness 
of the paucity of 'empirical evidence' which is 'either u~available, 
partial, or of questionable quality.' His conclusions, which will be 
summarised below, were made 'on the basis of what is available.' 
(D~ssalDnn, 16) 
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The landholding system in Ethiopia during the era of the old 
regime was not monolithic • There were 'Roth in the north and south 
••• a large number of landholding arrangements - perhaps as many as 
twenty different varieties ••• ' (Dassallmrn, 17) Instead of examining 
all these varities in detail in his book, nassal~in takes the core 
elements and groups them as follows: ' ••• in the north, what is often 
termed the "communal" church and state tenures ••• In the south, the 
tenures were church, stade [state) and private.' (D~ssalann, 17) 
To avoid the north-south dichotomization he further summarises the 
landholding system in Ethiopia in two broad categories: (i) usu-
fructuary tenures and (ii) private tenures,and the first is divided 
into communal, church and state holdings. (Dassalann, 21) 
The communal, or rest, system is a system where the individual can 
claim land rights if he can prove his descent from the original holders 
of the plot of land in question or the immediate inheritors of the land. 
Once a plot of land is in his possession he does not have the right to 
sell or transfer the land to others, by way of gift for example. His 
, 
right is for life and when he dies 'tIle land was divided equally among 
all his children, male and female.' (Dassali:\!]il, 17) The system ,,,as 
widely used in Cojaam, Gonclnr, \"a110, Tegray and Northern Shawa. 
Dassala iJIi' s research in Bahr Dar Awraj a reveals that the main problem 
with this system wa~ that it 'gave rise to excessive fragmentation of 
holdings.' (Dassala:i1ii, 18) The rest tenure not only allowed for 
continuous division and sub-division of plots, it was also one of the 
main causes for interminable disputes over claims of rights on the 
same plot of land on issues of closer ties to the ancestor. Such 
land 'vas left unused. (DassaU"nn, 19) 
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The most common church land called samon belonged to the state 
but the rights have been given to the church forever. The church 
leased this land 'in return for tribute or tax' which it used to support 
its activities, the clergy and others which render it service. 
(Dassalaiiii, 19) 
The third and most important of the varieties of classifications 
of estate holding system were ~ladaria and rfiingest. Some of the land 
held by the state (mainly in the southern regions) 'was leased out 
to cultivators ••• A good portion of it was however given out to 
individuals (t~daria), or registered as government property (Mangest).' 
(Dassalaiiii, 20) Nadaria land 'was granted to ex or incumbent officials, 
war veterans, patriots or persons who were considered to have provided 
meritorious service to the Crown in lieu of pension or salary.' 
(Dassalaiin, 20). Depending on their choice, the holders may work on 
the land or lease it out to tenants, which is mostly the case. 
The private holdings were lands expropriated mainly from peasants 
in the south distributed to government officials and loyal servants of 
the Emperor. However these londs are regarded fundomentally as the 
properties of the state for 'in so far as the authority of the state 
was concerned, the sanctity of private property was not recognised in 
principle or in fact.' (Il!iF:sl:1lniin, 21) Thus ,.,ith the introduction of 
a ne,·, state apparatus HaiHl Sellasse' s control of power, which lms 
before maintained by the regime's 'role in the allocation of 
resources' and its 'monopoly over the instrumf'nts of repression', was 
greatly inflated. (Dassalnnn, 22) DassaUlnn states: 
On the whole, the vast holdings of the state were primarily 
used for political purposes: by grants of land the reigning 
monarchs sought to buy support anrt loyalty, or by threats of 
dispossession, to discourage opposition. (Dnssa18nn, 20) 
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Their role in achieving the aspired political goals ~Gi given more 
importance than the economic utility of these lands thus rendering 
life for the peasantry and the landless, to put it mildly, unbearable. 
The peasantry was bled by the soldiers of the kings and provincial 
warlords and the innumerable taxes it paid in grain, cattle, money etc. 
The free labour he, his wife and children surrendered to the landed 
aristocracy, the local gentry and the administrative representatives 
of the state at all levels waS of gigantic proportions. Horeover on 
holidays or ''1hen a landlord ,ms giving a festive luncheon or dinner the 
tenants provided eggs, chicken, sheep, butter, tef etc. 
knoHn as Hattaya - a kind of 'forced gift.' 
This was 
These were the main features of the economic conditions of Ethiopia 
as it entered the twentieth century. There was hardly any change in 
agricultural life and the instruments of production at the beginning 
of this century. The problems mentioned earlier were not tackled at 
all. (97) Just as there was no basic change in the political life of 
the society at large the economic conditions also remained by and large 
unchanged until the Holian Fnscist invasion in 1935. The period 
1935-41 wos 0 period of Itolian occupation, however, the Fascists never 
conquered the whole country during the five years of occupation. (98) 
"'hen in 1941 /laila Sellasse ,,,as restored to power mainly by the British, 
who wanted a ruler in Ethiopia who would serve their war-time interests, 
the pntriots resisted. They were nevertheless not strong enough to 
stop him. (99) During the 1940s and 1950s the 'master-client relation' 
with the British consolidated lIaila Sellass~' s power ,,,hile it gave the 
British a lot of freedom in Ethiopia. lIis government 'totally rejected 
the slightest call for reform.' (100) In fact it further strengthened 
its relation with external forces (particularly with the United States) 
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during the fifties and sixties thus gaining more military strength. (101) 
During this same period foreiRn and locally educated Ethiopians entered 
the bureaucracy. The educated elite were seduced by the high posts 
they were offered in the 'creaky bureaucracy' of the mid-fifties. 
Addis Heywat mentions Garmame as the only 'militant democrat;' he was 
charged and labelled by ultra-feudalists and conservatives in the 
various hierarchies of the bureaucracy as 'communist' and 'eccentric.' 
They were common allegations of the old regime against democrats. (102) 
Some of the persons in the army and the intellectuals were later 
(Decemher 1960) engaged in a coup d'etat. The brain behind it was 
Garmame fleway. Though the coup failed since it was not well organised 
and did not raise the main economic problem of land, it was the first 
serious challenge to lIaHa Sellasse's absolute monarchy. (103) 
lIaHa Sellasse' s r,overnrnent did not provide any anm.,.ers to the 
inherent problems that led to the coup d'etat of 1960. Instead it 
escalated its methods and practice of repression. The peasant rebellion 
in various parts of the rural areas, the Ethiopian student movement in 
the major cities and the growing prohlem of oppressed nationalities along 
,.,.ith the major economic, social Rnd political problems challenged the 
regime during the sixties and seventies. (104) The sixties saw lots of 
student demonstra tions which reached their peak in 1965 ,.,.hen students 
demonstrnted under the slogan 'LRnd to the Tiller.' This was a major 
stride compared to the previous demonstrations. Student challenr,es 
and confrontations on both national and international issues continued 
in spite of imprisonment, beatings, and killings by the repressive 
machinery of the state. Social unrest in the rural and urban 
areas also mounted; major land reform was, however, delayed until after 
the popular revolution of 1974. 
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1.4 Literary conditions 1855 to 1974 
• the The period from mld Anineteenth century to the first three and a 
half decades of this century could be said to have been dominated by 
the influx and domestic production of religious literature, mainly in 
Amharic. '~ith the emergence of newspapers and journalistic writing 
at the start of the twentieth century concern for the secular aspects 
of life begins to draw more attention gradually leadins to the 
publication of various essays, text books and literary works. Further-
more various attitudes to and concepts of literature begin to appear 
in the newspapers. It is these aspects of Ethiopian literature along 
with the conditions of literary production, distribution and consumption 
that we intend to introduce in this section of the chapter. 
1.4.1 Religious literature in Amharic 
We do not yet know the origin of Amharic both as a spoken and 
written language. According to Ullendorf it was probably spoken fr~m 
the tenth century. (105) Ilowever, differing views have been expressed 
by other writers. (106) The first evidence we have so far pertaining to 
the written history of the language dates as far back as the fourteenth 
century in the poems written in praise of King Amdl ~eyon, and six 
other kings following him. These poems were first published in 1777 
(Eth.cal) in [l~jazmach lIailu Eshate's book entitled Tarik'8 Nagast 
(History of Kings). (107) Their authors are not known as the writers 
did not sign their names for reasons of modesty. (108) The Amharic 
in which these poems ,.,ere written is not the same as the Amharic we speak 
and write today as the grammatical structure is different, and as there 
are words in them we do not understand today. It is possible that this 
type of Amllaric continued to be written, according to Professor Tamrat, 
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until 1599 E.C. (1607 Eu.C). However, there is no evidence of any work 
written in Amharic during the period 1555 to 1599 E.C. (1563-1607 Eu.C). 
(l09) There is no evidence to believe this is the earliest form of 
the language though it is the earliest written evidence we have of the 
language so far. 
The next event worth noting in the history of Amharic writing is 
related to the coming of the Portuguese to Ethiopia. The Portuguese 
who came in 1541 to assist the Christian king of Ethiopia in the war 
against 1I0slems did not want to sit idle once they completed their 
initial duty in the removal of the Hoslem threat. In fact Tamrat 
states that when they first established relations with the Ethiopian 
government it was agreed that their Catholic priests ,o~jd teach in 
Ethiopia. (lID) So the Jesuit missionaries started preaching their 
religion to the court, the clergy and the people at large. They chose 
the language most spoken by the ordinary person, Amharic, and started 
writing pamphlets in it thereby disseminatin2 their religious doctrine 
and propaganda. This compelled the Ethiopian clergy to defend their 
monophysite Christian beliefs. They countered the Jesuit view by 
writing in Amharic, without abandoning Geez though. (Ill) 
The great bulk of the pamphlets of this time is not extant in most 
libraries. Sergew says 'To our surprise, these works, at least as far 
as I know, are not extant in the major European libraries, including 
the archive of the Propagation of the Faith in Rome ••• ' (112) lie 
further suggests that some Ui ere ,burnt by King Fassinidas following 
the expulsion of the Jesuits because of a popular revolt against the 
spread of Catholicism. Some of the work by the Ethiopian clergy is 
still extant. f!m"ever, these original religious ,,,ri tings in Amharic 
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or translations made into Amharic by the clergy were not written purely 
in Amharic. The combination of Geez and Amharic in the writing of 
these works made the works difficult to understand as the majority 
of the people did not know Geez. (113) The major achievement of these 
,,,orks therefore is, according to Tamrat, their contribution to the 
beginning of the ,,,dting of Amharic, a language "/hich \'Tas hefore 
considered by the clergy as 'the 1anp,uage of the illiterate.' (114) 
The Zamann misafent mny have not favoured the uriting of literature 
since there isn't much work in Amharic attributed to this period. It 
is nevertheless possible that ,,,ith the manuscripts in Tewodros' s 
library there may have been Amharic books that have been destroyed. 
According to ArEaqa '''aIda 11aryam's chronicle there ,\,ere 961 books gathered 
from the various churches. (115) According to Pankhurst there were 
'no less than 981 manuscripts' in Te\'loclros's library before they were 
captured by the British army of the Napier Expedition, 1867 to 1868. 
Though some of these were returned to Ethiopian churches some fell into 
the hands of the soldiers and officers ,\'I1ile about 350 manuscripts 
went to the British tluseum. (116) That many Amharic books and pamphlets 
could have been hauled can be evidenced by a statement quoted in 
Pankhurst which states: 'Great destruction undoubtedly occurred in 
1868: the German traveller Rohlfs reported that "the whole area of t15qd!:ila 
at the '''ithdrmml of the British was littered with Amharic books, loose 
leaves and fragments"' (Pankhurst, 246). Generally speaking therefore 
the period since the expulsion of the Jesuits seems to he an era of 
temporary literary slumber. Reference must, however, be made to 
Amharic religious literature produced as a result of the revived 
missionary activity during the nineteenth century. 
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The distribution of catechistic material which started in 1810 
with the two hundred and twenty printed Geez Psalters sent by the 
foreign based The British and Foreign Bible Society continued with 
further dispatches of religious texts in Amharic. By 1853 about two 
thousand Bibles, six thousand Testaments and two thousand Old Testament 
Portions were printed in Amharic by the Society. These works 'were 
written in poor Amharic with an incorrect word order ••• ' and were 
consequently referred to, in tlittwoch's words, as 'mission Amharic.' 
(Pankhurst, 247) Bible Society statistics indicate that during the 
thirty years between 1854 and 1884 over 38,000 volumes were printed in 
Amharic and about 12,000 in three other Ethiopian languages: Orominna, 
Geez and Dogos. (Pankhurst, 248) 
The Chrischona Press in Switzerland produced the texts used by the 
Swedish Evangelical missionaries and the British and Foreign Bible 
Society. 
Amharic. 
It issued translations of the New and Old Testaments in 
Abu Rukh translated the New Testament into Amharic in 1870 
and the Books of the Old Testament in three parts: part one in 1871 
and the next in 1873. The Chrischona published numerous other tracts 
for the British and Foreign Bible society from 1864 to 1878. It produced 
a variety of religious liternture in Tegrinna in 1866 and in 
Oromi'n.ila during the period 11370 to 1876. (Pankhurst, 249) 
Nevertheless these productions of the Bible and other literatures 
were occasionally faced witll resistance. Emperor T~wodros who always 
asked the foreigners 'I~ve you brought me a gunsmith?' (Pankhurst, 247), 
was more enthusinstic in obtaining guns and gunpowder than in being 
flooded with religious hooks. Despite this fact however he preferred 
the Amharic versions to the Ceez ones. Hhat he said to the missionaries: 
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'I am tired of your books' (Pankhurst, 248) quite summarises the 
Emperor's reaction ap,ainst the superfluity of religious books and 
tracts. According to Pankhurst, 'In 1880 Ras Alula and Ras \-nilda 
Mikdil are said to have obtained permission from Yohannes to burn all 
the Amharic books they could find.' (Pankhurst, 248) It is legitimate 
to surmise therefore that this antipathy to missionary literature may 
have produced some ill feelings against literature in general. 
t~nelik's enthusiasm in the production of religious works was more 
'positive' than T~wodros's. Pankhurst writes: 
Out of the fairly considerable total of 98,304 texts it 
will be seen that 58,212 were in Amharic, 18,560 in Ethiopic 
and Amharic, 7,120 in Ethiopic, 5,000 in Tir,rinya, 1,000 in 
Tigre and 10,587 in three different dialects of Gallinya. 
(Pankhurst, 263) 
These nre some of the works produced between 1882 and 1914. They 
consisted of the Bible, Testament, New and Old Testament portions. 
111e Society's agency in Cairo distributed 24,172 scriptures from 
1904 to 1916 (Pankhurst, 263). The Swedish Evangelical Mission in 
Eritrea had already started production in Amharic, Tt-gdi, Geez and 
OromiriiHl during the late nineteenth century. (pankhurst, 264) f'1enelik's 
interest in the printed Bible may have encouraged the volume of 
missionary publications to grow. Pankhurst refers to a report to the 
British and Foreign Bible Society Hhere Henelik stated: 'Everywhere my 
soldiers are sitting on the ground, spelling or reading.' (Pankhurst, 
263) Furthermore he states that HeneHk 'is said to have distributed 
A~laric and Oromigna scriptures to his troops' in 1873. (Pankhurst, 263) 
Apart from these missionary texts the other type of writing worth 
mentioning in Amharic, after the mid-nineteenth century is the revival 
of the writing of chronicles. THO hiographical chronicles of T~wodros 
were written in Amharic. 
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t~ryam were the first to be written in an Amharic which is not highly 
mixed with Geez as was the case previously. There is also a third 
biography of the Emperor "/ritten in Amharic by a person whose name is 
yet unknown. 
There were other ",orks by Alaqa Z"anab, Alaq;a ZawNld and others 
written in Amharic. Books of history and geography were also produced 
by foreign writers before 1900. The situation was to change however 
during the first three and a half decades of this century since the 
publication of secular writing starterl and developed along with the 
religious literature. 
1.4.2 Secular writings 
Follo\'iing the introduction of printing facilities came the 
publication of religious liorks and newspapers which in turn contributed 
to the development of writing in Amharic. Publication began with the 
weekly politico-commercial newspaper Corriere Eritreo in r~ssawa in 
1891. (Pankhurst, 249) However it lias the hand\iritten Amharic \-Ieekly 
produced by Blatta G5br~ ERziabh~r which could be referrerl to as the 
first Amharic ne\~spaper. Pankhurst writes: 'A D Robert cites the 
librarian of the National Library of Ethiopia in 1946, as stating that 
this Eritrean distributed these sheets "before 1900" and that "50 copies 
were made of each issue".' (Pankhurst, 260) (118) lie does not however 
give the details about the name, place and date of 'publication' of this 
newspaper. 
The second Amharic \-Ieekly newspaper \o/ClS established in 1902 by the 
Greek, Andrea E Kavadia. It was called A'emcro. The earliest issues 
were handwritten. This neh'spaper stopped publication in 1903 because 
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of the delay in the arrival of the printing machinery promised by the 
enthusiastic Emperor, Ilenelik, and resumed publication in the latter 
part of 1914. It stopped again 1n 1916 to revive in 1924 and expand 
as an eight-page paper in 1926. I3erhanena Salam I a ne,~ Amharic 
",eekly was founded in 192/.. THO other papers, namely [asate nerhan, 
a quarterly; and Athya KokUb, a political weekly, began to appear in 
1935 but stopped publication together with the other ne",spapers "'ith 
the. : Fascist invasion in the same year. A brief discussion 
of A'emero and mainly Berhanena Sllam sheds some light on the early 
characteristics of Amharic ",riting during the pre-Italian occupation. 
The discussion is also important since it is a contention of this ",ork 
that these works, which Nere criticisms of the social life of the 
country, have together with the objective conditions in Ethiopia 
influenced the nature of early Ethiopian novels. The preoccupation 
of the novel in Ethiopia from 1930-197/ .. has been to deal with social 
problems. The articles published since the establishment of the 
Amharic newspapers, and the stories and allegations advocating the 
advancement of modern education, health, trade, agriculture and the 
maintenance of a national unity were the immediate thematic precursors 
of the trend the Ethiopian novel ,,,as to folloH. 
The most recurring topics ,,,ere concerned wi th the introduction of 
I'.'estern education I the problems these might bring in disrupting the 
age-old traditional ",ay of life, the call for a strengthened unity, and 
the economic problems which ernnnate chiefly from the predominantly feudal 
production relations. The controversy and vagueness that surrounds these 
debates is too much to deal "'ith here. 1be difficulty does not only 
lie in its bulk but also in the serious lack of clarity of thought and 
more importantly in the absence of a systematic approach to the issues 
under consideration. True, there were m~ny ",riters whose names and 
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articles appeared in the papers regularly. However, these people did 
not develop a certain system of thought or philosophy. ~lat they did 
was express their feelings on the various problems of the country. 
floreover since, particularly at the initial stages of the newspnpers, 
almost all opinions seemed to be considered for publication the 
opportunity was exploited by many WllO believed they had views to share. 
This resulted in the publication of all sorts of views on all sorts of 
topics, and the situation continued until the coronation of Ras Tafari 
in 1930. It is with this background in mind that the following 
discussion of the main themes of tIle newspapers needs to be viewed. 
'The use of the newspapers', an article \~ritten by Tammana lIailu 
in 1926 gi ves the common vie,~ held by \old ters and readers of Benhanena 
S~i1am about newspapers then. Tammana writes: 'A newspaper is the 
truthful mirror through which the government sees the thoughts and lives 
of the people. tloreovcr, it is also the informative organ \~hich the 
people read to know about the government's plans, nchlevements, and 
the lec is1a tions it makes. 1~erefore it is a big arena where the two 
parties meet.' (119) lie further explains the spiritual (in its religious 
sense) nnd material functions of a newspaper. The role it plays as 
a forum of criticism and self criticism; a rostru~on which the past is 
re-examined and re-told; and tIle future indicated is also pointed out 
in this article. It is, I think, this notion they held about news-
papers combined with the fresh enthusiasm of seeing Ethiopia catching 
up with Europe that led the writers to unreservedly express their views 
in these two newspapers. 
Emperor tkne1ik's reasons for founding A'emero were to benefit 
those involved in trade and agriculture and to assist governors and 
those working in government offices. It was conceived to be the mirror 
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which reveals to Ethiopian promoters of civilization the activities 
and progresses of people in foreign countries. (120) The over-
whelmingly large number of articles, essays, stories and tales that 
focus on matters largely related with the modernisation and better 
unification of the country also indicate that these were urgent matters 
that occupied, at times to a degree of obsession, the attention of the 
emergent intellectual of the period and other contributors. (121) 
tIany renowned intellectuals of the period before the Italian invasion 
expressed their views in these papers. 
One of the recurring names in Benhanena S~Ham is Fita\irari 
p;rr~ssn who wrote widely on education, civilisation, modernisation, 
the need for unity and cooperation, trade, aRriculture etc. Like most 
of his contemporaries writing [or Denhanena Salam he defended the 
introduction of modern education and Western civilisation against the 
opposing views, articles, rumours and beliefs of the traditionalists. 
He wrote: 
Hho allows a man to live like his father? A man rather lives 
like the times. If the son of a poor man is told to remain 
poor would he say "All right!"? Or if a rich person's child 
is told "don't be poor" can he [manage to be poor]? Hho really 
mC1naged to live like his father? Observe everything [around 
you]. Our grandfathers used spear, however, our fathers did 
not choose to maintain the spear; they chose the gun ••• 
That ,.,hose father travelleel by foot made the train; anel that 
wllose father made trains travels by airplanes. Therefore we 
cannot stand by ourselves, separated from the rest of the world, 
and insist we want to live like our fathers. It will not suit 
us. Let us therefore, my brothers, learn, develop the skill 
and work like the rest of the world ••• (122) 
v~irresa and mnny of his contemporaries (123) ",riting for Uenhanena 
• 
S;,ilam bdievpd that education amt cfevelopment could be achieved only 
throup,h unity and by Horkinn tor,ether. lie 'irote: 'If we think of only 
our individual selves we cannot make it in Horld politic~. ~-!hatever 
the CAse mny be, if a m[1n fails to st"nd "'1' th I' f 11 U I lIS e ow countrymen 
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and his country, and seeks his personal advantages he ,.,rill be like a tree 
cut off from its roots; in~ividual henefits may vanish in a short tiMe 
,,,,hile those of one's country are permanent.' (124) Unity ''laS also 
beHeved to be achieved by WIthering around the Queen and the Regent, 
Ras T3f5~i, and later around tIle symbol of Emperor Hail~ Sellase, who 
was portrayed as the father and sole promoter of education, 
civilisation, unity ami fn~erlol'l. These themes and others pertaining 
to the introduction and expansion of modern agriculture, industry and 
European civilisation in general are recurrent in the pages of 
Benhanena S~Ham . from January 1925, and continue to dominate the scene, 
with some scattered variations on emphasis, for the next ten years. 
It is these same issues that creative writers chose to concentrate 
upon in their works. In addition to the articles in the newspapers 
there ,.,.ere books published which contri buted to the fresh and 
enthusiastic endeavour of the early pro~ressives. The publication of 
books before the Italian interlude is dominated by the production of 
a great deal of religious work~, some text books nnd secular prose 
writings, and very few works that could be referred to as strictly 
liternry. (125) In fnct the precursor to the Ethiopian novel is a 
, 1 Ga"br"a" trannlation into Amharic of John Ounyan's Pilgrim s Progress )y 
Giyorgis Tarfa in 1892 which Ims follmYCrI by Onesimlls trtsib's 
translation of Bunyan's I·Jan's Heart into Oromiiiiia in 1899. (125) 
John Runyan's Pilgrim's Progress may hClve influenced Heruy H~Hda 
8e llase who wrote a religious allegory of Bunyan's type which is 
entitled Ny Heart, I1r Friend in 1922/23. The first Amharic novel 
\o/as, hmo/ever, written by Professor AHh.arq Cabra E yasus and published 
in Rome in 1908 under the ti.tlc Lcbb walHid tarik (literally "A Story 
born of Heart"). (127) AHiwiirQ's novel is a romnntic story ,,,,hich 
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depicts how the love between (1 beautiful Christian girl and a pagan 
king finally forces tIle kinR to be converted to Christianity. The 
Hork does not in any woy reflect the mood of "'hat was then discussed in 
the ne,."spapers. Its aim is more in line with the religious works 
published so far rather theW ,"Hh the problems earnestly expressed in 
the newspapers. It \'las lIi'.?ruy UiHcHi Sellase \'Iho used the novel form 
0.. 
to portrayAfc\." of the social problems of the epoch. Of course, in 
addition to the short tales, fables and allegorical stories which 
appeaCed in I3enhanena Salam there ,."ere other narrative pieces published 
in 1918 and 1933. (128) f!one of these \'Iorles exceeds thirty pa~es. 
Jlowever, since they narrate stories and depict the problems of the 
period , though by ,my of clirectly moralizing, they have been includec! 
in the discussion of the early forms of narrative prose uorks. Heruy's 
Yalebb lIassabb (The Thought of the Heart, 1930) find Addis Aliim (New 
Horld, 1932) are longer pieces that deal Nith the problems of 
modernization and cultural conflict. II eruy' s catalogue of books 
published in 1928 mentlons thrt"'e titles by Afaw8Iq and describes each 
of them as 'roman'. These novels Are not, however, availflble at the 
Institute of Ethiopian Studies Library. I have not ~et a person who 
has re[ld or seen them; or rend flny clocument Hhich told of their 
whereabouts. This leaves "eruy fiB the father of the 'purpose-oriented' 
novel in Ethiopia since it W1S be \."ho first Attempted to use the genre, 
before the Italian invasion, to depict the social problems of the 'New' 
Ethiopia. 
The period 1900-1935 \-IllS therefore a period ",hen, initinlly throur,h 
the writings in tIle newspnpers nnd later in the puhlication of various 
books, Ethiopian writing heRnn to pay more attention to s~culnr matters 
than it hnd ever done before. The contents of the Al'1hClric n':'''T~pnpers, 
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the publication of books on the alphabet. agriculture. public and 
government administration. veterinary science, arithmetic, world 
history, geography and grammar support this view. and indicate the 
main areas where change was thought to be required. The few novelists 
and the other creative writers portrayed the problems that arose as a 
result of the conflict between the old and the new. The novelists seem to ""lie 
used the genre at this stage to directly prescribe the type of 
change they thought was right. The discussions were not abstract at 
all. The problems were not regarded as logical entities which required 
logical solutions. The ,,,riters dealt directly with ,,,hat they imagined 
was actually happening to their society. The actual circumstances 
and their various manifestations in different spheres of life were the 
basis of their enquiry, and to a lesser degree of their suggested 
solutions. 
The fi ve years of Italian occupation from 1935-19t.1 were a blow 
to Ethiopian literature. The printing presses in Barar and Jimma were 
destroyed and those in Addis Ab:-\ba utilized for Fascist propaganda. 
Since all the Amharic newspapers were banned the only 'paper' in 
circulation in the interest of the nation was Bandirachen (Our Flag), 
the political organ of the patriots ,,,hich countered the propaganda 
published by the Fjcists. It ,·/8S transported on mule-back ,.. 
and distributed to the populace; it ,,,as also dropped from planes. 
This did not, of course, keep up tIle enthusiastic beginnings and the 
stride the pre-Italian period newspapers manifested. Though oral 
literature was enriched by tllis tragic event written Ethiopian literature 
had to wait until the expulsion of the Italians to make new starts. 
When the Italians were finally expelled in 1941 they destroyed all 
broadcasting facilities leaving many problems for the period of 
reconstruction. Dealing with the disastrous impact of the occupation 
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period became the major pre-occupation and task of the nation and its 
literature. 
The novels that appeared in the forties and early fifties mainly 
dealt ,,,ith the five years of Italian occupation. Emphasis was made 
on the restoration of unity and the importance of protecting the 
country's freedom. The theme of modernization that began in the 
previous novels was also ~ontinued in the works of Germact~w, WHld~ 
Giyorgis, Ass·cHa, rrcikonnen, Ha?glibu and G~tachaw • 
I~ny novelettes, we may call them dime novels, were published from 
the late fifties to 1974. r~st of them concerned thcmAclves with the 
evils of the so-called modernization or Westernization process. They 
dealt with the emergent proble~s of marriage; the conflict within 
the family; the disparity in wealth and the consequences of p~erty: 
killings, cut-throats, prostitution, the disinte~ration of rural life 
and migration to the ci ties; the impact of '''estern films, books, music 
etc on the youth and the traditional culture; the nepotism and embezzlement 
in the new bureaucracy and mnny other similar problems. The prohlems 
of the common man were token as subject matter for a novel by novices 
of different educational background and ability of writing. Although 
these works are healthy sir,ns for the spread and development of the 
literature their main contribution is probably more sociological than 
literary since they are poor in characterization, narrative technique, 
the use of language and in handling their subject matter. 
The publication of dime novels continued and dominated the literary 
arena in the sixties and seventies. This Has also the period ,,,hen the 
Ethiopian novel made a remarkahle achievement. Hhen lIaddi.s Alamayahu's 
Feger eska m'aqaber (Ii terally Love unto the Grave, or Love unto Death) 
Has published in 1965/66 it ~nrked the be~innin~ of a new trenrl in 
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Ethiopian novel writing. The book dealt with the major rural socio-
economic problem of the country with the depth and extent hitherto 
unknown to Ethiopian literature. Vivid characterization of peasants, 
tfte 
landlords and the c1eq~y a"<1 ... portrayal of natural beauty in a very lucid 
and beautiful language are the major qualities of the novel. One 
of the main problel'1s of the Ethiopian novel has not been fully overcome 
yet. I~ddis's narration abounds with accidents. Needless to 
emphasise that its qualities overshadow its shortcomings for most 
Ethiopian readers delight in the scenes of the love story between 
SabIa and mizabeh, meeting the many interesting characters, nnd vivirt 
descriptions of scenes of rural and palace life. 
Three other important novels appeared in the decade before 1974. 
The most important of them is Daiinach~hl's Adafres (after the hero's 
name) published in 1969/1970. The author, a graduate of II S I U (no,o[ 
Addis Ababa University) and holder of a flaster of Fine Arts negree from 
Iowa, gives a panoramic view of the Ethiopian SOCiety before the 
revolution. The novel is episodic and refined in the art of 
description amI chnracteriztltion. This is the first novel in Amharic 
l-rhich could seriollsl y be compared ,'lith good novels in other parts of 
the , ... orld in the artistic devices it employs, its penetrating insight 
into the society it depicts and its powerful anrl beautiful language. 
nil' alu Genna's Kadmas Ba~lagar (Beyond Horizon) published in the 
same year as Ad~Hres, and Yahellina Da,.,~H (literally The Call of 
Conscience) published in 1974 are hlo important novels l-lhich dealt' 
with the problems of the modern Ethiopian intellectual in a manner 
that is new to most of the corlier novels except Ad~fres. 
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1.4.3 Conditions of Literary Production, Distribution and Consumption 
Any consideration of the nature and development of the literature 
of a country has to examine the conditions that affected and influenced 
it. Robert Escarpit's SOCiology of Literature discusses the type and 
nature of these conditions and the multi-faceted interrelationship 
that exists between them. llis approach to the sociology of literature 
follows three stages: the first stage is gathering statistical facts 
about the conditions of literary production, distribution and consumption; 
the second is collecting dnta from 'the study of social structures ••• 
political regimes, cultural institutions, classes, social categories 
and levels, jobs, use of leisure time, degree of illiteracy, the 
economic and legal status of the 'iri ter Clnd bookseller and the publisher, 
linguistic problems, the history of books etc.' and interpreting the 
previous data through the latter; finally, through the application of 
the methods of general or comparative literature, specific studies, 
such as 'the evolution of a genre or style', are made. (129) I1is 
approach adds one more dimension to the customary two-dimensional 
approach in literary studies, i.e. the emphasis on the biography of a 
particular writer and the text of his work. According to Escar~it: 
'Each and every literary fact presupposes a writer, a book and a reader; 
or in general terms, an author, a product and a public.' (Escarpit, 2) 
fie is hm.,rever m ... are that this threefold relationship is 'difficult to 
study' particularly Hh",n one embarks on writing its history. On the 
other hand, he is also convinced that 'the perspectives of history 
are obscured' by the two-dimensional approach. 
Problems are bound to arise ",hen one deals ,"ith each of these 
factors. If we were to glance at the Ethiopian situation concentrating 
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on the personality of the author brings various issues pertaining to 
finance, censorship, literacy. The literary work itself poses problems 
of language, technique, standards, content, and finally the type, 
number, and financial position of the reading public also introduces 
other impediments. It is vpry difficult to obtain satisfactory data 
on these issues even if we agree with Escarpit that 'it is essential 
that explorers of literature, Hhether biographers or commentators, 
historians or critics, attain a complete and undistorted view of all 
literary facts.' (r.scarpit, 2) ThoU8h fulfillment of these 
requirements demands a ricll tradition of documentation in the various 
aspects of social and literary life of the society we find it necessary 
to briefly introduce the situation in Ethiopia from the limited 
sources at hnnd. (130) J!OI·rever, Escarpit says that 'Up to recent 
times, ••• the absence of rlocumentntion made the in vivo, study of 
sociological phenomena in literature practically impossible,' (Escarpit, 
6) even in Europe and America. According to him, it is during the 
decade that followed the Second HorId Har that the situation changed, 
thanks to UfrESCO'S role in taking 'systematic censuFCs' about the 
'collective aspects of literature', and the investigations the book 
industry made about 'standardizAtion and market studips.' (Escarpit, 6) 
(131) 
As far as Ethiopia is concerned, it is not nt the moment possible 
ttJt f"uo ... :'" to know~: the size of reading material in various languages ; newspapers, 
magazines, books printed; the ratc of literacy and the numher of 
potential readin?, public at different epochs; and the nature of the 
book trade in Ethiopia chiefly because tIle printing presses and the 
book traders do not h:we a good tradition of record keeping. The 
, ... riters' biographies (132), the socio-economic condi tions under ,,,hich 
they function, and the finnncini sources of their livelihood are not 
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sufficiently documented either. Here again we have a good example 
of the poverty of documentation despite the country's long history of 
writing. The written tradition was not accompanied with mass literacy 
and systematic documentation. The achieve~ents in mass literacy were 
poor and the means for printing the literatylleritage locally were almost 
non-existent until the· late 19th century. 
No accurate and trustworthy evidence that shows the literacy rate 
in Ethiopia,since the beginning of writing in Geez initially, and then 
in Amharic and other Ethiopian langunges later,exists except for the 
scattered remarks found in the works of some European travellers. Blondeel, 
who was in Ethiopia from 1939 to 1942, wrote that 'the proportion of 
people able to read and write was then about the same as in Western 
Europe.'(133) Talking about the period before the nineteenth century 
Pankhurst states 'The level of literacy in former times was sufficient 
for the needs of the society of the period and compared favourably 
with that in many countries.' (I3!~) lie also defended PloHden's note of 
185/ .. which indicated the da! ly decrease in the number of people ,,,ho are 
able to read, in terms of 'the disturbed conditions of the mid-nineteenth 
century.'(135) Further retrogression seemed to follow during and after 
the Dervish 'ravages' in Condor which brougllt about the closure of its 
renowned centre of learning. There was not much progress during the late 
19th century. In fact, according to Panldmrst, 'flahtama Sellflssie 
remarks that the soldier of that time considered letter writing a shameful 
progression, while old Amharic proverbs place education at a discount, 
dechlring, for example; 'The worst of beasts is the scorpion, the worst 
of men is the scholar ••• '(l36) For the first decade of the twentieth 
century MJrab mentions ninety per cent illiteracy for places where 
Amharic is spoken as the first language anel adds that 'only half of 
rtcnilek's first council of rlinisters could read and write with ease, 
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that three could do neither, and that two others could only sign their 
names. '(137) Better strides in literacy are Quoted by Urs Sanford 
who states that: 
Hhereas in 1920 the boy on his household staff ,,,ho could read 8nn 
write was~notable exception, in 1935 among the same society there 
were few young men and boys who had not mastered the elementary 
process of reading and writing the Amharic script.(138) 
The view that the number of people able to read is increasing is also 
observed by Eriksson of the Swedish Hission. Ilowever, he was apprehensive 
about the consequences ofi education on the youngster~ continued love of 
the town life and the parent~ reproach of the missions for taking their 
children away from the villaRes. 
What we have seen so far may provide a glimpse of the general 
situation; it does not, hm"ever, tell us much more than ,,,hat , ... e could 
have anticipated given the awareness of the growing numher of ~chools 
in the country. Even for the recent perioe! up to 1971~ we hflve not found 
a detailed study of the rate of illiteracy; the pstimates fluctunted 
between 95% and 97%. 
The absence of the means for printing books, making them available 
in abundance, may be one of the factors thRt contributed to the slow 
advance of literacy. Rooks and manuscripts were available in churches, 
monastries find courts within the reaches of the literate few only. The 
lack of means to reproduce various books and manuscripts created problems 
to the scribe and scholars of the period. It took the scribe many months 
to copy a manuscript by hand. Consequently students were forced to spend 
a great deal of their time in traditional schools learning things by 
heart from the priest teachers who also often taught them from memory. 
Although the first printed book in Geez appeared in Rome in 1513 
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the establishment of the first printing press materialized only in 
October 1863. This does not, however, mean that there were no efforts 
, ... hatsoever before this time. A~e Lebena Dengel had , ... ritten to the 
PortuBuese King flanuel I asking him: 
Send masters who can mDke figures of gold and stIver, copper, 
iron, tin and lead, And send me lead for the churches; and masters 
of form to make books of our characters, an~ masters of gilding 
uith gold leaf, and of !'laking gole! leaf; and this soon, and let 
them remain with me here and in my fa~our.(139) 
In another letter to Diego Lopes, a member of the Portuguese mission, 
Lebena Dengel had asked, together with other things, that 'all other 
masters that fire necessnry find of the hest arts that are named' be sent 
to him.(Il,O) The ple(l. . in both letters, for what we mny call tools of 
nrtistic production, was made side by side with those made for agricutural, 
military, housing and various rlecorations for the churches and the cour t. 
After the 16th century Leben3 DenBcl(16th), T~wodrDs and Sahl6 Sellass~ 
(19th) shm.,ted great interest in acquiring the technolop,ical skills of 
Europe. TEhmdros's letter to Napier described himself as 'a lover of the 
mechanic1'l1 arts. '(141) One of the missionaries of the 19th century wrote 
of Saheni Sellllse: 'lie wishes to make use of us as physiCians, architects, 
artisans etc.' (l l,2) tlost of these wishes , ... ere not fulfilled though. 
The printing press of 1863, the first of its kind in East Africa, was 
established in rbssawa (143) by Lorenzo Blancheri, a La~nrlst father 
, ... ho called himself 'printer to his flajesty Emperor Theodore' and published 
on Amhnric catC"chism l/htch appeared early in 186ft.' (1M.) Ills press was 
hOl-lever destroyed Hhen he dierl in September a fe,,, \-leeks after its 
establishment. The French Lnzarist Fathers founded another printing 
press in K~rHn(145) in 1879 and printed missionnry texts which were mostly 
contri buted by Dabtara Kefla Giyorgis and Jean Colbeault. (146) fI:my of 
the early printing presses "/C"re e~tablished, predominantly by the various 
missions in the country, and their milin puhl ications Here obviously 
religious. 
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Nodern educntion, which was regarded as a threat to the oral means 
of preserving knmdedge, urger) Ras TnHiri to form a group in December 
1917, consisting of scholars selected from the various churches in the 
country. He entrusted them with the , ... riting and translation of the Holy 
Scriptures. Hhen the task was satisfactorily executed he imported and 
set up a small printing press in his palace in 1921 thus creating new 
opportunities for the printing of religious works. This printing press 
was later to become Berhanena Salam IIS1 Printing Press ",hen it was 
inaugur.ated by the Emperor in 1965. The main purpose of the press as 
reiterated in the Emperor's inaugural speech at the new, modernized and 
expanded Berhanena S~lam Printing Press in 1965 was two-fold. In his 
elm words: 
••• primarily, as We have said on several occasions before, to 
create a centre for large scale translation, printing and 
distribution of the Scriptures, the Old and the New Testament, 
and OJr religious books, that were then available in Ceez and 
only in manuscripts, so that the clergy, the monastries and all 
Christian population of Ethiopia ,.,muld have easy access to them. 
(Sic) Secondly, to provide for Ou people odequate materinl so 
that they follow the day to day happenin~s both in other parts 
of the world around and within nlr own Empire ••• (147) 
The two most important BonIs were, firstly, the spreading of 
religious literature, and later on, the publication of newspapers. 
There is no direct reference to the role the printing press may have 
in the spread of mnss literacy and the development of creative literature. 
Nevertheless, after the establishment of this printing press various 
books, newpapers, periodicals an~ magazines were published both before 
and after the Italian intervention in 1935. r~ny more printing presses 
,.,.ere established after 19/.1. However, there is no document that rec~ds 
all the printed material~!the nature of the book trade, or the size of 
the reading public. Host of the replies the present writer recRlved 
to the questionnaires he sent to the various printing presses in 1985 
point towards the absence of sHch documentation. (1 /18) 
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bee1l 
There ha.c;,Ano 'country-,·tide' attempt that dealt with the question of 
readership except J. Conncher~'3 Readership Survey. Conacher visited all 
the provinces except three (Gemo Gofa, Bal~, A~si) and interviewed 213 
people. (149) The purpose of his survey ,~as 'to assess the needs of 
Ethiopia which cnn be met by Christian literature in Ethiopian and 
English languages'(ISO) and make relevant recommendations. Though his 
work is part of the Christian Literature Development Project the questions 
he presented to the interviewec~ were not all about religious matters and 
literature. Of the thiry-two questions posed to the respondents, eighteen 
were general questions, five on five named popular novels and books at 
the time of intervie,,,,, five on three named magazines (tl'/O of l-Jhich are 
religious) and only four qUE'stions about the Bible. tYay be we can have 
a glimpse of the state of readership in Ethiopia by summarising some of 
his results. 
Almost two-thirds of his 127 respondents said they rend or recalled 
reading recently a fictional work as opposed to boo~s on education and 
religion. Hore than half of those , ... ho read fiction were students betl-leen 
grades nine and twelve. A good majority of them also ans, ... ered that they 
read fiction in foreign languA~es AS well thouRh sone have criticised 
the reading habits of students. Pnhdey said they read 'all sorts of 
Amharic books, Vale Carnegie, Ian Fleming, Agatha Christie and some 
stray maga7.ines and journals.'(ISI) JIe added that when they borrowed 
classics from the Ii brary they returned the books ,,,,tthout reading them. 
!Iore than 200 titles wCre nomecl by Conacher's repondents. 
I1addis Alamayahu' s Feger Eska Il3qabe( I»ui . mentioned eight times. 
Of all the books originally Hritten by Ethiopians in Amharic or English 
it is Feger Esk; tmqaber which earned the highest frequency of mentions. 
Amara Hamo's translation of 'I loved a girl' by Walter Trobisch, WelS, 
hm./ever,. - namE'd nine times.(lS2) Of the other Amharic novels f-15konen's 
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Aremufi and Sahay f15sfen, Abe's Sayfa Wibalbal Ul~S each mentioned 
:a- • 
four times; Germachaw's Araya three timps and Afawarq's Tobbia only 
• 
once. Those who named Feger eska maqaber made various comments when 
asked why they liked the novel. Some said it was because of its 
cultural contents and its stand against feudalism. Others said it 
was for the description of 'the old \vay of life as well as \,hat it 
teaches.' (153) Conacher notes that 'many respondents judge a work 
of fiction according to whether or not they can give their moral 
approval to what the characters are presented as doing or according to 
\·,hether or not there is a happy ending.' (154) He further adds that 
he has found some instances l-Jhere readers j ud ~ed a book 'by the 
writer's techniques'; this occurred in Addis Ababa and Asmara 'among 
those with secondary or post-secondary pducation.' (155) The 
respondents spent little money for buying newspapers and books. They 
preferred horrowing from friends to buying or borrowing from a library. 
(156) Of the forty-nine respondents to the question about their yearly 
expenses for huying books, newspapers and magazines, sixteen replied 
they spent two dollars or less, twelve replied they spent over two 
dollars but not over ten, and eleven said they spent ten dollars hut 
not over thirty. 
Some of the newspaper articles have mentioned some of the 
con~emporary problems raised by the reading public. Hore recent 
examples are found in TBrbu's (8 pen name?), T5rr~f~'s and ~rmyas's 
articles to mention but a few. ~rmyas complained about the price of 
books and suggested that writers take some steps to bring an end to 
the fluctuation of book prices in the market. (157) Tarbu proposed 
that the qu~lity of a book and its prices must be considered before 
determining retail prices since some works are charRing prices they 
did not deserve. (158) T5rr~ff~ referred to readers' complaints about 
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the expensive price of books and said that the three major booksellers 
in Addis Ababa answered that it was because of taxes, freightnge, postage, 
insurance, and tIle rise in the cost of living and salaries of employees. 
(159) We cannot, however, take the price of books as the sole reason 
for the smallness of the size of the reading public since the low 
standard of books published amI the rampant poor reading hnbits are thlO 
other points to take into conRtderation. 
Criticisms (160) made about the quality of most Amharic books 
are in most cases too eeneral. 1~ey say the books are 'shallow,' 
'literary garbage,' 'cheap,' 'unbearable to read.' Very few give 
reasons for the labels they give to these books. I!m"ever, they suggest 
various ways of improving the quality of Ethiopian writing. The AZ 
editorial suggested that the establishment of publishing agencies 
alleviate the problem since such agencies will be selective in the 
works they Jlublish. It is believed this will gradually help to set 
standards of quality for publication, indirectly contribute to improving 
the quality of books published and reduce the anarchy of book printing 
of the time. (161) Y E D on the other hand suggested that the censors 
should make it their duty to examine the quality and depth of a book 
before they permit its publicntion. Otherwise, it warned, these 
cheap books will not only keep being printed but they will spoil the 
taste of the public finally making them decide not to read Amharic 
books. (162) Engedaw Rerhnnu requests that educated critics write 
objective critical works and help the reader in selecting the good 
books from the shallOto/ ones. lie believes the criticism Appearing on 
the newspapers is based on friendship and acquaintance. (163) T~rbu 
refers to an interview report made with tIle manager of Eprhan nookshop 
in which the manager complAined thnt books loJOrth 2000 birr (Ethiopian 
dollar) were stocked because there was no buyer. This is, according 
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to the manager, because the books are cheap in quality. lie suggests 
that if one vi~ited other bookshops one would find more books 
desperately waiting for buyers. rnrbu believes that the recent 
tendency to write a fast book to earn quick money for one's livelihood, 
and also to be known as a writer, are the m~in reasons for this 
predicament. lIe pIe\!.") that bookshops and writers should have some 
code of ethics to differentiate between worthy and worthless books 
before they are published. (16~) ~rmyas proposes that it should be 
the duty of the Hriters' Assodation to examine the quality of books 
before they are printed and sold to the public. (165) 
On the other hand, Wikheb G'abilyahu, although he criticises the 
shallo\omess of the dime novels rmd other pot-boilers, thinks their 
publication assists the expansion of the reading public. IIe seems to 
firmly believe that it is not time to discuss which works are 'great' 
and which ones 'shnUm.,' since Amharic literature is at its critical 
budding stages yet. It is a period of challenge for the literature, 
he emphasises. Besides, he says, the country has not produced enough 
literature to embark on these kinds of arguments. (166) Germay 
Berhan~ hinted at one of the sources of the problem inherent in the 
so-called cheap or shallow books. lie points out that an examination 
of contemporary writings indicotes that exaggeration (hyperbole) and 
miraculous stories dominate the scene. Incidents that r-tre humrmly 
impossible to happen abound in these books. lIe attributes this to 
the trnditionnl Geez literature which is rich in these miracle stories 
of the saints. Germay writes with the irony of the situation in mind. 
The fact that Geez literature is one of the important achievements of 
Ethiopian history blJt the lessons taken from it by modern writers are 
not so commendable in this case. (167) It ,·ms Pandey ,.,.ho attempted 
to sh~ke the problem of quolity in Ethiopian "lriting and the rampant 
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poor reading habits among the educated in general from its roots. 
Ba' emnat G Amlak published a series of articles in the late forties 
urging people to read and love books as they are the best ways for a 
people to achieve a higher stage of civilisation. He emphasised the 
importance of reading books if Ethiopians were to advance in education 
and catch up with the 'new' flow of European civilisation. Ire wrote 
in one of his articles: 'Is it not because Europeans are "che\dng and 
regurRitating" [literal translation] books from morning to evening 
that they are able to achieve 011 this ,,,isdom and attain a high stage 
of civilisation?' (168) Despite this outcry, (169) however, the 
public Hbrary ,."hich was ne ... lly opened at the time had only thirty to 
forty readers a day, and most of the readers went on Saturdays and 
Sundays. (170) 
An anonymous article in Y Z E, slightly more than a decade after, 
provided a more detailed information about the National Library, known 
as \tamnz"itkker Addarash, established in 1936, E.C. The nUl'1ber of 
readers who went to the library in the year 1950 E.C. was 42,051, and 
64,179 in 1952 E.C., and at the time of writing the library had 
13,670 books. (171) A University Library survey shows that,durinR 
the year 1967/68, one hundred Rraduate readers were registered as 
external readers in the university, however. 'only twenty-one borrowed 
books during the same year and a total of seventy-two books were 
borrmved. Out of these t\~en ty-one readers. only six borrm."ed more 
than five books.' (172) This can only give us just a bird's-eye 
view of the conditions of rea~ership. Though there is no available 
data to prove our point it seems that despite the understanding of the 
uses of reading and the wish expressed in many ways to increase the 
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size of the reading public the situation has remained at a deplorably 
1m ... stage. The main reasons for this predicament may be sought in the 
traditional and modern schools. 
The method of teaching in the traditional schools is largely oral. 
tlost of the classical heritage of qene (Geez poetry) has not been 
sufficiently preserved mainly because of the little importance given 
to writing by the poets. rlangestu Lamma wrote that the great 
Ethiopian poets of the past considered ,,,,riting their mm gene as 'a 
sign of self-advertisement', tItus they were withheld by their humility. 
Noreover, only 'few, even among the clergy, did actuRlly write [and] 
the great poets and men of learning did not write at all.' (173) 
Since writinp, and composing poetry ,,,ere regarded as t"/O separate 
professions, tlangestu adds 'the Rcribe ",as rarely the same person as 
the poet.' (17 l,) One may rtdd another renson why classical gene 
poetry was not recorded. The poets considered poetry to be an art 
produced and 'consumed' immediately. They believed there was no room 
tomorrow for a gene composed today; it will be old and stale. Such an 
attitude nrust have encouraged the orality of culture to thrive and the 
traditio~Ofwriting and reading to slacken thus influencing the 
national characteristics and progress of literature. 
The problem of reading habits may also be examined frorn the wider 
African perspective. Kebrn'ab refers to the first Congress of African 
Artists and Writers in 1956, wllich noted 'the acute shortage of books 
in Africa', (175) and emphasised the role of books in social, cultural, 
economic and political development. Jle indignantly adds: 'In 1973 
(i.e. seventeen years later) there still exists a veritable book 
famine in Africa.' (176) lie is talking about books ",hich are relevant 
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to the needs of the society. 1I0\1ever. he is aware of the problem 
of reading habits wllich may have hindered the vast production of books. 
One factor '''hich. he thinks, discourages the habit of reading concerns 
the irrelevant textbooks th~t students are given ,,,hen they Hrst 
encounter books in the elementary schools in Africa. lIe states that 
only 10% of the texts "Jere ,.ritten by Africans , ... hUe the rest were 
written by foreign authors. mainly American and European. So long as 
these books have no bearing on the lives and problems of African life 
the student is not expected to enjoy reading them or develop a habit 
of reading. Some of these books are given as gifts to African 
libraries either because they are outdated in their place of origin or 
because they are designed for purposes of cultural colonisation. 
the student does not understand them he develops antipathy towards 
reading. r~reover. the teaching books. as Pandey notes. are not 
graded. Shakespeare comes in grade four or five. (177) The 
Since 
comprehensive texts discuss subjects alien to the students. They talk 
about highways. skyscrapers. supermarkets. space-sllips. and these 
are too far-fetched for the chUd' s tmckground. Since he is not 
informed about authors in Ilis own language the child does not get the 
opportunity to learn reading with a purpose. In most cases. getting 
the reading material itself. particularly after completing the first 
literacy lessons. becomes a problem. People crave for anything 
readable and end up consuming cheap books , ... hich have invaded the 
commercial minded bookshops. The situation is frustratingly confused. 
Pandey's suggestions are: (i) to introduce literature courses at the 
secondary and junior secondary education; (ii) to improve the 
language of the students and stimulate their imngination; (iii) to 
giVe! guidance to the! most creative ones so that they do not shy away 
from the literary arena after scribbling a fe,,, ephemeral things; 
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(iv) and to prepare them with the critical faculty that will nourish 
their college education and life in general. (178) These suggestions 
may have helped to create a better environment for the rise of a 
respectable literature, both in Ethiopian languages and English, had 
they been implemented. Since there was no serious measure taken to 
save the situation there was no significant change in the reading 
habits before 1974. 
Along ,dth the problems discussed so far ,.,e may add some brief 
notes about book-trade and publishing in Ethiopia. A report by Kay 
Hale, a UNESCO Library Consultant, points out that the book-trade was 
concentrated in two main cities of Addis Ababa and Asmara, and there 
was no standard patte~of distributing books or fixing prices. She 
found the st:lte of publishing confusing. She ",rites: 
The publishing situation within Ethiopia seems so disorganized 
that, except in the case of church or mission publications, the 
bookseller cannot help but have difficuties in finding the 
"source" of local publications or even in getting information 
on ,.,hat is available •••• (179) 
There is indeed a general lack of informing the public about the 
publication of new books by newspapers, magazines, libraries, radio, 
television etc. though at times we see that it is done 'selectively.' 
The media do not take it as part of t"~tr duty to publish nc,dy 
released books. ~eLr inertness is understandable as there is no definite 
way of getting the information. lIoRt of the time communication about 
ne, ... ly published books circulates among readers by word of mouth. 
That is partly why a good portion of the intellectuals do not know 
much about their mill ,,,riters. That is why Ethiopian writers, at a 
panel discussion at Bail'a Sellflsse I University (IISIU) in 1970, 
commented: 'Coca Cola gets all the publicity it needs, but a writer' (180) 
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The deplorable state of the bookshops makes the situation worse. 
A report submitted to the Faculty Council of IISIU stated: 'Addis Ababa, 
indeed all Ethiopia, suffers from the absence of a first class book-
shop: bookshops which offer the educated public a wide selection of 
well-written books at various levels, in many subjects.' (181) 
T5rrHffH asserts, after visiting the three major boo~stores of Addis 
Ababa, namely: r~nno, Ginnopoulos, Cosmos, that a]most all of them 
were disorderly in their display of hooks. lbe reader was given a 
narroH selection of booles becLluse 'the shops depend on very fe," 
publishing houses [sic] for their supplies ••• [and] as the booksellers 
insist, the problem of censorsllip discourages booksellers from stocking 
their bookshops with first-rate books ••• ' (182) Moreover, the book 
market like any other trade is governed by the laws of demand and supply 
rather than with making high standard and classical works available. 
The managers of Giannopoulos and Cosmos confirmed this fact while 
Henno said, according to Tarr:,ffa, 'Their primnry concern is education 
and spiritual guidance.' (183) lie sugRestWf,mt the government and 
the community mnke efforts to render librnrlcl'l in the country effective. 
lIe should have added the urgency of the need to organise puhlishing 
distribution and bookshops along with the establishment of an effective 
information system about the publication and standard of books. 
It is the absence of these facilities and systems that led the 
Ethiopian writers to struggle to come up wi th their Ol'lO solutions. 
Various attempts have been made to overcome the acute problem of 
publishing. Addis Zaman reported the establil'lhment of an Association 
for Printing, Buying and Selling Books. The editorial hoped that 
tllis Association would open I'lhops for selling books and newspapers not 
only in Addis Ababa but also in the rural and remote areas. It could 
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make a profit as , ... ell as spread. knoHledge in the country, thl::! 
editorial suggested. (184) The Ethiopian Herald sml a determined 
effort on the part of the Ethiopian Literary Society to tnckle its 
problems of publishing for the first time in its eight year history. 
It was noted that the Society was 'engnged in the process of raising 
money by staging plays and organizing other fund raising programmes.' (185) 
Fi. ve years later equb , ... as taken as another means of overcoming the 
problem of publishing. (186) The members of egub contribute a fixed 
amount of money a week or a month, dependinR on their agreements, 
and lots are cast to decide the person who takes the collected money 
during a specific \-/eek or month. The equb continues until every member 
gets his lot. The 'winner' can use the money the ",ay he chooses. 
In the CAse of the equb of the Eth:f.opian \/riters, hO'dever, the members 
must use the money for the printing of books only. Feqni -Den p,el 
points out that the acute problem of publishing cannot be solved by 
such means alone. lie calls upon people ,·,ho can generate capital to 
establish publislling firms and profit financially, and culturally by 
teaching the people 'the right kind of education and all the right 
messap,es that can brin~ about the general , ... ell being of the entire 
nation.' (187) The extent to Hhich these endeavours have managed to 
obtain their goals is not Imolln. One must conjecture that the chances 
for achieving anything substantial must have been gloomy. 
Aside from the efforts made by the 'driters, even the Emperor's 
speech left much that was desired. Hhen the lUnister of Ar,ricul ture 
Germacliliw, a novelist and chairman of the Writers' Society, (188) 
presented the winners of a literary competition to the Emperor he 
stated tlwt the aim of the Society \-l[)S to mnke it possible for ",riters 
to meet and exchnnp,e vie\.,s al1(1 encourage them to \-,rite. Germach',lI-l 
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added that it hal not been po~sible to have their writings published 
and distributed for public consumption because of a shortage of funds. 
The only thing that came close to answering his suggestion in the 
Emperor's speech, \-IaS when the Emperor said: 'All of you who are 
writers must make great efforts in preparing books which explain ~lat 
happened at the time and educate today's and tomorrow's generation. 
Since the Society was established to help writers, it must fulfill i~ 
aims.' (189) The Emperor's speech that appeared in AZ did not 
provide the solutions either. It only reminded the writers of their 
duties. So the Ethiopian ,,,riter continued to be his own publisher, 
proof-reader, and seller of his books. lie Ii ved in ,.,hat was described 
by Mary Dyson, perhaps not too accurately, as a 'desert island of 
writing and publishing' (190) until the estAblishment of Ethiopia Book 
Centre and Kuraz publishers after the 1971. Revolution. 
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2. The Ethiopian intellectual in history and literature 
2.1 Introduction 
Many questions are raised by the ramifications of the word 
'intellectual. ' The various terms used to describe this group of 
persons and the categories that exist within this stratum are numerous. 
Indeed: 'What is an intellectual? Is he an educated man? What is 
the criterion for classification: formal qualifications like having 
degrees, diplomas, and certificates; professional category, function 
in society, exercise of political, economic or moral power ••• 1' 
Many other questions and criteria come to mind. Society had its 
'intellectuals' at various times in its history. Before the introduction 
of Western education in Ethiopia, for example, the religious leaders, 
especially the clergy of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, were regarded 
its the only educated group of the community. Since early this century 
another group of intellectuals began to emerge and develop. However, 
no serious attempt has emerged seeking to study this group and expose 
its features by classifying it according to educational qualifications, 
profession, social status, authority, role in society, political power, 
income, ideology, or evolution in history. As it stands, the 
historiography of Ethiopian culture does not deal with and record the way 
people lived: their norms, values, thoughts, wishes, hopes and fears, 
their dresses, habitats and work; in short, the expressions of their 
daily lives. Movements of intellectual groups within this fabric have 
not been traced. Social history is a neglected field of research. As 
a result, in the Ethiopian context, the literary critic is inclined to 
draw these aspects of social life from the literary texts and other writings. 
However there is no dependable mechanism to check and counter-check 
what the critic thinks he has found in these writings. This deficiency 
in turn rebounds upon the critical attempt to examine society or a section 
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of it via literature. The multiplicity of ideas expressed in the 
various prose writings published in the newspapers, magazines and 
journals offer some guidelines. Nevertheless since these are not 
collected and classified we shall have to depend, by and large, on the 
works of the well-known personages of each period though the lesser 
known figures are likely to emerge when required. 
Many writers agree that there are two main types of intellectuals: 
the 'traditional' and the 'modern'. Some find it convenient to call 
the former 'religious' and the latter 'secular', or 'rural' and 'urban' 
or 'ecclesiastic' and 'bourgeois' respectively. The traditional 
(religious, rural, ecclesiastic) and the modern (secular, urban, bourgeois) 
can be further divided into other categories according to their main 
characteristics at different historical epochs and societies. 
In his article 'Intellectuals', Edward Shils relates the rise of 
intellectual action to the religious preoccupations of ancient society 
and the human concern to know what exists beyond immediate social or 
individual experience. lie describes two types of traditions of the 
intellectuals. The first and most important is the 'tradition of 
awesome respect and of serious striving for contact with the sacred.' (I) 
Great religious cultures of Islam, Buddhism, Taoism and Hinduism have 
shown their interest and care for 'the sacred through the mastery, 
interpretation and exposition of the sacred writings.' (2) The 
'philosophical intellectuals of the West', in antiquity, have also 
shown concern for the sacred. The secondary tradition of the 
intellectuals began when they stopped to share religious orthodoxy 
with the religious authority. This separation meant that most creative 
intellectuals were distrusted and scrutinised by the ecclesiastical, and 
civil authorities who in most cases have close ties with the former. 
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Shils deals with the religious and secular intellectuals from the point 
of view of their activities. In addition, he indicates that the 
intellectuals generally feel some sense of distance from the routine and 
the practical. Their tradition is remote from 'the practical routines 
of daily life, from the pleasures of the ordinary man, and from the 
obligations, compromises, and corruptions of those who exercise 
commanding authority in church, state, economy and army.' (3) These 
saintly beings are described as a species which is different or even 
alienated from ordinary people and social life around them. The 
intellectual is, therefore, according to Shils, a person who always 
searches for perfection, the best, the unknown. Its fascination for 
the sacred, in its initial religious search, and for truth, in its later 
secular enquiries, are the main driving interests that characterize this 
group. The emergence of intellectuals in history is thus described by 
Shils in terms of their activities. 
Gramsci suggests that there is no 'unitary criterion' that enables 
one to distinguish intellectuals by their activities from other social 
groupings since their activities are diverse. He believes the cri teria 
should be sought 'in the ensemble of the systems of relations in which 
these activities (and therefore the intellectual groups who personify 
them) have their place within the general complex of social relations.' (4) 
Besides in every physical labour there is a certain degree of intellectual 
activity and some kind of technical know-how in every intellectual work. 
The function of the performer (be it the entrepreneur or the factory 
worker) in society is, however, determined by the dominant function he 
has in social production. Hence, Gramsci's thesis that 'All men are 
intellectuals ••• but not all men have in society the function of 
intellectuals.' (Gramsci, 9) The key term is function in society since 
Gramsci thinks that the effort in m ki d a ng a istinction between intellectuals 
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and non-intellectuals is in reality an attempt to distinguish their 
immediate professional category, that is, whether 'their specific 
professional activity is weighted ••• towards intellectual elaboration 
or towards muscular-nervous effort.' (Gramsci, 9) Otherwise one 
cannot talk of non-intellectuals because 'Non-intellectuals do not 
exist.' Not only for the reasons mentioned before and because every 
person has some kind of intellectual performance outside his 
professional activity (like being engaged in artistic activities, 
debating his conception of the world, thinking about existing moral 
attitudes and introducing new ideas etc) but because, says Gramsci, 
'homo faber cannot be separated from homo sapiens.' (5) (Gramsci, 9) 
HaTing drawn the general framework under which he envisages the concept 
he proceeds to propose two main groups of intellectuals: organic and 
traditional. 
The organic intellectual is created along with a social group 
rising with 'an essential function in the world of economic production' 
to give 'homogeneity and awareness' of function to the social group in 
the economic, social and political areas. It has a certain technical 
capacity in its specific activity and other activities related to 
economic production, and functions as an organizer of society. It 
organises it in a way it is 'most favourable to the expansion' of its 
own class. It is 'organic' because: it emerges as a stratum of a 
rising social group which has essential functions in the economic, 
political and social fields: it organises society using its technical 
capacity and other specializations in a manner that suits the social 
group; it is 'the thinking and organising element of a particular 
fundamental social class.' (Gramsci, 3) The bourgeois have the 
entrepreneurs, the elites among them and the specialized deputies who 
elaborate themselves with the development of the class to perform this 
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task of the 'organic' intellectual. The feudal lords had their 
technical military capacity that sustained them until they faced a 
crisis and lost it. The peasantry, though a fundamental social group, 
does not have its own 'organic' intellectuals 'nor does it "assimilate" 
any stratum of "traditional" intellectuals although it is from the 
peasantry that other social groups draw many of their intellectuals 
and a high proportion of traditional intellectuals are of peasant 
origins.' (Gramsci, 6) 
On the other hand, the traditional intellectuals emerge from the 
previous economic structure 'as an expression of a development of 
this structure.' (Gramsci, 7) These categories of intellectuals, 
unlike the ones we already mentioned in our discussion of Gramsci, have 
historical continuity of the kind which seemed to be 'uninterrupted even 
by the most complicated and radical changes in political and social 
forms.' (Gramsci, 7) The most important in this group are the 
ecclesiastics who are noted for the age-old monopoly in education, 
control of schools, setting standards of morality and justice, the 
philosophy and science of the age, and all issues related to the 
'spiritual' aspects of life. In the worldly side of life they could be 
considered as the 'organic' intellectuals of the landed aristocracy. 
They had equal judicial status and shared land-ownership and privileges 
that came with property. As regards prestige and social function the 
medical men come next to them in importance. (Gramsci, 7) 
Bottomore approaches the subject from a slightly different 
perspective. He asserts that intellectuals are found in all societies 
and mentions priests, poets, minstrels, and magicians as the intellectuals 
of the non-literate societies and lawyers, poets, officials, philosophers 
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and the like as those of literate societies. (6) Since he regards them 
to be 'the much smaller group of those who contribute directly to the 
creation, transmission and criticism of ideas' (7) he includes writers, 
social theorists, religious thinkers, political commentators, scientists 
and artists. (8) Bottomore is aware that the intellectual is 'most 
difficult to define, and their social influence ••• most difficult to 
determine.' (9) That is why, maybe, he does not, like Shils, relate 
the group with the search for the 'sacred' and the 'true' and defines 
them by their jobs. He finds the precise determination of the 
boundaries existing within this group difficult. However, in addition 
to the two groups already mentioned (intellectuals of non-literate 
societies and those of literate societies) he talks of 'the modern 
intellectuals.' They have their origins in 'the universities of 
medieval Europe' and they developed along with the growth of the universities 
and humanistic tradition. They were 'not a priestly caste' for they 
were drawn from various social groups and were, to some degree, detached 
from the ruling classes and ruling doctrines of feudal society. It 
is this group, according to Bottomore, which 'produced the thinkers 
of the Enlightenment, and in France particularly, the intellectuals 
established themselves as critics of society by their opposition to the 
, 
ruling class and to the church of the ancien regime. It is in this 
role, as critics of society, that the modern intellectuals have usually 
been considered.' (10) 
This critical role of the intellectuals is also discerned among 
Russian intellectuals in late nineteenth century. During this time the 
term 'intelligentsia' was used to describe those intellectuals who 
opposed Tsardom and introduced Western culture into the country. 
the 1890s, in its broadest sense, the term referred to the educated 
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Before 
section 'which enjoys public prominence' while its narrow meaning 
embraced both the educated and the revolutionary. (11) They were in 
fact convinced they led the opposition to Tsardom until the 1905 
Revolution. (12) After the 1917 Revolution, the Bolsheviks 'made a 
distinction between cultural or creative and technical intelligentsia: 
the former consisted of academicians, artists, lawyers, literary critics, 
physicians, playwrights, poets, professors, prose writers and people of 
culture and learning in general; under the latter rubric the party 
included agronomists, engineers, scientists, statisticians, technicians, 
and on the whole specialists in the area of industry and technology.' (13) 
The intelligentsia are not a separate class; they are a stratum between 
the two major classes, namely, the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. 
The major distinction was however between the 'old' and the new (Soviet) 
intelligentisia - the latter being loyal to the Revolution and the 
principles of Socialism. 
In Africa beginning with the slave trade but more importantly because 
of colonialism a new intellectual of the modern type begins to emerge. 
Perhaps the earliest 'modern' intellectuals were what Jahn called the 
'black guinea pigs' among whom Philis Wheatley, Ignatius Sancho, Anton 
Wilhelm Amo, are found; and Olaudah Equiano, Ottobah Cugoano, who are 
referred to as 'Slaves and Grand Seigneurs.' (14) Coming to Europe as 
slaves in the eighteenth century, the 'black guinea pigs' were admitted 
to European schools, principally for experimental reasons. Some proved 
to be writers, poets and professors. In the twentieth century we continue 
to have many educated Africans who as students began anti-colonial 
movements and later became the leaders of their countries, high 
government officials and political commentators. NNamdi Azikiwe, 
Nkrumah, Kenyatt~,Nyerere, are among this group. Although some of these 
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intellectuals initially replaced the colonial master and his form of 
government, they were active in searching and providing new models of 
socio-economic and political structure. Nyerere is an outstanding 
experimentalist in this regard and Nkrumah also for various reasons. 
These intellectuals have played an important role as intellectual 
leaders throughout the continent and in many Third World countries. 
The intellectual in Africa has played and is still playing a major role 
in the political, social, economic and intellectual life of the 
continent. 
The main groupings, activities and functions of intellectuals in 
society discussed in the works of Shils, Bottomore, Gramsci and O'Connor 
are relevant, though not wholly applicable as presented in these works, 
in the classification and historical understanding of the Ethiopian 
intellectual. Shils' description of intellectuals as persons immersed 
in the search for the 'sacred' and the 'true' does not appear to have 
notable representatives in twentieth century Ethiopia. Ethiopian 
scholars have indicated that the 'critical intelligentsia', according to 
Germa Amara, or 'the new intellectual elite', in Assafa Baqqala's 
phraseology, does not exist as a group in Ethiopia. This was the group 
that would have come nearer to Shils' intellectuals whose interest is 
to search into the unknown. Gramsci's 'organic' intellectual and the 
notions attached with it are useful but with a looser meaning of their 
role in economic production and their technical capabilities since most 
~ 
ofAEthiopian intellectuals were political advisors and civil servants. 
His discussion of the 'traditional' intellectuals is however directly 
applicable. The most suitable classification for our purpose is 
therefore Bottomore's and O'Connor's, and that because these are more 
broadly delimited and give more freedom of flexibility. This will be 
more evident as we proceed with our survey of the emergence and 
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development of the Ethiopian intellectual, its ideas, problems and 
achievements. 
Ethiopian and expatriate write~ (15) have used the words 'intellectual', 
'intelligentsia', 'elite', 'nobility', 'hyphenated' with various 
qualifiers, to describe the Western educated Ethiopians beginning with 
the end of the last century. Al~me's article written in Amharic, uses' 
the word Mehur and it is difficult to guess what word he may have used had 
he written it in English. Bahru uses the term 'The Early Progressives' 
for Western educated Ethiopians during the pre-war period. G A .. erma mara, 
Assafa Baqqala, Donald Levine and Negusse Zarihun use the term 
Cintelligentsia'for the Western educated Ethiopians while Raphaeli and 
Greenfield opt for 'elite'. Since these writers contrast the intellectual 
with the old nobility or the old elite, one cannot fully ignore the 
possibility that they may be suggesting that the modern intellectuals are 
the 'new nobility'. Assafa uses this phrase in his article with 
reference to the intellectual. Gadamu and Salamon, in their joint 
article, have preferred to address the group as 'the hyphenated 
Ethiopian.' (16) 
For the sake of convenience, partly following Bottomore, we propose 
to classify the educated Ethiopians in three categories: (1) the priests, 
the clergy or the ecclesiastics are those which have undergone church 
education only and are mainly in the service of the church, and the 
government; (2) the pre-college intellectuals are those who have had 
Western education both abroad and within the country before 1950; (3) the 
post-college intellectuals are graduates from the University College, 
Addis Ababa (later "SIU and now AAU), higher education institutes and 
secondary schools in Ethiopia, and those who graduated abroad from 1950-
1974. The following discussion concerns the last two primarily because 
they dominate the literary scene in the country as writers and major 
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characters in the novels studied in this thesis. 
2.2 The Pre-College Intellectuals (17) 
The Western educated Ethiopians in the pre-college period are of 
three types at least: (a) those sent abroad by the contending missions 
in the country; (b) those sent, mainly by the government, for studies 
abroad; (c) those educated in the newly established schools within the 
country. However, long before the introduction of Western education in 
~ 
the country, Ethiopian monks and religious peopleAtravelled to 
Jerusalem since the fifteenth century. They visited the Vatican and 
during their stay there, taught European scholars first Geez and then 
the culture, history and language of Ethiopia. The works of John Putkan, 
Job Ludolphus, and much later Ignazio Guidi, were the results of the 
teachings of these monks, the clergy and the dabtara. Ethiopians were 
also learning European history and Latin during their spare hours. 
Most of these Ethiopians educated in Rome before 1889 were, however, 
engaged in preaching Catholicism and assisting European missionaries in 
Ethiopia. (18) The number of Ethiopians going to the Vatican increased 
with the introduction of Catholicism by the Portuguese missionaries 
during the sixteenth century and the threat by the Moslem leader Grann 
to abolish Christianity in Ethiopia. Consequently the monastery Sano di 
Stephano dei Mori gradually came to be known as Santo Stephano degli 
Abyssini. It gradually started to be a centre for Ethiopian studies 
th~ 
where Europeans learned about Ethiopia from the monks andAreligious people 
who stayed there. (19) 
Increased contacts with the outside world during T~wodros's reign 
created opportunities for studying in foreign countries. Some went 
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abroad in the late 1860s. During the reign of Yohannes three 
foreigners, namely, the British General Napier, the Russian adventurer 
Nicholas Ashinoff and the French scholar Halevy, made efforts to make 
the education of Ethiopians abroad possible. (20) Beginning with the 
first half of the nineteenth century, Ethiopians were sent to Europe 
by various Protestant and Catholic missionaries. Sending Ethiopian 
youngsters abroad was directly related with the conflicting interests 
of Catholic and Protestant missions in the country. The Catholics had 
two different groups: the Lazaristssentstudents from Tegra~ and 
the Capuchin from the Oromo and other nationalities. (21) The 
Protestants sent students to the Bombay Scotland Protestant Mission, 
the St Creschona School in Switzerland, the Swedish Mission School in 
Stockholm and others. (22) Most of these Ethiopians were sent to 
study theology and language. As a result when they returned to their 
country they either taught and preached religion or served as translators 
to the Emperors and European visitors. s They also assiled as advisers 
in matters pertaining to foreign relations. (23) The attitude of the 
clergy of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, the aristocracy, the landlords 
and the public towards these foreign-educated Ethiopians was, to say the 
least, very unfriendly. Since most of these intellectuals changed 
their religion when they returned from abroad, they were seen with 
great suspicion. This is probably why, as Alame notes, they were not 
given high positions in government. Gabru Dasta, one of the most 
prominent intellectuals of this group (24), suffered opposition and 
occasional imprisonment because the Bishop Mathewos and Empress Taytu 
opposed his previous Protestant affiliations and activities. (25) 
The way these intellectuals dressed and their eating and drinking habits 
faced public disapproval. There was wi~pread suspicion about the 
type of education they had in Europe and its use to Ethiopia. Since 
most of them studied theology and language, and since these were 
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regarded as threats both to the dominant religion and the well-being of 
the nation, they were suspected of spying for European governments. (26) 
It was not therefore possible for these Ethiopians to engage in any 
kind of meaningful change. They were very few in number; their 
training was restricted to theology and language; and they were seen as 
culturally alienated and dubious in their deeds and behaviour. They 
told many sad stories about Ethiopia's backwardness to European visitors, 
missionaries and travellers. Those who tried adventurous challenges 
were whipped in public. Gabra Maryam, who went with De Jacobis in 
1841 to the court of the then ruler of T~grat, made a speech in which he 
stated: 'Ethiopia is ruled by ignorant leaders. While Ethiopia is 
dark, Europe is light.' The consequences of this venture was forty 
lashes. (27) As the years passed they themselves began to change and 
went back to the traditional way of life, clothing, thinking. They were 
left with the languages they learnt, and when their clothes and shoes 
were tattered and worn out they had to go back to their traditional 
dresses. (28) A tragi-comedy awaiting the satirical pen of a savant, 
we must admit. One point that needs reiterating is the fact that 
suspicion 0 . foreign-educated Ethiopians and the debate on this issue 
was to continue during the first half of this century and after. It 
assumed various faces and colours. (29) 
During Menelik's reign the government began to send students 
abroad and establish schools within the country, making efforts towards 
the expansion of a Western type of education. According to A~haber G 
Heywat, Menelik argued: 'We need educated people in order to ensure our 
peace, to reconstruct our country, and to enable it to exist as a great 
nation in face of the European powers.' (30) His enthusiasm was met 
by opposition from the church. This may be one of the reasons which led 
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the Emperor to arrange with Abun~ Matewos the coming of teachers from 
the Copts of Egypt in 1906. The Copts were assigned to work in four 
places: Addis Ababa, the captial; D~se; Harsr; and Ankotar. (31) 
The language of instruction was French. 
The first modern school, the Ecole Imperiale Menelik II, was opened 
by the Emperor in October 1908 and it catered for the children of the 
best families. 
of this school. 
Ras Emmeru and Ras Tafari were among the first students 
Warqu states that ~t the end of the nineteenth 
century an organisation which sent Ethiopian\abroad was established. 
Hundreds of Ethiopians were sent abroad before the second Italian 
invasion in 1935. Pankhurst on the other hand states that there were 
about forty Ethiopians abroad during the walw~l incident. (32) Whatever 
the number of these Ethiopian students abroad might have been, between 
1889 and 1935, the impact they had on their society when they returned, 
the attitude the society had towards them, and the socio-political 
intricacies that determined these relationships are important. 
As Pankhurst's article 'Ethiopian Hyphenated Innovations' summarises 
with succint clarity, from the fifteenth century the notion of 'progress' 
and 'innovation' was mostly related to the manufacture of arms. Ethiopian 
kings and emperors wanted to ensure their safety against foreign threats. 
In addition they wanted to gain supremacy in the struggle for power and 
territorial influence within the country. Emperor T~wodros' efforts 
in this respect were outstanding. Menelik was preoccupied by the need 
to modernise the weapons of his army. A good number of students sent 
abroad by him had military training. (33) As far as Ethiopian rulers 
were concerned, says Pankhurst: ' ••• firearms, constituting as they did, 
very literally, a matter of life and death, were the innovations in 
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greatest demand in the Ethiopian past.' (34) Though these rulers were 
resistant to foreign influence in religious and many socio-cultural 
spheres their enthusiasm for contributions in practical fields was 
extraordinary. This was more so especially in firearms and then in 
medicine, road building, church and palace architecture and other 
fields. (35) Until recent times, writes Pankhurst,social change 
was acceptable where it led to the acquisition ot maintenance 
of power, the prevention or conquest of disease, or the 
glorification of the sovereign. Innovations which failed to 
promote any such aim tended to be regarded with indifference 
or even with suspicion. in some cases indeed as a threat to 
the Ethiopian Christian way of life. (36) 
This predicament begins to change with the beginning of Menelik's era. 
Although the sending of students abroad, the establishment of 
Menelik (1908) and Tafari M~konnen (1925) Schools, and the spread of 
missionary schools in the country increased the number of educated 
Ethiopians, their role was restricted. The major reasons that curbed 
their contributions may be sought: (1) in the nature and purpose of ~e 
education they had; (2) the prescribed and inescapable role they had 
to take in the struggle for political power at the time; (3) the 
aversion of the church, the aristocracy, the nobility and the masses to 
change; and finally in their own conception of 'change' and 'modernization.' 
Though both Emperor Menelik and Ras T~fari (and later Emperor Haila 
Sellasse) advocated the spread of education and the advancement of 
the country to achieve the excellence and modernization of Europe and 
Japan, this ambition was not reflected in the courses given at Menelik II 
School, Tafari Makonnen School, and the Ecole Francais, formally opened 
in Addis Ababa in 1912. could only produce graduates who could work in 
the new bureaucracies the country imported from Europe. The subjects 
taught were mainly languages, general courses in science, mathematics. 
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geography, history and sports. (37) Tafari's inaugural speech on April 
22 1925, at the opening of the school named after him, emphasised the 
need for establishing more schools and the instrumentality of education 
in the progress of Ethiopia. He appealed to the aristocracy and the 
feudal lords to build schools and encourage the spread of education in 
the country. This general appeal and enthusiasm may have gradually 
succeeded in . defeating most of the influential members of the 
traditional elite whichtotal~rejected the whole notion of education and 
progress. The fact that most of these students were later employed in 
government offices as clerks, accountants and interpreters may have 
ensured political victory to Haila Sellasse by giving him better control 
of the new bureaucratic machinery. However, the education given at the 
time had not yet started directly addressing itself to the fundamental 
issues imperative to the modernization of the country, namely, agriculture, 
trade, culture, industry, etc. 
Indeed, education contributed in creating, among some of the educated, 
'a deep awareness of their country's problems.' (38) Among those 
educated abroad Afawarq and Gabra Heywat were prominent in understanding 
the intricate problems of the country and were outspoken in their 
criticism of the rulers, the nobility and the people. (39) 
In the dialogues taking place betweeen an educated Ethiopian and a 
foreign traveller, published in his Guide du Voyageur en Abyssinie, 
Afawarq touches upon the problems the country was engulfed in and the 
position of the educated person in this situation. 
Ethiopian says, in one of the dialogues: 
The educated 
The authorities of the country eat, drink, sleep, and grow 
fat like Easter sheep at the expense of the poor public, 
which is continually and pitilessly robbed by them. (40) 
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Aware as he was of the problems and bitter as his criticism may be 
Afawarq's educated Ethiopian character in the dialogue is found 
surrendering to the obstacles he encounters in his effort at 
modernization. A short extract from the dialogue will make this point 
clear: 
the foreigner You who understand many things concerning Europe 
must be greatly appreciated by your compatriots. 
the Ethiopian: Oh, monsieur, on the contrary, in my country I am 
considered the most ignorant person, especially 
when I tell of the things I have heard said by some 
of the Europeans which seem impossible. 
the foreigner : Truly! How is that? 
the Ethiopian : I remember having on one occasion said that the 
earth went round and that the sun was fixed. The 
people who heard me replied that it was my head 
which turned and not the earth ••• they said to 
each other in a tone of commiseration that to live 
in contact with Europeans had spoiled my intelligence 
instead of developing it. 
the foreigner's comment was that his friend 'made a mistake in 
speaking of something so difficult to explain to 
the people who, like St Thomas, cannot be persuaded 
except by something which they can touch with their 
hand. ' 
the Ethiopian : You are right. From now on if my compatriots tell 
, . me that the fly is bigger than the elephant, I will 
say, "Yes, it is the biggest animal in the whole 
world!" (41) 
The foreign traveller sounds more pragmatic than his guide - the educated 
Ethiopian. However, the frustration of the intellectual is not without 
justification given the society he functions in and his approach to 
modify it. A society whose dominant features are feudalism, the slave 
trade, absolute rule by the king and his governors, and complete 
subservience to religion cannot be expected to embrace new ideas with 
wide open arms. It is bound to be self-perpetuating, repulsive to 
change, and suspicious of these strange ideas and the persons bringing 
them. Its fatalistic outlook to life, its high regard for military 
activities and contempt for manual labour and trade, its preference of 
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of God-given wisdom to formal education of any kind, encourage and foment 
negative attitudes to change. Technological know-how introduced with-
out due consideration of the obstacles definitely risks complete rejection 
and subsequent hostility. It gives more strength to the clergy and 
the conservative nobility than the forces of progress. 
The clergy used the high esteem bestowed on them to avert progress 
and the dissemination of progressive ideas. Gabra lIeywat wrote that 
Ethiopians who had some kind of European education and made efforts to 
contribute to the enlightenment and advancement of their society were 
cursed, imprisoned and excommunicated. The educated were denounced as 
Protestants and Catholics or labelled athr.ists, spies, and sorcerers. 
He mentioned persons like G§bru Dasta and Alaqa Tay~ as illustration 
of these cases. He referred to another person who was stoned at the 
market in the capital city for criticizing the church.{42} There are 
many instances where the church raised sacriligious reasons to excommunicate, 
denounce and discredit the progressives. Laurent D'Arce mentions an 
instance where some monks were reported to have incited violent, popular 
reactions.(43) Reactions to the introduction of the telephone, automobiles, 
trains, hospitals and cinemas generally regarded these things as works 
or 'machinations of the devil.' For example, the first cinema was called 
SHy tan Bet {lit. 'devifs housJ}. Berhanena Salam attempted to popularize 
• 
some of the new ideas to effect change in public attitudes towards I 'I" 
modernisation. Some of the contributors attacked the so-called obsolete 
customs, called for the unity of the country and pointed out the urgent 
need for progress and centralization of the government. The magical 
solution for all the problems was, to almost all those writing in BS, 
EDUCATION. This magic word was considered dangerous by the Church and 
the conservative section of the traditional power elite. Haila Sellasse 
had a different point of view. Therefore in addition to the type of 
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education given in the schools, the public attitude to change and the 
opposition by the church and the conservatives the political struggle 
of the period had considerable impact on the emergence and development 
of education, and the possible role of the educated in society. 
After Henelik's death the struggle for power and the Byzantine 
intrigue in the palace bRk€ cut. Attitudes to education and change 
were among the factors that dictated the alignment of forces in the 
ruling classes. In the pre-war period two major groups are distinctly 
discerned: the conservatives and the progressives. By conservatives 
we mean all the nobility whodU not at all lend ears to any notion 
concerning change. The progressives ~tre those professing change and 
their vanguard from the nobility was Tafari. Among the progressives 
there were more radical persons who expressed reforms that were more 
advanced than the wishes of the progressives. Each of these groups and 
individuals had its own intentions as it expressed one kind of change 
or another, or when it rejected any change. 
The educated Ethiopians, chiefly those educated abroad, were able 
to see the wid~spread ignorance in the country, the abject poverty 
~ 
under which the majority of the Ethiopian people languished, the absence 
of a strong central government and the outdated oppressive legal system. 
Their ambition was to reform these and other ways of running the country 
which they counted obsolete. The nobility~ anti-progress attitudes 
emerge from their determination to hold on to their power and influence 
in the name of protecting and maintaining tradition: and from their inherent 
proclivity to suspect foreigners and what is novel. Hail~ Sellasse, 
on the other hand, was enthusiastic in the spread of education and 
progress frQm the time of his regency mainly because he wanted to create 
an educated elite which could assist him in his struggle against the 
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reactionary nobility. He knew he could not fight against them all 
alone by himself. His main pre-occupation was not modernizing the 
country b~~ . the weakening of the aristocracy, the provincial 
governors and the feudal lords - an indispensable pre-condition of the 
time one must admit. Side by side with his enthusiasm for reform and 
expansion went his demand for loyalty from those he was educating, It 
was not his wishtDsnatch away power from the hands of the nobility 
and hand it over to the educated progressives. Recruitment to high 
government offices depended on loyalty and talent rather than class 
background. This confirmed that those who unflinchingly obeyed the 
~ 
criteria were g~ranteed to climb up the socio-political ladder. 
Simultaneously. it warned those who wished to deviate from these rules 
that they ha~ nowhere else to go. Bahru wrote, 
These men were his own creation, subject to his will, and summarily 
dismissed on failure. Thus Ras Tafari introduced his own aristocracy 
of merit, to oppose that of blood or wealth, symbolizing the polarity 
of the interests they represented and heralding the nature of the 
ideological conflicts that characterized the twenties and early 
thirties ••• It was ( ••• ) an attempt to arrest power from his 
traditional opponents and distribute it among his own loyal followers 
a process which would surely establish him in a strong position to 
control political life.(44) 
The progressives were therefore faced more with divisive realities 
rather than unifying ones. The continuous demand for loyalty to the 
nation and its unity was becoming equivalent to loyalty to the Ras and 
the Emperor. Indifference, let alone defiance, was not to pass unpunished. 
Moreover the fact that opinions in the understanding and implementation 
of the ideas of change differed among the educated, depending on the 
kind and place of education, was another point in his favour. Fitawrari 
Takla lIawaryat states that 'Education for Ethiopians during Meneliks 
and ZawditJs times ••• could be considered as tourism and some Ethiopians 
stayed (abroad) only for half a year or 50.'(45) He criticised the low 
level of education of the time in the country and added that 'Even those 
who had been abroad for some time had not brought back much on the 
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political aspect of life. '(46) Dr Hails Gabr·,l!l Daiii e pronounced that 
the mission educated had low quality education but were favoured for 
their contacts with foreigners. The graduates of Menelik School were 
also described by him as products of a general and superficial education 
taught by Copts.(47) We have also the more advanced intellectuals like 
Afawarq, Gabr~ Heyw·at, Gabru mista, Hakim Wcirqenah and a few of their 
like. There~ere church educated -traditional scholars who acquired 
some knowledge of the English language, and were recruited into the 
hierarchy of power. There~~re others who travelled to Europe on visits 
and missions and as a result considered themselves qualified to express 
their own opinions on progress. All these 'groups' of educated men 
viewed their own ideas of change independently. The depth of these 
ideas was of course influenced by the educational status of each person, 
his exposure to foreign culture and his awareness and understanding of 
the extent and depth of his country's problems. Differences of opinion 
on what the right or wrong path to progress on few occasions 
subjects of open debate in the newspapers. Ibwever debates that 
take place in a society which personalises any criticism of ideas only 
encourage dissent among the persons involved rather than generate a 
healthy atmosphere of intellectual discourse. This may account, along 
with other problems we mentioned above, for the absence of a unified, 
realistic and comprehensive program among the educated. Each of them 
proposed what was the right way to progress in a manner that was fragmented 
and arising from personal wishes and whims.(48) Consequently their 
aspired role as vanguards of.odernization was to remain unfulfilled. 
They became executors of what they were told rather than initiatiors 
of what was to be done. Bahru was right in saying; 
A characteristic feature of the progressives was their unjustified 
optimism in their naive expectation of a new 'era' whereby all the 
evils of society, slavery, the gabbar system, and other forms of 
injustice - would suddenly vanish.(4') 
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Under these intellectual, social and political conditions appears 
Heruy's Addis Alam. Heruy's novel, published in 1932/33, is the only 
novel which attempted to deal with some of the problems of the pre-war 
period albeit peripherally and superficially. It calls for reform in the 
practice of marriage, the performance of wedding ceremonies, the mourning 
of the dead, and the preparation of tazkar. The major target of change, 
however, is the church and the religious routines in the society. In 
an essay published in BS Heruy had already emphasised the need to educate 
the clergy if they were to fulfill their religious duties. He wrote, 
' ••• (for) the priest also, in order to educate the ignorant, to convert 
the non-believers, to baptise the un~aptised, he requires education arid 
knowledge,' (50) The article stresses that education is important in 
both secular and spiritual undertakings. The novel addresses itself to 
issues arising from the secular and spiritual aspects of life as well. 
However, it concentrates more on religious reforms and the institution 
of the church and less on the intrinsic cultural, economic and political 
conflicts of the time. Major problems pertaining to the political strifes 
of the period, the Question of nationalities, the exploitative landholding 
system at work, the issue of slavery and others were not taken as subjects 
for the novel. 
Germachaw's Araya, published in 1948/49, is set in the period just 
before the Italian invasion and it extends until their expulsion from 
the country. The setting was ideal to depict the complex nature of a 
modernisation process caught up in war and then continued after the 
struggle for national liberation from the occupying forces. Araya does 
not succeed in portraying the conflict between the old and the new as 
much as it does in presenting new ideas, in describing places and events, 
However, Germachaw is the first Ethiopian novelist to realise the significance 
of time and space in fiction. Moreover many of the detailed descriptions 
of events, locale, and historical personages cannot be simply dismissed 
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as mere fictional creations. The novel is one of the early Amharic 
novels that deserves the serious attention of historians, sociologists, 
and literary critics. Like most Amharic novels the style has a way of 
avoiding direct confrontation with the more conservative elements of the 
society. Ethiopian problems are often discussed and analysed by the 
foreigh;'characters in the novel. The notions of progress and modernisation 
present in his novel go far deeper in their insight than those of Heruy, 
Wald~ Giyorgis, Mazgabu, Makonnen Zawde and the other novelists who were 
published about the same time as he was. 
W~ld~ Giyorgis's Ag'azi(1955/56),.~azgabu's Tebaba Sellasse(1955/56) 
and Wakonnen's Y~alam S~w Ermejja(195S/S6) deal with the problems of 
modern education and progress. All the characters set out to be educated 
in the western style of education. In Addis Alam, Awwaqa runs away from 
his parents and with the help of a foreigner he goes abroad to be educated. 
Araya leaves rural Taggulat, goes to Harsr and joins a modern school. 
A French lady takes him to France. He stays for fifteen years (or more?) 
and returns with the intention of serving his country. In Ag'azi young 
Ag'azi is divided between two desires. Youth and curiosity encourage 
him to travel abroad while the idea of departing from his country and 
relatives instills a sense of fear in him. Initially the conflict is 
between him and his relatives who do not want him to go abroad. Once he 
has gone to the un-named foreign country the conflict between the old 
values of his country and the modernisation he wishes to see advancing in 
Ethiopia occurs in his mind only. There is hardly any struggle between 
earthly human beings. Biblical stories and characters frequently appear 
in the novel. There are cases where Ag'azi has direct dialogue with God, 
Jesus and David. Miracles and dreams bring him news of what is happening 
in Ethiopia, or, are used as ways of expressing the psychological trauma 
he lives through in a foreign land. Although many ideas of progress, 
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expressed in BS before, are raised,the writer handles them without the 
vitality, trueness to life and the striking sense of realism required if 
the novel is to accomplish its enlightening role. God, the saints and 
Haila Sellasse seem to playa more prominent role in Ethiopia's progress, 
struggle for freedom and unity than the intellectual Ag'azi or its people 
do. The novel goes beyond reasonable limits in its glorification of 
Haila Sellass~ as do many other writings published in pre-1974 Ethiopia. 
One of the most conspicuous characteristics of the articles published in 
the newspapers since the 1930s, and the novels published in the first two 
decades of the post-war era is their inability to dissociate the notion 
of Ethiopia's modernisation, and the maintenance of its unity and freedom 
from the personality of Hail~ Sellass~. Next to God, and sometimes along 
with him, Haila Sellasse is portrayed as a symbol of all that is beautiful 
and great. He is uncritically depicted as a symbol of unity, progress, 
justice, kindness and heroism. 
Mazgabu's Tebaba Sellasse and Makonnen's Ya~lam Saw Ermejja are among 
the novels of the time which adulate the emperor without reserve and deal 
with issues of progress. Most of the main characters in these novels as 
in Addis Alam, Araya and Agazi begin their education in the traditional 
schools and are often attracted by the new Western styled schools. After 
doing some of their studies in the country they travel abroad for further 
education and return home to change the society. 
There is a rare harmony between their ambitions and their actions. 
Awwaqa tries to change some of the customs and traditions in his village. 
His conflict with the clergy S~bagadis ultimately leads to the meeting 
of the church governors and the reviewing of some principles. In this 
and few of his other efforts he is presented as a successful intellectual. 
Araya fails to confront the challenges he meets in the government job 
he was assigned to take when he came back to Ethiopia. He does not 
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struggle to test in practice the various theoretical ideas of change 
expressed in the novel. Instead he shows some signs of success in the 
private farm he started on the land inherited from his father. When this 
is discontinued by the Italian invasion he joins the patriotic army 
and, unlike Ag'azi, fights the enemy. Ag'azi, the honest, loyal, naive 
citizen is taken by his ove~enthusiastic dreams about his country's 
progress. In his case there is hardly any action taken to implement 
these ideas or even test them through dialogue with other characters. 
Bezuay~hu, in la-alam Saw Ermejjo, goes abroad after completing his 
studies in the traditional and modern schools in the country. On his 
return his behaviour disappoints his family and relatives. He wastes 
time and money on drinks and dancing. The enthusiasm and dedication he 
seemed to show before he went abroad melts away after he comes back. He 
dies tragically. On the other hand his friend and schoolmate Garramaw 
finishes his education in the traditional and the local modern schools 
and serves his government loyally. The author seems to be suggesting 
that the education provided locally, a combination of a large dose of 
the church education and a bit of that given in the new schools, is 
preferable to the superfluous education Ethiopians get abroad. Travelling 
to foreign countries for education is expected to make the person change 
his character, his cultural identity and assimilate foreign customs and 
ways of thinking. The favourable portrayal of GHrramaw supports this 
view. Tebab~ Sellasse is a success story which differs from the struggles 
and failures of the characters we briefly mentioned above. Tebaba Sellasse 
is a shepherd who leaves his village on the advice of an angel in his 
dream. He runs away from his family in M~nz seeking education. Arriving 
at Addis Ababa he meets the Emperor and is later sent to a boarding 
school. His intelligent performance earns him a scholarship to go to 
America. There he refrains from the pleasures of life dedicating all 
his time to his studies. He even repels the love that was offered him. 
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Teoaba Sellasse is a highly moralistic story which is based on the 
cathechisms each student faced at school end at home. It strengthens 
the view that unflinching loyalty and submission to the Emperor, and 
unswerving belief in God pave the way to success. 
These are some of the prominent novels, published in the pre-college 
era and about half a decade later, that chose the problems of modernisation 
as a major theme. The educated characters are given a dominant role in 
the process of progress. In the post-college period, with the publication 
of novels like Feger Eska Magaber, Kadmas Ba;ha8ar, Aaafres, Yahellina 
Dawal, to name only the most important ones, the tasks of the traditional 
and modern intellectuals begin to be portrayed in a different light. 
2.3 The Post-College Intellectuals 
The post-war period began with few educated Ethiopians that escaped 
Fascist persecution. Many Ethiopians were killed during the war, and 
~ 
especially on the date of the attempt to assa~nate Graziani in 1937 
and the events that followed it. Graziani massacred Ethiopians who were 
educated abroad.(51) Greenfield writes that because two to three hundred 
educated Ethiopians were murdered, 'Today amongst the educated there is 
to some extent a missing generation. Had they lived these men might well 
have communicated between those now under thiry-five or so and the proud 
and powerful older ruling generation which so much misunderstands them ••• '(52) 
There definitely was a generation gap though as Greenfield suggests, 
later communications would have changed very little. The reason why 
education was given an immediate attention again was, however, to quickly 
replace the western educated Ethiopians who were killed during the war 
and the occupation period, and to better modernise the government machinery. 
The first returnees were not to arrive before 1953.(53) Some of these 
returnees and the graduates of the University College, which was established 
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in 1950, begin to fill important positions in the system while the secondary 
school graduates and those of the technical and commercial schools joined 
the various ~chelons of the bureaucracy. 
If discussions and studies of the intellectual.., in Ethiopia, i;tle .... 
history and socio-political roles were scantily, and seldom treated before, 
this was to change in the sixties and later. Ethiopians and expatriates 
begin to write artiLles in various local and foreign journals, magazines 
and in various books on Ethiopia. The sixties 
be.;o. .. t o.n 
indeedAimportant period 
in modern Ethiopian history of government and political activities. The 
abortive coup of 1960, the first Summit Conference of African Heads of 
States of 1963, the Ethio-Somalia war of 1964, the student movement which 
reached its highest peak in 1969 and marched on until the 1974 revolution, 
the one year University service programme, the peasant rebellion in GOjam 
in 1968 are few of the events that shared the limelight. The student 
movement has specially acted as the voice of opposition in the Ethiopian 
society beginning early in the sixties until the upsurge of the revolution. 
It is not therefore altogether surprising why some of the Ethiopian 
intellectuals should attempt to understand and analyse their history and 
role in the society during the same period. As the new generation of 
students star~4 to uncompromisingly challenge Haila Sellasse's government 
and the feudal system their elders beg~n to evaluate the role of the 
educated Ethiopian since the post-war period and sometimes since the 
beginning of the reign of Menelik. The terms and classifications vary 
to a great extent. However, there is considerable agreement on the role 
the educated Ethiopians played in government and society and the 
problems they faced as intellectuals. 
Two Ethiopian university teachers wrote two articles about the 
intellectuals in an attempt to reveal the .. , professional engagements, 
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individual aspirations in life, social responsibility and the problems they 
recurrently faced but never resolved for a number of reasons. They made 
efforts to divulge the personality of intellectuals and the contradictions 
they lived in. Salamon ~eressa, a poet-critic, and the journalist Gadamu 
Ahraha gave them a helping hand by mercilessly dissecting the intellectual 
character. Assafa spoke of the powerlessness of the intelligentsia and 
stated that the traditional power elites which consisted of the negusa 
nagast (the emperor), the makuwanent (the nobility), and the kahenat (the 
clergy) drew their strength and power from the crown, the land they 
possessed and the church respectively. Moreover 'the closely knit web of 
family relationships' bound them together. The Ethiopian intellectual or 
potential elite, he suggests, has either fully joined the traditional 
power elite or has been neutralized by it. What could have been 'the 
intellectual of opposition' has turned out to be 'an auxiliary elite serving 
the traditional power elite'. (54) He refers to them as : 'the new 
nobility', the 'new plutocracy', the 'auxiliary elite', the 'auxiliary 
traditional power elite' in his article and always with disapproval of 
their actions and with pejorative intentions. He regards the ambitions 
of the intelligentsia to be imitative of its senior kin, the traditional 
power elite, and it is heading through partnership, towards making itself 
an extension of its masters. (55) 
Germa agrees with Assafa that what he calls 'the critical intelligentsia' 
or according to Assafa 'the intellectual of the opposition' could not 
exist in Ethiopia because the intelligentsia are employees of a government 
which pays them good salaries and adds that 'It is very difficult for 
economically dependent individuals to be intellectually independent.' (56) 
He argues that it is the saturation of government offices and the inability 
to accomodate all the graduates that creates the opportunity for the 
emergence of this group. When they take self-employed jobs, like being 
independent lawyers, farmers, doctors, writers, this economic independence 
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'makes them bolder in the expression of their ideas.'(57) Most of the 
writers agree that the Ethiopian intelligentsia is inclined to change 
and progress though it did not prove so practically. The reasons partly 
lie in the educational system and the socio-political structure of the 
society. 
The educational system did not develop endogenously. Neither was 
it adopted to fulfil the needs of the country. The so.called western 
education was simply copied and that very poorly. It merely prepared 
the intelligentsia for better paid jobs and the luxuries of European 
sytled life, cars, villas, flats etc. Degrees and higher diplomas are 
associated with well paid jobs and high status in the social hierarchy. 
If and when they achieve the desired positions they generally become 
complacent, or failing that they turn out to be frustrated critics of 
the establishment.(58) The source of frustration goes beyond the failure 
to obtain one's material wishes. It is also the failure to know what 
one wants spiritually. The intellectual was made to question the traditional 
beliefs and values he lived by before he went to school. When, due to 
his education, they became dubious, or, even, at times, shattered, he 
'is left with no faith and conviction to sustain him in life. He suffers 
from a psychological void.'(59) Faith in God, gratification by one's 
pedigree, living in communal security and the like begin to share their 
monopoly by giving way to survival by individual efforts and accomplishments. 
For the hyphenated intellectual immobile life has changed into a mobile 
one following his geographic displacement from the rural communities to 
the urban. This newfound existence is not quite quiet at all for 'the 
period of the hyphenated Ethiopian is a period of tension - the tension 
of the transitional situation.'(60) He finds himself in the same situation 
as the country which is divided between two worlds of conflicting values. 
Surrounded with contradictions both internally and externally, he is 
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caught between the feudal feastings of raw meat and tajj, and the taste 
for bourgeois dishes and drinks. He prefers to wear western clothes, 
use their toiletries, drive their cars and live in apartments. When he 
pretends to be cultured he watches western films and soaps, 'listens' to 
classical music or leafs through Shakespeare, and devours the Time 
magazine. The BBe is his Gospel. The intellectual is therefore the 
'unthinking, pliant and permanent' consumer and client of western 
industries. It is appropriate therefore that Gadamu and Salamon 
ask, 'is such a status ••• an improvement on the proverbial 'hewers 
of wood and drawers of water 1'(61) The world of the hyphenated Ethiopian 
and those of the Third World countries is a world of such 'calamitous 
unreality' to which they are struggling to adjust. 
Although this stratum is expected and expects to be an agent 
of change its role is either as Assafa indicated auxiliary to the 
traditional power elite or because of It, 'Black Skin, White Mask' 
predicament expresses Its frustration in inactivity, indifference, 
negative criticism and various amusments. The worst of these, Germa 
writes, is 'the prevailing indifference and inactivity of the intellectuals.'(62) 
Under the pretext of the freedom of speech they remain indolent.' Germa 
adds 'What is certainly more restrictive is the "internal~censorshi~' 
imposed by the intellectual upon himself. '(63) This misses the fundamental 
issue. As far as the government is concerned it did not in any way 
encourage the spread of inquisitive knowledge, meaningful speech, writing 
and freedom of forming associations. On the other hand Germs is right 
in saying that certain individuals have expressed thier views and have 
gotten away with it while others kept quite because of their self-imposed~ 
censorship. However, Germa's complete dismissal, without even dropping 
any hint, of those who were killed, imprisoned, expelled from the 
University or their jobs, banished to internal exile or put under house 
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arrest because they expressed their views is misleading. Moreover, in 
a confused society, the role and commitment of the intellectuals and 
their attitude to progress is destined to be fragmentary. Assafa, Germa, 
Negusse and others have suggested that the Ethiopian intellectual appears 
to have lacked will-power, commitment, profound knowledge of the social 
realities, and remained a slave of its individual material obsessions, 
and victim of its psychological frustrations. The socio-political 
system of the country, the educational system of which the intellectual 
was a product, the lack of individual and group initiative within the 
stratum may be among the factors that contributed to his predicament. 
We would be underestimating the pressure and the constraints under which 
the intellectual functioned if we ignore these and other related impediments. 
The educated Ethiopians had no organization which stood in opposition 
to the nobility or the traditional political system which they surely 
regarded as conservative. Greenfield refers to the formation of 'a 
political pressure group' known as Jeunesse d'Ethiopie(64) which discussed 
the policies of the government in the 1930's and published a newspaper. 
It constituted of foreign-educated civilians and members of the military. 
They considered themselves, in the words of one of the members, 'the 
bridge that the Emperor has thrown across to European culture. '(65) 
Their duty, along with the young who were being educated, was 'to complete 
the civilization'(66) of their country. Greenfield notes that they found 
themselves helpless without the Emperor • 
'ludicrously out of touch with the 
Evelyn Waugh thought they were 
. Ethiopian countryside'(61) 
However those who escaped the Graziani massacre had very little in common 
with the post-war generation whose rise was delayed until the early 
1950's.(68) Ethiopia's occupation by the Italians triggered some educated 
patriots to question the political system in a very limited way. During 
the war the graduates of the H01eta Military College and a few who had 
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been at Saint Cyr in France established a group known as the Black Lions. 
Although some of them survived the war and became a political force in 
the 1950's 'their discontent had little consistency or basis in economics 
or political ideology.'(69) The associations of the patriots and their 
publications did not develop as a forum for debating new ideas since the 
issue they raised (sectnrian Christianity, the Aristocracy,for example) 
were not any more important for the youngergeneration. Moreover the 
conservative ministers did not want the organisation to thrive, the 
patriot leaders who survived were either imprisoned or integrated to 
the system as government appointees and landowners.(70) It would seem, 
therefore, that these were the most conspicuous efforts of the intelligentsia 
to organize itself before the 1960's since Levine points out that, except 
for the nominal existence of the Teachers' Association, there were no 
formal associations. He refers to the existence of some 'conspiratorial 
groups' which were ineffective and short lived though .(71) 
In 1954, when Ras Imiru left for India he gave the key to his 
residence so that it could be used as 'an informal club' for students 
returning from abroad. A reading and debating group which was in the 
offing broke because of the split between those educated in Britain 
and the U.S.A., and the increase in number of members of the Imperial 
Guard joining the group. In addition, the rivalry for leadership 
characterised the group. Its enthusiasm and determination to organise 
or establish a cohesive and strong organisation was inadequate.(72) The 
other attempt made to organise was the establishment of an ~lumni 
association. The first effort by four Oxford returnees failed because 
they were not able to register with the Ministry of Interior. Without 
this registration the association becomes illegal. Even making the 
Emperor the patron of the society did not help in obtaining the registration. 
Believing that people in court circles were suspicious that this group 
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would turn out to be the first Ethiopian political party,the group 
subsided for a time.(73) However, Gnrmame sent out invitations with 
new hopes of forming the same alumni of the Hail; Sellass~ Secondary 
School towards the end of 1955. Having decided to proceed without 
registration the meeting elected him president. He was re-elected for 
a second year. G~rmame discussed land reform with many educated Ethiopians, 
but the Security Department, which definitely abhorred these meetings 
and the association, must have secretly sown seeds of internal dissension. 
Be that as it may, tension and internal division followed the incidents 
of a social party at the University College Addis Ababa in 1956 where 
the graduates from abroad and at home 'slanged each other in Amharic -
Qlocal graduatesW,'~merican manufacture~', and -English BAS failed:'(74) 
GMrmame was gradually getting disillusioned with the debates which 
never bore fruit. This may have encouraged him to test in practice in 
1960 what he had written in his MA Thesis in 1954. He wrote, 'Political 
maturity is the degree of a people's political consciousness of !he past, 
present and, to a certain extent, the future ••• The political maturity 
of Africans will not be found wanting ••• except in the general area of 
leadership. '(75) As Greenfield points outJGarmame must have had his own 
country at the back of his mind when he made this assumption in his work 
entitled 'The impact of the White settlement policy in Kenya.' He was 
wrong in assuming the presence of a widespread mass consiousness, among 
the Africans which is eagerly waiting for any type of leadership. The 
. , 
conditions that led to the desperate actions of the 1960 coup, of which 
he was the intellectual leader, must be sought not only in his ideological 
and organisational mediocrity but also in the frustrations he faced in 
Addis Ababa, Wdllayta and Jijiga. 
After 1960)although some professional associations and those based 
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on kinship, and ethnic and school affiliations sprang into being, the 
situation did not change significantly. Even if the intellectual elites 
advised the Emperor on matters of various policies, they 'lacked power to 
effectuate decisions on their own, alone or as a group.' (76) The 
frequent shum-sher threatened those who showed wavering loyalty; dajj tenat 
• 
broke what may have been left of their personal pride; and there were 
arbitrary punishments exacted on those who manifested the slightest 
defiance. Thu~ they competed amongst themselves to win the Emperor's 
favour and recognition rather than forming a stable and united group with 
substantial aims. Levine quotes one of the disgruntled intellectuals as 
saying that the role of 'vaguely talking about rights and reform has proved 
to be meaningless. There is only the talk ove~ glass of whiskey or after 
some beers; otherwise nothing constructive.' (77) Though this frustrated 
person talks of efforts to put an end to this empty talk by forming a 
group based on 'an atmosphere of trust between suspicious and frightened 
young (people) who share the same ideas', Levine stresses that the 'Lack 
of solidarity in the modern educated classes persists.' (78) The sources 
of this disunity were, according to Levine, first, the place of education, 
as it determined one's status. Those educated in England and America 
are regarded highly though they also had their own rivalry between them. 
Later the division was to extend to a rivalry of distinction between those 
educated locally and the ones from abroad. These antagonisms, Levine 
writes, were 'particularly prominent around 1957' (79). Secondly, class 
and ethnic differences and, thirdly, government intrigue diverted attention 
away from unity toward competition for status and income thereby making 
the assimilated ones instruments of self-perpetration, and continued 
dissensus among the educated. Government intrigue, creation of fear 
by rumours and spying were renowned features of the old and new palace 
politics. The most skilled in these underhand schemes were admired, 
and sustained in government posts to render just these services. 
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The impact of 'the diversity of educational systems Ethiopians have 
been exposed to' on the individuals themselves and on the country's wish 
to progress along western patterns was pointed out by Salamon and Gadamu. 
The intellectuals, who were described as 'contradictory members of 
contradictory grouplets of a renowned contradictory people', w~~regarded 
oS 
(may be prophetically as well)~'(quite possibly) the nightmare of a nation.' 
(80) They added that deep in its heart, each grouplet wore a tag which 
said: 'Made in France', 'Made in England', 'Made in U.S.A.' and so forth. 
The model of progress these intellectuals proposed ridiculously varie~ 
according to their place of 'manufacture' and the idiosyncrasies of the 
individual. In some cases these methods of searching for models of 
progress could be irreconcil:ably different. (81) Conjoined with the 
absence of any visible tradition of discussion and logical persuasion 
between them this made the formation of any comprehensive system of ideas 
unimaginable. The Ethiopian intellectual did not cultivate a tradition 
of argument or discussion aimed at exploring the truth or understanding 
his environment. This is primarily because he: 
has not succeeded in changing deeply-engrained mental dispositions 
of the Ethiopian ••• Traditionally criticism of one's ideas were 
regarded as an attack on one's person. There is little sign of 
change from this traditional disposition among the moderns. (82) 
Each attempts to score points over the other rather than make efforts to 
understand the" other's views. He~ce the problem of not being able to 
organise itself as a social force or as an influential community. In 
the absence of free, open and tolerant dialogue the chance of getting 
together as a group becomes sheer fancy. Though it may sound exaggerated, 
Germa's point was not utterly groundless when he stated: 'Every Ethiopian 
is a philosopher by himself •••• ' (83) This predicament has contributed 
to the inability of the intellectual to construct some kind of 'systematic 
comprehensive ideology' like that of its African counterparts who rallied 
around the concepts of African socialism, Negritude, and Pan-Africanism. 
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Germa asserts that 'The Ethiopian intellectual·is less aware of these 
, 
movements an~is less affected by them. As a result, his situation is 
that much the worse for it.'(84) The intellectual was not much aware 
of their existence to be affected by them or create its own body of 
principles influenced by them. 
The problem ofsy~tematisation of thought is related Ao . other 
shortcomings of the Ethiopian intellectuals. ~h~irinability to explore 
knowledge through conversation, discussion, healthy debate and argument 
is one. It is from such traditions that an organised community with 
common principles and systems of ideas could successfully emerge. The 
other point lies in the fact that the meaning and purpose of education 
was not accurately defined. It was generalist in content and it was 
prescribed as a panacea for all the ills of the society. Its content 
had little to do with the immediate social problems. Its basis was not 
the existing knowledge in the country and the problems it is supposed 
to address later. Consequently these exogenous aims and goals were 
copied without due consideration of their relevance. However, despite 
this alienated educational background the intellectuals posed as agents 
of change. They did not have the resources or the intellectual make-up 
to form an~, coherent principles of understanding themselves and their 
society. They were dwarfed by the pseudo-education which, according 
• to Azikiwe, 'encourages the existence of a privileged class of alphabetists ••• 
(85) He emphasised that this type of education had 'no prospect of 
producing real leaders to guide and counsel the type of Africans that 
must come into their own, to-morrow.'(86) It was as early as 1937 
that Nnamdi Azikiwe summed up the impact the educational system had on 
those who passed through it. He said, 
Africans have been mis-educated. They need mental emancipation 
so 8S to be re-educated to the real needs of Renascent Africa.(87) 
Germa believes that the a'h1e~emt.t of meaningful emancipation depends 
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on the type of education students get in school. He says: 'As long as 
the school imparts ideas and ideals that are taken from foreign contexts, 
the Ethiopian student will never be able to really understand these ideas. 
The student will only use their ideas to pass examinations and write 
papers.' (88) He emphasises that a purposive education whose aim is 
neither to mould Ethiopians in the image of Europeans nor to make 
Ethiopians blindly dismiss whatever is foreign must be established. It 
should re-assess its traditions and teach what is useful by selectively 
taking from foreign civilisations. 
should be based on this synthesis. 
He argues the educational system 
Germa admits this is easier said 
than done as it is still very difficult to strike the magical 'Chemical 
Formula' that brings about this ideal synthesis. (89) 
While Germa, Assafa, Gadamu and Salamon, Greenfield, Levine and other 
intellectuals dealt with the educated Ethiopians - lh~rfragmented history, 
contemporary role and function in government and social life - the 
university students looked at the problems of the country from a 
different perspective. The former. reiterated the auxiliary role of the 
intellectuals in serving the government and the rampant indifference 
they exhibited in the face of the myriad socio-economic and political 
problems Ethiopia was confronted with. They discussed some of the factors 
that made the formation of organisations, concerted systems of ideas and 
programmes impossible. The latter challenged the system as a whole by 
raising socio-economic and political questions among which their demand 
for the redistribution of land under the slogan 'Land to the Tiller' 
was to be the most fundamental and popular. The only 'organised' 
support to the 1960 coup which was instigated by some embittered Ethiopians 
in the military and civilian circles, came from the young University 
College students. Though it failed)the coup . ShQ~~ the roots of 
many widespread myths and unchallenged issues of government, tradition, 
history and religion. African students who came on scholarships 4ro~ 
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the end of the 1950s had already begun nudging Ethiopian University 
students from their political somnambulism. They were to gradually learn 
that their country was in many ways different from what they were told it 
was and what they unquestionably believed. They were to see that their 
country was economically one of the most backward in the continent. They 
discovered that the church, tradition and the family had in unison 
injected in the people and the educated unflinching loyalty and obedience 
to the monarchy. Their awareness was to gradually grow into various modes 
of opposition culminating at their well known slogan of 1965 - 'Land to 
the Tiller'. The students were the only organised group which challenged 
the government, and conscientised secondary school students in the bigger 
cities, and, with the introduction of the Ethiopian University Service in 
1964, the students and the people in the provinces. (90) The Peace Corps 
programme which brought American teachers to the schools also gave a shock 
to many students when they saw the informal dress, behaviour, and life style 
of the Americans. It was completely different from what they knew before. 
The student movement grew in its challenges in 1969 and its influence 
spread in the secondary schools in Addis ababa and the provincial cities. 
The Struggle issue of this year published articles with straightforward 
Marxist dimensions. The assassination of a radical student leader, Telahun 
• 
Gezaw, in late December brought bitter and massive student reaction both 
locally and abroad. Marxist ideology and anti-imperialist conviction 
dominated the student movement especially from this period on. The 
movement was to assume a more revolutionary role when it merged with the 
February popular rising in 1974. Workers, teachers, taxi drivers, the 
unemployed, Christians, Muslims, demonstrated in the streets of Addis 
Ababa putting various demands that reflected the class, nationality and 
religious oppressions which characterised the system. The students 
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joined these demonstrations and were determined to see the end of the 
monarchy. They played an important role in ensuring the continuity 
of the revolution by publicly exposing and challenging the superficial 
nature of the various solutions given by the regime to seduce one 
group or the other. They alertly followed the manoeuvres of the regime 
through the media and denounced its untiring efforts to dissuade the 
public by announcing cosmetic changes. Their tactic in April was to 
'devote full time to the revolution and the dismantling of the then 
shaky regime of Haila Sellasse.' (91) One should therefore agree with 
L~gassa when he concludes that 'student contributions to the 
revolution and to the ultimate overthrow of the Haile Sellasse regime 
were quite substantial.' (92) 
As some writers have pointed out, however, the students and other 
critics of HailY Sellasse's governmentJwho mainly belong to the 
intellectual stratum of the society, did not have an alter114tive as such. 
As Balsvik notes they did not mention any leader or group to replace 
Haila Sellasse. Even during the 1974 revolution the immediate task 
they embarked on, and that quite rightly at the moment, was to make sure 
the days of absolute monarchy were doomed. The real meaning of the slogan, 
before and following the fall of the crown, for a 'People's Government' 
did not seem to have been examined with its pragmatic implications. 
Though Balsvik suggests~student demands were influenced more by their 
education in schools and the university rather than by political 
experience, the role played by their growing awareness of the social 
realities cannot be overlooked. One cannot talk of the political 
consciousness of students of the decade before the revolution in a manner 
one does about those of the 50s and before. Moreover the fact that the 
depth and extent of the knowledge and experience most of them haa was 
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not as profound as their well intentioned dedication and enthusiasm 
for change was not completely their fault at all. Given the 
exogenous education stuffed down their throats without due consideration 
of its relevance to the meaningful progress and overall transformation 
of the society: considering the absolutism of the monarchy, its sham 
constitution and the reclusive and suffocating political life in the 
country; taking into account the constraints imposed by the indigenous 
style of life, the church and tradition at large: students can only be 
applauded for all they did until the 1974 revolution, and judged more 
objectively and truthfully for the role they played in the process of 
its development. If there was any, somewhat organized, publicly known) 
dedicated and active 'intellectual of opposition' in Ethiopia before 
February 1974 it was primarily the students of the university, the 
secondary schools of Addis Ababa and those of the provincial cities 
and towns. (93) 
The political awareness that emerged and developed among the students 
as a result of the events of the post-college period was not limited to 
the university and secondary school campuses. The impact of these 
events begins to show in the subject matter the Ethiopian writers chose. 
This is especially so after the coup of 1960. Dime-novels which 
complain about the problems of daily life began to appear more frequently 
than they did before. The problems they raised include: love, luck 
or fate, prostitution, nepotism, broken marriages and relationships, 
the problems of single parent children and their ordeal under foster-
mothers. The issue of modernisation and national unity which dominated 
the literature seemed to give way to the problems of everyday existence. 
However, the style and profundity of the minds of the authors are 
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questionable. They dealt with the issues very superficially. 
Implausible, dream-like events dominate the stories. Some intellectuals 
have criticised these works harshly and dismissed them as cheap and 
futile attempts. Salamon peressa and Yohannes Admasu are among the 
first critics who wrote about these dime novels which swarmed on the 
literary arena from the 1950s. 
Salamon's criticism begins with the covers of these dime novels. 
He says: 'The same book comes out in all the pastel colours of the 
rainbow and all the books seem equally ugly, equally faded and equally 
badly put together.' (94) He states that the characterisation in these 
works is 'one-sided', the chronology in the stories confused, and he 
adds that there is 'little plot' in the novels. (95) He thinks they 
are 'written a trifle too fast - almost like a magazine article to meet 
a deadline', (96) and are filled with 'philosophical aphorisms' and 
'standard Amharic clicheJ. (97) Asking him to read an Amharic dime-
novel, writes Salamon, 'amounts to demanding a martyr's courage in the 
name of chauvinism.' (98) Since he is reading 'for pleasure' he is not 
worried about what language the novel is written in. Salamon prescribes 
Somerset Maugham's books for beginners so that they could improve their 
writing techniques. He says: 'It may even be in the interest of 
national sanity to make Maugham's books compulsory reading for our 
would-be writers.' (99) 
Despite the criticisms he makes against these works he finishes his 
article with a note of hope. He says, 'It is quite possible that our 
future Dostoeviskis may come out from under the overcoat of the 
undisciplined penny-wise pamphleteer.' (100) Salamon's article indicates 
some of the defects of the dime-novels. However he does it in a harsh 
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and condescending way. He ridicules the writers instead of simply 
pointing out, in an article written in Amharic, what he considers the 
weaknesses in their writings are. It is doubtful if his last remark 
healed the wounds inflicted on those who read and understood his polemics. 
Yohannes believed that 99% of the literary harvest during the period 
1941-1968 was 'belash', (101) meaning 'useless' and suggesting 'rubbis~. 
The only exceptions he cited were Feqer eska ~qaber and Eska W~ttach 
•• 
• , ,. h qarrac • He indicated that the novelists ha~ not learned from the 
narrative techniques their elders used in Geez literature:~studied the 
style in the various forms of oral literature, or learned about writing 
techniques from foreign writers and critics. He believed the writers 
were not serious in what they were doing. lie also ascribed the problem 
to the absence of trained literary critics and to the lack of effort to 
popularise the existing tradition in literary criticism. Honest and 
informed criticism, he thought, would have been educational to the writer; 
it may have contributed to the healthy growth of the literature too. 
The third problem he raised concerned language. He criticised the 
writers for not making efforts to improve their language by reading the 
works of Afawarq, Heruy, Alaqa Taye and others. The tone of his 
criticism is less harsh and less condescending than that of Salamon. 
However, he is no less angry than he .• According to Yohannes, the 
publications between 1941 and 1968 are characterised 'by quantity 
rather than quality, by superficiality rather than depth, by ugliness 
rather than beauty.' (102) HoweverJ he should have considered the novels 
of Germacnaw,Ba'emnat, Abbe Guhanna and Berhanu Zaryhun in a different 
light. 
During the post-college period (1950-1974) the plays and poems of 
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Saggaye G ~adhen and Mangestu Lamma 
• 
dealt with the problems of 
modernisation and the conflict between the city and the country. Their 
criticism of the status quo is hardly visible though. The most direct 
and open attack on Haila Sellasse's government and the feudal system 
came from the student poems at Haila Sellasse University. The poems 
were read on the College Day in the presence of the emperor and other 
invited guests and officials. It began in 1959 but the radical content 
of the poems read heightened after 1961. Tamru Fayess's 'The poor man 
speaks' addressed the miseries of the masses, the injustice at the 
courts, the rampant nepotism in the bureaucracy and many other troubles 
the poor man was subjected to. A year later Yohannes Admassu's poem 
raised fundamental class issues, severely criticised the censors, and 
challenged the church. Since these poems were not published their 
influence was limited to the university students and the invited guests. 
In addition to the dime novels, the works of other novelists, poets 
and playwrights and the College Day poems, three novels, which continued 
the intellectual's search for a model of progress, appeared. A fourth 
introduced the intellectual's search for individual freedom. Two of 
these novels will be discussed briefly in this section. These are 
Dannachaw's Adafres and Ba'alu's YShellina Dawal. The other two) 
Feger eSk8 magaber and Kadmas Ba~hagar)will be studied in the thesis 
in detail. 
Haddis AI~mayahu's Feger eska mMgaber is the most important land-
mark in Ethiopian literature. It deals with the problems of the 
peasantry to an extent and with insight hitherto unknown in Ethiopian 
literature. The ordeals of the peasants are presented with informed 
detail. The arrogance, greed and reactionary views of the nobility 
are portrayed with the wealth of knowledge obtained from a close study 
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of its members. Assessment of the role the religious books ascribe 
to the church and the practice depicted in the novel reveal, the loyalty 
of the clergy. They are depicted as close ideological instruments of 
the nobility. They seldom serve the poor people they profess to serve. 
The feudal order and its values, the church and the beliefs it failed 
to correct are seen destroying the lives of various members of society. 
The traditional intellectual is portrayed as the critic of the social 
system who warns of the dangers that lie ahead. Like the intellectual 
characters in the novels published in the pre-college period he provides 
a solution to the social ills. However, he does not play any practical 
role when the peasants rebel against the demands imposed on them by 
the feudal lord. Feger esk~ magaber is written in beautiful and 
simple language. But like most Ethiopian novels, before and after it, 
it fails to escape from the problems of narration. Some of the events 
in the last third of the novel lose the verisimilitude which dominates 
the rest of the novel. As he approaches the end he loses control. 
However, this does not remove the credit he deserves for the excellence 
and the high standard he brought to the Ethiopian novel. 
Ba'alu Germa's Kadmas Ba~hag~r reverses the usual theme in the 
Ethiopian novel that concerns the problems of the educated. Before 
K B "h" h 11 1 admas as agar t e inte ecun characters were portrayed struggling to 
change their society. Modernisation and national unity were the 
recurrent problems these characters tussled with. They saw themselves 
as agents of change. In Iadmas Ba~hagar the intellectual heroes are 
not outward looking. They prefer to look inwards. The aim of the 
main character is to understand and change himself. The problems that 
arise in the novel are constructed around his ambition to be an 
independent person, and an artist. He confronts problems that arise 
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from his family, his colleagues at work, and his close friend. The 
novel is impressive at the start, but as the story progresses the 
technical problems and the poverty of material in the noyel become 
clear. Implausible accidents and an irrational set of murders resolve 
the problems the novel convincingly set out to tackle. 
We have indicated that the generation gap that existed between the 
Ethiopians educated before and after the Italian occupation , created 
problems of understanding between them. The post-war generation was 
exposed to, and grew up in,an environment differing from the environment 
of those who passed through the terrible experience of war. Their 
outlook on life and the programmes each of them thought indispensible 
differed a great deal. The generation educated before the war were the 
real force behind Itailii Sellasse's government after the war. They 
constituted the backbone of his government. Those educated after the 
war joined the ones before them, but they gradually show signs of 
dissatisfaction. By the time we get to the 1960s and the 1970s the 
educated Ethiopians, especially the students, begin to emerge as voices 
of dissent. Adafres Is perhaps the first novel that brings together 
intellectuals belonging to two or more generations. The ideas of 
change, culture, end civilisation held by the various members of the 
generation are presented in this episodiC novel. However, whether 
the characters represent the dominant voices of their era Is open to 
question. Dannachaw's Adafres is important In many other ways. The 
novel presents a variety of characters from different classes and 
spheres of life. They exist both as individuals and as members of the 
community. This is a rare achievement in Ethiopian literature. The 
novel also attempts to question, as though from the roots, what is 
generally accepted as tradition. The effort Dannacnaw puts ~ntQ 
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reinterpre~culture by standardising some confusing terms and concepts 
is another contribution worth mentioning. He consciously uses oral 
literature (poems, songs, folktales, proverbs) not only to evoke local 
colour but mainly as effective stylistic devices. (103) 
It was often heard within intellectual circles that the Amharic 
language was limited, narrow, and incapable of expressing subtle feelings 
and ideas. The beauty, power and expressiveness of Dannachaw's Amharic 
shook the foundation of such views. Unfortunately even the intellectuals 
who seemed to crave for a challenging literary work did not receive 
Ad~fres with open hands. However, Salamon ~eressa, a poet and critic, 
is quoted by his friends as saying 'I wish I wrote the first twenty 
pages in Adafres and died.' On the other hand, Berhanu zaryehu~ a 
novelist and a short story writer who had seven publications to his 
credit at the time, emphasised the language problem. We are not trying 
to say the language in Adafres permits any lazy or effortless reading. 
Indeed the first ten or more pages may be hard to follow. There are 
are also a few uncommon words that make our reading a bit difficult. 
But these should not be the focuses of critical attention as they can 
easily blur the grand achievements of the novel. Any criticism of 
the novel should not fail to recognise that Adafres is a breakthrough 
In Ethiopian literature. 
Ba'alu's ambition and achievement in Y~hellina Dawnl are rather 
d d -- h~' mo est compare to Dannac aw s. The story revolves around Jladdis Sahl~. 
a sophomore university student who goes to Suppe. in South-West Ethiopia • 
• • 
to teach for a year and earn some money. 'The philosopher of hand'. 
as that was Haddis's nickname when he was at the university. observes 
the shortage of classrooms and teachers at the school in Suppe. He 
•• 
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decides to build some more rooms. The director of the school, the 
district police chief, merchants, daily labourers and parents pose many 
difficulties. However, with the help of an enlightened, influential 
feudal lord. his daughter and the community he finally fulfils his 
project. Without the assistance of the feudal lord his effort would 
have been useless. Perhaps this is one of the points the novelist 
wishes to make. He seems to be saying that the collaboration between 
the enthusiastic. educated youth and the enlightened lords could arouse 
the ordinary people to developmental activities. 
The protagonist is preoccupied with the importance of education 
and manual labour for development. The belief that education is 
required to change Ethiopian society is found in many other novels. 
B3'alu's novel differs from these works since it gives priority to 
education at the expense of all other activities. A t the time when 
Suppe is suffering from severe drought the hero is deeply engrossed in 
•• 
the idea of building a school and in the actual practice of constructing 
it. The peasants are concerned with the drought and the fundamental 
problems of land and injustice. Jladdis Sahle, who thinks that only 
education leads to real change, concentrates on building his 'new church'. 
the school. 
lIis philosophy of work and his argument about the need to establish 
a new ideology based on the local economic and social organisations, 
rather than emulating eastern or western philosophies, adds new dimensions 
to the existing ,iews on the subject. lIaddis believes that the country's 
unity is threatened by the ideological tug of war among the educated 
stratum. However. the writer seldom presents ideas which contradict 
those of the main character, and whenever he does, the fictional 
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presentation is biased. The ideas raised in the student movements of 
the time are conveniently dismissed as sheer verbiage. Only Haddis 
comes up with ideas which Ba'alu's characters in Kadmas Ba~hagar, both 
holders of MA degrees, did not even dream of. It is difficult to 
believe the ideas he expresses are his own. One asks 'Where does he 
get these ideas from?' There is no answer in the novel. The only 
justification can come from a view that sympathises with the writer's 
desperate effort to create a model hero, a hero whose exemplary actions 
the young, educated Ethiopians were expected to follow. Yahellina 
Dawal is the last novel in pre-revolution Ethiopia that dealt with the 
theme of the search for a model of development. The nature of the 
quest changes in post-revolution novels. 
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3. The Pre-war Progressive in lIeruy's Acldis-Ala!!! (New2!orld) 
----------- ------
Heruy Walda S«:'llase was born on Genbot I, 1871 E.C. in ~farrha-bete 
warada, at a place called Dan Abbo. (1) He went to church school at 
the age of ten to study Ceez and Amharic. (2) After his marriage 
at the age of twenty-five he had four daughters and two sons. (3) He 
was appointed Director of the Addis Ababa ~funicipality where he worked 
from 1907 to 1914 E.C. He was then given the title of Belatta in 
Cenbot and appointed as Chief Judge of the Special Court. In 
Te~mt 1916 E.C. he became advisor to the government until MagRabit 6 
1919 E.C. and was then appointed, with a title of bel at ten geta, as 
Director of Foreign Affairs. On Hiazis 12, 1922 E.C. he was appointed 
Minister of Foreign Affairs. (4) Heruy left Ethiopia during the 
Italian invasion. When he fell ill he was taken to Bath to join the 
Emperor and look for better medical treatment. However, medical care 
did not help. lie was paralysed and confined to the wheelchair. He 
died in England on ~mskar~m 9, 1931, at the age of sixty. The body 
was later (~I~skaram 11, 1940) taken to Ethiopia and reburied at the 
Trinity Church in Addis Ababa. (5) 
Most probably HeruJ was the first Ethiopian bibliographer to 
publish two catalogues of Geez and Amharic books found in Ethiopia. 
The first one, published in 1904 E.C., may have been inspired by a 
Scottish passenger, Alfred John, whom Jleruy met while travelling from 
Oxford to London by train. Alfred John's inquiry about whether there 
were books written in Ethiopia and if a catalogue existed for those 
books incited Heruy to embark on the work on his arrival home. The 
Ethiopian Church scholars supplied titles other than the Old and New 
Testament Books. He added these to the list he made from his own 
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memory. The first bibliography has three hundred and eighteen titles 
and the second one, published in 1920 E.C., has five hundred and seventeen 
entries. 
Amharic. 
Most of the entries are religious books written in Geez and 
The titles in Geez are more numerous than those in Amharic. 
lIeruy published books of travel, advice, bibliographies, history 
and literature. lie is best known for his Wadaje lebbe (My Friend, My 
Heart), published in 1915 E.C. This novel, which many think is 
influenced by Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress (6) is about an allegorical 
journey the character and his conscience make throughout the 'world' 
East, West, North, South. But this 'world' is not a physical one. 
The 'world' is a conglomerate of Christian religious books. 'East' 
symbolises the books of the New Testament; 'West' represents the Old 
Testament; 'North' is the Books of the ligawent (the church scholars); 
and 'South' denotes the books called Awaled. At the end of the journey 
the traveller thanks God mainly for nourishing him with the words of 
the Gospel, for being merciful, and patient with sinners. After saying 
his prayers he begs God to free him from evil and make him stronger in 
its presence by arming him with the necessary weapons to combat the 
Devil. Wadaj~ lebb~ is a spiritual journey which leads the traveller 
from ignorance to knowledge. The knowledge is that of God and it is 
acquired from the various books of which the New Testament is given 
first rank recognition. 
In its first form, Wadaje lebbe. Heruy's first literary work~was 
printed on the duplicating machine of the Municipality. lie donated 
it to those who could not afford to buy it and sold it to those who 
could. L~mma's interview with elderly people of the time indicates 
that the work was popular. (7) 
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The next novel he published was Yalebb lIassab (1923 E.C.) (The 
Thought of the Heart). The story is about two youngsters who get 
married and live happily together. It is addressed, according to the 
author, to the person who wants a wife and the woman who seeks a husband. 
If they read the book carefully, lIeruy guarantees, they will find here 
advice which will bring them satisfactory results. With ralebb Hassab 
Heruy begins to deal with problems of earthly life in fiction. The 
parents of.~~yon, the heroine, are in conflict on what type of 
education she should receive. Heruy proposes an alternative to the 
dominant arranged marriages. He proposes simplicities instead of 
exuberant wedding ceremonies and feasts. Though its content was 
largely religious this was the first long 'narrative' written in Amharic 
to deal with the problems of life. (8) 
In the introduction to his last novel, Addis AI~m, Heruy stated 
that his purpose was to improve the old tradition and give it a new life. 
He attacked those who con~ider improving or changing the traditions as 
taboo. Citing the religious practices of the Jews he claimed that 
they have changed since the Old Testament. He made similar claims 
about the improvement ~foslems made though he does not say what the 
changes were. lIeruy is suggesting that the Ethiopian priests have not 
yet changed and it is in . this line that he proposes practicol! 
improvements. (9) The improvement and enrichment of moral convictions 
and religious practice are recurring themes in lIeruy's writings. 
church education and his background,combined with what he saw while 
His 
travelling abroad/have made him search for improvement in the secular 
as well as the spiritual aspects of life, with an emphasis on the 
latter. 
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These improvements are expounded in lIeruy's non-fictional works, 
especially in Goha ~ebah (1919 E.C.) and Hahedara Berhan Bagara Ja pan 
(1924 E.C.). Goha ~ebah is written as a journal where extracts from 
religious and historical books and excerpts from various other books 
are found. Beruy's opinion and wishes about the state of religious 
life in the world are expressed in this work. If men do not have a 
religion, he believed, they will always be grasping. He thinks the 
fear of God and of the punishments of the earthly king should bring about 
restraint. The beginnings of his reform in religious practice (fasting, 
prayer, alms etc.) which he deals with in greater detail in Addis 
Al~m are found in Goha ~ebah and the other earlier works. (10) 
The section with the title 'Education and knowledge of the kings and the 
light of the Gospel' subtly relates the conflict between the Ethiopian 
aristocracy and bishops to the case of Napoleon. Heruy points out that 
the antagonism and difference between 'kings and bishops' existed as 
recently as the reign of Napoleon. lie Indicates that the nobility 
and the aristocracy 'did whatever they wanted with the people' and 
shed a lot of blood because they were uneducated. (11) He admires 
Napoleon for his achievements and denigrates him for his failure, which 
Heruy attributes to Napoleon's arrogance. Beruy's ultimate purpose 
however, is not to write about France. His writing is aimed at 
censuring the irresponsible behaviour of the Ethiopian mAkuwanent 
(nobility) and masafent (aristocracy). They too were uneducated and 
had for a long time been the causes of bloodshed in the country. 
Although Heruy refrains from directly criticisirg them for their deeds, 
in Goha Sebah his views of the kings, the aristocracy and the lords of 
.;;.;:.:..:.;;:.....;;.;:;.;;,;;;;,;.;. J 
France and Italy makes the parallel unavoidable to the reader. (12) 
Scattered in this work are tacit outlines of the specific aspects of 
social life that demand improvement, namely: religion, morality, 
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administration, the church, norms and mor~\~ in everyday life etc. 
His arguments are not wholly religious or spiritual. He prescribes 
religious reform and moral renovation as solutions to social ills. 
The social message has its basis in religion. 
tlahediha Berhan lIagara Japan is about what Heruy saw, and 
probably-read, about Japanese civilisation.· It contains writings 
about religion, politics, games, industry, the military, arts, history, 
customs and civilisation. It was inspired by his visit to Japan in 
1924 E.C. as an honorary guest representing his country on the 
Coronation Day of Japan. lie makes comparisons and contrasts between 
the two countries on small things like ways of greeting~ndmajor issues 
of religion and kingship. It is by no means systematic in its 
observations and presentation of these ideas. The purpose of the work 
was to 'popularise' Japan as a worthy example of modernisation. 
lIeruy wrote on various topics. Though he is a pioneer who ' .. 1. 
introduced new forms into Amharic writing he remained drawn to religion 
and its related issues in his creative writings. The problems of 
modernisation mentioned in ~tahedara Berhan do not find any dominant 
place in his less spiritual novel, compared to ~date lebbe, of course, 
Addis AI~m. Problems of agriculture, the palace intrigues, the land 
holding system, the new bureaucracy, urbanisation, prostitution etc. 
cannot be issues that have escaped the attention of a goverment 
official of his stature. lIis own problems as director of the 
municipality, chief judge and advisor to the government combined with 
his rural background and church upbringing could have supplied him with 
material good enough for a novel. However, Heruy did not write about 
these issues. lIis novel, Addis Alam,is a story about a curious young 
man who wanted to know about European ways of life since his childhood. 
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The stories he heard stimulated his interest in European education. 
But his wishes conflicted with the views of his parents. He 
suppresses his intentions until a ~10nsieur La Rousse comes to his 
village. The Frenchman employs him as a servant and takes him to 
Jebuti.. Awwaqa leaves his village without telling his parents. 
On arriving at "Jebuti he tells La Rousse about his wish to be 
educated in the manner of Europeans. The Frenchman offers to pay 
for his transport and takes him to France. He begins his education 
under the constant humiliation of Parisian children who laugh at 
his physical appearance and the colour of his skin. 
seven years he returns to his country. 
After staying for 
We are not told of his age and educational background before he 
left Ethiopia. '~e have no clue in what language he talked to La 
Rousse and, until he learned French, how he managed to communicate with 
people when he arrived in France. Neither do we know about the type 
of education he had in France and what type of life he led there during 
the seven years of h's stay. There are many things we have not been 
told though these things are crucial for our understanding of the 
character's change, direction, and nature of intellectual advancement. 
The writer simply tells us in the two pages of his eighty page novel 
about Awwaqa's wish to be educated, his running away from his village 
with ~10nsieur La Rousse, his subsequent trip to France, his stay for 
seven years there and final return to his village. 
Heruy's interest is to describe the conflict between an educated 
Ethiopian and a traditionalist clergyman, and finally advocate or 
prescribe certain correct ways of life or action. His narration 
follows the style of folktales or the pattern of certain stories in 
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the Bible. Following these models, he goes to the main point of the 
narrative immediately. The first two or three pages resemble the 
beginnings of any of the Ethiopian folktales published in Engelf lamene 
or Sekuwar'ena watat or the short fables of Aesop. In these tales 
the nametof the characters, human or animal, ~~ mentioned, their place 
in the story briefly stated, then the story goes on. There is no 
vested interest to depict the setting or any attempt at detailed 
character description, biography, ideas, beliefs, tastes, traits of the 
hero. Heruy's Addis Alam begins in this manner. 
The rest of the story in the novel is about the conflict in 
opinions between Awwaqa's parents, the conservative clergyman 
Sabagadis and the community in some respects. The first argument begins 
when they see him wearing a coat without the expected covering or shawl, 
lie tells them that European dress is more convenient than 
the Ethiopian ones. One has to take off ones na1ala when ploughing 
but it is not so with the European dress, he tells them. Besides, 
Ethiopian dress is not easy to wear in the presence of officials since 
it keeps sliding off the shoulder and requires constant adjustment. The 
na1ala is not convenient to wear while going to the battlefield. It 
is on~ good to wear during the night and early morning when it is very 
cold. Moreover because it is white it easily gets dirty thus 
requiring frequent washing. But a coat is easily brushed and dusted. 
After this brief lecture he explains that the choice of clothing and 
food is a personal taste and they should not criticise him for what 
he prefers to wear. He argues that Indians, Chinese, Japanese and 
Egyptians wear European dress. 
Listening to his story his relatives begin to think he has gone 
out of his mind. They tie him lip and take him to ~ab~H, a spa. 
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Since Awwaqa is a firm person he refuses to remove his European coat. 
So they give up and untie him after one month. He begins to regret 
leaving Paris to come back to his country and starts thinking about 
possibilities of returning. His first confrontation ends with pardon. 
Neither side convinces the other. When his father, Ato Endalebbu, 
suddenly falls ill this takes his mind away from the thought of going 
back to Paris. Instead he sets out for Addis Ababa to fetch a doctor. 
This starts another dispute. His relatives insist that Endalebbu should 
not take any medicine from a foreign doctor as this will kill him. They 
ask him to take his father to a renowned traditional medicine man instead. 
Awwaqa begins to lose hope in his traditionalist relatives and decides to 
go back to Paris. But he is held back because he f~~s leaving his sick 
father morally embarrassing. 
His father gets seriously ill and the relatives find it necessary to 
send a messenger to Endalebbu's sisters. Awwaqa decides to send the 
message by phone rather than sending a horseman who will take several weeks 
to get the message to Gonder and come back. When the telephone messenger 
delivered the message to Endalebbu's sisters in Gondar they ask him what 
'telephone' is. The messenger answers, 'Exchange of words takes place 
through a wire made of copper. What usually takes a month to deliver now 
takes just a few seconds. It is a wisdom brought from the country of the 
faranj.' (8) The women do not believe him. They tell him that it is 
the first time they heard such a story. Although the men confirmed that 
they have heard about the telephone they have their own versions: 
They say it is the devil that relays the words. Therefore the 
news that comes through the telephone cannot be trusted. For 
the devil says of the man who is not dead that he is dead, and 
of that who is not ill that he is ill. Therefore do not be 
alarmed ••• (p.8) 
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In Taggul~t, Aqwwaqa's attempt to explain what a telephone is meets 
further opposition. His relatives tell him that it is their fault 
to trust a person who has returned from Paris knowing quite well they 
all come back with their heads screwed up. These short interchanges 
of questions, surprises, answers and explanations stop and start 
freely without restriction of geographic setting as well. The 
discussion about the telephone that takes place in Gondar and Taggulat 
are presented on the same page and without any explanation. The 
omniscient author is everywhere and in everyone's heart all the time. 
The mourning ceremony after Endalebbu's death brings another 
topic for argument between Awwaqa and his relatives. The women cry, 
scratching their faces, tearing their dresses and beating their chests. 
The men pluck their faces and hair as they cry. Awwaqa contradicts 
their culture by refusing to follow what they were doing. He puts on 
~~~~ 
a piece of black cloth on the left arm~ ana weeps quietly 
standing by his father's corpse. The priests stop the requiem mass 
alarmed by his behaviour. One of the mourners accosts him and tells 
him that he should mourn like the rest of the people: crying, 
screeching, scratching and plucking his face and hair. He refuses 
to obey by emphasising that doing so will not revive his father. He 
says: 
Besides if my father goes to his Lord, Christ; to his eternal 
abode, the sky; one should be happy. Why should one feel sad? 
Hy father is sitting in the heavens with Abraham, Isaac, and 
Jacob. He perambulates with the saintly angels in front of 
the Lord •••• There he meets the blessed and the martyrs. \vhy 
should I be sad because my father attained such a happy world? 
••• (p.12) 
Awwaqa takes the role of the preacher in his long reply. No one seems 
to come back at him. The established pattern of narration continues; 
his relatives are alarmed by something strange Awwaqa says or does, 
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they criticise him or ask him questions, he gives the answer and that is 
the end of it. The story goes into another 'stage' without gradually 
building up the plot structure. It takes another topic to more or less 
repeat the alarm, and the question, and the answer session. 
Tazkar is one of the most important issues of disagreement in the 
novel. The conflict between Awwaqa and the priest Sabagadis is a tussle 
for some kind of reform in this traditional feast for the dead on the one 
hand, and a conservative firmness on the other. Awwaqa refuses to prepare 
his father's tazkar because he believes that it involves the participation 
of most of his relatives who should otherwise be working on their fields 
sowing the seeds for the next harvest. If they fail to sow now they will 
be dying of famine.' He proposes to give some money to the church and 
the priests, and alms to the poor instead. Sabagadis argues there should 
be a feast in a manner that is unbecoming in a priest. He says: 
If on the occasion of Ato Endalebbu's tazkar the priests are not 
able to get drunk and hit each other with wan~ha (xl) what is 
the point of saying a tazkar feast has been given. We do not 
understand the style you [the children of later days, literally] 
bring since you started travelling to Paris •••• If you do not 
give a feast with a minimum of 30 gan (x2) of talla (x3) 5 gan 
of tajj (x4) and 20 bottles of araqi (xS) I shall curse you ••• (p.1S) 
Heruy's Sabagadis does not sound like a priest representing the 
church in any way. Although words and deeds are often at variance 
in this and many other institutions the church's attitude and teachings 
about consumption cannot be represented by him. It is more surprising 
xl a cup made of horn 
x2 a large container made of clay used for brewing tajj and \alla 
and storing water 
x3 a home-made local beer 
x4 a kind of home-made wine made from honey : mead 
xS a spirit distilled at home from grain 
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to find Awwaqa switching roles with the clergyman. Although this is 
not the first time we encounter the character in this role it is 
difficult to adopt to the idea. A .... , I wwaqa s ans, ... er may c arify our 
point: 
please do not trouble me Father. Don't you know 
making a person drink beyond limits and making him drunk 
is improper? Besides haven't you read in the books that 
getting drunk is a big sin, and that a drunkard is 
forbidden from joining the priesthood? In the past, priests 
were falling on the stre~ of Addis Ababa as they returned 
from tazkar because they were drunk. Foreigners took their 
photos and made them a laughing stock by sending their pictures 
to their countries •••• Therefore I do not have the thought and 
wish to make a laughing stock of priests, who are considered 
to be the eyes of God, by making them drunk with tajj and 
araqi •••• (p. 14-15) 
S;bagadis's support for the preparation of the feast to drown 
the priests and beggars with drink and food is implausible. The 
official stand of the church and the laws pertaining to the conduct 
of priests, deacons, monks etc. are contrary to Sabagadis's out-
spoken view. (13) Even when priests advocate the preparation of 
tazkar they argue their point from a different angle. They would 
state that it facilitates the entrance to heaven of the soul of the 
dead person for whom the tazkar feast is given. One would expect 
Sabagadis to argue the role of tazkar in absolving the sins of the 
dead rather than take the unseemly role he strongly adheres to. Heruy 
was atte~pting to expose the indecency and unholiness of the 
priesthood so that Awwaqa' s drive for reform gets full support. 
However, the lack of subtlety in the portrayal of his character, 
S~bagadis, causes the argument to lose its plausibility even if Deruy 
ultimately forces the organisation of a meeting of the leaders of the 
churches to discuss t'azkar and other issues that need to be modified. 
This is probably the beginning of Awwaqa's victory in his debate 
with his relatives, Sabagadis and members of the community. His 
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reformed opinions about t'azkar hegin to be seen as more beneficial to 
the priests and deacons than the festivities of eating and drinking. 
The money he gave to the church,instead of preparing the t8zkar,was 
shared among the priests and deAcons who used it to buy clothes for 
themselves, their wives and children. Heruy differentiates between 
'tazkar of food and drinks' and 'tazkar of money'. Writing about the 
acceptance of the latter by the priests he says: 
And the priests ••• when they thought about the tazkar 
of tajj and talla they discovered the outcome is drunkenness, 
quarreDing with one's friends, and getting sick. On the 
other hand the ~Azkar of money is free from drunkenness and 
any other illness. It saves one from poverty since one can 
buy clothes, meat, butter and the like with the money.(p, 18) 
The change in the attitude of the clergymen in Aww8qa's vicinity 
and the debate between him and ~abagadis, we are told, 'was heard [in 
the provinces of] Slt"awa, Gojjam, Gondar, Tegre, ,·mllo, [and] in the 
central Rnd peripheral parts of the country.' (p. 19) '''e assume it was 
transmitted orally though we Question the speed at which it spread. 
It is when the news reaches the edlag~ (bishop) that he calls a 
• 
meeting of the ecclesiastical scholars to discuss the issue. It is 
incredible that this can happen in Ethiopia in the mid-twenties (E.C.). 
Communication was scarcely available and efficient transport hardly 
developed. lIeruy's exaggerated portrayal of the widespread influence 
of Awwaq'lJ' s ideas should be taken as an expression of the wri ter' s 
feeling of the urgency for change rather than as a plausible depiction 
of the realties within the country. This is the framework within 
which we view the two meetings held by the council of the ligawent 
(church scholars) and the results of their deliberations in the novel. 
The first meeting in Addis AI~m initially restricted itself to 
the issue which triggered it in the first place, the t'azkar, The 
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disgrace brought to the church by the pictures of the drunken priests 
the foreigners took and exposed to the world was mentioned as one of 
the main reasons that led to the holding of the meeting in Addis Alam. 
Moreover despite the fact that the church wus highly regarded and 
favoured by the state, and the immense privilege it enjoyed with its 
leaders, it was not able to provide schooling for the children of the 
poor and help old people whoctul not have any children to look after 
them. It is stated in the novel that the priests share the alms 
brought to the church by the laity rather than put the money aside to 
fulfill the needs of the poor. The first council debates and accepts 
Awwaqa's reforms within this context. Asking people to prepare 
t~zkar feasts is not only found ignominious to the churchiit is also 
considered sinful just like fornication. One of the liqawent at the 
gathering makes a concluding remark: 
If we get drunk at the t'~zkar feasts how can we teach others 
not to get drunk? The purpose of tazkar is to save the 
dead person from damnation and not to make priests drunk. 
Therefore t~zkar should be replaced by the donation of money 
and the priests should refrain from going to tazkar feasts ••• 
(pp. 23-24) 
Since tazkar had the role of providing students in the church, the 
disabled and the old with food and drinks, these resolutions do not 
pass unchallenged. The Council agrees to the suggestion that the 
person whose father or mother ~~~d· should give money to the priests 
but feed the poor and give them non-intoxicating drinks rather than 
organise the customary tazkar. Consensus is reached except for 
Malaka Gannat's proposition that since the people deal with grain and 
cattle it is difficult to demand that all of them pay in money which 
they are unlikely to possess. Payment in kind was allowed, and 
At 
whenever the family of the dead .COu.ld 7\o>t o.FtorJ. Q.. requiem massJ"should 
take place without any charge. 
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Awwaqa's influence in Addis Alam takes a much wider significance 
than he initially anticipated. The Council raises other problems that 
had existed within the church for a long time. The members are called 
upon to consider these shortcomings during this unprecedented opportunity. 
The main issues are listed by Aqqabe Sa' at za-walda maryam. He says: 
(a) that married priests who divorce their wives without sufficient reason 
should not be allowed to marry again; (b) that knowledge of the Old and 
New Testaments, or, at least the ability to read and translate the four 
Gospels should be a criterion to accept individuals into the priesthood; 
(c) a person who does not know the Geez language, who is not married in a 
church ceremony and is not loyal to his wife should not be made Alaga; 
(d) that any title of the priesthood or deaconship should not be given in 
exchange for the payment of money; (e) the length of a mass for the dead 
should not be determined by the wealth or status of the deceased, it should 
be the same for every Christian; (f) deacons, priests and the dabtara 
should get married in a church ceremony; (g) that the customary belief 
that, if a priest or deacon is defiled, the Ark of the Covenant is regarded 
as deconsecrated or desanctified, should stop; (h) that, because the 
language of the church is Geez, when the Gospel is read, one of the 
Iiqawent (though not necessarily the priest) should interpret it into 
Amharic since few understand Geez and during mass the laity only admire the 
voice of the priest or deacon rather than understand what is said (pp. 26-30). 
These points were not proposed as items of agenda for the next 
meeting in the novel. Within the statement of the problem the 
preferable solutions are also present. That is why the second meeting 
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of the liqawent in Addis Alam approved them with some laudatory short 
speeches by some of the participants. They agree that from that day 
on they should live by the words of the book (maybe they meant all the 
religious books or the Bible specifically) rather than by tradition 
(pp.67-69~ When we see all of them change so fast we begin to wonder 
where the real problem was if all these speakers could stand up in 
the gathering and declare they have completely changed. They were 
the leaders who sanctioned with their blessings the perp':etration of 
these practices which they are suddenly vowing to condemn. One is 
startled by their agreement to give up these age-old traditions so 
smoothly and just because of one man's influence. This is again a 
conspicuous indication of Heruy's consistent use of the characters 
and incidents he creates as mere vehicles of his own thoughts and wishes. 
As far as the ideas of reform he proposes are concerned it is evident 
that they cannot be popular at the time. Some of the things he 
criticised have not been changed to date - tazkar, mourning the 
deceased, for example. Our contention is that the method of 
composition leaves much to be desiredJeven by the standards of his 
own earlier work Wadajelebbe. 
Awwaqa's tribulations increase as he is the writer's instrument 
of social criticism. Since his return from Paris his life has been 
that of constant challenge, distress, hardship and misfortune of one 
type or another. Despite the fact that the Council of the liqawent 
agree ~ on the need for reform concetning ~azkar his relatives do not 
seem to understand his view on this matter yet. It remains mysterious 
to them. They mention it again as an excuse to blame him and introduce 
another problem. After all aren't they also mere instruments Ileruy 
uses to express the views he wishes to express? Asked to build a 
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'house' on his father's grave to protect it from the scorching sun 
and rain, Awwaqa opts for having the date of birth and death of his 
father carved on stone and erected at the grave. Sabagadis notices 
the stone and criticises him for not building a proper shelter. 
Awwaqa replies that since his father is dead building such a shelter 
is meaningless as he does not live, dine, drink or enjoy himself in 
it. On the other hand the carvedstone)he is told, will stay long 
and serve the purpose. 
I1eruy's style manife5ts an underlying theme of a struggle between 
'evil' and 'good', the 'evil' being aspects of the traditional way of 
life which I~ruy considers bad, and the 'good' being the wisdom, 
knowledge, reform which appears to be represented by Awwaqa. The 
distinct categorisation of phenomena, events and people into the simple 
formula of good and evil is probably a point of view the writer 
inherited from the Christian religion and Biblical writings. Since he 
sides with Awwaqa and wants him to win in all his arguments with 
traditionalists. the writer is tempted to exaggerate the views of reaction. 
I . 
thac 
The 0Q~nions of the people are exaggerated so much~at times they sound 
absurd. This reflects the writer's judgement and presentation, and 
the impact his whim for rapid change has on his writing. Here is another 
case in point. 
Constant disagreements have dominated the interaction between 
Awwaqa and his relatives. Even when they wish to make him happy what 
they offer him turns out to be yet another reason for a row. They 
arrange a marriage without consulting him at all. Extremely shocked, 
Awwaqa refuses to accept the arrangement by telling them he does not 
,~ant to marry a woman he has never met and "'hese , .... r,,<.Ur h( twos TI<>~ st~.lld .• 
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He asks, 'What if, after getting married without studying each other's 
character, there arises a misunderstanding. What is going to happen 
to us?' (p.35) They reply: 
If there arises a quarrel why should you be afraid? You 
will keep her if you like her. If you don't you pull her 
by the hand and push her out. Do you think there is any 
scarcity of women, for you, the son of Endalebbu? Who 
will stop you if you wanted to divorce one and marry another 
every week? (~.35) 
This response is absurd and definitely a misrepresentation of the 
real conditions in the society. No doubt that men are privileged 
and dominant in the society. They can choose to divorce their wives 
and get married to another one. lIowever,if relatives would argue, 
Q. 
the way Aww~q~'s do in this case,while arranginghmarriage is very 
doubt(\,L~. Heruy' s at tempt is clear. lie is concerned with, or, even 
annoyed at, the state of divorce which is incongruent with the 
teachings of Christianity and his own principles. In an effort to 
expose this and thrash it through Awwaqa's reply, he fails to do 
it plausibly.~French-educated Aww~q~.who,we were told,was impressed 
by European civilisation,is depicted as a person with more religious 
convictions than the people. The reply to his relatives bears some 
more imprints of his dedication: 
That is what I was afraid of [referring to their reply]. 
Whoever it may be, once he is married there is nothing that 
separates him [from his wife] except death. Once two lovers 
are married they must m~ke compromises and live together. 
Divorce is not permitted [by God?]. Therefore I will marry 
in a church service the woman whose appearance I have observed, 
whose character and knowledge I have examined, whom I have 
loved and is loved by her •••• I will not marry the woman you 
have engaged for me. (p.35) 
Aww~qa is in a way making a synthesis of two different cultures. He 
borrows the idea of choosing one's wife or husband from his Parisian 
heritage while retaining the one-man one-woman tradition but cleansing 
it from contemporary tendencies to divorce and adultery. He dismisses 
the warning that it is not easy for him to choose and marry as he will 
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not find a virgin girl who will look straight into his face let alone 
express her love to him in words. If she is brave enough she might 
tell him to ask her parents. Since Awwaqa is not looking for a girl 
who tells him to ask the permission of her parents before expressing 
her love to him he insists the arranged marriage be cancelled. When 
his relatives go to tell the family of the girl about the unprecedented 
failure of the engagement the father of the girl answers: 
Oh! don't worry! This is a small matter! If he does not 
want to marry my daughter the loss is his. Does he think my 
daughter will fail to get a husband? Moreover what is this 
talk about getting married in a church ceremony anyway. Does 
he think that, so long as I am alive, my daughter will refrain 
from marrying various husbands she chooses to be imprisoned with 
him alone? Do not fear thinking that this will affect our 
friendship. (p.38) 
Let alone at the time when lIeruy was writing it is dubious whether such 
an attitude to marriage is openly expressed by a Christian Ethiopian 
family or person today. The reply sounds like one of the writer's 
efforts intended to sanction the actions of his hero who defied the wish 
of his relatives to go to Addis Ababa searching for the wife of his 
dreams. lie strolls on the streets of Addis Ababa looking for an 
educated, civilised and good-looking girl. lie finds her easily. 
They promise to get married and he asks her parents who ask her if she 
loved him. She says 'Yes!' It is all over. That is how Heruy puts 
it. All in one page. Heruy sweeps through scenes he ought to 
develop to quickly embark on the discussion of issues he considers 
indispensible. So he jumps directly to the wedding scene which 
becomes a battle ground for the two opposite attitudes to ways of 
celebrating the occasion. 
Awwaqa goes back to Addis Ababa to get married and bring his wife 
to Taggul3t. Although he leaves out his relatives from the small 
wedding party prepared in his house, his relatives go to the party without 
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being invited. His intention in not inviting them was to avoid the 
superfluous festivities that are customary in wedding ceremonies. 
People spend more money than they can really afford to make the event 
colourful, and faccl en", dr~1\~ (:. ,"e -\JR.~"TIH~. They even go as far as 
borrowing. Awwaqa is trying to challenge this by making a small 
party and limiting the number of guests to a size that is incredible 
to accept. flis kin and the rest of the villagers, although shocked 
by his deeds, refrain from raising any arguments. They start singing 
wedding songs in groups to make the party as delightful as possible. 
Nonetheless, Awwaqa comes and tells them their songs are too 
pornographic and indecent to be sung in a Christian wedding ceremony. 
He admonishes the dabt5ra for joining in what he label~ as carnal 
merrymakings. Instead he thought they should be teaching about the 
significance of marriage and the union between husband and wife. He 
plays a record which he thinks is appropriate for the occasion and 
asks them to sing following the tune and words in the song or stop 
singing altogether. Proud as they are Of their cultural heritage 
they tell him they see nothing wrong with the songs of their forefathers. 
The confrontation terminates when they furiously leave his house and go 
their ways. The gossip on their way home reveals their misoneism 
rather than the enraged temperament they were in when they left his 
house. Although the gossip is presented in reported speech a 
reconstruction into a dialogue, and,a brief quotation, should suffice 
to give a taste of their opinion: 
fly dear relatives, do you see what Endalebbu's son has 
done to us? He prevented us from singing and he put the 
devil in his 'machine' and made it sing. I say! didn't 
they say there is no devil in the country of the faranj? 
Oh! it is said that there is no devil in the country of the 
f5r5nj only to fool us. They are travelling on the sky. 
How do you think they do it. They are using the devil of 
the air. We used to hear in our country that only the 
perfect and saintly trod on air. But today in the country 
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of the faranj every person goes on air. Even this son of 
End~lebbu is putting the devil 'in the machine' [literally, 
'in the iron'] and making it sing. (p.47) 
Awwaqa's views on marriage and wedding ceremonies get accepted by 
Addanq~ who was walking with the angry and gossiping 
relatives of Awwaqa. This time, for a change, Heruy's views, normally 
presented through his mouthpiece Aww~qg are to be expressed by this 
dabt·ara. Addanqe explains to the group why he first thought Awwaqa 
was wrong and that he has now changed his mind because of five 
reasons: (i) he defends him on the question of divorce because children 
of broken families suffer the most as a result; (ii) separation 
impoverishes the man who keeps divorcing and re-marrying another because 
o 11lcu'r~ 
he has to share his wealth whenever ~' splits up; (iii) if one is married 
it is very likely that he will be reserved thus keeping himself away 
from sin; (iv) a person who is loyal to his wife gets the special 
privilege of taking the Holy Communion and put himself ready for the 
fulfilment of the Covenant expressed by the Lord: 'He who has eaten my 
flesh and drunk my blood shall live with me'; (v) a person who 
remains loyal to his wife will protect himself from venereal diseases 
such as syphilis and gonorrhea. Moreover it reduces the number of 
killings that take place when persons committing adultery are caught 
red-handed. (pp. 50-51) 
Dabtara Addanq~'s brief talk, we are told, provokes a debate among 
the group though this is not presented in the novel. 1:.-0 110l'm.i It.\j(tti~ 
.~ _ no serious issue seems to be resolved by logical persuasion 
at the scene where the debate takes place. The participants do not 
seem to admit,whenever this is the obvious thing to do, that they are 
convinced or they are prepared to think it over and see what happens. 
Their style is different. They listen to an argument and disperse. 
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Everyone thinks over the issue on his own. If they are all prepared 
to admit they were wrong a meeting is called. They apologise to 
Awwaqa, confess they have erred and ask for his pardon. This has 
for 
happenedAat least two of the major debates in the novel; the first on 
the question of tazkar and the second after the dispute on marriage. 
After the break-up of the wedding ceremony Awwaqa i~ caught by 
surprise when a meeting is called in the village. He did not expect 
them to yield so easily and so soon maybe. The apology they asked was 
~not only for their mistaken view on marriage and the argument they 
had about the wedding songs. It was a gathering where they confessed 
that they were wrong to make his life difficult. They now realise 
that in all the issues they discovered Awwaqa was always right. 
Evidently he was pleased to learn that, after all, he had made an impact 
on their views. I~wever, he asks them to swear on two points as a 
pre-condition for reconcilement. Any relative of his father should 
stick to his present marriage, and whoever marries in the future should 
do so in a church ceremony and remain faithful. They in turn ask him 
to swear to genuinely pardon them for what they have done,and also beg 
him to reconcile his differences with the priest Sabagadis. He accepts 
both requests. 
Reconcilement with S5bagadis and the priest's preaching to the 
Council of the liqawent draws Addis Aram and Awwaqa's 'missionary' 
adventure to a close. lIis relatives send ShimiHes to Sabagadis's house 
to tell him to reconcile with Awwaqa. The message also warned that 
sabagadis should not try to discuss the problem \~hich led them to a 
quarrel but shuld only go to Awwaqa and apologise admitting that he 
"las wrong. S~bagadis agrees to the proposal without any hesitation and 
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seems to be delighted by it. He swears not to utter a single word during 
the reconciliation, except to ask for Awwaqa's pardon by falling on his 
feet as this is the form of soliciting for mercy of the person one has 
deeply hurt or offended (p. 60). But since Sabagadis does not keep his 
word, the reconciliation fails and Awwaqa's relatives decide to take the 
matter to the council of the ligawent. Considering the recent events 
that took place at the meeting of the ligawent S5bagadis feels threatened. 
He suspects that he might lose the case at the Council and even fears 
that Awwaqa might ask the Council to remove the prerogatives he enjoys as 
a priest. Travelling to other churches outside taggulat to seek advice 
is the best he can do. The Alaqa of St Mary's Church in Ankobar tells him: 
Today, the time and men's knowledge have changed. It is better 
to do as the time [permits]. What time does not change is the 
matter of religion only. Matter of tradition if it does harm 
the king and government or the people, it is not a problem if 
one changed it by assessing its benefits. Therefore when your 
spiritual son dies you should give his clothing, hideskin, and 
bed to the poor if he is rich. If he is poor you should leave 
it to his poor wife and children. I do not think, you, the 
priests, should take and wear it •••• (pP. 63-64) 
He also mentions other sanitary reasons for not taking the cloth of a 
dead person to wear it. Because if one wears the cloth of a dead 
person who died of a contagious disease one might contract the disease. 
So, says the AI~qa, referring to the advice he got from doctors, such 
clothing should be burnt. The reason for the failure of the reconciliation 
between Awwaqa and Sabagadis was not only that Sabagadis broke his word. 
It was because he mentioned that Awwaqa did not give him the cloth, 
wancha and hideskins of his dead father. Since the advice of the Alaqa 
and three others he consulted on his way back to Taggulat did not coincide 
with his previous belief, he knew he was wrong. When at the end of the 
second meeting of the Council Awwaqa begins to inform the members about 
the unsuccessful reconciliation between him and Sabagadis the priest does 
not give him a chance to finish. He falls on his feet and begs for his 
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pardon. Awwaq~ pardons him but with the condition that Sabagadis makes 
clear to the liqawent his stand on tazkar, building a house on the grave 
of the deceased, and inheriting the clothes of the dead. S5bagadis tells 
him that he agrees with him on all issues but Ahlwaqa should not humiliate 
him by asking him to admit all this in front of the Council. 
agrees and he also falls on S~bagadis's feet and asks his pardon. 
However, after the reconciliation S13bagadis approaches the edt"age and 
• 
asks his permission to preach to the council. He makes a self-critical 
speech which exposes what kind of person he was, the property he has 
amassed in the name of religion, that he was a man of the flesh rather 
than of the spirit. When he confesses his sins and criticises the 
learned liqawent of the Church for not correcting the wrong deeds of the 
uneducated priests and deacons he begins to overshadow the 'holy' Awwaqa. 
The seven page long, emotionally charged speech stimulates the Council 
members and the rest of the audience, and sends them home clapping and 
cheering. .for The reader who was~most of the time bored by the monotony 
of dry sermons, speeches, debates is caught unawares by this surprising 
change. Heruy los unpredictable at least in his final chapter. What 
we suspected to be another chance for his concluding but uninteresting 
speech turns out to provide an opportunity for an emotional experience 
absent in the work so far. Character is revealed I though 
still via the omniscient author. The novel concludes in a tone one 
least expected. Nevertheless even that is far from remedying the 
inherent shortcomings we have been trying to reveal. 
Around the tim~ Addis Al~m was anonymously published (14) 
Afawarq was criticising the festive indulgences of Ethiopian rulers, in 
his Guide Du Voyageur Abyssinie and other articles, and calling for 
the abolition of feudalism. Talking about the state of economic and 
social life Gabra lIeyw~t was indignantly asking, ' is it to be said 
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that we, the people of Ethiopia, have freedom? The essays in 
Berhanena S~lam and ~o,1l12 of the books published during these early 
decades of the century were debating and discussing various issues of 
progress and development. The spread of education, the transformation 
of the concept and activities of agriculture, trade, the land holding 
system and banking; the improvement and systematisation of the tax 
system; the establishment of a standing and salaried army; the 
development of the industrial sector, were among the issues that captured 
the attention of a considerable number of writers of the times. The 
ideas unceasingly expressed by persons like C~bra Heyw·at, perressa, 
Af~warq, ~lelkeyas and others dealt with issues that were urgent and 
crucial then. Most of Heruy's writings, especially his novels, deviate 
from this dominant trend. 
Even if the writing of a literary work' (we are using this phrase 
cautiously with reference to Addis Alam for reasons the discussion has) 
and. hopefully, divulged so far),~the writing of essays or other books can 
take place within the same social context it is unwise, or even silly, 
to expect the outcome to be necessarily identical. Each writer, 
particularly in the unstable conditions these writers found themselves 
in, perceives the society in his own way despite the fact that the social 
context and tradition they all write in or about may be the same. Since 
it is an individual rather than a collective undertaking,what is written 
reflects the awareness and perception of the author. Hhereas Heruy 
saw the importance of reforms in the Church and traditional marriage 
practices, C'abra lIeywat, Afawarq, Qerressa and some others saw reform in 
the more fundamental economic and political structures of the country a; 
urgent. Heruy was overtaken by his educational background which had 
taken him to the heights of traditional scholarship. He had very 
little or none of the formal European education which Professor Afawarq 
and (Dr) Cobra lIeywat had. lIis understanding and vision of society was 
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guided largely by his learning, knowledge of traditional life, and by 
what he knew of European and Japanese civilisations through his visits 
representing his government. This may be the reason for creating a 
character like Awwaqa with the educational background of the likes of 
Gabr~ Heywat and Afawarq but with the soul And learning of Heruy himself. 
More about this later. 
Addis Alam follows the path W~daje Lebbe and his other works ha~ 
already .ta.Ae:n- It warns what lack of morality, disbelief in God and 
the absence of genuine love in marriage could bring to society. These 
ideas did not, however, emerge as a result of alarming developments in 
commercialism and materialism, a threatening spread of cities and urban 
problems that follow, or, because of the advance in modern attitudes of 
life that took place to an extent that enormously threatens religious 
beliefs and practices. Such events had not taken place on that scale. 
It seems fleruy saw modern education, development and progress as 
material aspects of life which could be meaningful only in the larger 
context of religious conviction and practice. No doubt he had noticed 
a relative decline in the church and the part played by its priests. 
lie ascribed the decline to the old laws of the church which he argued 
should be reformed. In the meantime he fed the flock with the words 
of God and with the little knowledge he acquired through his efforts. 
However important developments in the secular aspects of life may have 
been morality and religious life were given the indispensible cementing 
role in the society. The church, which was described in the Berhanena 
Salam essays and in the works of later historians as the antagonistic 
force to change, was not directly confronted. Addis Alum proposes 
certain mild reforms rather than openly _0- j:, ~ 0. c.~ what the author 
regards as the unAcceptable degree of conservatism among the 
church intellectuals and leaders. Wadaje Lebbe' s spiritual journey, 
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symbolically Heruy's perhaps, revealed that the journey to the North 
(meaning to the Book of the Liqawent) was full of arguments and unworthy 
debate. Perh~f~ this was why the Council meetings in Addis Al~m were 
not as controversial as one rightly expected them to be. Since Heruy 
valued the church,both because of his religious belief and the education 
he had gone through,he did not wish it to be a bad example, and a 
negative force to change which cripples the efforts of his New World 
(Addis Alam). So through his characters in Addis Alam he plays the 
role of legislator of reform. lIis mouthpiece, Awwaq~ was hardly 
challenged by the liqawent who were notorious for their misoneism. 
The vitality of the church itself is not clearly portrayed. The 
strong tradition of Orthodox Christianity that dominated the lives of 
the laity for more than a thousand years is not depicted with the strong 
impact it had on the lives of the people. The intricate relationship 
between the lives of the clergy, the peasantry and the feudal lords is 
not presented with the importance it deserves. In fact there is no 
feudal lord or any member of the aristocracy who is given some 
noticeable role in the novel. S3bagadis does not present any serious 
confrontation to Aww~q3's proposals nor do the leaders of the church at 
the two councils. It is hard to accept that these characters represent 
the imperviousness of the church to change and criticism as they have 
failed to put up a convincing battle to defend the institution and the 
beliefs they S~QnL for. They have been presented, while easily 
surrendering to the catechism of the new 'priest', accepting and 
believing his initiative and proceeding to change the age-old tradition 
overnight. In short, both the newly introduced reforms of Awwaq~ and 
the old Orthodox tradition are not properly depicted in a conflict and 
hU~Q 
struggle that characterises such confrontations. They~lost, in their 
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literary presentation, the liveliness they musthave had in real life as 
socio-historical forces. The absence of the drama of human 
relations in Addis Alam rendered change in attitude and religious 
tradition easily achievable through argument only, via the meetings 
of the church leaders. There is hardly any casual and attractive 
dialogue. Questions, surprises, rigid interjections are counterposed 
against the sermon-like replies of Awwaqa. Th~se are not artistically 
woven together with the routines of daily life. Instead they occur 
when the writer is ready to expose a topic through the instrumentality 
of his characters. 
There are problems of characterisation as well. The identity of 
most of the characters is not distinguished. We know them as 'the 
relatives of Awwaqa' , 'the people', and the 'liqawent'. They have no 
face, occupation or, beliefs that specifically characterise each of 
them. The place they inhabit is known by name only. Awwaqa's 
intellectual role itself is dubious. Nowhere does he do or say 
anything that makes us believe he was educated in France and ha' lived 
there for seven years. The reforms he proposes do not match _" the 
type of education a person who stayedfibroad for seven years is 
expected to have acquired. One would have thought that any of the 
graduates of the local modern schools of the times, with the right church 
background, could have made the same suggestions Awwaqa was making.' , 
Even if he is described as a young Ethiopian educated abroad, he is not 
portrayed as one. Our analysis does not reveal any evidence that befits 
the description. Contrariwise his ideas and ardent dedication to 
various reforms in religious life tempt us to draw a resemblance between 
him and the writer who was not formally educated in France or anywhere 
abroad. We have seen that Jleruy was a respectable church scholar 
who,because of the various state offices he held,had opportunities, 
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which were otherwise rare then, except for <L handful, to see parts of 
the modern world. What we find in Addis Alam is a character who has 
an inside, and penetrating knowledge of the church, and is aware of what 
was happening outside the country perhaps more than any other church 
scholar in the country at the time. It is the reformed traditional 
scholar who appears in the novel in the guise of Awwaqa. His ideology 
of life, all his ideas and comments better characterise him as an 
'enlightened' churchman who understands the problems of the institution 
and religious life in society rather than as a young person educated in 
France who is trying to reform his society. It must be admitted that 
our assumption requires more biographical evidence to unequivocally 
support our case. Yet the way Heruy handles Awwaqa in Addis Alam before 
the meeting of the liqawent, and the way Heruy 'replaces' Aww~q~ to 
manipulate the council of the liqawent are other textual clues that 
encourage us to maintain our view. Further knowledge of Heruy's actual 
efforts, if any, to reform the Ethiopian church is crucial to fully 
divulge the biographical elements of the novel. Nonetheless, 
considering the points we mentioned herein, observing the nature and 
control of his writing in general, and adding up the bits we know about 
his life, our assumption does not seem totally baseless. 
~ , 
One final remark needs to be made about Addis Alam and Heruy s 
other works. In Wadaje Lebbe the inward directed scrutiny is 
persistent in finding one's soul and strengthening one's belief in God, 
thus making life in this world morally rewarding and assuring salvation 
in the life after. The role Awwaq~ plays in the transformation of the 
religious practices of a misguided people, priesthood, and church is 
essentially directed towards the same goal. Contemporary issues related 
to the traditional and modern type of clothing, mourning, medicine and the 
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telephone are raised peripherally. The most important issues are 
reforming the church and the practice of tazkar and next to these 
come marriage and wedding ceremonies. All reforms are viewed from 
the point of view of improving religious life though there are scattered 
instances which show the marginal economic benefits to be gained 
frGm thc!lI\. IIm"ever, the argument for reform in the attitudes to work 
is visibly absent in his work. The hands of the ordinary working people 
are chained by the multiplicity of religious holidays. lIeruy's New 
World fails to recognise the urgency to change in these religious 
attitudes which were more stifling obstacles than those the novel 
highlights. This is possibly because all his dealings with religion 
seem to always direct uS to a major ideological con"struct. lIis 
v 
teachings about love, morality, God and reform, echoing the words and 
tone of the religious books)appear to lead one by the hand to the 
important question of unity. The problem of unity recurs in many of 
his works sometimes with understandable obsession. The contents of 
Uilej meker ••• , Wadaje Lebbe, Cbha ~bah, ~fahedara Berhan ••• , and 
the views of reform in Y~lebb lIassab and Addis Alam point at the 
creation of a united, modern and Christian Ethiopia. This should not 
take uS by surprise as he had written, about six years before the 
publication of Addis A15m under his byline, that the primary aim of 
teaching the uneducated was also 'to expand the kingdom of God.' (16) 
Given the close ties between the church and the state,the expansion of 
this kingdom suggests the expansion of the kingdom of the king. In 
order to make this kingdom governable one of the basic criteria is 
achieving unity. The power struggles and the political strife of 
the period did not absolutely guarantee such unity at the time. One 
suspects that it was Jleruy's fear of the possible disintegration of 
the country that made him perpetually preach love and brotherhood. 
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No direct exposition, exploration or reasoned debate of the issue 
exists in his major works. Sheer plea to unity, love, work and 
morality abound in his works but tacitly pointing to this goal. It is 
as though he is quietly addressing the audience or, as if he is pleading 
to them in his heart, asking them to relate these moral teachings to the 
immediate social realities whose peaceful continuity he seems to doubt. 
It may be difficult to guess what encouraged such a style or discouraged 
a more direct appraisal of the problem. There is no doubt, however, 
that the closedness of the society, the sensitivity of the issue, the 
apparent lack of a tradition for public debate of conflicting views 
such as this, and, above all, the nature of the government (which 
prescribed absolute control in political, social and economic life as the 
best method of conducting its prerogatives) have a lot to account for. 
The power struggles of the period were also lame excuses or good reasons, 
depending on how one views the events, to sweep away any inkling of 
direct public and government debate instead of encouraging it in any 
manner. 
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4. Searching for a model of development: the pre-college 
intellectual in Germachaw's Araya 
In his Preface to Araya, Germachihl wrote: 
It is clear why I was led to write this fictional story. 
Firstly, it is to reveal to the young who have the good 
wish to serve their country in the occasional problems 
they might encounter; and having known beforehand that 
there are many challenges (to be faced) while serving 
one's country so that they understand the importance of 
struggle, strength, patience and belief •••• 
Secondly, it is to inform those who were not present, 
and remind those who were, about the tribulations thousands 
of Ethiopians suffered when Ethiopia was invaded by Italy. (1) 
Germachaw's declaration on writing Araya has been justified by his 
readers and critics both immediately after its publication and later. 
An advertisement that appeared in Addis Z~man announced the publication 
of the novel and stated that the book was about the duty and moral 
worth of the young; that it gives various useful ideas that can be 
beneficial to one's country; that it describes the state Ethiopia 
was in in the past and all the progress she has made since; and that 
it deals with the Italian invasion and the patriotic struggle. It 
added that the novel was written in simple language and that it is 
readable and very informative to an observant reader. (2) An Ethiopian 
student in Britain, AssiHa Hangasha, wrote that the novel 'has got all 
the essential qualities of a good interesting novel' and added that 
'by avoiding repetition ••• completely destroyed monotony which 
present-day Ethiopian writers seem to find a mountainous task to 
perform.' (3) He does not, however, elaborate what these 'essential 
qualities of a good interesting novel' are. Neither does he explain 
what monotony Germachaw broke. A remark he made about the use of 
language when he wrote that 'even casual conversation sounds like a 
carefully prepared speech' (4) is a credible point to be discussed 
later in this work. An anonymous short note on the writer touched 
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upon the ironic situation of the main character when it stated that 
'The book is about a young Ethiopian, Araaya, [sic] who went abroad, 
to France, and came back "abroad"', (5) Nr T Tyutryumova, a teacher 
of Amharic at Leningrad University and the translator of Araya into 
Russian, said that he was attracted by the 'artistic merits' of the 
novel and 'its plot - the heroic struggle of the Ethiopian people 
against the Italo-fascistinvaders.' (6) The novel has been summarily 
treated in general surveys by Gerard, THsfaye and Dababa and in a more 
detailed manner in the works of ~akbeb, Kane, Amara, Asfaw and Feqr~. 
However, the style and the content of the novel have not been explored 
within the context of the society it sets out to depict and change. 
The descriptions in the novel and the ironic role of the foreign 
characters are not analysed. Moreover, the phases Araya's notions 
of change pass through are not studied. The descriptions of places, 
events and customs cannot be discarded as plainly fictional since 
there is a captivating sense of verisimulitude in their rendition. 
The debates aboard the ship during Araya's journey from France to 
Ethiopia deal with various ideas of progress, peace, war and democracy. 
They are ways of introducing new concepts tlbugh the irony is 
inescapable. On occasions like these Europeans are expected to 
articulate half-baked ideas about countries like Ethiopia. In Araya 
they seem to have enough knowledge to advise Araya on what he should 
do to enhance Ethiopia's develop::ment. This is because of the role 
Germachaw has assigned to the foreign characters in his novel. The 
Russian professor, Duval, Pontignac and the other foreign characters 
are the writer's vehicle. 'Ie introduces, expresses and explores new 
ideas and perspectives through the debates that take place between 
them. 
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Araya is an ' novel which tells the story of a young 
Ethiopian from rural T§ggulHt. I~ving completed the basic church 
education at the age of thirteen (7) he travels to the eastern province, 
Hararge, convinced that traditional education cannot bring development 
to a country. With the help of one of his father's friends he joins 
the French mission school in Derre Dawa. A widowed French lady, 
Madame Debon Fuwa, comes to Ethiopia to forget her misery by going away 
from the surroundings that reminded her of the two children she lost 
during the first world war. This was a few months after the end of the 
war. She visits the school and talks to the teacher about her wish to 
take one of the students to France and educate him at her expense. She 
tells him that she would like Araya to be that student. lie seizes 
the opportunity. He goes to France and after fifteen years, gets a 
certificate in agricultural education. After he has completed his 
studies ~~~ FuW~ wants him to get married to her grand-daughter and 
settle in France. Araya thanks Madame Debon Fuwa for the great favour 
she has done him by bringing him to Paris to educate him, and above all 
for her kind offer to marry her grand-daughter. lie appreciates her love 
and generosity which made him heir to her wealth along with the rest of 
the family. However, he declines the offer to sta, in France. Nor 
does he want to marry her grand-daughter, since the purpose of his 
travel abroad was to educate himself and serve his people. Because it 
is his wish and determination to see his country progress and catch up 
with the rest of the civilised world he tells her he cannot imagine 
staying in France. I~ says: 'flow can I, by being partisan to my own 
benefit, silently observe when my countrymen live in darkness?' (p. 26) 
lIe politely admits that he cannot repay her for all she has done for 
him; only God can do that for him. The marriage proposal was 
unacceptable as he plans to spend most of the time working and since this 
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has lots of difficulties. Araya anticipates that problems will arise 
during his attempt to change his society. Marrying her grand-daughter 
who is brought up in a civilised society in a very comfortable style of 
life, would be unfair. Moreover, the society she goes to will be very 
strange to her and she will find it extremely difficult to cope. 
~~ 
~fadameAappreciates his view and admires him for it. She does not push 
him to change his mind. Indeed she tells him that she believes she 
has seen the fruits of her efforts to educate him in the decision he 
has taken. She blesses him and bids him farewell. The advice she 
gives him and its presentation in the novel is reminiscent of the 
situation where Jesus says to his disciples: 'Go and spread the word!' 
Hme Debon Fuwa says to Araya, 'So ••• Go! Serve your country. Go, 
help those [your] heroic fathers. The good things you have studied in 
this land of France,showlnern to your countrymen •••• ' (p. ;30) 
Araya sets off to Marseille by train. He meets a Russian 
professor of history. They talk about love for one's country and the 
role of the educated in Ethiopia. The professor advises him what to 
do when he arrives home. Araya continues his journey by ship from 
the port at Marseille. Aboard the ship he meets the French bourgeois 
democrat; Duval; an old priest; Taytoh Minh the Asian and Pontignac, 
a French socialist. Discussions on various issues continue until the 
ship arrives at Port Said. After ten further days of politica~ebate 
he arrives at Djibuti. Araya proposes a farewell drink before the group 
disperses. Duval takes the chance to talk about the freedom-loving, 
non-racial and democratic France, and like Mme Debon Fuwa and the 
Russian professor before him, advises Araya in his own way. He tells 
him to spread the love of freedom and the good name of France among his 
folk. 
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Araya meets the secretary of the Ethiopian Consulate at the 
railway station in Jibuti. They talk about issues more pertinent to 
Ethiopia and Araya leaves for Derre Dawa, and via Derre Dawa to Addis 
Ababa. After a night's stay in a hotel at the capital he goes to an 
unnamed Hinistry and talks to the Hinister and the director about his 
qualification. The Minister promises to arrange a meeting with the 
Emperor, Hayl~ Sellas~. A few days later he meets the Emperor who 
asks him about his educational background and future plans. Araya 
replies that he has studied agriculture but he is willing to serve 
wheraver the Emperor assigns him. The Emperor sends him to the unnamed 
~linistry where the Minister gives him useful advice. Araya asks for 
permission to go and visit his mother before starting work, and he 
is granted the request. On his return he goes to work. However, 
the viciousness and jealousy of the Ethiopian director and the 
wickedness of the assistant, who is described as an 'eastern whitema~, 
cause difficulties for Araya. Good old Madame Debon Fuwa comes in his 
dream and tells him to change the road he has taken. He accepts her 
advice and resigns from his post to start a farming career on the land 
he inherited from his father. He travels to Wlbira, builds a new house 
and begins a new life. The Italian invasion interrupts his new-found 
existence. Araya joins the patriotic army and fights until the 
expulsion of the enemy five years later. The novel ends when, four 
months after liberation, he receives a letter asking him to work for 
the government. He accepts the invitation. At the end of all the 
discussions, debates and the resistance, the main character has not 
found 'the way' or 'the model' that he seemed to have been looking for. 
It is as though the search for the ideal formula that best helps his 
country's progress has ended with yet another set of questions. His 
final words are: 
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Yes, Ethiopia got back its freedom with a miracle that 
will always be admired. But would she sleep again as 
before? Has she observed and realised the merits of 
unityand the value of freedom during the last five years 
of hardship? Has she drawn any lessons from the damages 
the enemy inflicted upon her? lIas she understood what 
the sources of civilisation and power are? Has she 
distinguished between her friends and supporters for the 
future? Would she remember her generous children who 
sacrificed themselves by shedding their blood for her? 
••• (pro 349-350) 
The novel poses questions: what is it about? Is it about an educated 
Ethiopian who wants to transform his society and is confronted by the 
old traditions and the bureaucracy of the country? Is it about the 
second Italo-Ethiopian war? Or is it about the role of the educated 
in both progress and national liberation? There is no easy reply to 
these questions. Considering the writer's declaration in his preface 
and the epithet 'historical novel' that appears under the title of the 
novel one is inclined to accept that Araya is about all these things 
and more. But the many discussions and incidents appear to stand by 
themselves rather than as parts of an integrated whole. The story 
follows Araya's movements from Ethiopia to France and back and then to 
Taggulat, Addis Ababa, W~bara and the different battlefields. 
Wherever he goes there is either a long debate on an issue or the 
writer gives us a lengthy description of a village, some beautiful 
scenery or tells us about the culture of a people, and the history of 
a certain place or the country. The first one hundred pages are 
general explorations of concepts of religion, nationalism, peace and 
war. Ethiopia is brought into the discussion occasionally. 
his trip from France to Jibuti ends the discussions begin to directly 
deal with Ethiopian situations and problems. This takes slightly more 
than a hundred pages. The third part deals with the war against the 
Italians. About two-thirds of the novel is dedicated to the journey 
and the discussions that take place as Araya encounters various people. 
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There can be no doubt that Germachaw introduced new ideas to 
the Amharic novel. Notions of freedom and liberty, the spirit of the 
French Revolution, the role of priests and governments in contemporary 
society, and the socialist and the bourgeois sense of equality, are 
introduced in the novel through the opinions of Duval, the old priest, 
Pontignac, the Russian professor and Debon Fuwa. Colonial 
experience and practice~e mainly dealt with through discussions with 
the Asian Taytoh Ninh, Duval and the priest. Compared with Addis 
Alam, Ag'azi and the other Amharic novels before it, Germachaw's Araya 
is the most richly sown with ideas. The problem lies in being able to 
artistically weave them with the story through distinct depiction of 
the characters who hold, and live by, the various ideas examined. 
This has proven to be an insurmountable test for Germachaw's sensibilities, 
imagination and skill. 
The historical, biographical and other factual material is 
inseparable from the romantic and the fictional. The story would be 
unchanged if the history of Tnggul~t and its people were removed (pp. 179-18». 
Biographical statements about HaylH Sellass~ as a person and as God's 
chosen one, are presented. lie is not treated as a character in a 
fictional work but as the actual Emperor he was. The author's 
opinions and admirations are interspersed with facts about the Emperor. 
Nenelik and "Qrt.,~S historical personages of Europe are mentioned to 
make analogies and contrasts. The campaign along the war front, from 
Addis Ababa to Haychaw, reads like a diary. Specific dates, populations 
of towns, for example, that of Dasse, are given. How long the 
Emperor's entourage stayed in a specific place and the method of travel 
used are presented accurately. The leaders of the different 
battalions are mentioned by their real names. Actual events of the 
Italo-Ethiopian war are described and the reasons for their occurrence 
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given through various types of public opinion. This was the case 
when the writer talked about Ras Mulugeta's abandoning Ambilagg~, a 
strategic place, to the Italians (pp.237-243). l~hen the Emperor arrives 
at the scene of the battle, Maychaw, the number of soldiers in the 
various divisions is given. The battle of Maychaw is described in 
detail: dates, places, positions of the two warring armies, what 
time and why shooting began, what time the Ethiopians retreated before 
air attacks and the well armed Italian army, and when the battle 
stopped, are presented in what we can call an eye-witness account from 
a meticulously taken diary (pp.243-250~ Indeed Araya was observing 
the battle while the actions described were happening. When he 
realises that the Ethiopians have lost he runs towards the enemy 
barricade, choosing to die rather than see the enemy enjoying its 
victory. His friends try to hold him but he is not in his right mind 
and does not know what he is doing. We are not told until this moment 
what he had been doing during the battle. It is at the end of the 
chapter, in fact the last paragraph, that the writer reminds us of 
him and his uncontrollable behaviour, and maybe a belated blind bravado 
too. What was he doing? Was he recording the events? 
Some of the writing about the patriotic struggle reads like a 
historical monograph. Presentation of Ras Emeru's contingent army at 
Gore, Dejazmach Feqramaryam's at Yarar and Yefat, Basha Walde's and 
Basha Tassama's at Shano resembles the presentation of historical 
writings. The writer refers, all in all, to thirty-seven patriotic 
leaders including the names of the places where they deployed the 
resistance fighters (pp. 297-298). Ras Ab'3b-a in Shllwa and Balambaras 
Garasu Dukki in the lowlands were the formidable resistance leaders. 
The Ras is especially compared to the Indian Hydar Ali, the Algerian 
Abdul Qadir, the Horoccan Abdul Karim, and the Ethiopian Ras Alula who 
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defeated the Italians at Dogali ~p.321). The list of historical material 
.have.. present in Araya is much more than weAselectively mentioned here. 
Some of AL like the references to Rases Emeru and Ababa are 
immediately recognisable. The veracity of some often leaves us with 
doubts. Their frequent, free and uncontrolled appearance, specially 
in the latter third of the novel, makes correct identification and 
analysis quite a heavy task. There are, however, instances where 
descriptions of the atrocious massacres b~ the invading army meaningfully 
relate to the actions Ethiopians take in return. In some cases, 
attempts to reveal the brutality, barbarisln and destructiveness of war 
have been made: 
At the beginning of rrask~r~m, at the end of the rainy season, 
when the whole country is flowers and shoots; when the birds 
and butterflies fly about awakening the valleys and the plains: 
when the sky which was covered with clouds for three months 
becomes blue and clenr, and the sun spreads its golden rays on 
earth: when herdsmen sing on the hilltops as travellers walk 
by; when girls go to the river (to fetch water) and (to 
collect) firewood singing in the valleys and plains; in those 
enjoyable months of tmskaram and Teqemt when all creatures are 
busy searching for love and life the aeroplanes of Italy sprayed 
death and pain on Ethiopian peasants. Tens and twenties of 
planes hovered over the villages mercilessly dropping the perils 
of death. Poison, bomb{s), bullet{s) fell like rain [literally 
"rained"]. Wlen the roads dried and (the overflowing) rivers 
subsided thousands of soldiers travelled in trucks, formed camps 
everywhere and invaded the country that had been unceasingly 
bombed before. By inciting former nationality grudges and 
religious antagonisms by propaganda they deployed the Moslems 
and the heathen to Amhara (Christian) regions, and the Christians 
to Moslem areas, causing internecjne war among the people. 
Wherever patriots are reported to~xist or pass through, was 
mercilessly looted, burned with fire, poison and bomb{s); the 
populace was massacred, taken captive, hanged and beaten (pp.314~~15). 
With the changing season everything was blooming and alive. Though 
the ne,., season promised to be full of life, even if nature blossomed with 
hope, all was not allowed to take its own course. r~n, the birds, the 
little girls and the environment suddenly their hllrmony. 
destroys the vitality, music, serenity and beauty of life, bringing 
significant change to people's attitudes: 
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War 
The one who yesterday was peaceful became a relentless 
warrior (today). The one who yesterday was not awakened 
by the love of his country became an implacable patriot. 
The one who yesterday has been thinking about his personal 
gains and individual peace gave everything away for his 
country and freedom. The one who yesterday feared death 
and thought of saving himself alone became an unappeasable 
patriotic hero today (PP. 319-320). 
These are among the descriptions which go slightly beyond giving 
a picturesque image. They are integrated with the even~in the story. 
As the Italian aggression intensifies the descriptions become more 
and more detailed and touching. They give an enriched rendering of 
the atmosphere, making the writer's sorrow and indignation evident. 
We understand why more and more people join the struggle. However, 
since most of these events are reported we neither see them happen nor 
can we participate in the drama. The writer, his protagonist, and 
other characters often report these actions as passive observers. 
They tell us what they see or hear happen as ordinary chroniclers 
rather than as skilled narrators. 
We have said that the shift in setting provides the opportunity 
for describing the surroundings as well as creating chances for 
debates and exposition of ideas. The ideas raised and the physical 
environments described with the change of setting are not always 
intertwined in the novel. This may be because of the 'accidental' 
nature of the descriptions and discussions. Lukacs makes a 
distinction between what he calls 'crass accident' and 'incident' 
that is 'artistically "inevitable"'. The latter is not achieved by 
It is objective, thorough, detailed, conscientious description. 
obtained via the dynamic relationship of characters, objects and 
events because, according to Lukacs, description of objects, events 
and characters as social facts in fictional representation does not 
present the active inter-relationship that exists between them. 
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Sometimes the description of setting for its own sake itself becomes 
incidental, providing only the forum for the debates, discussions and 
other events. If, however, it is balanced artis~tically with these 
dialogues and discussions it becomes an integral part of the whole 
dynamics in the novel and loses its crass, accidental nature. 
Incidental description can be used to accomplish other important 
ambitions. It can give a proper social milieu to the dialogue or any 
other scene following it. For this to' be achieved the description 
must not stand by itselfas if it is an independent entity having nothing 
to do with the characters. (8) 
Lukacs is, of course, discussing the problem in relation to the 
works of great novelists like Tolstoy, Balzac, Scott and Zola. The 
points he raises apply to Araya because there are instances where 
descriptions seem to have been blended with actions in the novel. In 
the examples cited above the descriptions give the atmosphere and mood 
that dominated the environment before and after the attack by th~ 
Italians. The literary accomplishment at this point should not 
be underrated. Some warning should, however, be reiterated here. 
Descriptions bringing literary credit to the otherwise weakly structured 
novel are rare. ~1any stand independently. Some of these appear 
following Araya's solitary moments of travel. When he is on his own 
he looks at the sea, the lowlands and highlands and the author describes 
the scenery. Once the boat or the train has passed these places the 
importance of the descriptions ceases as well. In many cases they 
slip out of the reader's mind And memory as the scene changes and another 
set of descriptions and debates follow. They are important to Araya 
though. The delight Araya gets from the scenery, and the sense of 
pride and love he has for his beautiful country, stands out. The 
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historical writing in Araya is not integrated with the life of the 
characters but the descriptions generally stand as something detached 
and to be enjoyed by themselves. The active interplay between the 
characters and the setting is generally inadequate but for Araya the 
setting brings moments of revelation and access into a new world. 
Since he is a returnee he may as well have a chance to nourish his nostalgic 
cravings for his beautiful motherland. However, the price is monotony 
to the reader. 
Perhaps the problem lies with the author's lack of a clear idea of 
what he wants to write about and how. The blend of history and fiction 
seems to have contributed to the confused status of the work. On the 
one hand the novel is replete with new ideas on development, politics, 
administration, democracy and colonialism. On the other hand it records 
certain social events and formal occasions such as the ejj mansha scene 
at the palace. The home of a rich Ethiopian (possibly an absentee 
feudal lord who lives in Addis Ababa): the internal decorations, the 
household goods, the banquet he gives in his house and all the ritual 
that goes with it are described in detail. The descriptions of 
vegetation, wild life and the physical features of some of the regions, 
that of cities like Derre Dawa and Addis Ababa are so detailed that it 
seems that Germachaw was writing a guide to the physical appearances of 
the places he so meticulously and beautifully describes. The work 
abounds in lists of names of the leadership during the war, casualties 
during the resistance at certain fronts, the number of prisoners sent to 
Italy, those killed at the Graziani massacre and other writings which bear 
the mark of historicity. Simultaneously we have to take the characters 
and the rather thinly plotted story as fictional. It is not unlikely 
~(etl 
that Germachaw' s ambition could holle"to put.inU:o thin work everything he 
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knew and felt, or thought worth writing about at the time. It did not 
probably matter to him whether the work succeeded as a great novel or 
not. What did matter to him appears to be to express his ideas in 
some form as quickly as possible so that these ideas become influential 
in the reconstruction of the beleaguered nation. Otherwise, it is 
very difficult to understnad why a person who 'devoured ••• the great 
classics by Racine, Mollier [sic], La Rochefoucauld, Corneille, Tolstoi, 
Victor Ilugo, Shakespeare and others' (9) could not differentiate between 
the writing of actual history and a historical novel. Although 
devouring the works of the great masters does not necessarily make the 
devourer a writer of their stature it may not be demanding too much to 
expect Germach'c\w, a person ,,,ho already has the inclincation to write, to 
have at least some inklings about this distinction. We are going into 
all these speculations based on the text, of course, to give the author 
and his work the attention and treatment they deserve. It is hoped 
that knowledge of a complete biography of the author and studies in 
social history will reveal more about the work and the novel. For now 
the work must speak for itself. It is a work of fiction which has ample 
delightful descriptions of nature and places, and a work of history 
and ideas. 
attention. 
These ideas and the main charac~er Araya call for 
From the start Araya is depicted as an exceptional person in society. 
Even at the early stage of his life, Araya understands that church 
education is too spiritiual and not useful. lie chooses to learn the 
wisdom of the fSranj because we are told, he finds at the early age of 
thirteen that modern education is more practical than traditional 
education. Such exceptional talent, the writer knows, cannot be easily 
explained in terms of Araya's social background. So Germachaw justifies 
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this extraordinary perception and knowledge of his thirteen-year-old 
character from rural Ethiopia in terms of 'natural gift', unique 
ability and intelligence (p.16). We meet a character who is already 
very perceptive and endowed with abilities that enable him to see things 
that are difficult to envisage for many in his age group. He is not 
an ordinary young man at all. He is so special that everything seems 
to go smoothly for him, at least, at the beginning of the novel. Araya 
decides to go to the f~r~nj school because of his extraordinary 
perception. fIe convinces his mother that he should pursue modern 
education without any problem whatsoever, because he is gifted. When 
he joins the French school in nararge it does not take much time for the 
teacher to identify Araya as the best among the students. He even 
volunteers to give Araya special lessons for an hour every night. 
But we are also told that Araya did not know French and the teacher did 
not speak Amharic. Before we finish asking how they managed to 
communicate, Germachaw tells us 'Since they have met heart to heart they 
understood each other without any interpretet (.~9). Even after twelve 
or more years of education in France and a one year tour to many 
European countries and cities the author tells us that Araya only 
expanded what he knew naturally. lIis reading in philosophy and science, 
we are told, 'was not able to create anything new' (p.23~. This is 
.. 
contradicted elsewhere in the novel. After his return to Ethiopia 
Araya is described as a clean-hearted person whose ambitions are not 
based on personal gains and whose love for his country and people is 
boundless (p.116). He is always seen discussing national or international 
problems. Araya is portrayed as a person with striking good qualities 
and almost no weak points. This style of composition is, as we have 
indicated, one of the features that bedevil Ethiopian writing in general 
and the earlier works in particular. Descriptive presentation of a 
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character who is either too good and special or quite the opposite is 
a dominant characteristic of many Ethiopian literary works. Araya's 
characterisation is no exception. It is with this awareness that we 
pursue our study of the protagonist's ideas of change and government, 
and the actions he takes, if any, to achieve his goals. 
We have indicated 'that his wish to change his society begins when he 
decides to go to a modern school. After the completion of his studies 
in France, it is again this determination to transform his country that 
dominates his talk with Madame Debon Fuwa. At this stage in the novel 
we do not yet know how Araya plans to change his society and what ideas 
and methods he intends to apply. Once he starts travelling from France 
to Ethiopia the novel begins to read like a mobile symposium on philosophy, 
society, history, political, social and economic change, issues of war 
and peace, and the like. Beginning with the Russian professor of 
historJJle continues meeting foreigners on his voyage. All the 
Europeans he meets know a lot about Ethiopia and its history. They 
tell Araya what they think is best for Ethiopia's developmental under-
takings. The new ideas the writer wishes to introduce are presented 
with the authority and credibility of the foreign characters who 
themselves are members of the civilised world. That Araya is, at times, 
seen reflecting on his own on these debates and discussions may be 
preparing the ground for his later role as a propounder of change. These 
debates seem to be designed to give Araya and the author the liberty to 
explore various opinions without always bringing the issue closer to 
home. This would have been the case if the writer had chosen Ethiopian 
characters to express the views held by the foreigners. Even when 
Ethiopian situations are debated directly the most important points seem 
to first come from the foreigners rather than the Ethiopian Araya. 
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The Russian professor tells Araya that since Ethiopians are a 
really ancient people it is difficult to change the old traditions. 
The conflict and chaos following the new efforts to change are immense 
and must be handled with care so that they do not threaten the unity 
and freedom of the country. he says. The professor compares the 
Ethiopian situation with that of the Russia of Peter the Great and says 
to Araya: 
Bayfa Sellase the First can bring ,,,hat Emperor Nenelik 
started to completion if you. the youngsters. are helpful 
and morally upright. Then. that you would make better 
strides in a short span of time and that you will achieve a 
good result is beyond doubt. (,.44) 
The lendership of Hayla Sellasse. the unity of the country and the assist-
ance the educated should give to the emperor is emphasised throughout 
the professor's speech. I~ designates Araya's generation as one which 
is destined to strengthen the basis of freedom and plan the path towards 
progress (p.41). Araya thinks a lot about the professor's long lecture 
after bG,,"rd.':n~ the ship at the port in Harseille. He reviews his life 
story since leaving his country. fie admits that there could have been 
many problems that the leaders of Ethiopia faced; however. he thinks 
that Ethiopia must have progressed by now though he does not know much 
about his country. Then he asks himself what kind of job he should take. 
Political and administrative posts in government. he says. are not 
acceptable to him. Preference is given to a post in the Ministry of 
Agriculture since he thinks he can contribute in farming and cattle 
breeding. He plans to explain to the Emperor the advantages modern 
means of agriculture and animal husbandry can bring to the country. 
After meeting Duval and the priest he meets Pontignac. a young Frenchman. 
who agrees with Araya's plans. They, discuss the k~ional and international 
barriers thnt hinder such developmcnt{p,p.SS-S7). Araya's encounter 
with Taytoh flinh. an Asian who had just finished his training in a 
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polytechnic and is to return to his country after eighteen years in 
France, leads to a discussion of the colonial situation in Taytoh's 
country, and Araya's advantage over Taytoh because his country is not 
colonised (pp. 59-63). ~he debate on colonialism involves Duval, the 
priest, Pontignac, Taytoh, and Araya (pp. 72-86). They all admire 
Ethiopia's independence and talk of its greatness. Monsieur Duval, the 
bourgeois (pp. 48-50) an~ Freemason (p. 53) advises Araya to keep an 
eye on the ItaliansJreassuring him that the French have enough colonies. 
He warns that he has got clues from newspapers that the Italians are 
preparing for a second invasion. The same Duval, however, states that 
he does not find anything wrong in colonisation. He says: 
Let me tell you. I love freedom. I seriously respect the rights 
of men. I am not boastful of my being Christian, but that I am a 
deomocrat cannot be doubted. Still I cannot pass judgement saying 
that colonisation is wrong as this would mean abandoning the colonies 
we have civilised with great efforts and blood. Besides France 
loves her colonial children: she guards and respects them ••• (p.79). 
Colonisation for him is using the natural resources which ignorant people 
have left unexploited. The priest also defends colonialism as a 
venture which has to be seen as the mutual exploitation of natural 
resources for the mutual benefits of both the colonised and the coloniser. 
That is the meaning of their brotherhood, freedo~)democracy and 
Christianisation. Duval and the priest do not find anything wrong in 
colonialism but, at least, Duval is found speaking against the Italian 
design to invade Ethiopia. He seems to be saying that only the French 
are civilised enough to possess colonies. Of course, he also wishes to 
impress Araya whose political awareness is less impressive than Taytoh's. 
The long discussion on colonialism ends by justifying it in many ways. 
The various African and Asian peoples are presented as not having their 
own laws and systems of government. They are shown to be always 
fighting against each other and described as a herd of people who do not 
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know the value of the wealth around them. All these stereotype views 
are then taken as justifications to colonise them. Although these 
opinions are challenged in a two page speech by Taytoh, at the end they 
still occupy a dominant place in the novel (pp. 83-84). They are far 
more imposing on the reader's mind than the counter argument that 
follows. Germachaw's understanding and treatment of the problem 1n the 
novel is incompetent judging by the standards of many African writers. 
Moreover since it digresses many a time from the Ethiopian context we 
lose track of Araya's struggle to find solutions to his problems of 
modernisation. What began with the possible Italian scheme on Ethiopia 
brings the question of peace and war into the discussion. Socialism, 
fascism, imperialism, world peace, European missionary roles in civilising 
Africa, Asia, America (the Indians) (pp. 78-79), attitudes of east and 
west to religious and secular life (pp. 89-92) and the example of Japan in 
modernisation (p. 91) are introduced into the discussion. 
One important outcome resulting from this brainstorming is Araya's 
realisation of the dangers hovering over Ethiopia's destiny. It makes 
him ponder over everything that has been said. Lying down on his bed he 
thinks about the intensive discussion on colonialism and Italy's renewed 
interest in Ethiopia • I~ says to himself: 
••• Truly, 1n what kind of dangerous and'evil epoch do we find 
ourselves in. Until today I have never thought of all these 
issues. What appealed to me was the fertility of my country and 
the fruits it shall bear in the future. When did I (ever) think 
of the existence of such an enemy? Now I have found out the truth. 
I understand that it 1s the time of preparation for the hardship 
and struggle as there is not going to be peaceful life in the future!! 
• •• (p. 86). 
These ideas are not altogether novel to him. What the discussion has 
done is reawaken and firmly establish them as major aspects of the 
be.to 
struggle he h~s~preparing himself for. Side by side with the efforts 
of modernisation he now begins to prepare for the ·colonial 
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invasion which appear~ inevitable. However what his ideas of change a.re.l 
ot-
andAthe methods of executing them) is not yet fully spelt out. These 
views begin to emerge, starting with the meeting with the secretary 
of the Ethiopian Consulate and the Consul in Jlbuti. Before his 
arrival in the capital he discusses national problems with at least three 
Ethiopians. 
The secretary and Arayn do not agree over their proposed methods of 
inviting foreign capital into the country. Araya believes that Ethiopia 
should commit itself with an advanced wealthy country and try to 
Quicken progress on the basis of give-and-take. The secretary prefers 
to give equal chances to America, Japan, Germany, Russia and the others. 
lie thinks that when each of them tries to make the best for himself the 
country will benefit a great deal. t~reover, he adds, if anyone of 
them tried to dominate the country or control its freedom the rest of 
them will get together to save her. He finds Araya's proposal very 
dangerous to the country. Their short but interesting palaver . t5 
followed by Araya's conference with the Consul. After listening to 
young Araya's enthusiastic and heated speech, the Consul warns that it 
will take much time before people understand the meaning of change and 
fully participate in the nation-building progress;and the outcome of 
the efforts made will be inversely proportional, thus frustrating the 
educated, progressive youth. However, Araya emphatically asserts 
that he will be patient but will not be broken by any obstacle that may 
come his way. Neither will he refrain from implementing whatever he 
th'~RS is right. Whether the people like it or not is not his concern, 
he says. lie in fact argues that the old tradition must be shattered 
and the new one built instead, if need be by force (p.113). So long as 
one chooses the most determined and decisive leaders it should not be 
difficult to force the rest to follow. He further suggests that those 
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in the leadership who are determined to hinder the new initiative to 
development should be removed from office and replaced by the young. 
Araya does not see any difficulty in taking these measures since he 
believes the Emperor stands alongside the educated and the young. It 
must be pointed out here that Araya is contradicting what he said 
earlier about the pace development is likely to take in a country like 
Ethiopia. While criticising the excessiveness of the incisive censure 
of De Monfred, a French writer, against the officials in his book on 
Ethiopia, Araya had said: 
••• Indeed it is very difficult to reform traditions which are 
thousands of years old and establish an administration that is 
efficient and appropriate for the times. f~w is it possible 
to say, therefore, that all should be well and perfect in the 
life span of one generation? 'p.58). 
This probably is an important indication that Araya's ideas have not yet 
settled and matured. There is no doubt that he is full of enthusiasm 
since it always overflows during his discussions. The Consul's reply 
to Araya's methods is/however,informed by his experience in government. 
He points out that since the days of his regency the Emperor has struck 
a good balance between the old and the young and it is for that reason 
alone that political strife has lessened. fie adds that the number of 
the young educated Ethiopians s~uld grow before l;t1eLr voice is heard and 
becomes influential, and this can only materialise many generations 
later. Germachaw seems to agree with the Consul when he comments that 
Araya ts only following his own enthusiasm and wishesJwithout understanding 
the real problems that hinder the implementation of these wishes (p.116). 
At the Jibuti railway station, as he is about to leave for Derre 
Dawa, Araya sees many foreigners who are travelling to Ethiopia. The 
importance of having laws of emigration, property ownership rights of 
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foreigners, marriage with foreign nationals and the status of children 
begotten from this form of wedlock, are raised. The need to attract 
foreign investment in major projects, an issue he had already discussed 
with the secretary, is brought back in his discussion with the Consul. 
Araya's welcoming attitude, opening the country wide to foreign capital, 
is questioned by the Consul who, like the secretary, finds the idea 
risky. Since he is afraid that the wealth of the people will fall 
into the hands of foreigners resulting in their economic, and 
subsequently political dominance over the indigenous people, he reckons 
Araya's proposal dangerous. Nowadays one might describe his fear as 
the fear of neo-colonialist exploitation of the wealth of the country 
by the knowledgeable, riclt, foreign merchants and businessmen. Araya, 
however, cites the example of America, Australia, and New Zealand, who, 
he ignorantly states, have allowed millions of people to emigrate and 
these people have managed to playa major role in the ,~orld market. 
Araya observes: 'You say we have to go slm~ly, hm-lever, if we do so, time 
will work against us rather than us working with it. The era is of 
dynamism. Hoving fast and determination are required' (p. 122).The 
Consul reminds him that the indigenous people of America, New Zealand 
and Australia benefitted very little from the development Araya is 
admiring. Before Araya replies the train whistles and the discussion 
stops. Araya leaves for lJerre Dalila. 
The ideas are presented in this kind of piecemeal approach. 
Araya meets various characters with whom he discusses his topics. When 
he is finished with them others enter. All, Duval, Taytoh, Pontignac, 
the Russian professor of history and the priest are now gone. As he 
proceeds to Derr~ Dawa so are the secretary of the Ethiopian Consulate 
in Jihuti and the Consul. Others will somehow emerge. It is from 
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these fragments that we are trying to construct Araya's notions of 
change. Since. as indicated earlier, most of these ideas do not occur 
in a more developed form or are not woven Zncuthe novel giving it a complex 
but some type of unified structure,our task is 
tricky indeed. 
frustrating and 
The first series of discussions on the ship can be leniently 
described as conferences on general issues which have little to do with 
Ethiopia's problems of development directly. Araya's exchange of 
views with the two Ethiopians in Jibuti deals with Ethiopian issues 
from the point of view of three youngsters who advocate change but 
differ in the pace they ~rts~~~ and the method they believe should be 
applied. Araya no,~ begins to talk in a more confident and authoritative 
tone. This is especially true when he talks about drinks and the 
relationship and difference between the pleasures of the flesh and 
spiritual joy. This takes place in Derre Dawa when he meets some of 
his childhood friends and their neighbours whose consumption of alcoholic 
beverages he finds stll'1ning. llis travel from J ibuti to Derre Dawa was, 
however. a Quiet one. He W:1S left on his mvo to look at the country-
side and observe how little change had taken place since he saw it last. 
fifteen years before. Simultaneously he examine.- the silence of the 
foreign travellers in the train. lIe reflects on his discussion with 
Taytoh about the difference between European attitudes towards persons 
like Araya when they meet them in Europe. and during their encounter in 
Africa and Asia. lIe finds their acts hypocritical. Araya. however. 
begins to confront more important issues as he travels to Addis Ababa. 
He meets an old man ·whose views are traditional in many ways. 
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The 'old big officer', as he is referred to both by the author and 
Araya, criticises the new in terms of the changed behaviour of the 
youth, the depreciation of the value of money and most important of all 
the dangers the so-called new path to development brings to the 
security of the nation. Assessing the difference between the new 
path Ethiopia has embarked on and the existing way of life the officer 
considers the latter better. He believes that with the emergence of the 
former, life has become more expensive and the educated more contemptuous 
towards their own traditions. They do not make the people love them 
and follow them, he says, quite angrily. The brave soldiers and the 
unwavering commitment to religion were, according to him, the two 
important factors that helped the nation maintain its independence. 
Since no one is interested in feeding the soldiers because of the expense 
incurred, and since religion is being neglected and ignored, it is not 
clear for him how the country could defend itself if attacked by her 
enemies. For Araya, civilisation is required because there is a need 
to improve the quality of life. In order to enable the people to 
create wealth by their labour, use the wealth of the country in unison 
and live in peace and comfort, progress is necessary. He states that 
since the people administered by the same government are all equal it 
should take steps to abolish the exploitation of peasant labour and the 
holding of salves (pp.138-39). This argument, however, is not palatable 
to the officer in all its parts. lie questions Araya's statement about 
the equality that exists among men and states his conception of 
government. He says: 
In the first place, when God created men, he created them as 
big and small. There is difference in knowledge, looks and 
behaviour. The ones on top are chosen to administer and 
rule •••• Since government is the father of a people, it leads 
and administers it as it sees it fit. It does not have to 
descend and seek the thoughts of its subjects. Government has 
power, and it is also a trustee. It is the guardian of a people 
not. its servant. ( p.139). 
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Araya . seems to accept that there are differences between men. 
However, for him this difference is not natural. Nor is it based on 
power and wealth. It is education and the race for modernisation that 
has brought about inequalities among people and mt:ions. As for 
government he has a very detailed proposal to make. lie begins by 
describing what democracy is and the benefits the civilised world gained 
since adopting it as the basis of its administrative and governmental 
structure. However, he is reluctant to recommend that type of 
democracy for countries that are not properly developed. 'Because. ,. 
he says, 'setting a people who have been tied with ignorance, darkness, 
and custom suddenly free, it is feared,will.bring them more harm than 
good' (p.149). Araya argues in favour of limited democratisation. He 
accepts the continuation of the appointment of government officials at 
the provincial, awraja (sub-province) and warada (district) levels. 
However, he suggests that local administrators and advisors, mayors and 
village heads be elected by the people. The criteria required and the 
procedures to be followed to realise this should be decided by the 
government (p.14S). Araya sees four major advantages if such a proposal 
is put into practice. Firstly, it minimises the authority of the 
feudal lords. Secondly, such an arrangement provides the people with 
the chance to shape their own destiny. 
c, the 
It yemoue') some~burden from 
the government while at the same time giving the people local independence 
and the freedom to develop their local communities and villages. Thirdly, 
since it is the residents of the community who elect their own leaders 
and advisors they will not suffer any injustice or oppression. He sees 
this system as facilitating the daily routines of administration and 
enriching the spirit of caring and co-operation. Competition between 
various communities might enhance development. Lastly, Araya finds the 
proposal useful for keeping the peace and security of the villages and 
the country at large (pp.144-45). Despite the officer's warning of the 
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difficulties entailed in executing such ambitions, Araya relies on the 
strength of Hayla Sellasse's government to confront them. He believes 
ignorance, the source of the obstacles, has to be tackled first. Since 
most of the people are not educated it is difficult to make them under-
stand what is beneficial to them. He adds that there are not sufficient 
numbers of educated people to serve in various positions. The remedy 
for this, he thinks, is to spread education and train the required number 
of persons in one or two generations. (10) He insists that the education 
given should not be the type mission schools and other organisations 
provide to satisfy their whims and designs. An educational programme 
that aims at fulfilling the needs of the country should be drafted anew, 
he emphasises (p. 146). 
Although Araya urges the spread of education he does so more cautiously 
now than when he gave full support to the investment of foreign capital 
without considering the risks involved. Since he believes there are 
certain customs and natural traits peculiar to each nationality, and 
nation, and he believes these are better than those of Europe, he warns 
that these should not be destroyed during the course of modernisation. 
The education given to the youth should agree with the good aspects of the 
existing customs and traditions. It must enrich and not destroy them. 
Genuine progress can be obtained only if the best of the traditions are 
protected and cultivated. Araya stresses this point by showing what he 
regards as the two aspects of civilisation. The first is concerned with 
improvements in efficiency, wealth and technology, and the second with the 
advancement and enrichment of spiritual culture. He thinks Europe has 
done well in the former but not so much in the latter. He says: 
Today's European civilisation has become conspicuous because it has 
improved (the quality of) life and quickened technological progress. 
As far as spiritual development is concerned it is difficult to say 
it has advanced a lot. Therefore when we want to follow their foot-
steps we should observe, choose and follow 
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their progress whose goodness is estabished, and not accept 
everything in toto. lve should not say we must emulate them 
in everything. The dangerous habits which came (upon us) 
following European civilisation do not appear to diminish in 
the future, they rather increase (p.148). 
The bad habits Araya talks about are the spread of alcohol consumption, 
greed for money, craving for glittering goods, sex~l promiscuity and 
prosti tution. The best way to prevent the evil that accompanies 
progress, he says, is by educating the people rather than opting for a 
wholesale rejection of civilisation. The officer, he says, opts for 
rejection, but Araya argues: '[from] Now [on} Ethiopia cannot turn back. 
Once she has entered the flood that carries the world what she should 
do is keep well afloat and strengthen the boat so that she does not 
sink' (p.148). The officer's admission that he is old and has left the 
forum to the new generation brings the session to a close. However, 
there is an underlying tone of doubt when he wishes he sawall that Araya 
proposes put into practice. The last remark he makes to Araya is: 'Since 
our hope and belief lies in God, the God that protected her [Ethiopia) 
until today, let Him not forsake her' (p.163). 
After arriving in Addis Ababa Araya tours the city, compares it with 
European cities and feels dejected. It makes him reflect more about 
the tiring task ahead of him. A few days later he meets the Emperor 
with the help of a minister. \vhen the Emperor asks him how he plans 
to serve his country he mentions that he studied agriculture but is 
willing to take any job the Emperor wants him to (p.l76). Hayla Sellasse 
asigns him to work in a ministry unnamed in the novel. Araya accepts 
the assisgnment and goes to see the minister the same day. The minister) 
we are told, tells him what his job is and gives him some advice. He 
warns: 
Since you are a fresh, young returnee who grew up abroad and 
lived there for many years, you cannot have sufficient knowledge 
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of life in our country and the character of the people. 
I notice you are good-natured and filled with enthusiasm. 
However, you have to be careful so that your good nature 
does not change and your eagerness diminish. ~~ybe you 
now think everything will be straight and whatever Is 
planned will be executed without much trouble. Perhaps 
you think all that Is not executed properly is because of 
our negligence or that of the government. You may also 
feel sad when you discover that all you have seen in Europe 
and read in books Is absent here. But since it is when you 
start work that you understand our endeavour and the 
difficulties we face you will find out later (p.177). 
After listening to the minister's advice Araya asks for a one month 
holiday to see his mother before he starts working. On his return he 
starts work at the ministry. The nature of his job and his working 
relations with the director and other staff are not clear. The director 
visits him in his office, salutes him and tells him to take things easy. 
Araya writes proposals to which he does not get proper answers. We are 
not told what these suggestions were. \~e, however, hear that he resigns 
because he could not work with his bosses. The name 'Araya' means 
"example", but Germach5w's hero, who was intended to be exemplary to 
other educated Ethiopians in real life, falls short. Araya easily 
yields to the first test of real experience. The jealousy and 
incompetence of the director and his assistant are given as the main 
reasons for his resignation. All his enthusiasm, determination and 
drive to work erode unexpectedly qtiickly. We are informed that signs 
of laziness, frustration and hopelessness begin to take the place of 
his dedication, patience and eagerness to change his society. Ilis 
action shows lack of the strength, endurance, fortitude and firmness 
which he had somehow made us suspect he had. Everything happens so fast~ 
we find the state of affairs difficult to comprehend (pp.188-20t). 
t~e have seen Araya's proposed model of administration and the practice 
of a restricted democracy to the people. lIe fluctuates between over-
enthusiastic dynamism and a moderate but programmed approach to progress. 
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Without any substantial reason being presented in the novel, he alters 
his views of imposing change on the people by force. He accepts that 
education is the best remedy to effect social reform. Yet he himself 
does not want to be part of the transformation process. He does not 
wish to work in the office he has accepted as his place of work. Nor 
does he attempt to modify it. Instead he resigns and retires to his 
father's farm to establish yet again another model. As the Ethiopian 
Consul in Jibuti and the minister in the office where he took a job 
suspected, Araya's enthusiasm melts before he has even finished talking 
about his plans. The real battle is between his illusion and the 
reality, between his self-acclaimed knowledge of the society and his own 
ignorance. There isn't much room for sympathy. The story indicates 
that he has been warned about the problems of the society by the Russian 
professor, many of his traveller friends on the ship, the two Ethiopians 
in Jibuti, and the minister. ~Joreover, his OliO views have at times 
coincided with their advice when he talked about progress in some 
instances. He admits that he has been away for a long time and does 
not know much about his country. This is evidenced by the scene at the 
palace, Germachaw's remark about him, his conversation with foreigners 
on his travel to Ethiopia) an(~few other cases. His plans and actions 
do not seem to take this side of his character into consideration. It 
seems it is clear that Araya is a French educated but confused Ethiopian. 
He left Ethiopia at the early age of thirteen, lived in France for fifteen 
years and returned home carrying France in his head and Ethiopia in his 
heart. The heart beckons him to speed up progress and make Ethiopia 
a member of the civilised world. lIis head directs him towards imitating 
the examples and experiences of France. Neither his heart nor his head 
have a realistic knowledge and understanding of the complex Ethiopian 
society. Largely, his effort has been to emulate Europe or, even better, 
to bring the positive aspects of the new 'llotherland' closer to home. 
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The aim was-not to use his knowledge to identify, study and analyse 
the problems of his society from scratch and try to find the solutions. 
Contrarily his struggle was how best to apply what he saw and learned in 
Europe. Surely he talks about some of these problems and suggests ways 
of adapting European methods to overcome them. 
Our argument, however, lies in the inherent nature of Araya's 
approach rather than in the ohvious manifestations in the text. Araya 
could not have completely ignored talking about the two traditions if he 
is to propose any remedies. That is always theoretically the case. 
Even if one talked about a hypothetical situation in the course of 
discussing the problems of progress in an underdeveloped country, of 
which one knows very little, the tendency is to debate how best to adapt 
the new experience, be it of the '.Jest or the East, in the process of 
modernisation. So long as one does not possess knowledge of the real 
situations in the country under consideration first, then, adopting 
European experience would mean imposing it as one's whims direct. It is 
this realistic and true awareness of both experiences that holds the 
key to the solution. Ilowever, since we know from the novel that Araya's 
knowledge of his country is meagre, his talk about striking a balance 
between Western experience and the Ethiopian way of life r~mains a 
theoretical excursion. That is why Araya cannot face the problems that 
he encounters in his new job. lie looks brave and unbreakable when he 
talb about them. However, as soon as he joins the ministry, after 
returning from his visit to rural Taggulat to see his mother, he moans 
and resigns from his post. Because we are not shown either the problems 
he ts confronted with or his struggle against them, we assess his 
character solely through the action he finally iakes \.Je realise that 
Araya did not know what he HAS talking about. Although some of what he 
propos~ looks impressive on the surface, when it comes to the basic 
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facts he cannot even fight his own battle with his bosses let alone 
change the whole nation. Fed up, 'so quickly?' one asks, with the 
intrigues and jealousy of his bosses, as he says. He retires; to W5bara, 
as though to a monastery • 
.noJ,e 
His ne\'1 choice,,. with the guidance of good old Hadame Debon Fuwa who 
came to his rescue by appearing in his dream, was to become a farmer. 
He goes to Wilbara \'1here he has three gasha of land he inherited from 
his father. Unlike many educated Ethiopians of his time he finds an 
alternative to working with the frustrating bureaucracy. His father's 
tenants and the slaves who were given 'some freedom' (p.206) receive him 
with the respect, honour and hospitality granted to landlords when they 
visit their land. I~ speaks to them through an interpreter about 
farming and Europe. The next day he surveys the land. Jabal Ahmar, 
Araya's farm in W~b~ra, is described in detail. This five-page long 
description is important, since l.t is the new setting of his career, and 
it reminds us of Araya's infatuation or even obsession with the beauty 
of the country. The detailed description of the scenery also gives 
the reader a picturesque image of a place where nature is really bubbling 
over with life, movement, colour and music. Looking down from a ridge 
Germachaw describes the scenery as: 
••• A very fertile green land. It [the land} looks like a 
large round place which has a spout on one of its sides • 
••• When the red, white, black (and] grey cow[s), ox[en], 
horse[s). mule[s] are seen scattered in the green fields they 
look like flowers (p.204). 
Another example of his description is: 
In the morning and late afternoon thousands of different kinds 
of birds storm the sorghum [plantation] The cries of the 
keepers of the harvest, the sharh sounds of their whip and the 
sling, the chaotic movements of the birds and the noise they 
make fills the air (p.20S). 
"hen Araya wakes up in the morning and goes outside his room Germachaw 
describes what Araya sees: 
173-
Since the morning dew has not fallen yet the grass and leaves 
reflect like ••• diamonds, the ray [of the sun] that rests on 
them [thus] creating different fine colours (p.207). 
We cannot argue that our translation does justice to his description. 
However, we can emphatically state that the physical features of the land 
the weather, the various trees, the small rivers that flow into the big 
ones, the streams, the rain, the green farms, the livestock in the fields 
and the singing birds in the forest are beautifully described (pp.202-205; pp. 
207-208). The surroundings put Araya into a pensive mood. lie begins 
to rethink the decision he has taken to come to Wabara and regrets 
leaving his job despite his earlier determination to serve his country 
without yielding to the obstacles that come his way. fie then quickly 
convinces himself that it does not matter where he worked so long as he 
Reel's in mind that his ultimate goal is to serve his country and his people. 
He says to himself: 
\,rhatever has happened has happened. Besides when I cam. here 
now it is not to better my life and gain wealth and peace. I 
will not stop helping my country and people. Never mind about 
that: Perhaps I can nm-l better serve my country and produce 
better results than I can produce by working in an institution 
(office). Wherever I am and whatever the circumstances, if I 
Am concerned about my country and people I can be of service and 
useful. I shall not abate my efforts ~.2l0). 
Germach~w comments that Araya's new decision may produce results that 
are 'useful and exemplary' to the government and the country (p.210). 
Hithin a week of his arr! val at ~18bara Araya completes the plan and 
programme for his a~ricultural endeavours and the building of his own 
residence. Unable to find people who can build his house for him for a 
payment to be made in money, he follows the traditional practice of 
providing food and drinks for the groups assisting in the constructions. 
Araya observes the people are lazy and negligent and criticises their 
che\-ring chat, a stimulant leaf. 
-
They start working at eleven in the 
morning and stop around two or three in the afternoon. The impatient 
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Araya gets angry because things are not moving at the speed he wishes 
them to but realises there is nothing he can do to make the people 
change their habits. This is yet another instance which shows the 
incongruence between his thougllts and the reality around him. His 
readiness to change is not based on sufficient knowledge of the people. 
Germa chaw says, as though on his behalf, '\/hat can one clo! One can 
only be like the countrYT A job that should be finished in one month 
must be expected to be finished in three months. A job which should 
be done by ten people is going to be taken by thirty' (p.212). This 
understanding does not however influence the ambitious plan he makes in 
agricultural development and social transformation. The frustration 
he encounters in his attempt to build his house does not seem to bring 
~~ realism to his future plans. A person who brought carpenters, 
masons and daily labourers from Addis Ababa to finish the construction 
of his house in six months embarks on an extensive agricultural project. 
He imagines large plantations of grain, pulses, coffee and various fruits, 
ignoring the fact that he described the peasants as lazy and negligent. 
Furthermore he envisages a bigger project for rural development. 
Araya contemplates how to alleviate the rampant ignorance and the 
poor conditions of health :in the village. lie thinks of . .usl:n<;} his money 
to build a school and a clinic. lie thinks of forming a co-operative for 
the inhabitants and introducing social security schemes and pensions for 
the old. Ornanising the people to enable them to work together without 
being deterred by religious differences is part of his new plan for Wabara. 
Eliminating religious and ethnic differences and resolving problems of 
boundaries are regarded as crucial to create a new spirit of working 
together for the common good of the community. Araya hopes that any 
* The literal translation sounds odd but the intended meaning is similar 
to the saying: '\~hen in Rome do as the Romans dot. 
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succeRs achieved in implementing these ideas in ,rabara would be 
exemplary to the neinhbourinr, villages and believes it will be supported 
by the government. lIe is reluctant to work with a government whose aims 
include fulfilling these requirements nationally. Araya strives to 
set an example. At Wftb~ra he does not have to explain what he wants 
to do through the advice or approval of a minister or a director. He 
plays the role of the higher official whose guidance is not questioned 
by the peasants. In the '\-lahara government' he is not confronted by 
incompetent and jealous masters. IIowever, for all his thoughts, we 
do not see him executing his plans. Germachaw tells us that his life 
in '.J~bYra is a happy one. He are told of his efficient supervision of 
the work done on the farm. None the less, how he managed to convince 
the peasants whose ability to work he doubted, is not presented in the 
book. His plan for his farm and the village terminates with the 
Italian invasion. This is the beginning of Araya's role in the struggle 
for national pride and liberation, and the end of his ambition to modernise 
his society, at least in the novel. 
After writing a letter to the Emperor expressing his willingness to 
die for his country, Araya is permitted to join the campaign to 
Naych'aw. Once the Ethiopian army is defeated at Naych~\~ and massacred at 
Ashange, retreat bee inevitable. The Emperor returns to Addis Ababa 
and travels abroad on the second daY(pp.261-266).When the Italians approach 
to capture the capital city Araya makes a speech to his friends asking 
them not to accept Italian rule since their interest is in the land and 
not the people. He tells them that the Italians will exterminate 
Ethiopians and bring their own people once they get hold of the country. 
Araya warns the people not to fool themselves: 
I am peaceful. If I follow their [Italians] rules, work and 
live honestly, and be obedient they will not touch me. Why 
should they trouble a poor worker like me? They are after 
major leaders of the people ••• (p. 266). 
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In the rural area he prepares for guerilla warfare and asks the people 
to do the same. Araya had failed to challenge an individual bureaucrat 
in the office where he had '-Iorked but he now assumes leadership among 
his friends. He prepares them for a more bitter struggle than he 
ever faced in his life. They agree to go to Higgul~ t, Araya's birth-
place, and commence the resistance struggle with the people there. He 
is elected leader of the guerilla army by the villagers. A five-man 
committee which functions as a local government and decides on matters 
pertaining to the resistance struggle and everyday routines of life, is 
formed, '-lith Araya as its chairman. They recruit three hundred people 
into the young patriotic army. Thus Araya struggles with the patriots 
moving around Taggulat, Hnnz, Yefat, Bulga, Ankob"ar and J1trra. He is 
, ... ounded in the battle which-ta.k£> place in an unnamed region between 
Bulga and Ankobar and goes to his mother's house in Taggulat to recover. 
\~he+e regains his strength he leaves his pregnant wife with his mother 
and joins the patriots, whose leader was Ras A~ba (p.330). After four 
years of struggle in the jungles and slopes of Ethiopia with the rest of 
the patriots independence is obtained and he returns to his family. 
Araya's best achievement in the novel is his struggle with the people 
for liberation. Ilis personal ideas and plans for changing the society 
do not match the enthusiasm he showed. Nor ~s he sow seeds of hope by 
awakening awareness among the people he me~. 
Two more points need to he raised about Araya. The first is about 
the conc~ption of national unity expressed in his discussion with the 
resistance fighters. The second concerns his marriage to Serguta during 
the struggle. In the case of the former we are interested in the main 
idea dominating his point of view, and in the latter our focus is in the 
manner the love scene leadinr, to marriage is depicted in the novel. 
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The problem of national unity has been discussed in the novel in 
various contexts. No doubt it is an interesting theme that deserves 
to be treated in detail. However, Araya's blind outcry for unity masks 
the underlying ethnic chauvinism in his outlook. He does not question 
the inequalities that exist among the nationalities. Even when he 
states there are differences he does not ask why these differences exist, 
how they came about and what should be done to resolve them. One cannot 
completely resist the temptation to believe that he is consciously or 
otherwise, part of the status quo that exploits these differences to 
divide and rule rather than create genuine unity based on equality. 
Such an attitude sacrifices the possibilities for advancement in material 
and spiritual culture, and the strength, to be gained from diversity for 
sheer propaganda and platitudes. Educated Araya joins in this wholesale 
outcry for unity without considering the realistic problems that ignite 
and sustain it. There is no incident in the novel where Araya 
seriously reflects or makes one of his usual speeches on this question 
with due consideration of the inherent problems and possible solutions. 
Of course, in his plan for Wabara, we catch him pondering on the 
possibility of bringing the people practising different,religions together. 
However that 15. not saying much. Araya is either a politically 
ignorant person who c~~not conceive the true nature of the issue or 
he is the type who wants unity with all the inequalities and atrocities 
that exist. One may argue that the principle he advocates is 
tactically correct to combat the Italian policy of dividing the people 
religiously and ethnically to weaken and conquer them. However there 
is no evidence in the novel that supports this contention. There is 
no essential difference between his views on this matter before, 
during and after the Italian invasion. He seems to be aiming for a 
unity that guarantees the regaining of independence and the return to 
power of the previous government. His plea for unity is no different 
from the many opi~ions expressed in the Amharic newspapers and official 
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speeches made until 1974. This is one more addition to the list of things 
Araya enthusiastically advocates to change or keep, depending on the 
issue, without knowing much about them. He is not an outcast in his 
behaviour though. 
The depiction of his flirtation and marriage with Sergut6 raises 
the problem of Germach6w's imagination, sensibility and grip of the 
plausible. The first time Araya and Sergut~ meet is when he ls ,.,.orking 
as leader of the patriotic army. The committee wants a person to go 
to the nearby city, Dabr~ Berhan, and gather information about the 
Italian army there. It 15 ap,reed that if the messenger .l.s: a Homan 
it Hould minimise suspicion. SergutU's father suggests that his 
daughter could take the assignment. She is called to the meeting to 
get instructions. This is the time Araya and Sergut'a first see each 
other and, according to Germachi\,{, are attracted to one another at first 
sight. There is no mention in the novel about what each felt towards 
the other, after this incident, until Da~&l joins Araya and the patriots 
escaping from the Italians. lie comes with the bad ne,.,.s of the brutal 
massacre in Addis Ababa. At a gathering to celebrate the birth of the 
Prince of Naples two young Ethiopians attempt to assassinate the Italian 
Viceroy, Graziani, with hand grenades. The Italian soldiers open fire, 
massacring the Ethiopians. They randomly shoot men and women they find 
walking on the streets. For three days they swarm around the villages, 
streets and marketplaces with machine guns, bayonets, spades and axes 
mercilessly murdering people. Streams of blood flow and corpses are 
D " l' piled up allover the place (pp.306-307).Immediately after an e s 
report of these events, Germach:·hl talks about the growing love between 
Araya and Sergut'a. "'hile the reader is waiting with anp,er to knm{ the 
reaction of the p;ltriots to this shattering ne\-IS, wondering about the 
actions they might take. he is confronted with a delicate love scene. 
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Araya meets Serguta as he was taking a night walk. They both behave 
timidly for a while and tremble, not knowing where to begin. Araya 
starts: 
Serguta, I have lost my health since the first day I sa\" you. 
Day and night I have no thoughts but you. How shall I tell you 
the anguish in my heart. I love you. I love you very much. 
Give me some hope, one word and save me please, Sergut~. Say 
to me "I also love you" and let my heart breathe, please ••• (p.311). 
In a bizarre conjunction, Germact~w brings love and war into violent 
association. In all the previous scenes in the novel we saw Araya 
involved in serious discussions about the liberation struggle and other 
issues. Before this incident we were led to believe that the most 
important preoccupation in Araya's mind was the patriotic struggle. '~e 
were not given any clues about other things happening in his mind. We 
thus expect the news Da~~l brought to shock him and the resistance 
fighters, and incite a feeling of bitter resentment or even immediate 
revenge in another ambush. Instead the love scene follows. The tone 
is absolutely out of tune with the preceding report. In modern parlance 
it would be like taking an innocent Catholic girl to a horror or a Rambo 
film on the first date and, worse still, trying to embrace her whispering 
the words of love when Dracula feasts on its victim or trigger-happy 
Rambo goes wild with his machine-gun - a strange setting for sowing the 
seeds of love one must say. This is not to suggest that men cannot fall 
in love because they are preoccupied with war. The question is directed 
against the way the love between Araya and Sergut8 is presented in the 
novel. Germachaw apparently thought that Araya Co~lcl be a complete person 
only by marrying and starting a family. He suggests this when he 
writes about Araya's success in farming activities in H~biha. Pointing 
out that Araya was happy he added that he needed to get married to make 
11is happiness complete (p.225). Before Araya gets the chance to obtain 
this fulfillment the n07el aproaches its end. The writer's wish to see 
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him married perhaps led to these unpalatable love scenes which finally 
lead to the aspired wedlock. The love or marriage between Sercutli and 
Araya is in no wayan integral part of the novel. 
be better without it. 
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However, Araya wouU 
5. Shaking the tenets of feudalism?: the dabtara, and the peasants 
in Baddis Alamayahu's ~~Eskli_Mag~~er 
Feger eska magaber [Love to the Grave, lit.] is among the 
earliest Ethiopian novels dealing with aspects of the problems of social 
life in the country. It penetrates the subject with a breadth and depth 
unknown before in the literature. Its author, Haddis AI~mayahu (1) was 
born in 1902 E.C. in the province of Gojam where the story in the novel 
is mainly set. His father was a priest and his grandfather a zema 
teacher. Keeping within the family tradition, Haddis learned gene in 
the church schools at D5bra Elyas, DHbra Warq and Dima until he was 
seventeen years of age. He went to Addis Ababa and spent two years in 
the Swedish school and four years at TMf~ri Wakonen School. After six 
years of modern education he went back to Gojam and worked in a customs 
office and as a teacher until the Italian invasion. During the war he 
joined the patriotic struggle but was captured in Tahsas in 1929 E.C., 
and taken prisoner to Italy until he came back to Ethiopia in 1936 E.C. 
at the close of the second world war. Att.ey his return to Ethi6pia, 
that is to say between 1936 E.C. and 1966 E.C., he worked for alnost 
half of his career in government, as an ambassador and delegate abroad, 
and for another six years as Director and then Vice-Minister in the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Addis Ababa. The last five years before 
the revolution he worked as a member of the Senate. He had served as a 
Minister of Planning and Development for three years before that. 
Baddis relates that he started writing when he was a student at 
the TafHri Makonen School. 
performance in the school. 
His first work was a play he wrote for 
I~ still remembers and recites the song 
he wrote as an introduction to the play, but he deeply regrets the fact 
that the manuscript of the play was burnt along with his other writings 
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and collection of books during the invasion. The incentive for writing 
came from the school teachers who appreciated his talent in acting. His 
love for the theatre and the support of his teachers encouraged him to 
start writing plays, poetry and prose. The period of imprisonment in 
Italy exposed him to foreign literature, enhancing his impulse towards 
writing. His prinCipal admiration was for Dostoevsky, Tolstoy and 
Victor Hugo. Dostoevsky is admired for his deep insight into human 
character, Tolstoy for portraying his epoch, and Hugo for his skill in 
story-telling. The first Ethiopian novel which attempted to accomplish 
a bit of each of these qualities was his first novel, Feger eska magaber. 
Before the publication of his novel he published two books. Temhe-
rt ena ystamari bet tergum (Education and the Meaning of Schools) 
published in 1948 E.C. [1955/56] tried to point out the type and method of 
education he thought was appropriate to Ethiopia at the moment. He argues 
against mere imitation of Western education and emphasises the need to 
adapt it to the needs of the society. He notes the importance of 
including the best materials of the traditional schools in the curriculum. 
In his novel he extends this notion of compromise between the two 
educational systems into a compromise between the ruled and their rulers. 
His other work, Tarat Tarat Yamasar~t, published in the same year as the 
former, is a collection of stories written in the form of folktale 
narratives, to teach and entertain. But Haddis is known in Ethiopia 
more for his achievement in Feger eska msgaber than in these two books 
or even in his three later publications. 
Feger eSK8 maqaber, Haddis's first novel, was published in 1958 E.C. 
It has been reprinted at least thrice since then and read over the radio 
after the revolution. Most of the story takes place in Gojam and 
specially in a place called Dima. However the characters travel within 
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Gojam and outside it. The novel reveals the role the feudal order and 
the church play in social life. Priests, monks, the dabtara and the 
maqa, rather than modern or Western educated intellectuals, are the 
intellectuals portrayed in the novel. The world of peasants, lords, the 
clergy, and the servants does not provide any reom for the latter. 
Haddis attempts to portray the problems of social life in terms of the 
conflicts and struggles of the members of the society. There is no Araya 
or Awwaqa who travels to rural Dime to preach about reform and the advance 
made in Europe and the Dest of the world. The novelist draws his 
characters from the resources available in the community to depict the 
contradictions he sees in the society and the forces of dissent within 
it. Two major institutions appear as dominant forces, influencing and 
determining the physical and spiritual life of the people. Values 
associated with the feudal order and kinship on one hand, and Chri~tian 
beliefs and rules on the other, establish the basis and ideology of every-
day life in Dima - Gojam. Many problems related to the nature of the 
feudal system and its partnership with the church arise in the novel. 
All these problems are interwoven in the love story between Bazzabeh, 
son of a poor farmer and Sabl~, the daughter of the noble Mashasha. 
B~zzabeh is the scn of Bo~ala, a peasant, and Weddenash, a woman of 
higher class than her husband. He runs away from his birthplace, 
Mankkussa, to break the promise his mother has made to God vowing his 
lifetime service to the Church. He goes to Wash'ara, Zuramba, and 
Dabrawarq and studies gen~, zema and the Old and New Testaments. Wishing 
to graduate as a gene teacher he goes to Dime. Fitawrari Mashasha, a 
feudal lord, asks him to teach his daughter SabIa after observing his 
talents and character in one of the festivities in his house. SabltC 
is a grown up girl whose youth is wasted in her father's house. He 
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maintains a strict surveillance over how she spends her time. She does 
not meet with young boys and girls of her age. Many who have asked for 
her hand in marriage have been ridiculed for their class background and 
unsatisfactory pedigree. However, the young teacher named Bazzabeh 
enters her life and they fall in love. 
Only Gudu Kassa, the critic of both Mashasha, the lord, and Moggas~, 
the lord's father confessor, underst~~d,and sympathises with SabIa. 
He kn~w$about their secrets and encourages the couple to leave Dima and 
go to Addis Ababa before her father ft'11c\s out. 
and Bazzabeh is forced to leave Dima on his own. 
Ababa and finds a good job as a gene teacher. 
The first attempt fails 
He goes to Addis 
Hoping Gudu Kassa will 
fulfill his promise he rents a new house in a big compound and waits for 
Sabia to arrive. But events in Dima take an unexptected turn. 
Mashasha has agreed to bestow Sabla . in marriage upon a person who supports 
him in his conflict at court with the peasants on his land. Sab,Hi 
does not want to marry him, though his class and lineage are agreeable 
to her father. On the eve of her wedding, SaULa disappears and goes 
to Addis. In the meantime, ~azzabeh, who has heard from a Gojam merchant 
about her projected wedding, is attacked by bandits on his way to Dima. 
Failing to find him in Addis Ababa she returns to Gojam. On her way she 
pauses for a rest before crossing the dangerous Abbay gorge with other 
travellers. She finds Bazzabeh suffering from wounds sustained in the 
attack , and they ask for a priest to be called so that she can marry 
him on his death bed. This is successfully accomplished. Some years 
later Gudu Kassa meets Sabra in the same place. The story ends with 
their death and burial in the same grave - hence the title of the novel. 
Sabla.s father and mother have died already in a riding accident as they 
rode down a dangerous slope in trying to stop SabJN from fleeing. 
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Though melodramatic, especially in its last third, this novel 
has many cultural and social commentaries embedded in the story. The 
relation of the church and the clergy to the nobility, on one hand, and 
to the ordinary peasants, on the other, is strongly present in the text. 
The role of the church towards the peasantry and the nobility is 
energetically p trayed. The educational backgrounds of the traditional 
intellectuals are sharply contrasted. Alaqa Kenfu of Dima and Alnqa 
Nure of Washiira belong to a category differing from that of the priests 
Meheratu, Emmeru and Moggase. Alaqa Balay stands out on his own as the 
learned preacher we briefly hear about from Boggals (pp.24-25).Though 
Takla Haymnnot is described as a learned monk who spent most of his life 
travelling to various monasteries, what he does in the novel puts him in 
a place unworthy of his avowed duty. Moggas~, the father-confessor of 
Fi tawrari ~tashasha is Ue most frequently encountered priest in the novel. 
He has very little knowledge, and exercises hardly any moral authority 
over his god-son and the family. The portrayal of most of .. the dabtiira 
adds to the adverse image of priests like Mogssse. The heads of the 
Addis Ababa churches are seen applying secular methods to the 
aggrandisement of their churches. A close examination of the deeds and 
ideas of these traditional intellectuals reveals the negative image they 
have in the novel. 
Alaqa Kenfu and Alaqa Nure belong to a special category higher than 
the· priests and the diibt'ara. Both are highly qualified in the tradition 
of church scholarship and are celebrated teachers. We are told very 
little about Nure. However, the detail we are given about Kenfu and 
the comparison made about the two of them in the dialogue between Kenfu 
and Bazzabeh implies the high respect Nure commands in the gene tradition. 
Kenfu is qualified in the study and interpretation of the book~Zema, 
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zemmare Mawasit, Aquaquawm. In these he ranks with the great teachers 
in the field. In poetry his place is with the creator of gr.ne, the great 
Tawanay(pp.75-76). He spends most of his time reading manuscripts and 
books. Otherwise his main task is to teach students gene, and himself 
participate in the oral recitation of Geez poetry. 
Haddis describes the procedures followed in the teaching of gene 
and some aspects of the lives of intellectuals like Kenfu. When it is 
time to begin a qene lesson a bell is rung. The students, the teachers 
(lecturers), and the Mameher, the chief teacher of the Dima school, the 
dabtara and the deacons all gather together outside in the compound of 
the school. For the students the event is academically important. 
For the dabtara and the deacons it is a cultural evening. Following 
Alaqa Kenfu, the student begins his lesson. The recitation of gene 
(zarafa) begins with the conjugation of different types of regular and 
irregular verbs. It then proceeds, starting with the shortest form of 
gene (Guba'e gana) and ending in the Nawsdes form. The teacher can 
repeat the cycle as often as he likes. It is left to his inspiration, 
though as in the case of Alaqa Kenfu there are times when the professor 
is stopped when he is seen to have entered some kind of trance. Some 
stop when they run short of gene. To sustain the performance for a long 
time with full inspiration is a sign of the wealth and unlimited 
richness of the reciter. Alaqa Kenfu is at times carried away with his 
recitation; he forgets the world around him and plays with the righteous} 
the martyrs and the angels in the other world (pp.75-76). 
Dima is .one of the most respected schools in Gojam, if not in 
Ethiopia (p.71). Its most learned teacher, Alaqa Kenfu, is engaged in 
reading, teaching and reciting gene. Except for the argument and 
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conversation about the gene recited the previous night, intellectual 
activity is limited (p.72). Excepting the short reference to the conflict 
between the different gene schools and their teachers, little is told 
about these teachers' functions. Other sources show that subjects 
such as astrology, philosophy of religion and life, law and history are 
given in the gene schools. However, Haddis does not mention the~(2) 
The intellectual role in social and religious life of these teachers, 
Alaqa Kenfu of Dima and Alaqa Nure of Wash~ra cannot readily be 
determined from his text alone. We are only told of their excellence 
in the subjects they teach and their talents in creating and reciting 
Geez poetry. It is not difficult to recognise that these scholars 
along with their best students have been keeping the tradition of the 
schools alive. Their portrayal in the novel omits their role as 
traditional intellectuals in monasteries who deliberate and philosophise 
on the problems of morality, ethics and religion in general. 
does not see or present them in this light. 
Haddis 
Perhaps people like Alaqa Balay, a learned priest we encounter in 
Boggata's recollection of his preachings, are more important to the 
ordinary believer than the gene professors in the famous sanctuaries. 
Balay talks against greed and lust, urging men to control their 
physical needs by spiritual strength. Only then can they be members of 
the society of the righteous and be nearer to God. If Christians are 
governed by the numerous needs of the flesh they would be acting like 
animals. According to Balay, fasting is one of the ways of limiting 
the excessive needs of the flesh, thereby strengthening the spirit. 
Adultery and loyalty in marriage are discussed in his sermon (pp.24-25). 
Boggals's reflection on Alaqa B~lay's preachings helps him to overcome 
his temporary problem with his wife, Weddenash,who could not give him 
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something to eat when he returned from a whole day's work on the farm. 
He was harsh in complaining to Weddenash. But remembrance of ~alay's 
exhortations at the Church about controlling the needs of the flesh, 
and enriching spiritual strength helps him to reconsider his bitter 
feelings. He goes back to his house to apologise to his wife. Alaga 
Balay's place in the novel begins and ends here. The lives of the 
faithful emerge against the background of his teachings about adultery, 
marriage and greed. Alaqa Balay is perhaps along with Weddenash's 
father confessor, Emmeru, one of the few priests who is portrayed 
positively performing his duty as a clergyman. 
The other occasion that a priest is depicted positively as a 
religious person who helps ordinary persons get along in their day to 
day lives by sharing their troubles with them, is when Emmeru tries to 
convince Weddenash to remarry. Boggals, Bazzabeh's father, was her 
fourth husband. This tragic experience and the scandals which spread 
about her as one who carries a bad omen make her choose to live on her 
own. Emmeru notices her suffering and the burden loneliness has brought 
upon her life. It is he who tells her that she can overcome her sadness 
of bereavement only by marrying another person (p.12). Whenshe condemnS 
her bad luck and cries, when she remembers how people hurt her by 
reviling her in public, only Emmeru Ls. by her side to console her (p.13). 
Emmeru finally convinces her, not. without difficulty though, to marry 
Boggala. We however, wonder where Emmeru was when, later in the story, 
Weddenash most needed his moral support during her husband's illness and 
death, and her subsequent loneliness. WhenBoggala dies it is Meheratu, 
Boggala's father confessor who appears in the scene,but does probably 
too little considering what one expects from a priest at the time. 
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~feheratu is protrayed as a person interested in the will of his 
deceased god-son, his legacy of money, and his own well-being, rather 
than as a religious devotee who is committed to serving the laity in 
time of troubles. Comfort and pity was his to give to the heartbroken, 
lonely, sightless Weddenash. But his priesthood does not make him 
more noble, or preferably more devout, than the rest of the neighbours 
who abandoned Weddenash to fate. Arriving after Boggals's death, the 
first thing he asks is about the will the deceased had left. He ·goes 
to Weddenftsh's house at cockcrow, to avoid being infected by the 
contagion the neighbours believed Boggals died from. She tells Meheratu 
that there is no will because she had left Boggala on his own to find 
the talla he asked for. Meheratu ridicules Weddenash for leaving the 
• 
dying person alone searching t~lla.(3) Wedden3sh's worry lay elsewhere. 
She is not sure how the burial ceremony is to take place. Though he 
offers her his servant Gabre to cleanse and prepare the torpse for 
burial he expresses his hope that God will save his servant for him. He 
mentions that he will send a shroud and suggests she will pay him 
later (pp.56-57). Meheratu leaves us with the impression that he is a 
priest who does not care about Weddenash's bereavement, the dreariness 
of her desolation and her frustrated existence without her son and 
husband. lIis interest in the legacy of money, the will, and his personal 
well-being in a moment of deprivation and misfortune characterises him as 
a hypocritical priest. A contrasted form of hypocrisy is represented 
in the character of Abba Takla lIaymonot. T~klii Haymanot came to Gojam, 
fleeing from his parents in the province of Wallaga, in protest against 
his castration when he was a child. His intellectual career includes 
the study of nebab ('reading'), zema (church music) and gene (Geez 
poetry) in the various schools in Gojam. Since beco~ing a monk he has 
travelled to the different churches and monasteries and finally arrived 
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at Dima. He prefers loneliness to mixing with people and listening to 
conversation and talking (p.418). Because he speaks little and leaves his 
ideas unfinished, there is a tendency among people to interpret the 
little he has said in many ways and see him as 'a wise monk'(p.418). lie 
lives in the cemetery and eats the food provided by the church. He 
receives money, clothing, food and drink from people who ask him to pray 
for them. However, he in turn gives most of the food to the poor and 
the sick. He always wears debalo, tanned sheepskin, and a cap made of 
the same material. But the writer Quickly adds that 'he is not seen 
giving money and drinks away'(p.418). This is where Takla Haymanot 
and Meheratu converge. They join hands in their liking for money. 
But since Takla Haymanot gives most of the clothes and food to the poor, 
people take this as evidence of his righteousness. 
Clearly his deeds are not as sacred as they seem at first sight. 
Beneath the generous acts of giving away what was given to him to the 
poor, and beneath the dabalo and cap he wears, there is a different T~kla 
Haymanot. According to The Fetha Nagast there are six obligations a monk 
should fulfil. ~fonks are expected 'to leave ••• riches and worldly 
pleasure.' It is also stated that they should 'keep their bodies far 
from those [worldly] things which may impede them from obeying, and 
restrain their tongues from words that are useless both to him who utters 
them and to him who hears them ••• '(4) In Feger eska ~faqaber, Takla 
Haymanot does not fulfil these obligations. We have indicated his love 
for money. Moreover we see him drunk with tajj and aragi at Mashasha's 
house while he was looking after Sabl~' until all the effects of 
Bazzabeh's 'spell' on her are worn out. Drunk and excited he admires 
the girl's beauty on her wedding day and even regrets being a eunuch (p.484). 
His worst violation of his obligations as a monk is his anecdote about a 
cross which descended from the sky. We know that Takla "aymanot came to 
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Mrashasha's house to cure Sabl~ from the alleged magical 'spell' 
Bazzabeh has put on her. The panacea, he says, does not lie in the 
recitation of some verbal formula or incantation but in a cross that 
descended from the sky as a reward for saying his prayers for fifteen 
days and fifteen nights standing on one foot. There 1s nothing that 
this cross would not cure, he tells Mashasha{p.420~ Having fulfilled 
the obligations of a monk to wear 'skins pursuant to what was written 
about John the Baptist'(5)and rightly making his dwelling in various 
monasteries until he came to Dima to live in the cemetery, Takla Haymanot 
has however, as we have seen, broken some of the other obligations. 
The sheepskin dabalo and cap; his residing in the cemetery and giving 
most of the clothing and food to the sick and needy, conceal the real, 
unholy, greedy, lustful, drunkard monk. When he comes to perform his 
miracle with the supernatural spell in his God-sent cross he behaves 
against ~he will of the law' that prohibits all Christians from engaging 
in, 'worldly works ••• such as sorcery, witchcraft, the making of idols 
or their ornaments, the evoking of demons, sorcerers and dancers ••• '{6} 
His anecdote about the miraculous cross and its cunning magical power 
puts the monk among sorcerers. lIis love for money, his getting drunk 
and flirting with ~blH J trying to seduce her, puts him among ordinary 
mortals. The image we got when he was first brought by Moggase, to do 
wonders with the unpre,edented love of Sabia to Bazzabeh, was that of 
a holy, sacred, religious and righteous person. But we realise that he 
is far below all these saintly qualities. He does not even live by the 
orders of the books defining the obligations of a priest, let alone that 
of a monk. He behaves and lives like an ordinary mortal who in the 
presence of a beautiful young girl fails to suppress the temptations of 
the flesh. 
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There is a discrepancy between the lives and religious vocations 
of persons like Takla Haymanot, Emmeru and Meheratu. However, they 
are not seen defending the feudal order directly •. The role and 
character of Abba Moggase is quite considerably different from theirs. 
Moggase is the father confessor of Mashasha. He is described by the 
writer as a person who does not deliberately offend people or hold grudges 
against them; whose services and 'good deeds' have no limits; who 
respects the people and fears quarreling with them. However, because 
of his hastiness and tactlessness, we are told, he has failed to get the 
respect, love and credit that his 'good work' deserves;and people 
consider his presence a burden. This is regretted by the writer (p.lll). 
Haddis may have thought of such a nice but hasty and tactless priest who 
despite his 'good deeds' to the community is considered a burden wherever 
he went. However, the events and dialogues that involve Mogg~se do not 
substantiate this view. His tactlessness is always manifest in the novel 
when he chooses to support Mras~~sha's opinions at the oddest of moments. 
Often, he is either ridiculed by Gudu Kassa or reproached and told to 
shut up by his god-son. His interference in discussions and his wrong 
timing while doing so make some of the relatives of the Fitawrari and 
M~shasha himself uncomfortable. The real burden actually falls on 
Mogggse himself because the criticisms and insults thrown at him are 
humiliating. His position as a father confessor of the feudal lord 
in the community is persistently undermined by his ineptitude and lack 
of authority. Given what the writer tells us about 111m it is not 
surprising that he takes reproaches, ridicule and insults without 
fighting or answering back. Even when Gudu Kassa calls him '[a person) 
who cannot control his saliva', meaning disorderly in speech, behaviour, 
conduct and wisdom (p.l12) he has no reply. 
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Moggase should be given some credit for the small effort he makes 
to prevent a duel between Mashasha and the lord Assage because of the 
latter's cancellation of his marriage to the daughter of the former. 
Hashasha takes the change of heart as an insult to his forefathers and 
the aristocratic blood he so proudly talks of. Mogg"3se attempts to 
persuade him not to go to a duel but to resolve the problem through 
discussion. He did not doubt that Assage is the offender who should 
apologise to ~1ashiishA and pay compensation. Mashasha does not agree 
to Moggase's suggestion. The church interferes and stops the duel. 
Assage apologises and Mashasha is admonished by the church governors. 
Another effort Moggasse makes, looking at it from his point .of view, is 
when he tries to intervene in a row between Mashasha and the peasants. 
The peasants working on his land come to congratulate Masnasha on the duel 
but without bringing him any gifts. M8shasha complains and takes the 
matter seriously. Moggase interferes and asks for mercy telling him 
that he has told them to contribute money and buy an ox to bring as a 
gift to their lord. Moggase's role here may look as if he is showing 
concern to the peasants. What he is actually doing is appeasing his 
god-son at their expense. Moggase is asking them to do what they already 
find impossible to fulfil(p.176). Later In the novel, when a messenger 
of the peasants emphatically states the growing inability of the peasants 
to pay imposed gifts, Moggase intervenes and criticises the old peas~nt. 
Moggase calls him a trouble-maker who does not have the conduct of an old 
man, and asks: 'llave you come as a messenger of the devil?' (p.215). 
He goes further than this when he agrees with ~ashasha who said that 
'a bull and a peasant' will not behave properly unless they are burdened 
with loads. That is to say, the more pressure you put on them the more 
docile they become (p.176). ~10ggase acknowledges this and states that if 
the peasants are allowed to get away with not paying the gift now, nobody 
is going to ask them to pay any tithe or tax in the future (p.218). 
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However, contrarily, Mashasha's lawyer and counsellor on his property, 
Ka~nazmach Akalu, advises him to let the messengersgo because he agrees 
with what the peasants S(\'jo Gudu Kassa approves Akalu's advice and 
wishes that he was a pope as he would have liked to strip Moggase of 
his authority as a priest and make Akalu Mashasha's father confessor 
(p.220). 
Moggase's role as an ideologist of the feudal lord's actions against 
the peasants is laid bare when he argues that giving Mawaya enna ~mttaya 
(i.e. gifts) during holidays 'to the elect of God', the aristocracy and 
the nobles, is ordered by 'the religious books'. He says: 
What the lord (1.e. Mashasha) has said does not have a single 
mistake. It is all true. God made the rich differently 
from the poor, and the ruler from the ruled; if the lord, 
the master, is i,njust [and] if [he] wrongs the poor it should 
be the government and, above that, God who should question 
[what he has done]. The poor have never proclaimed their 
own law and become their own judges, going beyond appeal (p.273). 
The statement offers a sham recognition that the rulers could be 'unjust' 
and oppressive. However, since they are 'the elect of God' they can be 
questioned only by Him or by the government, which in a way is taken as 
His representative in the secular world. The poor are told that they 
cannot question their masters even while they are suffering injustices 
of incalculable proportions. This is a fundamental principle the church 
and the monarchy have used to buttress their authority in the real 
world. Moggase is trying to do exactly that in Feger eska magaber when 
he justifies Hashasha's actions against the poor peasants by his religious 
references. His reverence for 'the elect of God' surfaces again in 
another incident where he talks about people endowed with respect, dignity, 
and honour from birth or 'in their mother's womb' [literal translation] 
, 
if they belong to a higher class. His servile attitude to ~ashasha is 
exposed to ridicule. 
Bazzabeh refers to SabIa without using what ~ashasha regards as 
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the appropriate form of respect in the language. Her father takes 
it as an insult to his aristocratic genealogy. Although his wife and 
relatives take the issue lightly, Moggase refers to the Bible, defending 
Mashasha's view that Bazzabeh should address SabIa with the form of 
respect and not as his equal. He should address her as anttu or ersewo 
and not as anchi or essewa since according to Moggase: 
Veneration does not go with age. What God has created 
differently and with more honour from the other is 
respected from its conception (p.194). 
Like the rest of the clergy, Mogg~se is a failure both as a 
traditional church intellectual and in his duty as a priest. While 
his allegiance as a Christian and a priest is to favour right against 
wrong, good against evil, we see him serving the oppressive interests 
of Mashasha, the feudal lord. He applauds the values cherished by 
the feudal class and struggles to substantiate them by vague references 
to religious books which he does not mention by name. Moreover he is 
depicted as a subservient priest who uses his priesthood to his 
advantage. His frequent visits to Mashasha's house are motivated by 
the abundant food and drink. There is no determination on his part to 
stand for any moral principle. Though we are told he is the father 
confessor of one of the most important lords in the region, all the 
evidence in the novel erases this picture from our minds, since he does 
not have any moral authority ov~r any member of tfasnasha's family. 
Consequently, "addis's description of Moggase's 'service and good work' 
as 'boundless' (p.lll) become problematic as this good work is not 
portrayed in the novel. Moggase takes his 'spiritual guidance' from 
Takla Haymanot, the monk, believing that 'God is nearer to him [i.e. 
Takla Haymanot]' than He is to any other priest or ordinary person (p.417). 
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In Feger eska magaber, even the venue of the Church, where the 
faithful are normally expected to remain silent while liturgical worship 
is taking place, loses some of its sacred mystery. On the three 
occasions where Church scenes are depicted in the novel, members of the 
congregation behave improperly. The women's fondness for Bazzabeh 
emerges in a conversation taking place during prayers. Teru w~rq and 
• 
Balaynash both claim that they have been recognised by him. They 
compete amongst themselves, each making herself the favourite of his 
heart. Ferewa intervenes reminding them they are in a church. This 
brings the dialogue to a halt(pp.42-43). In another incident, two women 
Seneddu and Dabritu, gossip about Sabia' and her delayed marriage. '~e 
are told of the scandal surrounding her life through their conversation: 
that Mashasha does not want SabIa. to get married to an ordinary person; 
that he keeps her in the house and does not allow her to play and mix 
with the neighbouring children; and that she is twenty-four years of 
age but because her feudal father wants her to marry someone of his class 
and respectable genealogy her youth was, and is, being wasted away. 
The dialogue between Seneddu and Dabritu takes place in the church 
when Divine Liturgy is taking place. Fitawrari Assage's wink at 
SabIa in the midst of prayers in the church , and pointing at her by 
way of making a pass, is perhaps the most amusing example. When she 
fails to notice his gestures Assage starts criticising her for ignoring 
him)and he does so as though he is speaking to himself. But he speaks 
so loud people standing around him could hear him say 'How wicked of 
you! You don't recognise when a person suffers. Please, at least, 
turn towards me once, and smile (for me). Come closer, please:' (p.135). 
It is his servant who rescues him by reminding him that people in the 
church are listening and watching what he is saying and doing. Despite 
his old age Assage openly behaves like a sex maniac, and worse still he 
cannot control his desire even in the church where only holy things 
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are performed. 
The portrayal of lust, adultery and secret love affairs is an 
indirect commentary on the behaviour of people involved in these actions. 
We have seen that among those who declare themselves religious, people 
engaged in the service of God and the faithful, Takla Haymanot was easily 
overcome by the desire of the flesh. Re'esa Dabr Isayeyas is a secret 
lover of t-rashasha' s ,·rife, Teru' aynat. Be is one of the many lovers she 
• 
ha~~hesecretly meets her at Wayzaro (equivalent to Mrs) Laq~che's house. 
Isayeyas, the vicar, secretly commits adultery with the wife of the feudal 
lord ~ashasha, defying Alaqa Balaya's preachings on adultery, and above 
all, the writings of the saints and disciples, and the Ten Commandments 
(p,312). Bazzabeh's friend, Fatla Warq, another dabtara, has a secret 
affair with Mashasha's slave, lIabtesh (p.357). Mashasha, the lord, had 
many concubines and is still left with Yassarash who lives nearby his 
house in Dima. Fitawrari Assage was married and divorced many times 
before he wanted to get married to Sabl~. There is no doubt that he 
kept concubines as well. The marriages and secret lives emphasise 
the hypocrisy among the feudal lords and ladies, the priests and dabtara. 
They hear Alaqa Balay's preachings about the purity of the institution 
of marriage and the blasphemy involved in commiting adultery, but they 
flagrantly live the lives they want. The puritanical love Alaqa Balay 
talks about is shown in the lives of B~zzabeh and S&b'a and in the 
marriage between Boggals and Weddenash. But the incidents that 
involve a priest, a aabtara or a monk, or a feudal lord or lady, are 
incongruent with Christian belief and ethics. 
In Addis Ababa, nepotism, favourtism and bribery are not practices 
that exclusively dominate the secular bureaucracies. In Feger eska 
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maqaber they are part of the employment scene in the church. Bazzabeh 
is considered for a job at the Rufael Church with the help of D5btara 
Hanbaru, who wants to repay a favour to the merchant who took him there. 
Alaqa Sergew has to be paid one hundred Ethiopian dollars if he is to 
get the seat of the gene master at the church. Since the job is well 
paid only those with many years of service, influential relatives and 
enough money for bribes could hope to get it. Nevertheless B5zzabeh's 
excellent professional training in the tradition of Qene Schools earns 
him the job. Not only because he will be an outstanding teacher but 
also because his presence will bring honour to the church of which Sergew 
is the governor. Indeed Rufael becomes famous after Bazzabeh took the 
chair of the master teacher there. Since his teacher in Dima, Alaqa 
Kenfu, was a famous gene master, this added to his fame and attracting 
students to the church. But the leaders of the Addis Ababa Churches 
begin to compete amongst themselves to take Bazzabeh away from Rufael. 
I 
Churches like St George and others, which are richer than Rut'ael, 
, 
offered higher fees. Alaqa Sergew thinks that offering his only daughter 
in marriage would be a means of tying Bazzabeh to his family and thereby 
helping Rufael to maintain its newfound status as the most important 
gene School in Addis Ababa (pp.458-9). The competition and intrigue is 
as despicable as the marriages that occur among the aristocracy and 
the nobility for reasons of class alliance and strengthening political 
power. 
The masters of gene, zema and nebab teaching in the traditional 
schools, hold the highest position in the intellectual hierarchy of the 
Church and the society but are not directly engaged in any secular or 
religious activity in the community. The priests, the monk and some 
of the dabtara are depicted in these roles. As intellectuals of the 
landed aristocracy their role and influence is minimal in the novel 
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though their clumsy efforts are noticeable. As messengers of God and 
the Church they are depicted as persons failing to fulfil their 
religious vocations. Mogg~se lacks the moral leadership he ought to 
have over his god-son M~sh~sha. His effort to become the ideologist 
of feudal oppression, though unheeded by the peasants, serves as a small 
indication of the alliance between Church and aristocracy. The 
hypocrisy ~f the monk Takla lIaymanot, and the priest Meheratu; the 
secret sexual practices of members of the church such as Isayeyas and 
F- l~ u-at a-warq; the nepotism and bribery involved in the churches in Addis 
Ababa while employing a person to the services of the institution; 
these and other portrayals of these intellectuals of the church present 
an image of the religion far different from the one which the followers 
of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church know from preachings in the church or 
their reading in the religious books. The traditional intellectuals 
in Feqer esk~ m~qaber do not contribute to social change or enhance 
moral awareness among the laity. 
Other issues appear in the picture given of the church and its 
intellectuals in the novel. One of these is the continued practice of 
certain beliefs and their impact on individual and family life. Another 
concerns the exemplary gesture the church makes towards removing doubts 
about its primary allegiancato the feudal lords rather than to the 
peasants. And lastly, the ideas and criticisms of the only dissenting 
d~bt~ra in the novel, Gudu Kassa, are directed against both the members 
of the church and of the feudal order. In this character, Haddis 
points towards a possible resolution of social and religious disorder. 
Feger eskY magaber shows the miseries the practice of sel~t (vows, 
gifts, and sacrifices) brings to a family, and an individual whose life 
and service are vowed or promised. The first and only son of Bogala and 
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Weddenash suffers from various diseases during the first five years of 
his life. He escapes death by luck. His mother cannot bear his 
recurrent illnesses. She vows Bazzabeh, her son, to St Mary, St George, 
St Gabriel, St John, St Michael. Whenever he shows signs of illness 
she anxiously vows to one of the saints offering her son's lifetime of 
service to the church if his life is spared (p.30). A conflict arises 
between her and her husband on the question of celibacy that goes with 
the principle of vowing his lifetime of service to the church. Having 
failed to convince his wife in his earlier suggestion to make their son 
a farmer, Bogala worries about the implications of Wedden~sh's vow. 
He would not have minded if his son's future was less bleak. He 
believes Bazzabeh will remain an onlooker to the pleasures of life. 
Moreover, since celibacy debars his son from having children, Bogala is 
worried about the more practical problems in life. Bogala ponders, 
'When my energy decreases I have him to think he would help me. When 
he gets weak like me whom will he think of? Oh ••• with what does one 
exchange the happiness one gets when the one whom one has begotten begets, 
and the one which one has planted bears fruit?' ~.41). 
For Weddenash, however, her primary allegiance goes to fulfilling 
her vow. It is not up to her to decide what is good or bad for her 
son. It is for the tabot (the Ark of the Covenant) to care for him. 
'Let them decide what is good for him. Let them lead him on the right 
path.' (p.37~s her answer. That is why she cannot accept Bogal~'s 
suggestions and his suspicion that one day B~zzabeh might break the vow. 
Her angry reply 'Why should he destroy his virginity? He won't.Xp.36) is 
met by Bogala's firm answer: 
Wishing to get married and establishing a family. Why did I 
want to get married? Why does everyone get married? Is it 
not because they want to? lie, also, may want [to get married) 
like everybody else. Didn't God create him like He did every-
one else? ~.36). 
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His argument does not make her change her mind. The real difference 
between what each of them is saying can be summarised as a choice between 
being a 'regular clergy' and a 'secular clergy'. 
Celibacy is not a compulsory requirement to serve as a priest in 
the Ethiopian Orthodox Church. Often, two options are available to the 
priest. He may choose to be a 'regular clergy' who is celibate or a 
'secular clergy' who is married. There are, however, 'some particular 
churches' which demand the service of 'celibate priests exclusively'. (7) 
It is not told in the novel why Weddenash opted for, as it appears now, 
the first alternative. '{hat she initially promised was to devote her 
son's lifetime service to the churches (p.30). In the debate about 
their son's future Bogal~ criticises her because, according to him, she 
said Bazzabeh should be 'celibate'. This is the first time the word 
appears in their argument and it is Bogal; who first use it. We do 
not know why making Bazzabeh celibate was required to secure his health. 
The vow has further implications in the novel. 
Her religious background and all the influences of the Old Testament 
practices in everyday life explain Weddenash's insistence on her son's 
service to the church. In her society God is regarded as the creator 
and destroyer of life. Punishment for moral offences include famine, 
drought and epidemics. This belief is treated ironically in the novel. 
There is no suggestion of any offence on the part of the mother, the 
father or the baby against the deity to cause Bazzabeh's illness. It is 
the severity of the various diseases that attacked the baby that lead his 
helpless mother to turn to the gods. The saints and angels are the 
intermediaries between her and God. The object of her gift is to 
secure God's favour and this is not an unusual practice in many societies. 
E 0 James writes that sacrifice is a gift given to supernatural beings 
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when one sought their assistance (8). But one definition of the word 
'sacrifice' adds another dimension to the practice: 
(from Latin sacrificere, 'to make holy') the act of offering 
objects to a God (or other supernatural being), thereby 
making them the property of the God and thus holy. (9) 
What 'object' does Weddenash offer to God and the angels? She 
does not slay a goat or a bullock. She did not consider seriously her 
husband's suggestion of selling their two oxen and giving other 'gifts' 
to all the saints. She vows that her son must remain a celibate. 
Bazzabeh is the sacrifice and the one to be saved: her vow makes him 
the property of God alone, and this makes him holy in her eyes. This 
holiness 'kills' something in his life. It strips him of one of the 
most important aspects of his life as a person. The problems that 
arise from this condition affect his parents. The vow has long term 
consequences. 
As he grows up and becomes famous among the congregation his 
beautiful voice earns him popularity, especially among women. 
Simultaneously, since he had to undergo the constant harassment of being 
called 'son of a vow' by the village kids he begins to ask questions. 
'What is a vowed son?' 
'It means the son of a tabot ••• Son of MarY, Michael ••• ' 
'Am I not your son and daddy's?' 
'Of course you are. Your are my son and your father's. We 
begot you. They [meaning the tabotJ brought you up. When 
you fell ill we entrusted them to heal you and be your guardians. 
We vowed to them and they saved you. They are guarding you now.' 
'How about the rest of the kids. Who guards and brings up 
Daqq~la and Tay~'? 
'Nobody guards them.' 
'Who cures them when they are sick?' 
'Nobody cures them.' (pp.44-45). 
The short dialogue with his mother makes him feel special. He begins to 
believe that he was watched over by the saints and angels, but he soon 
discovers that these flattering answers are not true. He begins to 
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question what really lay behind the whole idea of sel~t and the name 
calling of his friends. In spite of the interest girls show him he 
realises he cannot have amorous relations with them. Withdrawal and 
seclusion become his new style of life. He stops going to group songs, 
dances and other plays. After struggling with these problems from the 
age of fourteen until he becomes twenty-one he finally decides to change. 
The moment of awareness starts when he asks, 'For how long does one live 
like this? After having created me just like any other man why does He 
[i.e. God) not want me to live like any other man? No. God did not 
want this. It is my mother.' (p.46) Bazzabeh reflects about the celibates 
in the past and present, who without getting married, having a family or 
their own property, and without participating in secular life have spent 
their lives serving the church and God. In an interior monologue he 
decides to make his own choice: 
I know there were and there will be people who live the life 
that is allotted to me to live now. However they must have 
chosen that life. I do not think someone else chose it for 
them. If there are those for whom others have chosen their 
lives for them, that is not right. Whatever the case I do 
not like, choose, want this kind of life. Let God pardon me 
when I say, "It is not life" (p.46). 
His freedom begins when his choice forces him to leave his home and 
parents. However, his resolution to go away forbodes the misery of his 
parents. Weddenash's insistence to abide by her vow costs her and 
BogalH a great deal during their old age. 
In its belief and practice, selat (sacrifice) is used as one of the 
means of developing the story in the novel. '~hen Bilzzabeh leaves his 
birthplace, Mankussa, rebelling against the life imposed on him, he meets 
SabUL The love story between them in Feger esk~ Magaber is based on 
his flight from the practice when he abandons his home. This event has 
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a far reaching significance in the novel. One of the main characters 
in the novel is introduced through his early life and family background. 
His reason for fleeing is embedded in the belief systems of the church 
and society. Bazzabeh's plight reveals the impact of the belief systems 
on the individual and the family. If Bazzabeh had lived up to the 
expectations of his mother he would have remained celibate, serving the 
church all his life. This is not right as far as Bogala, and later 
Bazzabeh, are concerned. His defiance of the vow and the choice of his 
own life, exposes him to the gods' wish to take revenge. This was 
Weddenash's concern, a lost battle now. But there is another socially 
important point in the novel. After Bazzabeh flees Mankussa, his parents 
struggle with difficulties. It is not accidental that Weddenash suffers 
most. 
Weddenash blames Cod, since she believes it was He who gave Bazzabeh 
the courage to abandon his parents, and who made her blind. Weddenash 
had hoped that her son would be by her side to look after her in her old 
age, and to bury her when she died. All this was not to be, and she 
holds God responsible for her son's flight and her misery. But Bogala 
is more cautious. lie remindS her of her refusal to change her vow 
and explains that Bazzabeh's action was inevitable. lie blames her for 
both her son's departure and the blindness she brought on herself by 
weeping day and night. He wants her to stop her rebuke against God, 
since He might make worse things happen to her. Whether as God's revenge 
or otherwise, worse things do indeed happen to her. Bogala falls 
seriously ill and she finds herself alone. She Questions what she 
reckoned was God's doing, at times accusing lIim: 
Why is God campaigning against me? What is the reason for his 
readiness to attack and rob me? Please, tell me, you people. 
Tell me. After making my son flee and my eyes blind what is 
the reason for His preparedness now to snatch away from me this 
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one who is like son, father, mother, and eyes to me? Have 
you ever seen, heard [or] known such atrocity? ••• ~.51) 
Returning to her husband she finds him dead; She too dies after seven 
days. Both die without being looked after by their only son. Wedden·ash 
is ignored by the community and by the priest. Her neighbours are 
sympathetic at first but they refrain from visiting her when they hear 
that Bogala suffered and died from a contagious disease. Mehr·s tu , the 
supposedly selfless priest, is afraid to go to her and console her. 
The only one, Bazzabeh, who could have shared her miseries abandons her 
and her husband to fate in his own struggle for freedom. The novel 
censures the belief in the mothersvows made on her son's behalf. The 
vows wreck family life and the tradition of sharing burdens in the 
family. The events in the novel make this criticism clear. This 
aspect of sel~t is tacitly condemned but the belief system of which this 
practice is only a part is not Questioned. 
There is an underlying suggestion that the hand of God is present 
behind Weddenash's grief, agony and desolation. This is not directly 
stated in the novel, but dramatised through the repeated warnings of 
Bogala, who asks his wife to stop complaining against God. She does 
not stop lamenting and her misfortunes augment. As her miseries escalate 
she remembers what Bogala had said in one of their arguments and she gets 
scared. He had said, 'Do not think God is short of miseries. Since 
He can accumulate (gather) lots of bad things and tribulations, tie 
them up together, and load you, you had better stop complaining at 
flim.'(p.55) She reflects on what her deceased husband had said and regrets 
that she did not consider his advice seriously. She wishes that they 
could live together again since she has now decided to heed all his advice 
as if they were 'the words of God' and the angel Gabriel (p.55). She 
addresses her apologies to the dead body of her husband, and regrets the 
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decisions she took to make Bazzabeh live a celibate life, and her 
complaints against God when life became unbearable. Although these two 
acts are related to the ideology of the church and the belief system 
the society practices, the novel does not challenge this fundamental 
principle and the institution that represents it. The blame and 
criticism seem to be directed against the lay believer, Weddenash, rather 
than at the Church and its priests whose duty is to enlighten and educate 
the people. She learns the hard way - through her own bitter experience. 
The church and its members are not seen doing anything useful to 
eradicate such beliefs. The novel does not hold them responsible for 
their inaction. While indirectly criticising the practice by the 
effects it produced, responsibility is left to the individual, lay 
Christian who considers, as '~eddenash does in this case, the slightest 
deviation from the existing religious practices to be a dangerous idea. 
As for Haddis, the writer, since his inclination to criticise certain 
aspects of a problem without connecting them to their possible source 
is one of the main characteristcs of his work we are not caught unawares 
by his point of view. We shall indeed pursue this argument later when 
we discuss the conflict between ~mshasha, a warlord, and the peasants on 
his land. Let us now see the role the church plays in the duel which is 
to take place between two warlords. The presence of the tabot at the 
duel is a good example to show where the true loyalty of the church and 
its governors lies in the society. The events leading to the duel 
explain the necessity in the story. 
The train of events leading to the duel begins with Fitawrari 
Assage's asking for Sab.la~ hand and changing the terms of the marriage 
after her father, ~ashasha, had accepted the previous proposal. Originally 
he was prepared to marry her with all the honour due to a virgin girl. 
He later changes his mind and suggests that he take her as a Fatt, a 
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woman who has been married before and divorced (p.IOO). He does this 
because his advisers tell him about the rumour which spread the idea 
that his third marriage to a virgin is aimed at creating another 
occasion to collect money and gifts from the poor. The best way of 
removing these doubts, they said, was to change the conditions and offer 
to marry her as a woman rather than as a virgin girl. Mashasha takes 
this as an insult. Though he was very angry and uncompromising at first 
he later accepts the advice of his relatives and agrees that Assage 
should apologise and pay compensation. This decision was reversed 
because his daughter SabIa behaved unusually in response to her father's 
remark against Gudu Kassa, calling him 'unhealthy' in the mind. 
She answers back saying, 'It is a person whose mind is in disorder, 
and imbalanced, who says Aya Kassa's mind is off balance ••• ' t~.128). 
She cries and leaves the room. ~'ashasha misunderstands the true causes 
for her anger and believes it is because Assage changed the condition of 
marriage. But her reasons are based on her friendship and admiration 
for Gudu Kassa whom everybody, especially ~msnasha, always feels free 
to insult. This misconception makes Mashasha change his mind. Though 
many persons tried to intervene, MMshasha insisted that the insult to 
his honour and the pride of his forefathers could only be cleansed by 
blood. He says 'even the waters of the Nile and (Lake) lana' cannot 
remedy the insult (p.141). Unwilling to stain the name and history of 
his family he challenges Assage to a duel. But Assage regrets the 
silly mistake he has made and tells ~~shasha in a letter that he has been 
misled by his advisors. fIe declares himself guilty and pleads to 
Mashasha to name any punishment he likes as he would be more than happy to 
accept it. Since ~'ashasha is prepared to accept nothing less than a duel 
he decides the time, place and weapons to be used. 
It is here that the church is brought into the picture. Mashasha's 
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advisor, Kannazmach Akalu, knowing that the duel can only be stopped if 
the Church intervened, arranges a way of stopping Mashasha with the 
two church governors of Bech~na and Dima. Ass~g~ has already agreed 
that the church should mediate as he does not want to fight against a 
person he had always admired and respected since his younger days. But 
the arrangement interferes with the habitual religious practices of the 
people in Bec~ana and Dima. Customarily the day of the duel, St George's 
Day, we are told, is a day celebrated on November 23rd E.C. at Dima each 
year by the people and priests coming from the surrounding regions 
(pp.155~56). However, this time, the doors of the church were closed 
when people went for prayers. Neither the yearly colourful celebration 
nor daily mass were taking place. We find this out with Masnasha when 
he goes to Church, as he usually does when he goes to war or hunting, to 
say his last prayers before the duel. Having found the compound deserted 
he takes it personally and says 'Is (St) George disappointed with me?' 
that such an unusual thing has happened? (p.155).He believed having that 
audience with his favourite saint guaranteed victory. He takes it as 
a bad omen that he cannot get the blessing of St George (pp.156-57). 
The inconvenience was created because the tabot was taken to the place 
where the duel is to take place. The two tabot were escorted by the 
governors of each church. The priests and the faithful who went to 
these churches to celebrate the Daywere led to Farasmeda, the venue for 
the duel, instead. Other priests from neighbouring churches and many 
people from these areas followed the tabot. The purpose of all this is 
to assist the church in stopping the duel. As ~1ashasha approaches 
Farasmeda with his escort they contribute their share by shouting 
'egzi'O!', a word used while appealing to God, a high official, or a 
master. The two a1aga, the governors of the two churches, speak in 
turn, telling Mashasha that it is because of people like him 'who know 
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Christianity in name and not in deeds'(p.167)that the two tabot went to 
Farasmeda, thus closing their gates. St George, Hitsh'c\sha was told, 
has come to save him from the 'eternal damnation' he is about to bring 
upon himself by destroying life. Alaqa Neway warns him that even his 
own soul n1ashasha' s that is) belongs to God for 'the soul belongs to 
nobody except God' (p.168). The speeches made by A1aqa Neway of 
Bechana and Alaqa Te'uma Lessan of Dima make Nashasha abandon the thought 
of the duel. He seeks the mercy of the tabot by kissing the feet of 
the two persons carrying it. Assage begs for pardon, falling on 
~tashasha' s feet, and the two giants are reconciled. 
The position the Church has taken to stop the duel is based on the 
principle that destroying life created by God is sinful. Moreover it 
is argued that the tabot and the laity came looking for 'the lost sheep' 
following the teachings of Christ(p.169~. However, these justifications 
are in conflict with the professions of the church in another sphere, 
since it does not quote these principles to intervene and stop Washasha's 
military campaign against the peasants on his land. When he ravaged 
and looted villages, killing people, the church, which preached a high 
regard for human life, did not appear at the scene. It seems it 
matters whose life it is that is in danger. One of its members, Abba 
Mogasse, supported Mashasha's campaign against the peasants. He agreed 
with the feudal lord that if the peasants are not made to pay the 
mawaya, the gift, they will never pay it any more. Mogasse's justification 
of m~waya by quoting from a religious book, the Church's silence when 
Mashasha deployed his army against peasants who proposed peaceful 
settlement to the problem they had with him, and the role the church 
played in the duel between the warlords, clearly show its primary 
allegiance to the feudal lords. ~10reover, the discrepancy between the 
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preachings and the deeds of the church is not restricted to the church 
alone. It is also witnessed in the words and deeds of the two lords. 
Though the catechism of the church governors prevented the duel, it 
was not put into practice or even thought of when Mashasha invaded the 
peasants. On the other hand, although Assage, along with Akalu, 
secretly arranges for the mediation of the church, he does not see the 
problem in terms of sin and righteousness. Nor does Mashasha. We are 
told by the writer that each of them begins to claim victory to himself 
as soon as reconciliation has taken place. Assage believes that a duel 
with a dying old man is not worthy of a brave warrior like him. He 
regards it as shameful, like fighting against a corpse. lIe thinks there 
is more honour in 'kissing the feet of a corpse' and asking for pardon 
'taking a mediating tabot' to the duel rather than in 'killing a corpse' 
(p.172). Mashasha sees: the plea of the masses of people; the mediation 
of the two tabot, which he regarded as the mediation of God himself; 
the interruption of the usual sacred church ceremony on his account; 
and Assage's kissing his feet asking for mercy as signs of his glorious 
victory. lie imagines honour for himself and his forefathers as a 
consequence of his bravery in duelling with Assage, who is younger and 
stronger than he (r.174). Though the church intervened to stop the 
duel on religious grounds, the two warlords do not see it in those 
terms. They hasten to claim victory rather than reflect on the duel as 
a sinful act of destroying life, and appreciate that it did not take 
place for that reason alone. For both Assage and Masnasha, gallantry 
and heroism are more important than the moral issues raised in the 
speeches of the two church leaders. 
The voices of dissent in the novel are well represented among the 
various characters who are affected by the religious belief and the social 
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order that dominates the society. Gudu Kassa, Bazzabeh and Sabl~ 
have been robbed of their choice in life. Bazzabeh suffers because of 
his mother's vow and ~13shasha' s idiosyncracies, and Sa bUi , because she 
is the daughter of a feudal lord who prides himself in his ancestry. 
Despite the fact that each belongs to two conflicting classes they suffer 
from the enslavement imposed on them by the social and religious sy~tem. 
Gudu Kassa is seen as an outcast because he does not agree with the ideas 
and deeds of many people in the community. These three individuals are 
oppressed in different ways, however. Their oppression unites them 
in their struggle. The dominant individual spokesman of dissent in the 
novel is the intellectual character, Gudu Kassa. 
Gudu Kassa is a highly educated and enlightened dabtara whose 
knowledge of the New Testament, especially, is highly regarded W. 121 ). 
He can also boast about his blue blood, if required, as he is the son 
of Teru'aynat's elder sister. But since his father died when he was a 
• 
child and his relations did not like him he was not brought up within the 
palace tradition. Instead he grew up with his mother, educating 
himself in church schools. lie preached that the system he lived in ~os 
old, useless and needed to be changed. Since his opinion differed 
from those of the priests and the governors of churches, he dissociated 
himself from the church. Having no worthy friends to share his views 
with he created a 'private world'(p.123)and lived in it sometimes talking 
to himself and laughing on his own. People, especially those who gather 
around Hashasha, take him for an eccentric, abnormal and bizarre person, 
hence the nickname, Gudu, 'alien, bizarre, strange'. lie in turn 
called those who argueiagainst change: 'slaves of tradition', 'animals', 
'rocks' (p.122). The following quotation summarises his view about the 
social system: 
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The system of our society : the organisation, habits, 
customs and laws, is not made like a living social system; 
it is like a lifeless heap of rocks where one is piled 
upon the other; since it is made in such a way that the 
one on top lives by oppressing the one below, and the one 
underneath by carrying the one above, it is inevitable that 
the one below will recede as time passes; when this happens, 
an improved system of living beings, which depicts mankind as 
better than rocks, must be established so that the whole 
edifice does not collapse. ~~'hen our social system was 
established, that it was made the way it is now may have been 
useful for the society at that time. But it is obvious that 
it is not useful for our society today. Be that as it may, 
any system is made by man so that it serves the society in its 
social life; that it [the social system or institution] was 
made to enslave and govern the society is like making an idol 
and putting the idol one has made in God's place and 
worshipping [it] (p.122). 
Our purpose in Quoting Gudu at length here is not to merely give 
him a chance to speak in his own words. The main task is to present 
one of the central statements which encapsulate his views about the 
social system. Feger eska magaber can be analysed on the basis of 
what he is saying in these lines. They may be taken as expressions 
of the main principle around which his ideas and most of the events in 
the novel are constructed. However, this should not suggest any 
minimisation of the role of the church and the religious beliefs and 
practices it fosters in the community. After all, the system Gudu 
lasse criticises, and urges to change, gets its effectiveness and 
dominance partly because of the ideological leadership of the church. 
However Gudu's criticism of the church or Haddis's portrayal of this 
institution, does not go very deep. Gudu speaks with anger that the 
church has become a 'den' for 'bandits' and 'robbers'. Most of the 
priests, apostles, governors (al~ga), monks, deacons and d'bt~ra are, 
he believes, liars who present themselves as sorcerers, magicians, and 
saviours, each hiding hlS true nature in his turban, cap and dabalo 
(tanned sheepskin). He broke with the church, he states, because he 
does not want to praise the name of God with these hypocrites (p.428). 
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His criticism, though severe, is not without limitations. 
Noticeably the two most important issues Gudu Kassa raises concern the 
social system and its oppressive values, and the church and the 
religious practice of the clergy. In both cases he poses as a critic 
who does not participate in any meaningful action to change or reform 
these situations. His view about the peasant rebellion hardly differs 
from the moderating role of the lord Akalu, Mashasha's lawyer and 
advisor, except that he is more straightforward and harsh in his 
utterances. It is true that unlike many people around him he has 
thought and reflected on the values and malpractices he condemns. 
However, he has not dared to put these ideas into practice. lie 
surrenders to the force of the 'bad tradition' he speaks so much about. 
His learning and conviction to the church do not take him beyond sheer 
verbiage for we do not see him making attempts to alleviate the major 
problems he speaks about. lie tells us that his efforts to change the 
church were stopped because his opponents spoke about his eccentricities 
and cast doubt on his credibility. We neither know what those efforts 
were nor do we find him fighting back in some sensible but practical 
way. lie is more of an onlooker than an active rebel. Society has 
drawn away from him because of his ideas, which many find bizarre and 
unacceptable. lIe has accepted their verdict and continues to live a 
secluded life, occasionally becoming involved in verbal battles but 
without devising practical ways of confronting this 'banishment'. 
However, he has made~few individual positive attempts in his own 
family. He marries Enqoppa, a slave girl given to him as a present by 
• • 
his mother on the day he completed his studies. While his relatives 
are searching for a girl from a noble family he shocks them by marrying 
Enqoppa (p.330). However, he is not yet successful in making her a wife 
•• 
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who sees herself as an equal to him and shares his views without 
constraint (p. 372). He has tried to educate his two other male slaves 
enabling them to read and write (p. 371). But he tells Bazzabeh that 
his efforts to change their attitude about themselves and life was not 
possible because they believed what others said about them rather than 
what Gudu Kassa has told them about their equality with others. They 
accept 'that they are not equal with others, that they are created for 
men and not as men' (p. 371) because many believe this and made them 
believe too. All this occurs, as far as Gudu is concerned, because of 
'customs' and 'traditions'. He sees society divided into rich and poor, 
blacksmith and slaves, and other categories, by tradition. Different 
values, norms of behaviour and status are attached to all these groups 
by custom only. For example, the slave is for sale, the blacksmith is 
to be scoffed at, and the poor to be ruled by the rich, for no other 
reason than it was always thus (p. 334). He describes this order of 
things as 'a bad tradition based on injustice', and regrets the fact 
that any suggestion to gradually reform the condition of society is 
considered as an act of betrayal, to be punished severely (p. 334). He 
says that the so-called bearers of tradition either prepare the noose 
for his neck or alienate him from the community by calling him 'mad', 
'eccentric' etc. When all the rich and the poor, the blacksmith and the 
slaves, the oppressor and the oppressed join hands and condemn a person 
for his ideas, Gudu states, the only choice is to think of the 'useless 
proverb' which says 'A truth which does not agree with tradition (habit, 
custom) is always a falsity' (p. 335). 
Gudu Kassa sees the people in the community as 'prisoners of this 
tradition' (p. 335). He exposes the problems of society at various places 
in the novel. His perception is more clear and enlightened than that of 
the intellectual characters in the novels we have seen so far. However, 
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his analysis does not include recognition of the processes enabling a 
social order to function and perpetuate itself, its ideology, and the 
economic and political power of the rulers in that system. He does not 
delve deeper into the issue to get nearer to the true picture with all 
its complexities. Like the peasants in the novel who accept the 
payment of gamata (a kind of tithe) through 'tradition', the enlightened 
Gudu Kassa explains the existence of the rich and poor, and the condemnation 
that comes from them, in the name of 'tradition'. In the search for an 
answer, ffazzabeh wonders whether it is God, or, as Gudu says, 'tradition' 
that is responsible for the state of affairs in life, where those who 
have never wronged others are punished, and the evildoers continue their 
offence (p.463). He asks whether God allows injustice in society and how 
it is that He, 'the wisest of the wise', made this kind of judgement 
that even 'a village judge' would not make? (p.463).lIis theological 
speculation does not give him any clues of why social injustice dominates 
human life. Neither does it provide him with answers to his own 
personal predicament : whether God is going to make his life celibate or 
whether lie is going to make the reunion with Sa1!Y possible. Whatever 
happens the outcome will be taken by him as God's decision ~.467). 
Both Bazzabeh and Gudu Kassa fail to see the real forces that shape and 
cultivate the thoughts and beliefs of people. Having failed to see the 
reasons for the hostile reactions of the rich and the poor to his new 
ideas, Gudu Kassa deals with the problems of conserving these ideas. 
Indeed the society may have no way, or need, for that matter, of 
preserving the novel ideas which it regards as useless in the first place. 
But Gudu Kassa is worried that this lack of a means of preserving these 
ideas is decisively important. Though the society considers them 
'untimely' at a certain time they may be 'timely' and beneficial sometime 
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in the future. Gudu Kassa believes that such kinds of ideas, although 
they cannot change the harmful thoughts and deeds of a certain epoch l 
may be useful, if preserved, when the right time to apply them 
comes. If they are not preserved) ; his ideas and deeds will 
disappear with him when he dies. He rightly believes this is a sad 
predicament (p.370). Haddis's introduction to Feqer eska maqaber and 
Gudu Kassa's dismay emphasise the need to preserve ideas: new and 'useful 
ones' in Gudu Kassa's view (p.370), and both good and bad cultural 
heritage in Haddis's view expressed in the introductory passage in the 
novel. This system of thought extends onwards into the idea of the 
survival of cultural forms, and self-preservation or individual survival 
H ddi' I ""d d" f"ll I? (Wh ki d f ass tYOrya men aynat asta a ar yas a egata at n 0 
administration does Ethiopia require?) was written in 1955 E.C., three 
years before the publication of Feqer eska maqaber, and published at the 
time of the revolution in 1966 E.C. In this work he has preserved his 
new and 'useful ideas' until they were 'timely' in his judgement. 
Another personal venture of Gudu Kassa's was his challenge to 
Mashasha's obsession with his royal lineage. He confronts M3shasha 
for a more practical reason than he does in many of his verbal exchanges 
with him. The challenge is very important to him because he believes 
this outdated idea has damaged the life of a person he cares for. We 
are told by the writer that it is SabIa who listened to him without 
scorn even if the religious, philosophical, administrative and other 
issues he raises were difficult for her to comprehend (p.124). This is 
not surprising considering the fact that it was Gudu who stood by her 
side when the values of the system made her a prisoner in her father's 
house. She could not live like Habtesh, the slave girl, or like any 
of the ordinary peasant girls. Her youth and beauty are wasted because 
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of her father's snobbish aspirations. The society was unsympathetic 
to her predicament. It tortured her with rumours and he~rsay instead. 
It is logical and sensible that she should like Kassa, not because she 
is his cousin but because he is 'the enemy of her enemy' (p.124): they 
both hate the 'old order' (p.125). Although Mogasse, the godfather of 
the family, taught her the Gospels, the Songs of David, the Laudation 
of Mary and other Biblical texts, Haddis tells us that it was Gudu 
Kassa who shaped her mind (p.125). Certainly some of her bold, indignant 
and biting responses to her father (p.410) do indeed sound like his. 
Because he cares for her, Gudu argues that she chooses her own husband. 
But his aunt, SabIa's mother, warns him that the shame he has brought to 
his relatives by marrying a slave cannot be repeated by marrying S5blH 
to a man of low birth. Kassa argues that what truly matters is not 
whether one is highborn but whether he is rich and has knowledge. He 
disagrees with Mashasha on the question of high birth but appears to 
agree that wealth is important. Mashasha believes that the ideal 
husband for his daughter must be of aristocratic blood and wealthy. Gudu 
tends to think that wealth and knowledge are the two qualities that bring 
honour to 8 person (p.412). He resists ~lashasha' s snobbery about his 
royal lineage. 
Hashasha enjoys tracing his family tree to the great kings of Tegray, 
S~awa and Gondar, and claims that he deserves at least the second highest 
rank in these provinces if not become a king in one of them (p.83). He 
seldom refrains from describing his daughter as a descendant of the 
Emperors ~alawdewos (1540-1559) and Susenyos (1607-1632) (p.86), and of 
Queen Menttewab (p.126) and Queen Sablawang~l (p.184). He considers his 
stay in rural Dima as a life among a herd of 'farmers and oxen' (p.84). 
Answering his wife, who asks about the family background of a person who 
asked to marry his daughter, he says 'His father is not a man, it* is 
* 'it' should have been 'he' in the translation. 
meaning is best rendered if we use the former. 
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The intended pejorative 
a farmer' (p.8S). For ~rashasha '0 peasant is created for the nobility 
and not like them' (p.27). Genealogy is so important to him he tells 
his wife that the time they live in is a sad one. He says, 'Wherever 
you go do you think a person who has a grandparent can be found? 
What you may find is one with a father, at most' (p.86). Gudu Kassa calls 
the couple 'strangers who live in a world that has passed a thousand 
years ago' (1'.116). He charges rebukingly: 
How is it that your bone and blood is different from [that'of] 
others? Doesn't your blood stop [flowing) when you die? ••• 
Doesn't your flesh falloff? Doesn't it decay? Doesn't it 
rot? Doesn't it putrefy? ••• Doesn't your bone disintegrate 
and decompose? ••• ~.119). 
Though it is occasioned by the discussion about SabIa's marriage, Gudu 
Kassa's criticism of their ostentatious pride in their ancestry cuts 
deep into their aristocratic pretensions. His belief in the individual 
who struggles against poverty through his own labour, and the idea that 
he should get more respect than a person who squanders the wealth he 
inherited from his rich and highborn parents is not palatable to Nashasha, 
his wife and Mog~ss~. Returning to the matrimonial issue he asserts 
that only 1f they become remorseful and~lf-reproaching and change their 
.' 
snobbishness, or if both of them died, would Sabl~s life be 
straightened. The solution to Sabla's problem seems to lie, according 
to Gudu Kassa, 1n either moral regerre~t~n or the death of her parents 
(p.119). These are not, however, to be taken as accidental alternatives 
\4.0.4 the writer or Gudu KassaAsuddenly stumbled upon. The choice between moral 
rejuvenation and ultimate destruction is the main idea pervading the novel. 
The conflict between the peasants and Mashasha, and the resolution of 
this confrontation further illustrates the collision of ideas and their 
resolution. 
The conflict between the peasants and Mashasha is a prime example of 
class antagonism in Ethiopian creative literature. One of the many 
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novelties in Feger eska maqaber is its exposition of the dissenting 
voices in the community. Active dissent or expression of it is no 
longer restricted to the intellectual character. Gudu Kassa, SabIa 
and Bazzabeh, who have all gone through various levels of church education, 
rebel both as individuals and as a group. But it is the first time in 
the Efuiopian novel when the oppressed peasants are depicted rebelling, 
as a group, against the ruling lord of their own community. They do 
so without soliciting the assistance of an intellectual to lead them. 
They choose their own leader and achieve some success in their struggle 
against Mashasha. 
Th f •• .. e source 0 friction between them is mawaya or mattaya, a gift 
the peasants take to their lord on certain feast days. The peasants 
have already given ~lashasha bullocks during the Nasqal festival and 
Christmas. They cannot give him any during Easter because of the 
problems they have faced with their harvest and cattle (p.211). 
M~shasha arrogantly asks who actually created the doctrine that anyone 
who has given mawaya during Masgal and Christmas should not give during 
Easter. Since he considers his gult (10) (Land) as 'the price of blood' 
he claims he spilt at different battles, he attacks them for refusing his 
offering (p.211). The peasants' messenger criticises Mashasha's 
aggressiveness and points out that the lords cannot live without the 
peasants and they without them. fie describes their relationship as 
symbiotic and explains the problems they are facing. What they are 
saying is that they cannot pay mawaya for Easter because most of the 
crops they planted have been damaged by pests and the remaining harvest 
has been hit by hailstones (p.212). A lot of the livestock was killed 
by an epidemic. They are asking him not to make them pay when they are 
suffering so much loss. They assure him that they will fulfil their 
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obligation by paying the gamata, a kind of tithe determined and paid 
to the lord after official assessment of the yearly harvest and income 
of the peasants working on his land (p.2lS). Besides these, payments 
must be made to the meslane and cheqa shum both in cash and free physical 
labour. But if their masters insist on asking them to pay what they do 
not have then they might even get to the point where they cannot pay the 
gamata, especially if the calamities they are facing escalate (p.2l3). 
They add that even if they decide to give these gifts in the future it 
is not because they are obliged to do so. It will be because they 
believe it is a gesture of good will (p.2l4). 
~lashasha takes their inability to pay him as 'rebellion' (p.2l6) 
despite the messengers' reassurance that their peaceful mission merely 
sought the lord's sympathy and understanding. Mashasha orders the 
messengers to be chained and taken prisoner. Akalu interferes because 
he agrees with them that the only obligation on the peasant is the 
gamata (p.2l9). Mashasha, who considers Akalu's handling of the peasants 
and the current problem rather soft, does not see the risk of confrontation 
with the peasantry if he imprisons their messengers. His rebuttal Of 
Akalu's indication of imminent danger is: 
Who has the peasantry plotted against and won? The peasant does not 
like weaklings. He loves the tough. You only have to tighten 
your grip. If your grip is strong the peasant does not stop being 
milked; you can milk him until your gan [a large container made 
of clay] is full. The peasant weeps and moans; if he finds a 
coward he threatens. But if he encounters the resolute and bold 
he surrenders at last. He pays what he is asked ••• It is said 
in the proverb that "The peasant may be without something to eat 
but he is never without something to pay [to his master]" (pp.217-218). 
This is the driving principle behind ~~sh~sha's dealings with the peasants. 
But Akalu, his advisor, believes that one can rule the peasants better 
with tact. He fully understands that they can crush anyone if they rebel 
in their own vicinity. He mentions three prior cases where they have 
done so in their controversy against three lords (p.218). For him 'The 
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peasant is patient like the earth. Just like the earth, it is ploughed, 
dug and stepped on. Just Q5 the earth refuses to produce when it is 
'fed up' (i.e. has given all that it possibly can), even if one ploughs 
and digs it, the peasant also refuses to pay when he is fed up and has 
had enough [of oppression]. After that, there is no power on earth, 
unless perhaps from the sky, to force him [,to pay] '(p.218). Akalu's 
view is regarded as surrender by r'1ashasha. As a result he insists that 
the messengers be imprisoned. Gudu Kassa applauds and agrees with 
Akalu's approach to the peasant issue. lie warns mish'asha that if he 
imprisons the delegates he will not get an ounce of grain from his land. 
If he decides to use force against the peasants, Gudu tells him that he 
will himself be beaten up by the peasants and taken prisoner ~:~ii). 
tffishasha, however, ignores their warning and orders that they be 
imprisoned. But the delegates ask him to see a letter the peasants on 
his three gult (land) have sent to him before he imprisons them. The 
letter stated all the problems the pea~ants are subjected to and their 
decision to pay only the gamata~.22S)from now. The tone of the letter 
is still polite. They are ~eeking and begging harmony and reconciliation 
rather than violence. The only threat in the letter, which is under-
standable, is their warning that if anything happens to their delegates 
that the officials he sent to the peasants will face the same fate (p.22S). 
They point out that it is only because he has power that they respect and 
fear him. Without that authority they tell him he is 'like one of the 
poor old [peasants]' among them(p.22S). If he insists on using his power 
to attack rather than protect their interest, they state. that they will 
take it that he is breaking the covenant that makes them tithe-payers 
to him (p.226). This means that the peasants would fight against them as 
if they were ordinary bandits if Mashasha or any of his officials collect 
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the tithe (p.226). Infuriated by the contents of the letter ~ashasha 
prepares for an armed confrontation if they refuse to pay double the 
m~waya they were at first supposed to pay. 
The messengers report the humiliation they suffered at Hashasha's 
house to the peasants, and deliver ~ashasha's final message. Infuriated 
peasants suggest that they tie him up and hand him over to the government. 
Others want to, kill him and make him an example for bad lords like him 
(p.2S3). They see his decision to confront them as an opportunity to 
terminate the relationship with him. They regard it as a chance to 
organise themselves and take over the administration of their region on 
issues that are local, like settling controversies that may arise among 
them. ~fashasha's officials take news of the decision of the peasants 
to him and he prepares to attack. lie takes their refusal in a rather 
comic fashion. He sees it as an invitation to take all their livestock, 
butter, honey and money (p.259) comparing this to the three fattened 
bullocks he asked them to pay originally. lie jocularly says, 'There is 
no kind [person] like a peasant' (p.258). Gudu Kassa takes his 
stubborness as a signal to die and meet his ancestors who died four or 
five hundred years ago and founa peace and solace there. Since he has 
perp.~trated crime against the peasantry Gudu sees justice in his getting 
killed by those he has wronged (p.2lS). 
Hash'asha sets out with sixty men, fifty of them armed soldiers (.p.271"). 
Knowing he is determined most of those who advised against the military 
. <l... 
campaign, including Akalu, joined him with seventy armed andAfew unarmed 
men (p.288). When he reaches Ennamora, one of his three gult, he finds 
the place deserted, with only women and children in sight. lie ransacks 
the place, killing bullocks and sheep, and plundering their houses. 
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Children and women are imprisoned anltortured to make them tell where the 
men have gone (p.289). lie goes to Gulit after three days and does the 
same there for two days. The writer comments 'since it is easy to 
~xtrac~'a lot of blood from his back [because he is whipped] rather 
than "extract' a little secret from the mouth of a peasCJ1t' Nashasha 
does not get the information he wanted (p.290). Though Abajja's, the 
peasant leader, strategy was to capture ~mshasha and his army without 
bloodshed(p~Ol)the sacrifice made turns out to be too much. Nonetheless 
the peasants finally lead ~Jashasha and his soldiers into a trap, which 
they enter. They are all taken captive by the peasant leader (pp.299-30). 
Afterseven days of captivity Assage is ordered to take Nashasha and the 
delegates elected by the peasants under the leadership of Abajja Balaw. 
What began as plunder and the peasant's defence against an .armed 
campaign was tobe settled in court in the capital of the province. It 
took more than a month before it was settled in favour of the peasants. 
tfashasha was stripped of all his rights on his three gult (land) and 
asked to pay two hundred Ethiopian dollard penalty ~.395). 
It has been indicated that moral regeneration of those who rule 
is an important component of reform in Feger eska maqaber. Failing to 
submit to moral rejuvenation means risking the utter destruction of 
ih.rI. 
the social order and~~b"tj:'ls own ignominous' death. This was Gudu Kassa's 
solution to Sabl~'s problem and her parents' role in it (p.119). The 
same theory is proposed in a more general sense in Gudu's speech about 
the nature of the social system and the way it oughttobe transformed 
(p.122). The suggestion was that the rulers must minimise their greed and 
oppression unless they want to see the destruction of the whole system. 
The peasant rebellion is treated by lIaddis on the same basis. Although 
rfashasha's arrogance and stubbornness costs him his right on his gult 
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the real message of the novel is not to encourage peasant uprisings as 
a solution to the sociopolitical problems of the community. The principal 
effort seems to be strengthening the writer's campaign for moderation 
and compromise as opposed to greed and arrogance on the one hand, or 
armed rebellion on the other. If ~~shasha had agreed with his advisor 
Akalu there would not have been any war and hence no victory for the 
peasants. The peasants achieve what they did not demand at first, not 
because they fought for it in principle from the start but because 
Nashasha wanted to get what he did not deserve. They are portrayed as a 
group that is prepared to fulfil its traditional obligation to pay the 
gamata, so long as the recent impositon of mawaya t~ cancelled. They 
did not raise the most vital issue in their relations with ~'sh&sha. 
The source of conflict between him and the peasants should have been the 
practice of gamata and the power that goes with it. However, this key 
problem is not raised by the peasants until the controversy around 
mawaya gets really sour. Even then it~s mentioned as a possibility 
that could take place if the calamIties do not subside (p.213). For the 
first time the peasants are seen raising the fundamental problems and 
proposing solutions to the sufferings they live through daily. It all 
comes after they were provoked by t~snashats excessive demands for 
returns in spite of the catastrophe that has struck their cattle and 
harvest. Before that, their messengers addressed their case politely 
and with respect. They strive to convince him that they do not in any 
way wish to violate what tradition ascribes to him. They are prepared 
to pay what their fathers and forefathers have paid to his ancestors. 
The tone of their presentation sounds like a family appeal rather than 
that of negotiation between conflicting sides. There is no clear-cut 
and sharply marked class antagonism in thejr speech at the beginning. 
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Since similar situations are observed during the conflict between 
Assage and ~I~shasha one wonders whether people's attitudes towards him 
are influenced by reverence for his old age and admiration for his war 
record. The role kinship plays in the society may account for these 
attitudes. lIaddis's portrayal of these scenes in the novel brings to 
mind ~abru's words about 'the stabilizing role of kinship' in Gojam. 
He wrote that 'Both the lord and peasant believed or shared the notion 
that they were "linked by common ancestry"'(11). Moreover, as Professor 
Crummey points out 'lack of rigid stratifications'O~in the society, and 
the commonality of intimate 'class contacts' may have influenced the tone 
of their discussion and the nature of their demands. But this 
harmonious tone and peaceful approach starts to fade when ~rashasha's 
notion to overburden the peasants augments. 
Haddis begins to show us what the extent of their power and strengl;h 
could be. The peasant messengers and their leader Aoajja Balaw emerge 
as mature, patient, careful and wise people. The control they have 
over the peasants indicates the acceptance they have among the people. 
The preparedness of the people to fight against Hasnasha' s imposed 
payments shows their determination to challenge his authority. They are 
strong, organised, and believe in the cause they are fighting for. It 
is clear from the grievances expressed in the letter that the peasants 
have considerable awareness of the extentto,which they have been 
exploited. It is also clear that N~shasha's greed, arrogance and abuse 
of their patience and loyalty wns more than they can bear. The conflict 
between Nashasha and the peasants on his three gult depicted in Feger eska 
magaber is witness to their preparedness and ability to take far more 
serious steps than the writer allows them to. We sense from their 
speech, organisation and action that they cannot be stopped by the 
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Fitawrari and his escort. They no doubt could have challenged him on 
the gamata they are paying him and all the physical labour they render 
freely. They could have Questioned the military, political and moral 
authority he exercises on them in the region. The portrayal in the 
novel permits these possibilities. Nevertheless, having shown us the 
strength and tact of the peasants, Haddis holds them back from going all 
the way to fight for complete emancipation. Haybe, in his heart, the 
writer does not trust the orderliness of the peasants. Yet their 
avoidance of Nashasha's violence, atthe 'expense of the torture he 
inflicted on their children and wives, proves their discipline. Perhaps 
he is afraid that if peasants take up arms and fight for their basic 
rights the whole social structure will crumble. This probably means 
complete anarchy to him which violates his advocacy for peaceful change 
without demolishing the established social structure. But he knows that 
the ones on top will keep oppressing the ones below unless the oppressed 
show them what they can do if situations are continually aggravated. 
So he wants to show people like r-rashasha that the peasants can be an 
invincible force, UlhiJe ,still limiting the nature and extent of their 
struggle. He seems to be saying that the peasants can and do rebel when 
they are fed up with oppression: and whoever fails to loosen their 
chain of slavery risks being crushed in the conflict. Jlowever, the 
peasants revolt because they are provoked by ~Iashasha. Their rebellion 
does not arise from their awareness of the social, economic and 
political conditions they live in. It is only when life becomes 
completely unbearable and all peaceful options are confronted with 
violence that they stand and fight. They are portrayed in this manner 
because the writer's main purpose is to change the rigid conservatism and 
arrogance of the gult owners. lie wants them to achieve peaceful reforms 
before things go out of control. The solution therefore has a moral 
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direction rather than a military or political one. This moral consideration 
has to be made by the lord rmsh~sha and by implication the ruling classes 
of the time. It must be emphasised that the novel unequivocally reveals 
that when the peasants do rebel there is nothing people like HasMlsha 
can do to stop them. But simultaneously they do not get victory through 
sheer force. To end it thus would be inviting revolution as far as the 
novelist is concerned perhaps. Their case had to be taken to court to 
get its final solution. The decision the peasants had already made 
when they rebelled is what is later presented as the decision of the court. 
There is a lesson here too. 
Haddis Alamayahu wrote Feqer esk~ maqaber from a position of 
compromise. The ideology that informs his novel is present in his other 
works and in a recent questionnaire he completed for the present writer. 
Nowhere does he suggest anything revolutionary or slavishly accept the 
existing conditions. In his book on the meaning of schools and education 
he refrains from favouring wholly the traditional church education or the 
modern, western education introduced during Uenelik's reign. Since he 
believes that the survival of the society Is based on the history, laws, 
customs and traditional administration that evolved since its 
establishment he argues that the ~new schools should take the existing 
systems of church and social education into consideration. The new 
schools should give considerable attention to this heritage and ensure 
the positive ones are enriched and maintained while the bad ones are 
removed. Otherwise, says Jfaddis, a modern education imposed without 
assessing its relevance and use to the needs of the country cannot be 
called Ethiopian at all. Ol The argument for a 'sensible' and practical 
compromise, or middle way, is also present in Haddis's introduction to 
Feqer esk'a maqaber ,,,here he discusses his views on the 'old culture'. 
He writes: 'an old culture is not all thrown away or entirely kept 
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because it is old. The good and useful will be kept; that which can 
be improved is improved; that which cannot be improved is thrown away.' 
(p.10) Even the culture he regards bad, he says, must be removed from 
practice and not from the works of history and literature. If this is 
not done, he says, it will be difficult to know the history of 
administrative, political, economic and social development (p~10). ~fore 
evidence can be cited from a reply he gave in the questionnaire. Asked 
to whom he is writing he answered 'To the members of the Ethiopian 
society belonging to the upper and lower classes: so that those found in 
the lower class know their right and struggle to be owners of their 
right; [and] those in the upper class, if having recognised the right 
of the lower classes do not make peaceful reconciliation, before it is 
too late, to make them understand that they will plunge into grave 
problems. I write to both sides!(14) Moderation is the key point be it 
in education, culture and socio-economic change. 
Haddis sees the society first endogenously. \~hatever comes from 
outside the society he argues must be adopted in a way that satisfies 
the needs of the society. In Feger esk's Magaber, in his choice of the 
sources of change in the novel, his perspective is fundamentally 
endogenous. The peasants of Ennamora, Gulit and Gorgor rebel to achieve 
their goals. They elect their own delegates in their dealings with 
~~shasha, and their own leader in the war against the same. There is no 
member of the emergent Western educated Ethiopian who tries to tell and 
show them what to do. The peasants who are the real sufferers of 
~mshasha's policies organise and challenge him in their own way. Even 
Gudu Kassa of Dima is not involved in any direct way in the struggle, 
and does not assume leadership. Leadership is given to Abajja Balaw, 
a person who is taken as an ordinary shefta, a bandit, by tlashasha and his 
type. 
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A shefta is an outlaw who goes to the forest and lives by robbing 
peasants and merchants. The reasomfor taking to banditry are varied. 
A peasant dissatisfied with a local government representative, the decision 
of a court against him, which he reckons unjust, may lead him to commit a 
crime and take refuge in the jungle. A person might take revenge 
against one who had killed his relative or kin, Or finding his wife 
commmitting adultery might kill both the adulterer and his wife, and start 
living as an outlaw. Any ordinary crime one has committed might make him 
decide to be a brigand, so long as he does not want to give himself up to 
the legal institutions that exist. Banditry has also been a form of 
struggle to political power. In his 'Banditry and resistance: noble 
and peasant in nineteenth century Ethiopia' Donald Crummey states that 
evidences in the Ethiopian chronicles and the writings of European 
travellers show that banditry was largely used by the noblemen as a 
weapon of ascendency to political power. What Hobsbaum calls the 
'social bandit' is, according to Crummey, 'a rare bird' in Ethiopia 
since 'characteristically the social bandit "takes from the rich and 
gives to the poor", and scrupulously observes the rights and interests 
of the peasants'. (15) Though the sources divulge many cases of shefta 
activity marked with armed outlawry the socio-political ambition 
behind them is regarded insignificant in the article. Thus in the 
case of the noblemen shefta, the institution, is a weapon for political 
power and in the rest of the cases it is largely an institution of 
robbery and crime. In all cases, however, Crummey seems to emphasise 
that both in the nineteenth and twentieth century Ethiopia, 'Next to 
merchants, peasants were the main victims of banditry~ (16) He cites 
many examples of peasant sufferance and their way of coping with bandits. 
Ho, ... ever, the shefta portrayed in Feger eska maqaber is a popular 
hero among the peasants in his locality, though referred to as a shefta 
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by Mashasha and a few others. Abajja Balaw was famous for governing 
Goncha and Sar Meder better than the government appointees, as 
Balambaras Metteku notes (p. 230). lIaddis writes that the peasants 
believe that he was sent by God, like Jesus, to help the suffering poor; 
no bullet could kill him, because in all his battles he was protected by 
the wings of St Michael who rode on a horse alongside him during a war; 
and the government officials believed he wore a magical spell around his 
neck and that was why he did not die (pp. 230-231). The officials 
consider he is God's visitation against them. For the poor people he 
is a protector and guardian who stays as a shefta for seven years, and is 
loved by children, by the old and by men and women. Lots of oral poetry 
was composed and recited for him (p. 231). But how and why did Abajja 
become a shefta or more appropriately 'a social bandit'? 
He did not become a shefta because he was personally ill-treated 
or wronged. His 'banditry' is a rebellion against the injustice 
committed against a helpless individual. The servants of Shemales, a 
lord, steal the cattle of the peasants but a certain Antanah Makkurya is 
falsely convicted and his cattle confiscated. He is imprisoned and dies 
in gaol. Abajja sells his cattle, buys a gun and goes to the jungle to 
revenge the blood of this poor peasant with whom he does not have any 
consanguinal relation. lIe kills the lord Shemales first and after 
thnt he plays the role of the law in Goncha and Sar Meder. He protects 
merchants and peasants rather than plunder and rob them as an ordinary 
shefta would do. to/hen they are robbed he tracks the criminals and 
reclaims the property for the owners. Besides the peasants in these 
regions went to him to resolve their controversies. Most of what 
Hobsbawm says about social bandits applies to Abiijja as well. A J 
Hobsbawm writes that social bandits; 
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are peasant outlaws whom the lord and state regard as criminals, 
but also remain within peasant society, and are considered by 
their people as heroes, as champions, avengi7s, fighters for 
justice, perhaps even leaders of liberation • 
Abajja's reason for being a shefta is a vendetta against the rich. His 
seven years of shefta life are remembered as years of good service to 
the poor. His return to normal life following an amnesty confronts him 
with Hashasha and his outdated demands. In his role as leader of the 
peasants he tells his prisoner ~tashasha 'unless I find it compulsory I 
do not like to see when blood is spilt' (p.30l). He talks of defending 
the law which is made to protect the lives and property of the poor which 
is being used to plunder their belongings and destroy their lives. He 
treats his feudal captives nicely, giving them food to eat immediately 
after they were captured (p.302). He even talks to Mashasha admiring his 
heroism in the past, and denouncing his personal acts as barbaric and 
savage (p.302). Haddis Alamayahu has created a committed peasant leader 
with a strong sense of justice instead of the intellectual leaders 
portrayed in Addis Al'am, Ag'azi, and Araya. That is why we said Haddis 
attempts to give an endogenous solution to an endogenous problem by 
involving the people directly concerned with it. This is one of the 
interesting insights in the novel. 
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6. Self-introspection and the struggle to save oneself: the post-
college intellectuals in Ba'alu Germa's Kadmas Ba:hagar 
Conflicts between the traditional way of life and the modern, 
between the old and the young are not new themes in the Ethiopian 
novel. We have shown that Amiaqa, Araya and Gudu Kassa confronted 
these problems to a higher or lesser degree depending on their 
situations. In their effort to formulate models of progress they 
faced various problems. The novelty in ~a'alu's Kadmas Ba~hagar 
lies in the fact that these conflicts are constructed around a new 
central theme. Ba'alu's heroes do not struggle to change Ethiopian 
society. Their task is to change themselves first. The society 
neither sees nor understands their endeavours and difficulties. It 
has resisted the stru~g]es of those who wanted to change it. It now 
stands in the way of those who try to change themselves. 
reverses the issue. 
Ba'alu 
Educated Ethiopians have always been led to consider themselves 
as agents of change nnd prORress. The educational and political 
systems injected the students with ideas of responsibility and the 
great tasks that Await them. Since the opening of the first modern 
school in 1908 the role of tllese students as the future leaders of the 
country has been emphasised persistently. flany Ethiopian writers, 
essayists and novelists alike, have also written on this theme. 
In Kadmas Ba~hagar, however, the intellectual who was hitherto 
depicted as a saviour in Addis Alam, Araya and Feger eska magaber is 
now a patient himself. B~'altl sugnests that changing oneself first 
is the most important revolutionary step the intellectual ought to 
take. lie has to save him~elf before he embarks upon the task of 
saving his society. 
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Ba'alu Germa's Kadmas Ba~hagar is the story of two intellectuals, 
Ab~rra Wirqu and Hayl~ r~ryam Kassa. In the story, the former 
predominates over the latter. The two have known each other since 
elementary school. They do their masters degree together at the 
University of California five years before the events described in the 
novel. For five years, after their return from America, they work in 
the civil services. 1'wenty years of friendship, the similar predicament 
they find themselves in, and the ambition they come to share are the 
cementing factors in their relationship. The only difference is that 
Abarra has problems related to the family whereAS Hayla r'laryam does 
not. Apart from that, both chArActers are portrayed as intimate friends 
sharing views about their society and especially their interest in art 
and literature. Hayla Haryam may appear more realistic than Aberra in 
his aspirations and more stable in his mind. 
day both of them are dreamers. 
But at the end of the 
They are two frustrated intellf>ctuals trying to make their lives 
meaningful to themselves. Resigning from his government job to become 
an artist is the meaningful act Ab'arra wants to embark upon. Continuing 
his writing while keeping his job is "ayl'a Haryem's option. The writer, 
IIayl"8 Haryam, does not appear to have many problems standing in his way 
as he pursues his goa 1. However, the artist confronts a variety of 
problems coming from different sources. During the effort to overcome 
these obstacles we are given glimpses of the nature of the social and 
personal problems the intellectual grapples with. 
The main intellectllfll character in Kadmas na~hagar, Ab'arra, strives 
to achieve independence Rnd to be an artist. The idea originally comes 
from his writer friend. In his attempt to realise these ambitions he 
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struggles against problems emanating from his own personality and 
those imposed on him by others. Amirlst the interplay between these 
sources, two main varieties rmerge, social and individual. The social 
problems come from two main directions: his family and the other 
educated characters in the novel. Abarra's upbringing and the educational 
system add to the intricacy of his predicament. An examination of 
Kadmas Ba~lagar from these perspectives reveals the contradictions that 
threaten Abarra's ambition to be an artist. Through a close examination 
of the text we explore r.7l'alu's competence in handling the theme and 
expose the technical problems that emerge. The lack of sufficient 
material to expound the predicaments of the characters creates 
difficulties for th~ interpretation of the erratic turn of events in the 
novel. 
The traditional values of the society which deter Abarra from 
achieving his goal are presented in A~arra's dealings with his elder 
brother, Abata: his mother, BAfana: and Elfenash, Abat'a's wife. 
These characters unite in their wish to see Abarra getting married 
and begetting a child. The prominent actor ceaselessly pushing towards 
the realisation of these demnnds is his brother, Abata. The conflict 
between him and Ah:irra is multifarious. 
Some of these problems relate to whAt Abata r('gards as ADarra's 
failure in his job and the neglect of his responsibility to look after 
the family. Abata is concerned over Abarra, his younger brother, who 
lacks promotion as a result of continually changing his job. lie works 
with the tJinistries of F.ducotion, Informntion, the Interior, and the 
University, during the five years of his working career. This restless-
ness is a disgrace to the fa~ily and their late father, Fitawrari 
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'Jarqu (p. 58). Abata disapproves of Abarra's friendship with Hayla 
f1aryam, whom he sees as a bad influence, and regrets that they are not 
friends with G"adlu. lie regards the successful career of Cadlu, 
Abarra's classmate, as a good example which Abarra should emulate (p. 58). 
Horeover he compares his 0\,," 200 birr salary with A b'<hra 's 800 and 
criticises him for not improving his living conditions. Abata is 
bitter about his brother because he thinks Abarra is not fulfilling his 
obligation to himself and the family. He earns four times the salary 
of Abata, yet he has not built his own hOllse and does not even help 
their mother financially. lie has left the responsibility to his elder 
brother. Besides, Abata believes that Abarra has ignored his indebted-
ness to his older brother who helped him complete his education. Though 
he has always regarded him both as a brother and a son he now feels that 
the closeness that should exist hetween them is absent. He goes as 
far as to ask Aburra's close friend, "ayla rtaryam, to mediate between 
them but without app11rent sllccess. It ends up aggravating the tense 
relations between him nnd IInylo rlarYl1m. Abat'a begins to hold lIayla 
Haryam responsible for the Rrowing distance between him and Aoarra. 
lie is jealous of their 1 ntiml1te friendship and believes that Hayla 
t1arYl1m will lead Ab~rra to his ultimate doom (p. 19). He says to 
lIayfa tTaryam: 'You must be the devil stAnd in?, bett-leen me and my 
brother' (p. 23). IIowever, Ahnta's constant pressure on Abarra about 
his job and promotion, helping the family, his earnings, and his 
recklessness in general, is only one side of AI~rra's family problem. 
The other duty all mr>mh<>rs of this family urgently want him to 
undertl1ke is getting married and fulfilling the task Abata was unable 
to accomplish. Abata is more than fifty years old (p. 24). He has 
been married six times hut is unable to get a chil~. All the evidence 
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in the novel points towArds his sterility. For a traditionalist like 
him this is more than a personal disaster; the family tree must be 
perpetuated. lie will not allow any obstacles to hinder it. That is 
why he does not compromise over the demand he puts to Ab~rra. There 
is no conflict or confusion in Abata's mind. lie knows what he wants 
though he is not capable of doing it. Therefore putting pressure on 
Abrirra to get married and bear a child (or children) is his 
responsibility as an elder brother. tloreover he has the backing of 
their mother, Baf~na. She wants ~b&rra to get married to a woman of 
high birth and give her the chance to be a grandmother (p. 60). The 
harassment Abata's present wife goes through every time she meets Bafana 
has led Elfenash to join Abota and Bafana in the campaign to make 
Abarra accept marriage. Since Abarra has a soft spot for her he feels 
committed to her. lIe sometimes regards getting married for her sake 
as an act that would relieve Elfenash from the nagging she faces daily 
in the family (p. 62~ Nonetheless, for a long time.he accepts the pressure 
he is undergoing. 
Another aspect of Abarra's prohlem springs from his attitude to 
people working in his office and the working conditions there. Ilere 
Ba'alu attempts to tackle some aspects of the crippled bureaucracy of 
the time. The behaviour of the educated persons working in a 
government office is presented as part of the problem his intellectual 
hero grapples with. Tassamma, the gossip, is a smoker without matches. 
Under the pretext of looking for a light he goes from one office to the 
other, to talk about people, and especially his mother. Anyone wanting 
to spread a rumour relates it to Tassamma and he takes care of the rest. 
B~' alu sarcastically states th8t Tass·amma has got a phobia against 
sitting in one t"oom, within the confines of fonr walls, on his own 
(p. 68). Ab" , S" arra s secretary, annayet, is either knitting or visiting 
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her other friends in other offices. She says the ladies have 'a 
coffee association' (p. 73). Ab~rra finds this disgusting since he 
thinks the women are doing in the office what their mothers do in 
their neighbourhood (p. 73). But he forgets that the men gather in 
his office for the same reason. The drunkard Balcha takes tt·,o tots 
of an alcoholic drink before going to work in the morning. He is 
always moving from one office to the other to avoid the police and his 
creditors who look for him for various unpaid debts. Some of these 
pursue him for the flouse rents he failed to pay. To others he owed 
money for drinks he consumed on credit, or money he has borrowed and 
not reimbursed. BtIqqaHi Roba is always smartly dressed. He wears 
perfumes. flis specialty is to move around the offices talking about 
his conquests (p. 20). 1be secretary and the three civil servants 
are paid for a job they do not do. TIle description of one of the 
offices where 'the Trinity' as the writer calls them (p. 97), meet, 
evokes a repulsive setting. Ba'alu writes: 'The smell from Ralcha's 
armpit and his shoes, Baqqala's perfume, and the cigarette smoke have 
started giving the office [Abarra's] a smell that does not exist in 
this world' (p. 70). lie means the office stinks. The smoke is 
stH ling. Everyone is having coffee and talking about 'the 
deficiency of the government' (p. 71). Abarra already finds these 
people disgusting. lie cannot help intervening in their discussions, 
which he regards more as an excuse to blame others rather than oneself. 
lIe challenges their continuous reference to the 'them' in the 
government. fie asks: 
(f • • You keep saying they; \o,ho are they? And who are t'le? 
Instead of saying 'they·, let's turn and look at ourselves 
••• Coming from Castelli or Lombardia, Ras or Ityopya 
Hotel it is us who pass by, belching at the heggars. 
Knowing that our compatriots dig the soil, eat whatever they 
get from it, die and get buried on that [very] soil without 
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scarcity going away from under their noses, even for 
one day; it is us who shower barrages of applications, 
morning and night, for an increme~r of salary on the 
top of eieht and nine hundred birr (p. 72). 
Abarra adds that he, his friends and their like are greedy. They do 
not co-operate when they are asked to make contributions for development. 
He is reiterating what Hayla flaryam told him about the permanent 
dependency of their type on their family and the government. lie finds 
their complaints, which are not presented to the reader in the novel, 
baseless. lie cOMiders their criticisms and hearsay as their way of 
hiding their own defects and deluding 'their dirty conscience' (p. 72). 
Itis point is not taken seriously by his colleagues. Tassamma ridicules htsn 
by asking the others to applaud Ahurra's speech. Another tAkes it 
as a deliberate scheme to interrupt the story he came to tell and 
jocularly asks Ab"arra whether he is 'groomed for appointment?' (p. 73). 
The dejected Aburra's only reply is yet another sarcastic interjection 
followed by a question put as though to himself: 'Ityopya'~ 
• 
hopes ... 
But whose fault is it?' (p.73). It is a sad commentary he is 
attempting to make on the educated class who were, at the time, and before 
that, referred to as 'Ityopya's hopes!', especially in public 
• 
addresses. This problem is raised in the dehate between Abarra and 
Hayla Haryam in their effort to understand themselves and their place 
in society. 
Abarra's other problem in his office comes from the pressure put on 
him by the Minister of the Interior. The minister calls him to his 
office and tells him that he admires his competence. He advises him 
not to try to Ret everytllin~ done at once but rather to take things easily 
and slowly. If he adjusts as advised, the tHnister counsels him, he 
has a promising future. lie suggests that getting married will 
facilitate promotion, since family responsibility is regarded as a 
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guarantee of acceptability in society. The Hinister was, of course, 
asked to mediate between Ab~rra and his brother. Abata knew the 
Hinister. Having failed ,dth I1ayHi lL'lryam he resorts to applying 
pressure on Ab'arra by sending the highest official in the Ninistry. 
But what disturbs Abarra most is this role of being a mediator that 
ministers accept and play. lie reckons that it is impossible to run a 
modern administrative system efficiently if ministers waste their 
time in reconciling contestants and mediating and listening to every 
person who comes with a complaint. lie finds this very alarming (p. 80). 
In addition to the problems that emerge from the family, his 
colleagues and the minister, Abarra struggles with his own problem. 
lIe strives to make An important decision about his life. \ve are aware 
from the beginning of the novel that Ab'arra is involved in self-
searching. \ve see that he leads a comfortable life within the 
standards of his society. lie lives in a furnished house, owns a car, 
goes to the hig hotels for entertainment and drinks whisky. tlaterial 
well-being does not, however, bring spiritual peace. He find him, at 
the beginning of the novel, struggling to find the meaning of his life. 
His self-introspection and his challenge to the meaning of the 
educational system indicate the emotional and intellectual turmoil he 
lives in. In a monologue he says: 
(f 
Who am 11 What am 11 A thing. And a valueless rotten 
thing at that. Who decided thAt 1 should be a thing? 
Hyself? Or the society that producerl me? Or [is it] the 
educational system I passed through? An educational system 
for , ... hat! "'hat is the purpose of this system? [Is it] 
to make [one) g~llop supperficia1ly? For what aim? The 
purpose of education was to make every &ndividual know himself 
and his natural talent. nut who am I? (p. 8) 
Abarra is asking important questions: was it the education he ,.,as given 
at the schools that was deficient? Did it or did it not prepare him 
ade1uately for life and work? Was the education he received in the 
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universities he joined locally and abroad superficial? He is 
attempting to understand himself though it is frightening when he says 
'Hho am I ... A thing?' (emphasis added). He soumIs as if he has 
found hollowness inside himself. The voice is that of despair, 
dissatisfaction ~nd emptiness.There is no sense of direction for 
answers yet. He is beginning to brood over his past, present and 
future, wondering whether he belongs to the forces of creativity or 
destruction. A good portion of the novel is a literature of 
repetitive self-examination ond lamentation. There is yearning for a 
new faith. But it develops, not deepens, gradually and slowly in the 
\mrk. I1ayHl r·Yaryam's role is substantial in the process of search. 
The search is not restricted to asking questions about the 
educational system. They attempt, though this is unclear to Ab;rra, 
to exchange vie,.,s about \·,hat they should do in order to save themselves 
from the confused and frustrated life they lead. Hayla Naryam tries to 
bring some light into AI~rra's tortuous, and tortured, introspection. 
Since he is the more realistic of the two, in the sense that he does 
not find himself repeatedly asking the same Questions as Abarra does, 
he seems to know what they should do • He tells Abarra that .ble':,l . 
. are not politicians and 'They are wasting their lives and time in 
vain' (p.32). Abarra agrees bllt adds that he thinks it is fate that 
'has thrown them on this wron~ path' (p. 32) and his tone suggests that 
there is not much that could he done about it. The only thing he can 
do is merely to exist. Since he bel:leves that 'Thought has no end' 
(p. 6) the most important point is to get on with living. At>arra 
thinks 'Today' is the only time one is sure of. 'Tomorrol-/' is 
unpredictable (p. 8). For IIoyla tlaryam their predicament has nothing 
to do with fate, life or chance. lie asserts that they are each 
responsible for the path they have taken and believes I 1 h t lat on y ~ 
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can improve or chang~he situation. For lIayla Haryam, the world is not 
totally dark and the individual is not wholly doomed to nothingness. 
Possibilities are many. One has to make a choice and be fully committed 
to it in order to achieve something worthwhile. Hay l'a Naryam sounds 
more enterprising and optimistic. He seems to understand their 
situation better than his friend, who does not see any way out. 
lIayl'a Haryam believes the crux of the matter lies in the way they 
were brought up. He reflects on the problem ,."ith a sense of guilt, 
frankness and self criticism. lie vie,.,rs their story, his and Abarra' s, 
from childhood to the present, as a story of dependency and regards it 
as one of their main flaws. lie argues that they were first dependent 
on their families; then on the government)both for their education and 
jobs. He asks, 'So far, what have we replaced? \{e have always taken.' 
Hayla Haryam thinks that the educated class have sponged off society and 
he believes it is time to change, since: 'There is no revolution better 
than campaigning on ourselves' (p. 33). But what is lIayla Haryam's 
notion of revolution? lie elaborates it to Ah'arra as follows: 
"The purpose of my life is writing and yours is [the professsion 
of] art. You knO\." it. I know it. Those who express them-
selves with their talent knO\.,ring the call of their soul[s] 
are god[s]: they are not a burden; they are not parasites: 
they are gods •••• So man's finnl aim is to be himself a god. 
Righteousness and heaven are the symbols for this if religion 
did not put them beyonrt the grave" (p.33). 
There are t, ... o reasons behinrt IIny111 lfaryam's proposal. Firstly, he 
seems to be saying that since as educated persons they have always been 
dependent they should now attempt to free themselves. They should 
reverse the usual practice of taking from society by giving back. 
Secondly, he appears to suggest that the talented ones should not 
squander their time in jobs they cannot mnke any contribution in. 1t1e.~ shcu.Qd 
rather pursue their artistic inclinations and through expressing 
themsel yes stoP. being 'p3rnsites'. In fAct if they made profound 
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advances following 'the call of their soul[s]' they can even be 'gods'. 
In both cases the individual gains independence and repays his debt 
through the work he produces in art and literature. Ho,.,ever the 
choice is not equally easy and palatable to both characters. Hayla 
Haryam can manage to keep writing without having to resign from his job. 
It is not the same for Abarra, on whom the situation imposes other 
constraints. 
The issues here concern his restless and indecisive character, and 
the serious doubt he entertains about his competence as an artist. 
The writer tells us that Ab5rrn cannot take one issue at a time and 
think through a problem to the end. lie describes Abarra's mind as one 
that 'gallops from one idea to the other' (p. 6). The urge to express 
himself remains unanswered because 'he has kept buried inside him the 
hope of becoming a poet, a writer, or an artist' (p. 6). Conscious 
realisation of his talent came after he started working in government 
offices. lie doodled , ... henever work , ... as slack. lie became aware of 
his real talent as a resliit of these hasty drawings but he regretted 
that it was too late. The question he put to himself, 'Where have I 
been all this time?' (p. 65) bears the mark of his belated awareness 
hQ'!a 
, ... hichA led him to frustraUon, drunkenness and seclusion at the moment. 
Ilowever. as the novelist comments ' ••• he could never be the [same] 
old Aoarra after' (p. 65) the enlightenment he got about his talent. 
After his discussion with "ayUt tfaryam about taldng his art seriollsly 
he looks at the casual drnwing~ he harl made of his secretary and his 
colleagues. lie observes that 'the lines have no life'. Since he 
cannot relate himself with them he tears them up anc! throws them into 
the wastepaper basket. TNss9mma asks him what he was tearing and 
his answer is 'rty life'. Thts act is symbolic. It means he has 
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moved a step towarrls regeneration since in destroying the lifeless and 
meaningless drawings he is destroying his meaningless, frustrated past. 
The incident does not pass without reminding him of his childhood 
interest in art and the painful experience that follow'ed it. lie 
al.OO~ 
remembers the occasion when his elder brother snatchedAhis paper and 
pencil on finding him striving to draw his priest teacher. AbatS thinks 
it is wasting the money spent in buying the stationery. He punishes 
him by pinching and slapping him. The local priest joins in by making 
Abarra's punishment a warning to the rest of the children. But the 
crisis over art intensifies N)arra's disposition and his recollection 
of the frustrated attempts of his childhood add to his irresolute 
behaviour. 
, Bil' alu shO\~s that his indecisiveness and constant procrastination 
of the steps necessary for the fulfillment of his goal result from the 
multiplicity of the problems he is facing concurrently. lIayla Haryam 
thinks that Abarra's postponement of his resignation is deliberate, 
but the problems are not as simple to Abarra as they appear to be to 
Hay13 Haryam. lie must decide to leave his job and accept his friend's 
offer to pay for his subsistence as the only means of survival. 
Settling his debts was also part of the problem he had to solve. The 
pressure from Abata over marriage and children, and his commitment to his 
job do not relax. And now, fallinB in love with Lulit br~~~s a new 
problem. The decision to get married further complicates the family 
finances. On top of all this he has grO\,," to be unsure of himself as 
an artist since he began considering resinning from his job. Though he 
~eei's tellin~ himself, very assertively at that, that he is fed up with 
being a fat, 'blood-sucking' parasite 'without conscience' (p. 128), 
he is afraid that it might all be a sham. flis opinion about himself 
as an artist might be a falsehood appearing to be real and genuine. 
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What if he fails? That is the dilemma he has not solved as he tells 
Hayla Haryam: 
" ••• What if I try and it does not work? What if I find it 
to be an empty feelin8 of creativity, a bubble of soap which 
dies with a small breeze of air ••• rather than being a 
genuine natural talent? ••• " (p.140). 
He is not sure whether this is, as Hayla ~taryam says, because 'genuine 
talent is shy' or whether it is because 'a mind that has gone mouldy, 
rusty and numb cannot suddenly rise and take command of itself' (p. 140). 
Even during the last of his working days he has not resolved 
these doubts. As he waits for his last salary payment, uncertainty 
casts shadow on the effort he makes to salve his conscience through 
dedication to art. Added pressure from his colleagues following his 
resignation makes the situation less bearable. 
Although resigning from his job ts taken as a move to\.,ards obtaining 
individual freedom and getting an opportunity to pay his debt to society, 
it brings more psychological constraints and financial problems. Since 
it came immediately after the arrival of a letter notifying him of an 
increase in his salary, AbMrra becomes a centre of attention. IIis 
secretary cries as she types his resignation letter. Perhaps she, at 
least, thinks he is a good person (p. 133). Tassnmma cannot understand 
,.,rhy Ab'chra is not happy with the hundred birr :t.ncrement he is given. 
lIe fails to see that Ab5rra is self-critical about earning a salary 
without fulfilling ones duties. lIis reacUon to the increment is passive 
because of remorse. Ilo\otever, T~ssilmma, who thinks Abarra is literally 
mad, says: 'It is God who created the poor; it is not you. Let them 
scream, looldnr, up [to\.,rards lIimJ. 'Jhy do you bother?' (p. 130). On 
the other hand Abata thinks the only remedy is to take Abarra to the 
site for drinking T~b;l, holy water (p. 142) • 
• 
lie takes Abarra's 
inability to settle in his job as a sign of madness. lie finds it more 
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difficult to believe A.barra is sane when he resigns immediately after 
a salary increment. The rumours Ba'alu presents in the novel confirm 
this view though they give different reasons for Aburra's action. Few 
think that he has a fixation to leave a job when he is promoted. Some 
say 'they', meaning Abarra's enemies, perhaps, must have given him 
medicine to make him hate promotion. Others consider it is sheer 
'foolhardiness and childishness' (p. 142) ,,,hich makes him run away from 
responsibility. They believe he needs a good advisor. Those who do 
not understand him at all say it is because he loves money so much and 
is unhappy with the increments he gets that he keeps changing jobs. At 
a time when Abarra is struggling to discover whether he is a real 
artist or a charlatan, these rumours unsettle him. Looming over them 
all is the rumour Tassamma spread in the office. On the day of Abarra's 
resignation he tells him that he has heard that Atiarra's wife was seen 
going to a hotel with another man. Abarra does not believe him at 
the time but the rumour, and a subsequent quarrel with his wife, make 
him consider committing suicide. Thinking that his marriage has broken, 
he anticipates how this might contribute to the gossip about his 
restlessness and impatience. lie imagines people calling him a person 
who could keep neither a job nor a wife. 
out. 
But he Is not strong 
enough to carry~his resolve (pp. 137-133). 
Ba'alu presents marriage as a central issue that constantly 
threatens his hero's search for individual frec!fom. However, there is 
no instance in the novel where mi'alu expresses his own opi-nion about 
the beliefs or actions of the characters point-blank. As a result his 
views about the marriage are not expresse(1 in a direct manner in the 
novel. J~ either describes the events that happen or expresses the 
thoughts that prevail in the minds of the characters. There is 
evidence, however, Hhere what a character says in a dialogue, in a 
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direct speech, is repeated elsehwere, almost word for word, in Ba'alu's 
comments rendered in reported speech. For example, when Hayl& Maryam 
insists that Abarra mflkes a decision about what he "mnts to be Abarra 
says) 'I have decided I cannot remain a rotten cabbage because my 
brother wants a child ••• ' (p.84). But he gets married. Bil'alu tells 
us that Abarra is delighted because he observes the happiness his 
marriage brings to his brother and his sister-in-Ia,.,. He adds that 
Abarra ponders on ,.,hether he is going to rem;]in a cabbage by pre-
occupying himself with marriage and children (p. 112). There are other 
examples where Ba'alu's comments coincide with the thoughts of his 
characters. 
Detailed analysis of these instances reveals the extent to which 
the novelist controls his characters, and manipulates the story and 
the reader. Stylistic features indirectly disclose Ba'alu's opinions 
on the issues raised in the novel. These opinions are seldom met 
with in Kadmas Ba~hagar becnllse Ba'alu sCl1rcely judges the actions of 
his characters in a straightforward manner. What we do here, therefore, 
is to find the place of marriage in the entire context of "the main theme 
of the novel. 
Abarra regards marriage as an impediment to his striving to become 
an artist. rtarriage has been cteveloped in Kadmas Bashag'ar as one of 
the main areas of conflict h('tl·men Ab'nrra and Ahata.. Hayla Naryam 
has warned that Ab'nrra will he n vegetable, not an artist, if he marries. 
Both, Abata and Hayla rtaryam, demand that Abarra leaves some kind of 
heritage. They differ in their propositions. For Abata the heritage 
is the perpetuation of the famtly and as Hayra rtaryam states, his 
beliefs and ideas, which will pass into posterity through his child. 
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Abata's sterility intensifies his pressure on Abarra. On the other 
hand, Hayfa flaryam encourages Ab'arra to he an independent artist who 
will leave something valuable for posterity. In the midst of all this, 
Abarra becomes acquainted with a girl, Lulit. lie meets the girl at 
night)on the day when Hayla Haryam proposes that Abarra should leave 
his job to give his time to art. Two important events take place on the 
same night and at the same place an acquaintance with Lulit which 
could probably develop into a more meaningful relationship, and the 
embarkation on a new life as an artist. Abarra endeavoured to achieve 
the latter but paradoxically his whole life is ultimately determined by 
the former. 
Of the t,.,o chAllenges put to him that night, the one he took most 
lightly has the strongest effect on his life. This challenge relates 
to Lulit. Lulit was not the kind of girl he could easily win and take. 
She seduces men and once they are trapped she abandons them. S5nnayet, 
Abarra's secretary, says Lulit likes to see men suffering because she 
believes they are cruel (p. 77). Lulit calls herself 'an idol of the 
cruel' (p. 90). She is determined to make all men surrender for all 
of them are considered cruel, and 'all the cruel ones must bow down' 
(p. 90). Ilumiliated by men since her youth she sets out to take her 
revenge on them. H~r stepfather, who came home drunk every night and 
beat her mother, made her hate men. Then a man rapes her and leaves 
her in the forest where he found her fetching water from the stream. 
Her stepfather accepts compensotion And soon after her mother's death 
weds her to another man. The person ,,,hips her brutally when he 
discovers she is not A virBin. Embittered by her experience she decides 
to take vengeance on the m~le species and comes to Ambo, and then to 
Addis Ababa, escapin8 from her village Iull~. With the help of some 
persons, one of them a foreinner, she joins a girls' school and later 
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graduates from a commercial school. It gave her the money to buy 
the clothes she needed and the opportunity to meet men and take 
reven8e. Her weapon was her femininity and her beautiful body. 
The body that some men used and abused we .. '" nO\~ be a s,~ord to punish 
others. That ,.,.as the genesis of Ba'alu's femme fatale. Hany have 
suffered and the most recent victim is G5dlu. lie is entirely 
subservient to Lulit. He pays her house rent, buys her clothes and 
pays most of her expenses. Ironically he gets the money from an 
old rich woman he has married for her wealth. But Lulit does not give 
him the love he desperately wants. She punishes him with her ravishing 
body, taking her clothes off in front of him. She delights in his 
suffering. She came to Abarra for the same conquest. Since she first 
went out with him she has wished to see him surrender as G~dlu does. 
Besides, she is fed up with Gadlu, and yet his surrender gives her a 
psychological boost. nut for Abarra, whom the writer describes as a 
womaniser, 'taking two-three women a day' (p. 103) to his house, 
meeting Lulit was a disaster. 
Abarra's acqllaintance aort subsequent m:1rriage to Lulit aggravates 
his prerticament. Although hls relation \-lith Lulit brlngs an extra 
pressure on him, he accepts her as a possible solution to nIl his 
problems. Before his resignRtion from his job, his affair with her 
takes an unprecedented turn when she asks him to marry her. Even after 
being told about his plan to quit his job she insists on her request. 
She \lants to get away from Gadlu, and Abarra is her only resource. 
Bemused, Ab'arra asks, 'Is she a gift sent from heaven or [is it) the 
machination of the devil?' (p.IOB). She, however, surprises him 
even more by telling him that she prefers living with him in poverty 
rather than in comfort with one who has 'sold [betrayed] his 
conscience' (p. 124). She promises to support and facilitate the 
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realisation of his artistic venture. Abat~ believes Lulit is not 
'his equal', meaning she is ill-bred, and is of unknown pedigree. 
tloreover he tells Abarra he has heard that she is licentious (p. 113). 
But Abarra discounts his disapproval and marries Lulit for three 
reasons: for love, for his art and for his family. 
~~rriage brings some temporary answers. It revives interest 
and hope in everyone concerned. It looked as if an ideal marriage 
will terminate Ab~rra's uncpasing confrontation with one kind of 
adversity or another. Inside Abat~'s eyes, p,limmers of hope begin to 
sparkle. His only advice nO\.,. is to beg Abarra not to use any 
contraceptive. Not only because he believes it is unchristian, barbaric 
and goes against God's will, but because he has hopes of seeing 
Abarra's child (p. 111). Elfenash's face and life has grown full of 
enthusiasm. The tension between her and her husband Abatl has 
subsided. Abat; is no lon~er a frustrated drunkard staying out late. 
Ab~lfra must be wondering how wrong Hayla rfaryam was , ... hen he said 'The 
choice is simple - holding on to your salary, getting married and 
breeding children; or knowing your talent and become a creator? ••• ' 
(p. 83). Resigning from his job and getting married to Lulit was for 
Abarra like killing two birds with one stone until he discovers the 
secrets behind his wedding. 
The obstacle that presents a threat to his new feeling of relief 
is the problem that concerns the money raised for his wedding without 
his knowledge. An interplay between obeying established custom and 
keeping one's pride lead Abata to mortgage his house to raise money 
for Ab"arra' s , ... edding. Their mother's house is rented to repay the 
tnortg:=!ge. • " k Abata and his olet mother, Bafana, suffer in order to ma e 
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the wedding glamorous although Ab5rra had told them that he did not 
want any ceremonious feast. Abata is trapped as well. I1is 
neighbours and friends would have taken his act as moving away from 
the usual custom if, as an elder brother, he had not prepared a good 
, ... edding for his younger brother. Besides, the respected name of 
their father Fitawrari W~rQu is not to be dishonoured by being mean on 
such an occasion. Abata is himself part of this tradition and cannot 
accept Abarra's refusal to a marriage ceremony. He believes his 
younger brother does not understand how important the event is for 
Abata and himself. On the other hand Abarra considers the revelation 
of the debt as another obstacle. It meant he had to postpone his 
resignation as planned to settle the mortgage. It was a respite for 
Abarra, and an assertion of her commitment to him when LulU volunteered 
to pay the debt. But the breathing space Abarra thinks he has found and 
the happiness his family believer! they have gained suddenly c One to an 
end. 
'" .. The attempt in Kadmas Bashagar which began by portraying, however, 
inadequately, the struggle of the individual within the context of his 
family, his office and his own personal psychology, suddenly takes an 
unforeseen turn. The novel that seemed to embark on one of the serious 
problems, namely the intellectual and his place in society, abruptly 
clmnges course by spontaneous, irrational actions. The character who 
was depicted as an indecisive intellectual engaced in a struggle to be 
what he wants, now becomes a person who ta~es irrational measures in 
things involving human life. Ills nctions are foreshadowed by Ba'alu's 
references to Abarra's spontaneollsness (pp. 6, 14). However, events 
suggest that these statements were intended merely to justify the end 
of the story and are not integral parts of the characterisation of 
Abarra. On the basis of Ab~rra's hasty character and perhaps through 
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jealousy, a weakness reminiscent of his childhood days, the writer 
sharply terminates Abtlrra's quest. The gossip told by Tassamma about 
his ''life's cuckoldry Is enlivened In Abarra I s mind when he telephones 
Lulit and is unable to find her. He relates the hearsay to the way 
she Has immaculately dressed in the morning. He rushes to her office. 
After finding out from the gUArd the type of car she went in, he drives 
to the hotel rass'omma had mentioned. Before he breaks into the room 
which the OHner of the car is occupying, he hears a shot (p. 146). 
He returns to his car to get his pistol. WIlen he arrives at the room 
he finds a woman in the room, dying. 
killed her. 
He finAlly admits to having 
Before the murder the story harped on Abarra's indecisiveness. He 
is unable to take the steps leading to the fulfillment of his greatest 
wish. The decision to resign was more rationally formed than the 
impulsive commiting of a murder on the basis of what someone said. The 
resolve to kill a person is a more difficult one, especially under the 
circumstances; it demands serious deliberation. The confidence and 
love he has developed to\orards his wife is more convincing than the gossip 
that leads him to blind action. Besides this, the coincidence involving 
the car is hardly plausible. The type of car his wife went in is the 
same model as that of his closest friend, lIayUi tlaryam. lie cannot have 
failed to know this and suspect the possibility that he had given her a 
lift. It is scarcely credible that he should find the same type of 
car when he arrives at the hotel, or that he would break into the room 
rather than wait and find out when the suspected couple come out. 
Bil
'
alt1 asserts all this, and adds the psychological motive, that he could, 
not bear the thought of Lulit making love to someone else while he is 
waiting in the car. This has elements of plausibility. But before 
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Abarra breaks into the room he hears a shot, rushes back to his car, gets 
his pistol, and returns to the room to find a dying woman he does not 
know. Abarra has not fired a shot, and yet he goes to a police station 
and gives himself up to the police. Eventually he is sentenced to three 
years. There is no visible reason for creating an implausible incident 
to end the novel. 
This abrupt twist in the novel may be partly explained by Ba'alu's 
style. He frequently introduces characters in the middle of a serious 
debate. The flow of the discussion is interrupted by their unexpected 
appearance. For example, when Hayla ~faryam went to Abarra's house (p. 18) 
to suggest that Abarra leave his job in order to become an artist, Abata 
arrives. The same evening they go to Gannat Hotel for an Easter Eve 
party. Hayla Maryam starts the topic again but he is interrupted by 
G~dlu and the circumstances that follow (pp. 34-45). l~ was able to tell 
him at the whorehouse at last (p. 46). Each time, however, a philosophical 
sounding sentence, like: 'We have been drinking bitter aloes from the 
chalice of life' (p. 33), is uttered and it begs to be elaborated and 
discussed further. But the interventions are, it looks, always timed to 
avoid the exhaustive treatment of the serious ideas raised. The novel 
is built to a plan of generalised discourses surrounded and interrupted 
by interjected incidents. The irrational murders that suddenly flood 
the novel can be explained as the culmination of these interruptions. 
An examination of the topiCS Hayla Maryam wishes to write about sheds 
light on the problem. At the time Hayla ~1aryam was telling Abarra about 
his miserable childhood, Abarra expresses his eagerness to see him writing 
about it. Hayla Maryam tells him that he does not want to write about 
his miserable past as he has 'no desire to sing about loneliness and 
misery' (p. 49). 
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Instead he says he wants to write about the beauty of the world, man's 
basic goodness, and 'about the obstacles th~t hinder mnn's individual 
striving for a successful life' (p. 49). The various 'obstacles that 
appear in Kadmas Bashagar suggest rra'alu's interest in this subject. 
Abarra's 'obstacles' are his social and individual problems, and the 
inci~ent that leads him to the admitted murder and his ultimate 
imprisonment. The latter ended his struggle to become an artist. 
The more independent iIayla Horyam is killed by Ahata after Abarra's 
imprisonment. He suspects he had a relationship with Lulit. 
. ,0 
Hayla 
~Iaryam is sacrificed because of his effort to liberate and assist his 
artist friend. His own wish to write and publish ends when he is 
suddenly shot by Ahata. Though he did not like him, Abata had no 
satisfactory reason to murder him. Abarra's mother dies, partly of old 
age and partly from the pain brought by her son's imprisonment. After 
shooting lIayla Haryam, Abata commits suicide. His death coincides with 
the loss of his newfound hope in Aharrn's marriage. 
Two murders and a suicide form an appalling solution to the 
'obstacles' noted by lIayUi llaryam. The intention of the author, Ba'alu, 
is obscured by these melorlramntic events. The solution for Abarra is 
imprisonment. The 'obstacles' include the problem of what Abarra said 
about Lulit when he was debating the possibility of marrying her. lie 
had asked with wonder 'Is she a gift sent from heaven or [is it] the 
mnchination of the deveil?' '(po 108). The first murder arises out of 
his marriage to her and his subsequent jealousy. This suggests that 
the marriage is to he taken as the devil's intrigue. A further 
possibility is that, as Ab~-irra and Hayla tlaryam see it, though for 
different reasons, it is all Cod's act. When the wom~n, allegedly 
killed at the hotel by Abnrrn, asks ',""IIy?', meaning '\vhy did you do it?' 
Ab&rra's answer is 'I also don't know why. Ask Cod!' (p. 176). lIis 
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own response to the accident is directed against God when he says: 
'If there is a God who allows such coincidence to happen to lIis 
creature I see His jocularity, not his bein~ a creator' (p. 147). 
Ilis source of frustration as he enters the prison is God as well. 
The novelist poses the further possibility that the sudden twist of 
events is attributable to God, in defiance of the individual's struggle 
towards his independence and his art. This interpretation suggests a 
negation of freedom for the artist, since things that happened to 
Ab~hra are likely to happen to him. The author's intenUon is not 
explained, but left open to the reader's interpretation. BayU\ 
Maryam's statement at the prison may be the ideas of the novelist. 
In a final scene, Ab~rra holds God responsible for what took place at 
the hotel and sees Him as a joker rather than as an object of worship. 
He blames Him for the added sorrow which has fallen upon him because of 
the death of his mother by ~aying 'I killed my mother, and I cannot 
bury her. I betrayed her hoth during her lifetime and her death. If 
God existed would he sentence a person to this accident?' (p. 155). 
Hayla flaryam seems to partly see the situation as positive. He replies 
to Ab~rra, 'Haybe God, with his wisdom, did it knowingly ••• to lead 
you to where lie wants •••• ' (p.Iss). The suggestion is that his 
imprisonment will possibly lead him to achieving his ambition as an 
artist. However, the fact that the novel ends with 'Tomorrow is also 
another day ••• ' (p.IBB) ~akes his position doubtful. 
This last sentence in the novel, uttered hy Ab'arra, seems to 
encapsulate his view of a situation where chance is still a determining 
force. No one knows what is going to happen to him next. The 
protagonist seems to be saying that Han is not capable of deciding and 
doing what he wants. God, the devil, and the circumstances triggered 
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by either or both of them decide his fate for him. Nan is seen as a 
helpless creature despite his struggle to positively change himself and 
his predicament. Some unexpected event can suddenly turn his efforts 
upside down. Life is generally presented as a consequence of chance 
rather than a result of planned efforts. However, even this summary 
view cannot be regarded as complete and final, since the concluding 
remark of the protagonist is preceded by gloom and hopelessness. The 
prisoners are depicted, by Ab~rra, as persons who are physically in 
prison but wllose thoughts are beyond the horizon. The thing they have 
in common with the outside world is 'only the sun' (p. 185). Their lives 
and what they do is described as a dream. This side of their dream 
world is however dominated hy the physical reality of the prison. 
'ole are told that Ab';lrra begins to see their predicament as the newly 
found meaning for the drawings he plans to draw. Within the conditions 
of life in prison the writer mentions the hope of a new lease of life 
as an artist for Ab~rra. "~'nlu says that after his farewell with his 
wife, who came to visit him, Abarra 'brought back with him [to the cell] 
a new life and purpose' (p. 185). But we wonder whether he can really 
manage under the circumstances. Ilow about what he sees and feels about 
conditions of life in prison. Don't these matter? 
Observation of the presence of masters and servants in the prison 
makes !1larra think that the prison is a replica of the world he left 
outside. lIe sees that those who have the money, cigarettes, constant 
provision of food and other things they require, ~an order about those 
who have nothing. For a cigarette end and a morsel of bread they can 
make them do any thing they \dsh, such as cleaning the toilet for them. 
lie finds prisoners who sprc(leVrumours like Tassnmma. They work as 
informants for the prison ndministration for an extra ration or to get 
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A better place to sleep. He discovers that giving bribes and getting 
what you like, except bringing women in, is possible. This comes as 
an unpleasant surprise to him. The rotten smell, the lice, the lack 
of space, and the general conditions in the cell make him think hm-l 
the struggle for survival in prison has made people lose their honour 
and pride. lie sees himself falling down the ladder of life approaching 
the bottom. The social problems he talked about before his imprisonment 
stop being theoretical excursions when he reflects that his ultimate 
fate might be like one of the prisoners. The very thought of it 
shakes him violently and fear overtakes him. In a desperate response 
to the challenges of survival in prison he becomes part of the 
corruption. lie bribes one of the bosses in the cell to get a better 
place to sleep (p. 150). Can this he an attractive place for the 
artist to work? Can it be a source of inspiration realizable at what 
is to he his domicile for three years? The answer to both questions 
seems to be negative. Had Abilrra been a 'visiting' artist rather than 
a 'resident' one the situation may have been the reverse. Under the 
conditions it is hard to imagine that he can achieve in prison what he 
did not under the physical comfort he lived in. Outside the prison 
there was a better chance to secure the spiritual, spatial, and material 
needs for his artistic ACtiVity. This is especially true when one 
visualises the 'enclosure' (p. 182) he is in. This leaves Ab~rra 
with only one visible achievement, if we can call it such. We are 
told that reflecting upon the pressure exerted upon him, Ab~rra had once 
wished to be like IJayl:i t1aryam (pp. 83-84). HayHi lIaryarn's parents 
are dead. Roth his mother and father died of hunger when he was seven 
(p. 44). He now lives on his own with his books because 'Besides 
Abarra his books are his relatives and his friends' (p. 84). Abarra 
envied Hayl; Maryam as he thought that would ease his problem. 
Ironically, however, this fleeting wish takes the chance to be fulfilled, 
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, ' . it appears, as a result of the murder he committed. Abat~ and his mother 
Rafana, the sources of family pressures during his struggle to be an 
artist, are dead. Accidentally, or incidentally, Hayla Maryam, who offered 
to be his 'patron', most imprtantly a close friend, is sacrificed in 
the process. Lulit is given the freedom to do what she likes despite her 
wish to wait for him until he is released. Abarra now has no friend, no 
wife and no relatives. This state, beine alone.is one of the priorities 
to be fulfilled before his renewed, but uncertain journey as an artist 
can begin. Paradoxically, freedom begins in its negation. He in prison, 
and his reduction to nothin8ness. 
The events that occur in the third section of the novel however, 
contribute to the confused Ilandling of an important theme in Kadmas 
B ., ., ashagsr. The uncertainties that later dominnte the novel and change 
its course from a problem or social novel into a poor imitation of a 
Perry Mason or an Agatha Christie murder case cannot surely claim to be 
reflecting the domain of the unknown, and the preponderance of chance in 
life. Predestination is not the ideological basis of tllis novel either. 
The overall structure and content of the novel does not permit serious 
consideration of such assumptions. This raises the problem of disunity 
within a novel whose first two sections attempt to portray characters who 
seek to find some meaning in life or fulfil certain ambitions. In these 
sections'the novel has tried to show aspects and problems of its individual 
characters. These problems are shown, though insufficiently, to emanate 
frofu the values that exist in the society. In its third section, trivial 
or extreme forces work against the interests of the characters. Crass 
accidents become agents responsible for their failure to realise their 
objectives. 
The inherent problem of this novel is the underlying assumption 
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that personal independence could be achieved by an individual, introspective 
battle alone. Its treatment of the issue focuses on the personal strength 
or weakness of the character as the source of redemption. The protagonist 
tries to escape from the various problems that stand on his way. He 
does not seek personal freedom through realisation of the obstacles 
that stand in his way, and cannot find a realistic solution arising from 
these. The social problem~ that influence the outcome of the struggle 
are treated peripherally and lightly. Ultimately it is Abarnls willpo\ier 
that is tested. The Question does not lie in the fact that Abarra attempts 
to liberate himself. That the educated person takes himself, in Kadmas 
n ~h .. bj f h i h as agar, as a target or 0 . ect 0 c ange s not t e issue. The point 
is, how does he go about it, and how does his approach influence the 
content and style of the novel? 
On the surface, the novel tempts us to think that it will have no 
problem in answering these questions. 1I0wever, we soon understand the 
fundamental weakness pervadinc the novel. Presenting some aspects of 
Abarra's problems from the point of view of his relation with his family, 
his colleagues at work. his friend lIayra Nnryam and from the point of 
view of his own background and psychology looks like a promising start. 
The layout of these conflicts is not, however, as well developed in the 
novel as it may sound. The problems that arise from these directions are 
capriciously treated. 
There is, for instance, no convincing or direct presentation of 
Abarr~s conflict with his family. Yet this aspect of his life is supposed 
to represent some of the traditional values that obstruct his endeavours 
towards personal independence. He is not portrayed seriously challenging 
their views or being sufficeintly challenw~d by theirs. nost of what 
we know is obtained from the , ... riters comment's, Abatas discussion with 
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Hayla Maryam, whose role in the family side of Abarra's problem is 
secondary. Abarra rarely confronts members of his family to settle 
his problems in one way or another. He deals with it at a distance, 
by thinking, moaning and complaining about it. There is lack of 
material to depict what Hayla Maryam sees as the fundamental difference 
between the old and the young. Hayla Maryam believes that Abarra and 
his type 'know what they want ••• Therefore they are strong' (p. 129). 
But of persons like himself and Abarra he says: 
"We don't know what we want ••• We are on the look out. There 
can't be an understanding between that person who knows the 
meaning of his life and the one who doesn't ••• We do not believe 
in anything. We have no convictions. For we don't know our-
selves, who we are ••• " (p. 129) 
The strength of the old and the lack of conviction of the new, and 
ignorance of the meaning of life, are recognised in this statement. 
This is one of the brief statements which passes without being developed 
in the novel. The cleavage between the old and the new is an important 
element of the theme in the novel, but it is not enough to be told that 
one is strong and the other weak. An essay could easily do that. In 
the case of the novel. one would have thought the novelist should have 
shown the strength of the old and the weakness of the new. Through 
action and dialogue the meaning and impact would have been more visible 
than the way it is presented. 
A similar approach is used when Abarra questions and criticises his 
educational background. Since he sees it as the source of his misery 
he emphasises the role the educational system played in his present 
situation. lie sees himself as a victim and the tone begs for the reader's 
sympathy if not for a disapproval equalling his own. But there is no 
hint whatsoever in the novel about what this educational system is 
and what is defective about it. There is no effort to expose the 
failures of this system or to show the struggle of the individual to 
change oneself as a process of changing the bad influences and the scars 
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it has left on the individual. It would have been interesting to show 
him practically struggling against the bad influences of the educational . 
system on him or the new ironic style of life he has adopted as a result 
of his education. Ba'alu's mood is marred by perfunctory handling of 
vital issues. Working more actively and perhaps elaborately on the 
ironic contrast between the life of the beggars about whom Hayla Maryam 
thinks 'one needs to be hardhearted' (p. 100), and the life led by Hayla 
Maryam himself with his 'bosom friends', namely, 'a lighted cigarette, 
an opened book and a glass of whisky' (p. 17) would have enriched the 
text. Other weaknesses can be found. Either the novelist was shy or 
he lacked material to drive his point home. He did not proceed by 
presenting the various faces of the argument, and did not develop his 
work convincingly as a novel of ideas. Vague phrases replace dialogues 
and actions which would show the social implications of the educational 
system he so bitterly complains about. 
The lack of material is observed in the manner certain criciticisms 
were presented. There are few scattered criticisms of the educated 
people working in the civil service. Abarra and HarIa Marram tend to 
dissociate themselves from people like Gadlu, ~ssamma. Baqqal~ and Balcha 
though they are not seen dissociating or associating themselves with the 
state. Their criticisms are fragmental. Since Ab~rra and Hayla Maryam 
are not in any way prophets of social change there is no theme that 
connects these scattered criticisms. Abarra, for example, criticises 
the educated for not co-operating when they are called upon to contribute 
to development programmes. But there are incidents where the critic 
himself neglects his undertakings. The incident when Hayla Maryam and 
Abarra were talking in the latter's office is a case in point. The 
office messenger informs Abarra that someone wants to see him on business. 
Abarra tells the messenger that he is too busy to see his visitor at 
the moment. While criticising others for not showing extra effort. 
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Abarra shows heedlessness in his own official duty. Ba'alu immediately 
interferes and tells us that Abarra shook his head by way of regretting 
what he did. Hayla Maryam seizes the opportunity to make a remark 
about the bureaucracy in general and says: 
"Don't worry. You are not the only one who gets a salary, 
especially a salary squeezed from the sweat of a peasant, by 
having private chats and drinking coffee [during office hours]. 
When everyone does it it becomes a custom ••• and we have to be 
proud of it. But woe to my country!" (p. 128) 
The issues raised here are some of the examples of fragmented criticisms 
which appear when the writer gets a chance to present them. They are 
not pursued in a coherent manner. They appear as short interjections 
that come and wither away as the occasion that provoked them changes. 
Relative continuity of vision and struggle is observed only in Ab~rra's 
effort, by way of repetitive introspection, to become an artist and 
Hayla Maryam's role to help him get there, rather than in the discussion 
of the problems of the society and the bureaucracy. This is perhaps 
because the novel is a type that registers some of the questions of the 
times, and not one that tries to explore or dramatise them through 
literary creation. 
fqr 
Or perhaps, more likely, that is how/the writer can 
penetrate into the essential problems of society or the psychology of 
his characters. 
Another instance that illustrates the weaknesses in the presentation 
of ideas and actions in the novel, indeed a very promising opening had 
the writer worked on it, is the scene where Ablirra and Hayla Haryam meet 
Gadlu at Gannet Hotel. In the short conversation between them G5dlu 
says, provoked by t~yl~ Maryam: 
"You live beyond the horizon. In this world, one is a ladder 
for the other ••• So, those who can reach the top need to have 
a special gift ••• like me ••• The likes of you who cheat 
themselves by shouting 'conscience! conscience!' [every] morning 
and night will remain being the stirrup iron. It was like this 
before. And nature has not changed its law now" (p. 36). 
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GHdiu would have been an interesting character to develop in the novel 
as his vie, ... s are opposed to those of Hayla Haryam and Abarra. Besides 
he is educated and like them has a degree from the University of Addis 
Ababa. lIe has, however, chosen to follow the rules of the bureaucracy 
and those of success in the society to accomplish what he wants in life. 
lIe seems to be thinking the world is evil, competitive and relentless. 
So he plans and lives with the same attitude and pays the price required 
for success. But Ab:·hra and lIayHi Haryam find themselves in trouble 
because their thoughts and attitudes to life are on a different plane. 
Whereas Gadlu has chosen to participate in the competitive world without 
worrying about moral scruples, AlJarra and "ayla Naryom wallow in 
spiritual instability and moral dilemmas because they want to do something 
positive with their lives. For CSdiu one person is a stepping stone to 
the other but they seem to believe promotion should be given on the basis 
of knowledge and merit. l~e verbal conflict briefly expressed in their 
meeting at the Gannat Hote! c1o(>s not continue after that short-lived 
discussion. But the same evening at Gannat Hotel the seeds of antagonism 
have been SO\o/O. Verbally the argument is over general principles of 
life but in the hearts of Abnrra and Gadlu it is over a woman, Lulit, 
who was sitting alone near their table. If this was developed the novel 
would have minimised the repetitive discussions between Abarra ond Hayla 
Haryam. Though \ole understanrl Hayla Naryam's supportive role in Ab'3rra t s 
efforts we feel that their views and opinions about many things are not 
sharply opposed. In fact they agree on almost everything they talk 
about. Ba'alu missed the opportunity to develop an educated character 
like G3dlu. Instead he created two chflractprs who share many opinions. 
The story could have been enriched, in brcfldth and depth, if there was a 
struggle between contend!n?, intellectuals as well, but the novel does not 
do that. Gadlu amI lJaylii "'aryam do not meet after that conversati.on. 
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Abarra amI Cadlu meet at the court ,~hen G'cidlu replaces Ab'arra as he 
leaves the witness box. 
There is a noticeable lnck of concord between B'a'alu's vision, the 
material he uses, and the means of expression he adopts. This discord 
13 -h " is apparent in Kadmas as agar. Although I3a'alu's achievement in 
Kadmas I3a~hagar is considerable, there is a discrepancy in the interplay 
between 'vision, material and manner'. Writing about the importance of 
the interaction he tween these componpnts of a work of art Donatus 
rlwoga wrote: 
I take it that a work of art proceeds from the interplay of three 
elements - vision, mnterial And manner. The artist has an 
experience he wishes to communicate, an idea, a significance; he 
has to fincl material adequate for the expression of this vision; 
he adopts chosen techniques and stllistic devices with , ... hich to 
deploy his material to his purpose. 
The ideas Ba'alu communicates are not new. We asree with him that the 
problem of the intellectual is one of the most important problems of 
society. We might even add thAt it was, and still is, a topic that 
deserves more than mere literary attention. The question for the 
novelist, however, is 'to find material adequate for the expression of 
this vision.' The material in Kadl'1as l3a~hagar, especially that related 
with the intellectual and the intellectual artist in society is very 
restricted and repetitive. The debate between lIayHi Haryam and Abarra 
revolves around tlle same points, presented in various ways or words, on 
different occasions. The experience of these characters is limited. 
Consequently there is no dynamism in their thoughts and actions. Their 
talent lies in their ability to offer reflective statements of wisdom 
about certain issues. 1~e ~tructure the writer initially formulated 
to portrny Ahflrro : in the context of his family life and the demEmds 
therein; in terms of hiR experience in his office; hi~ life in bars, 
hotels, and with prostitutes nnd women; and most importantly in his 
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struggle to become an artist, is admirable. Hhat Ni' alu lacks is the 
material to fill this framework with. The novel needs the blood and 
flesh required to give body, vigour and vivacity to the bone structure. 
The lack of material in turn dictates the style of narrative. It seems 
the shortage of material has encouraged, consciously or otherwise, the 
creation of accidents as one method or style of covering up the 
deficiency. The paradox, however, is these accidents gradually build 
up and ultimately make the shortcomings of the novel conspicuous. 
By the standards of Amharic novels published before 1974, which 
are mostly dime novels, Kadrnas Ba;'J18gar is a novel to be admired rather 
than criticised. A society which generally believes in the truth of 
folktales, Koranic tales, biblical stories about the miracles of Jesus, 
and accounts of the deeds of the Saints, will not have much difficulty in 
appreciating the story told by na'alu or any other novelist before or 
after him. The story needs to be sentimental, fantastic and tragic. 
The analogy with folktales and the biblical stories sustains the literary 
text. For the intellectual who scarcely reads Amharic novels, Kadmas 
B lit.. h b i i bib hi d ashagar must ave een nterest ng ecause t was a out s a ventures 
with women, drink, office chatting, and some of the problems he faces in 
the society. Horeover since it is the first real attempt at creating 
characters in a novel who are engaged mainly in self introspection and 
examination. of a kind, it , ... as received ,.,rith applause by many. The 
short, clear, beautiful sentences nil' alu loves , ... riting have made the novel 
readable and given an added lease of life to creative writing in Amharic. 
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CONCLUSION 
The thesis has traced the main channel of development in the 
Ethiopian novel. It emerged in the twentieth century following the 
steps taken to introduce Western education and civilisation into 
Ethiopia. Ancient and medieval Geez literature was relgious in content. 
The literature in Amharic produced during the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries was dominantly religious too. The emergence and development 
of secular writing waited until early this century. The recurrent 
wars in the country did not seem to give an opening for any kind of 
social, economic and literary development. There is no evidence, 
for example, for the existence of written literature as a form of 
entertainment or as a way of raising cultural and political awareness 
before the turn of this century. The ruling class entertained itself 
with traditional sports like horse riding and wrestling. 
The introduction of Western education, the railway, banks, the 
bureaucracy, medicine, cars and other consumer goods early this century 
put the problems of earthly life at the top of the agenda. The 
newspapers provided a forum for discussing the emerging issues. The 
conflict between 'the progressives' and 'the conservatives': the 
constant call for loyalty to orthodox christianity: the need for 
modernisation and the pace it ought to take, and what examples to follow, 
were among the issued raised. Another recurrent problem· discussed 
by the writers in A'emero and Berhanena S8lam was the need for greater 
unity. Unity, religion and loyalty to the crown were treated as major 
components and requirements for progress. The first three and a half 
decades of this century saw the burgeoning of secular writing in Amharic. 
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The publication of essays in the newspapers, the printing of textbooks, 
books about agriculture and administration, novels and other literary 
works show the attention this new literature gave to earthly life. 
The intellectuals educated abroad and locally spoke with a new voice. 
The creative works published at the time followed in the footsteps 
of the discussions in the newspapers. Some of the issues raised were 
taken as major themes in the novels. Heruy became the first Ethiopian 
novelist to publishn~velswhose primary intention was to serve some 
social purpose. The church and the practice of the religious life and 
of marriage are among the dominant subjects of his novels. Heruy saw 
cultural decay in the laws of the church, the teachings of the clergy, 
and the various manifestations of religious and secular life. In his 
own voice and through the voices of his characters he advocated that 
they be reformed. In the post-war era other novelists pursued the theme 
of modernisation. Germachaw T8kla Hawaryat's novel concentrated on 
change in the economic, technological and administrative aspects of life 
in society. They take precedence over religious and moral reforms. 
Haddis Alamay~hu dealt with the landlord-peasant problem, the role of the 
church and the clergy in society, and some of the complex problems the 
social system imposes on its members. Ironically, however, the 
protagonist who criticises the priests, the church and the nobility is 
a product of the church. Ba'alu attempted to show the plight of the 
educated elite in a transitional society. The two intellectual 
characters are involved in self-analysis and examination rather than in 
the effort to change their society. 
The novels appear to chart the chronology of social change. This 
impression can be illusory in some respects, however. In general, 
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changes in society were slight, or slow, or fragmentary. The differences 
in themes emerge mainly from the autobiographical nature of these works. 
The four main characters in the novels studied in the thesis have 
strong similarities with the writers themselves. Although Heruy tells 
us that Aww~qa is a French educated intellectual, the reforms he advocates 
and his concepts of modernisation do not measure up to the standard of 
education which Heruy suggests he had. His notions of modernisation 
tally with those of the church-educated but enlightened traditional 
intellectual, Heruy. Awwaq~ is a vehicle for Heruy's ideas. 
Germach~w, like his hero Araya, was educated in France and his field of 
study was, like Araya's, agriculture. He also returned from France just 
before the Italian invasion. The new depth and breadth of ideas in 
Araya, a feature lacking in Addis Alam, is not accidental. It is a 
measure of the intellectual background of the two writers. Each writer 
emphasised issues considered important by his social and educational 
background. Haddis Alamayahu did not have the level of formal modern 
education Germachaw had. He had few years of education in the second 
of the modern schools, Tafari Nakonnen School, established in 1917 E.C. 
He spent the great part of his working life as a diplomat and as a 
government official. His traditional church education matches that of 
his hero Gudu Kassa. The critical attitude lIaddis developed in the novel 
emerges from his experiences as a government official, his readings in 
literature and politics,his stay as a diplomat in America and England, and 
his close study of Ethiopian. society from his youth onwards. Fragments 
of his personal life are presented through the characters Bazzweh and 
Gudu Kassa. Gudu is a highly educated person in the traditional sense. 
However, the social philosophy he expresses and the reforms he proposes 
have the imprints of the experience, knowledge and political 
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consciousness of Haddis himself rather than those of the enlightened 
dabt~ra. The predicaments of the characters in Ba'alu's Iadmas 
Ba~hagar are in part those of the intellectuals of the writer's 
generation. His novel came out when other intellectuals of his 
generation , academics and journalists alike, were writing about the 
same topic. He was himself a journalist at the time. The article 
written by Salamon and Gadamu says the same things ~a'alu's novel tries 
to depict. A~arra's ·childhood, his educational background, the place 
of higher education abroad, the subject he studies, and his age, by 
and large tally with those of Ba'alu himself. Moreover when a critic 
suggested that Ba'alu's early wish was to be an artist and not a writer, 
the novelist conceded the insight with surprise. He added that Abnrra's 
childhood efforts to draw the priest, and the beatings he received, were 
not totally fictional. fie said they were based on his personal experience 
as a child. (1) 
The autobiographical element explains why most of the characters in 
the novels that deal with the theme of progress are intellectuals • 
• 
Moreover, it indicates why their point of view about development is one-
sided. We see and hear only these intellectuals discussing the 
problems of development. They see themselves as agents of change. In 
their fictionalised appearances other members of society do not express 
their views about progress. What they want and what they expect to see 
done is not expressed from their point of view and in their own words. 
They only agree to or oppose the views of the intellectuals. The study 
shows that in a society of peasants the newly emerging intellectual 
imposes himself as a hero in these novels. He sees and presents himself 
as a messiah. Instead of attempting to study and depict social life 
and problems from various points of views and in several dimensions, 
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the novel became an instrument for expressing the whims and wishes of 
intellectuals. Most of the novelists wrote without what Henry James 
called 'the very stuff his [the novelist's] work is made of'. In a 
letter to W D Howells, written in 1880, James said, 'It is on manners, 
customs, usages, habits, forms, upon all the things matured and 
established, that a novelist lives - they are the very stuff his work 
is made of.' (2) These habits, customs and other manifestations of 
daily life are largely absent in most Ethiopian novels. However, 
Haddis Alamayahu's Feger eska magaber and nannachaw's Aaafres are the 
most important exceptions. 
The academics who have written about the intellectuals and the 
novelists who portray this group' agree about the wish of the educated 
Ethiopian to see his country make progress. Needless to say, if 
development means improving the lives of the ordinary man, the ordinary 
man, too, wishes the country to change and progress. The difference 
between the ordinary person and the educated one may be a difference in 
consciousness and knowledge. There are, of course, areas where one 
excels the other. The peasant farmer could be at his best, say, in 
using folk wisdom to tell when rain is due. This skill would assist 
the agricultural theoretician who is hampered by a lack of instruments. 
The peasant requires the expert knowledge of the agronomist to improve 
his farming. This simple symbiotic relation is one of the basic 
requirements to change and progress. I~wever, neither the academic 
critics nor the novelists consciously emphasise and elaborate this point 
in their works. They seem to be concerned with the predicament of the 
intellectual as a stratum. 1'hey rarely say what this stratum ought to 
do to change this predicament. When they attempt to indicate certian 
solutions they harp on what the intellectuals do as a group and seldom 
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talk about what they can do with the people. The intellectual's 
problem and the solution he proposes are seen largely from his point 
of view and not from that of the complex society he lives in and aspires 
to change. In this respect. the novelists we discussed and the critics 
who wrote about the intellectual stratum converge. Neither group has 
considered the complexities of society as it functioned outside the 
novels. 
Assafa argued in his article that the intellectual in Ethiopia was 
either neutralised by the old nobility or has joined them fully. 
Indirectly. the characters in Addis Alam. Araya. Ag'azi. Yalam saw ermejja. 
illqstrate 
Tebiiba Sellasse/Assafa's opinion. Although these characters favour 
• 
change they do so with loyalty to the government and especially to the 
Emperor, Haila Sellasse. As Assafa pointed out, their relation with 
the nobility is that of partnership and not of conflict. But the problem 
might lie in the nature of the relationship the novelists have with the 
government. Germa Amara has pointed out that 'It is very difficult for 
') 
economically dependent individuals to be intellectually independent. (4) 
He believes that this independence comes only when the intellectuals are 
self-employed. And this occurs, he said. when the government bureaucracy 
is saturated, leaving graduates to find employment for themselves. This 
sums up the dilemma of the Ethiopian novelist. Almost all of these 
writers are, or have been, employees of the government. Writers like 
Heruy, Germachaw. Haddis, Ba.'alu, Wiilda Giyo~:gis. held high positions 
in government. It is evident. perhaps, that they should write the type 
of novels they wrote: they could not write against themselves. This 
deserves further research. However, aside from their class and ideological 
positions it is doubtful whether all of these novelists could have been 
published if they have written something more radical. 
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It is possible that a serious novel which challenged the nobility 
and the reactionary aspects of the traditional norms,in favour of cautious 
progress)could have been published before Haila Sellasse was crowned in 
1930. The type of debates held and essays published in the newspapers 
before this time support this hypothesis. Besides it was politically 
expedient for Ras Tafari to allow the publication of such a novel as he 
allowed the newspaper articles to be printed. He desperately needed to 
wear out the power of the nobility. However, such a novel did not appear. 
The nature of the articles appearing on Berhanena Salam, and later in 
Addis Zannan and other newpapers, changed after he became emperor. The 
newspapers adulated him more than ever before, and they started carrying 
major coverage of the photographs of the members of the royal family. 
It is difficult to imagine the novelists could have published if they 
wrote radical novels during this time. The events that followed the 
Italian invasion, and their expulsion in 1941, did not encourage public 
expression of critical opinion either. The conflict between renegades and 
patriots, matters related with the issues of the nationalities in Ethiopia 
and the problems of economic reconstruction, must have made the situation 
fragile. This may in part explain why the writers, poets and novelists 
especially, embarked on the theme of modernisation and, above all, on 
the theme of national unity. It is probable that this is one of the reasons 
why writers like Germachaw did not write more directly and openly. The 
main character in Araya, for example, does not fight back when he is 
faced with bureaucratic problems. ~he novelist does not even mention the 
name of the ministry his hero works in, let alone allow him to openly express 
his criticism of the institution, the minister and his colleagues. 
Germachaw' chooses to make At:~ya resign quietly and go to the rural areas. 
The ramifications of the problem are far greater than we have pointed 
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to here. However, it is hoped that more effective research in social 
history and biographical work on the writers in the near future will make 
things clearer. The role universities and research institutes play in 
this, and in the search for the manuscripts written before the 1974 
popular uprising cannot be underrated. Their support is crucial to literary 
research and the cultural consciousness that it brings. 
novels like Araya, Feger eska ~lagaber and others in the study of history 
is also an area that needs to be considered seriously. Descriptions of 
the physical features of landscape, of wars and traditions, and the depiction 
of social life - housing, dress, banquets, marriage ceremonies etc - found 
in these novels cannot be dismissed as wholly fictional. 
Finally, a word must be said about the place of Ethiopian writers 
in the African literary scene. We have shown how Ethiopian vernacular 
writers, like their African counterparts writing in English or French, have 
attempted to deal with the immediate problems of the intellectual in 
society. However, they have remained, until now, unknown to the audience 
and many critics of the so-called Modern African Literature. Yet, if the 
recent tendency to urge African writers to write in African languages, 
strongly advocated by Wali Obiajunva some two and a half decades ago, 
and by Ngugi and others during the last few years, continues to gain 
momentum, then, Ethiopian novelists (writers in general) will be better 
recognised as being among the early pioneers in this tradition. This 
presents a strong case for.introducing some of the prominent Ethiopian 
writers into the African literary scene, and this thesis'might open many 
eyes in this respect. 
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nl'l m "}(lGlfJi "'1 t~ t' 'I 1\ £/1, HQD, .I. n \ 2 e t1 1 959 q. 98 • 
hn',!fn 1 "h;»' 'no ql\"'.1. hfJl Hat, 11fl9',\ 2 t1 
1959 q.9'. 
h n, h f" .I.. • I "1fI "n U • • I. h QJl H7D 1 I 'Ifl ,,1 2 t, 1 959 q. 9' • 
h()4. 1\,.'(1 1. ,,, POt; 1f1tCt1""I h P../ll ~, I. , IfIn 16 t1 
1959 q.,.. 
h()4. h rn L • .",,~ 1tQOII..f'f· 'I. 1\9.J1 HID1 I ''''n 18 t1 
1,959 q. 9'. 
h()4. h rn T. 
-
"",.,. 1111 Cl\3I" '.I 1\£/1 Hit , I ,fftn 20 t" 
1,959 q.,.. 
1t't nl\e .I • • iZtl\'1 tH , ~ c" fl ,t '.I. h ~ I HID... I 'IfIn 
2l~ .1 11959 q. 9' ... 
I\n4. 1\ 1(1 .I. • • tfl ,,,~ '1' • ':" t' 
-
1\£/1 1-fD, l "fl" i.,. 1, t1 
1,960 q.l'. 
1\(t4. hj!n I • • 'fl ,,, tfrIi: ''3' 'I 1\P.Jl HJo1 I .·flllt9' 3 t1 
1i960 q.9'. 
"·1' n... ;t. 1'. t • tL fl tlDo , (().. · I hfUl H7D' l' "flIlL,. 11 t, 
-1:960 q. 9'. 
hn.. h 1(1 ! •. n " ,,/T)Ji ~ ,to,,t" I. h S?/1 f-tJI 1 .I GIl (lilt" 30 t1 
11960 q. 9'. 
ho4- hJ(11 "n!'1'i~~ ,.,,"1 hll1· Hoo1 I'."'" 2 t11960q.9'. 
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coo h"" I · .(1!'~~~ tt:.n (t'~··I hQll, HID' I 'tltt. 29 
t, 1.960 q • 9' • 
con hl'" I "fl;~1',nfl OJ1 a>Yl;f"r hJ1J11 Hnl I "nti 3 ., 
1960 q.P'. 
Mt,,,,, h~""T "?iCllf n'6.C~··-: h)!J'l. HQlll ! "'9'1\ 20 '1 
- - -
1960 q.,.." 
~1;1i M .T. ., P..,,, (I)t tl ,,, Ofl • • I h 9Jl H7Il' .I f1l" 1\ 2 5 t, 
1.960 q. 9'. 
~1 t MI·' 9..,,,(1). tl ,,, nfl' • I. h QJl H""'I tTl9't\ 26 ., 
1,960 q.P'. 
nt~ 1/~"HJ\I ,. ih'Hn-1 OIIfl tOliC .'.I hllll H~ 1 .I 1fl9'1\' 30 '1 
1960 q.P .. 
ClIff' . ([).Qo tv :r. ., t,,~ f'f 1 Q l. ~i', • h 2Jl H,,, 1 .I , •. ,,~,? '1 
11960 q.9'. 
fC 't, MCDC ! .. tSZtf\Jf'1i tn" 'I h£ll, HQD, I '.iP't 14. ., 
1961 '\.9'. 
1;f'f(J). til"" I ··tJ"'~Ifl~t hfl,,·'I hR.ll H~'.r ..,1C 8 +1 
1.961 q.9'. 
con h 1 ." i ,. 2 t t\ t fl9' • 'I h RJ'l f-tD 1 I .., ., C 1, 0 • 1 1 961 q • ,. , 
09,· c&.Q.'V I'· i!<: ot 1 Il~nnl\'·· I. h~ HI!) 1 I ftl ti1 4 .1 
1·961 q. 9'. 
/h,Htllor/ I '.(1 ''',nr}t,''] h2Jl HID'! tlltil 19 t, 1961 q.P'. 
'lQC& SZ~1l I "t\OIfQcf"C ~(J)o ttl' r'OIffl;fl1!'·I h2ll HoD' I 
1O'Jn.." 14 t1 1961. q.9'. 
C 0 (J h 1 ." I .. h. t .. A 1 t. Ie n t • 'I h f Jl You, I DO) n. t, 3 0 t, 
1,961 q. 9'. 
17e.tl"" tl hC J t!. ,. , ~. III" tTl ~ h, t£ ' • I h QJl. Hili' :L DIf.,H., 
24 t, 1,961 q.,.. 
tfl cf... ~ n .:£ "fll:'t f) m t, DIf [) .,.' 'I h ru.. HJIl' r 0 j \ 2 2. t 1 
1961 '1.9'. 
coo h·t'" 1" ., ~ 0 t ~ '-' t 1\' '! h lUl. HIo' r ,.t, 1. 3 '1 
- --
11962 q. 9'. 
en'" Ifl{!tfrt, -: • ·fl·t "tfl.t;: h1~l"+' 'h2Jl HQII, r 1'[ 3 t, 
- -1·962 q.,.. 
1fli. m~~ .I .• tl2tfl..11 t'~··.I hP../l. HID1 r. 'h tt, 20 .1 
19&2 q.PI. 
haw. f(l)o h tl\ 1. .. ttl, ~f1).lt: t,".1 tti fihHfl t". ,t J!,lDnc tf\· • .r 
hilll '401 I 10 Jnt: 26 ., 1962 q. yo. 
I' 
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14,(1 nAm r ". \ Ml.~ ~~ eHl.~ -·I h2l1 Hao, .I. "t'H.J 15 
~, 1962 q. 9' • 
,I }»f}n 2fl t I .. ,all. t"fl'·· I hPJ1 H0I1 .! 11(1ti 5 " 
1,962. q _ 9'. 
hl\OII t~ h~lJDe.I • ·hnt I\QtnJ'··.r. h9Jl. H1D 1 .I. 1'ni1 22 1'1 
1·962 q. ~ ~ 
"Ip c.o-r. .. 'u I" f", ~M h~1t· -I hQJl Hao 1 .L IflPOt\ ;0 t, 
1962 q _ ~. 
h IDot\ fill. h f 1\ I. -. ~ n t ct 12 t fl J 1 - -1. h QJl HID 1 .I , IfI (t 26 t 1 
1962 q _ 9'. 
e,1\0If ,otffJ' I I -hnft 12nt9D t~ l1'·~I h£l1' h..:D' .I. '1't,9't 
21 '1 1962 q.9". 
h l me" ff~ 1 frl I I. t'f t. fl C q t, h 1\ (fit' Ii I h fUJ I HaD' I tv 0 (Tl 1 ~ 
t, 1963 q _,,_ 
hOlf/. rrltCl)o I · I tl." IDItI1: I\fl (l)1\Q..- II hf2Jl 1 HID 1 I tVon, 18 
'1 1:96~ q. PO. 
HA' 1/,wt\n 1:. ·-ht'ft· nl"··I. hVJlIHIID1 1. 'nt." 19 t, 
196~ q.9'. 
~r;" f(l)o 4IlC • .I .. tn ''''no U tJ. •• .!. hfUl ' HID 1 .I. 1719'1\ 22. t, 
1963 q.9'. 
It. A n '\ A fiJJi t. 1, 1 ~ C 1 ! .. I\. t "A, te '" H": _. 1: h M HID 1 r 
rTl90t\ 29 t, 1.963 q.9'. 
h1',ct~n1Qo el\OII .I. •• th.'1'·nfJ· 1III1\h.,rI -I h9.Jl HoD 1 I ,lfIn 6 
t, 1,963 q.,. h" " ~ n 19.- e ft ~ I · I t IVft f.A,. fl' ,.".. ... ct fill 1I1D till'" C , "" 0 I 
h pJ'I Hit' I. III ~ C 29 t, 1·963 q. 9' • 
h" c; ~ n 1 Qo e k'1 "'I.! • I n I\. t .A, "n 1\ Q. lID 1\ ~ r; tl "e f t 12 l. 1 , ct it· -
hQll' H .. , !. 'c 25 '1 1965 qo'. 
h~POC ll.9. ! - I qRtfL!ff, 'f1C !II~t&' 'r h2/l' f'lO 1 I 'ntt 
2 1'1 1964 q 0 " • 
hn "Inr;- 'l •• nit t'rt, et'R9' "'fltt.· IT h9.11' HaD' T ttl tfj 16, 
- --
t1 1.964 q ..... 
hn "In~ r •• ttl. \" n(l n ," ~ 1Lf.l1 flC'tt. ,Ill 1\ J fIP" • '! 
- -I'l~..il i ,., I. ttl t." 2 3 t, 1964 q. 9'. 
e 2' W/ 1f1C hft! •• ~ (1)0' -K" Qt (I" · I. h 9./1 1 f-wo' I t" tit 3 0 t, 
1964 q.9'. 
(lC V, fln Q 1. •• h 'nn. e, l1 (1)0- '! h QJl HaD 1 .I. tn t'ft 30 '1 
11964. q 0". 
flO 'n~ I" tt1'1 run 'to' -I h2ll' J. 1 .I. 10 )f1.t 14 t1 1·964Q.9'. 
hn "In~I • ·t.lit r,g.\(J).· 'I hf2.ll Hao1r DO)n.t 28 t1 1964.Q.9' .. 
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1~ ,m. IDC .! .. 't\t\!i)o' "~~~ 'to h2'C"" me,. hfllDn~ flf\go1\~' 'I. 
hPilI' HtJ' T. C\,H., 19 t, t964 q, VI. 
-hnn 1/~W' I. • '1'\11\' ~?n. P'i fle • 'I. hPJl' Hoo, I ~JH.' 
26 .1 .1·964 q, JID. 
~ "." n t(\ I. ,. n ~ () t: [I;'l 't t~.()o flt" 'f.' '! "2/1' HIP' L 
1'(J'h 17 t'l 1964 q,9'. 
h n , n?; r ,. 11' fI h h '" '1\ TCI). OC () f'fi' '.I. h SUl Hat' I. " n ott .3 0 
'1 1964 q. 9' , 
tn", 1IPUJ I '·u,o" IDl\ihCt:t'·I. h~· Hlt1 .I. n' 1,5 ., 
1. 9 6l~ q. 9' , 
hC9' 1f1r. 1C"'l L · 'flfO t f\2t.f111 , II hfU:1: Hlllt1 I fflP't\ 20 t, 
1964: '1" •. 
hC,.,1It 1C"I ! ho,' h11l' 'I h£l" HoD 1 I ''''~ 18 t,1964,Q.,.. 
, C DIf 'Ill' V I" '00 C 19 ~ ~ fl M t\ 'fl iI' C 't:' • I. h P..fl Hili' 1. 
"·t:r " 16 t, 1,965 q. 9' • 
~"I\(f)o (1C v,. I. • ''''flO' 1 1t 1fl'·'.r.. hP./l1 H1f11 !. 1"C 
21 t, '1965. 'l,JID, 
f"rfI.4.m- ",. h", tm ttl,.! "h.' "'nn h'C()~ )C 1\ ,,,"C • 'I 
h9.Jl! H£1 , I. 'tit,. a ., 1·965 q,9', 
,." rfI~ ~ nr h(\ tm t,."T •• e &l (11 (\t\" nf,1 n,'·· T "£/l Hao, r 
- --
ttl tit 22 t, 1,965 q. 9'. 
h <D-t'\ f(])o Q ~ \ 1 •• '(1 \ R tfl.It W~ ~ t' • I i\ 9.J11 H4!J' I ,1ft n 1 0 t, 
1965 q.,.. 
"", n h M,.,. 1 ";1\ t~ '11. , t· ,,~ •• I h fUl Hilt") 1: tUurP' 27 
.1 .1 1966 eL. pc •. 
l1li1"1"1 h"~ to. I. .,. 'n:'''~ all" t" 1. hQfi' HI" !" Vn 10 ' 
., 1966 q, 9', 
CO,., h,t" r ·'t,.'l'nfl' ,,1lHO ~t.·· r hSUl Hao, 11l\1H.' tl2 
" 1967 q." 
h tli n..r .. 'n , . .,~ l, 1\'" (\ ,. ~"n· · I h pjl HGI. , I ,Ytl 21 
'1 1967 q,9"'. 
n 'ft.' mid! r •• " nOin. ,1'nfl r (T ." no • 1. •• h 211 HOD' r 'Y(l 23 
-- --
'J) '+1'1967-".', 
ill,." (1)(d1 r .', t(l}t \t HC """c;- He nt, f(l).' • T h£/l H"" 1 T 'Vn· 
- . -- -
24 " 1. ,@, q. r , 
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fl f4D (D" Ii r •. , t[lo \ t He ~"f Ii He nh 'f(I,-' • r h ~ Ht'D·1 r , Yll 
- -27 t, 19GB q,9'l, 
h n IV., I" h h. \ 1. Ofl flY:T, PC f1 .. '.I. 1\ 2./l HID 1 1: l' .19' t. 24i 
.. , 1968 ~,9'. 
(l:tpt' ro.'A.! •• ffll"OOt; 'n~' '" (lOOt; 1'I~""'I 1'1J2Jl HOb1 I 
1'","t 28 .'1968 q.9'. 
n.,. (!)"~ I. · -, nfl t VI," I. "f..,., H~" I "C 11 t, 1,968 q, ~. 
tetTI.4.C!.l- n,. 1'10 tm t09'.r. '·h.H~ ",)6o(Do ,ilHn tl).,· 'I hX/l HOD'I. 
\lf1"i 3 t, '1969 q. ~. 
(, I~ (Do ~ .I ., n,\",c hl1 ~ M~'·' r 1'1 P,.{l H1D, I , 1(1 t. 5. t, 
1970 q,9'. 
ftf9' {DIl P. - • • n,\CliC hfl·'t, M~" I 1\QJ1 HOD , - , 1(1ti 12 t, . • 
.:.. .!. 
1')70 q ,9' • 
fl·"" aJ(~2. 0;- • • nl\""c hl1" M~' '.I ;llUl H~' I. , '(1" 119 t1 • 
-19.70 q.pt. 
fllf;lb Wtd~ I · '(1"""cnl11t M~·'I hr../ll Haro., .l "n+ 26 '1 
1970 q, 
'e '" 6. tl)t n PI 1\ 0 tm ttl 9' I ., (D.1 Q , n h. ,t 9 "9" • • r h £/l. HID 1 .t. 
tlfln 3 ti 1970 q.P'. 
, elf!, or n 9' " (\ fm '(1 P".r. •• "" f\r 1C hJ?, '(l i'1/V\ rt, R t It' '.I. I, £/11 
H~' I. ''''n, 13 t, 1.9"0 q. 9'. 
'6"'''(1). 11,. h" frn t,H' !; "1CM 'tallMotI, £t~' 'I h~tl H~' I 
'ITln 20 t, 1970 q.". 
'elfl6.(Do (1~ t'I"tmtOP' r. ··h.'t~ n'''IK''I h£/l· HoD' I. 
trJfThl" 2 l ,. t, 1972 ",pt. 
'e t1l" alt (1 po 1'1.\ +m to 9' :r r;' h ve PCR-, f1 9'0 ,It" mt "''' If!,. • • .r 
!'rlLe t:, l\.'l' ~~, I 1' .• 9'.,. (; t, 1946 q. Fl. 
~ ".. {1 C V \.I. _. n lH\ t\ ~ (I t 1fl' • I "Ji I.e it hot fA, I "") n t 
10 " 1946 q. 9' • 
I:M ["ll I" f1~' 011'" "n' ~ Jf • '; I fJiLe 'fa h.t f.A, I L'V)n.." 
2/~ t, 1.946 q" 
l'td'l'1 ,eflo.I·'· IK:~tli JZtl\'~' '1 ,Ijl.f, ... h.t f.AJ I. l't"t 
;:' ; t' 1 948 q, r • 
n ,,;» ~ (\"'i .I • '''' no ,1\ t' '.1 Uj(.e it h.t fA,· • I '11 tt 16 
t, 1948 q.~. 
1'1,';' ,e r.-.I. •• n '" t f.A, Q t-fl.," • • I 'fiLe ... hot f.A ,. • I 
'ntt,29 " 1949 q.,.. 
tV 1\.,t.a}1 tlhM '/~1.11 L _. 'I\.t foA, ,,, 1 ';t n~ n;tt 'I -
'Jil.e + I\.tf.fi' I fIJ)n+ 20 t, 1949 '1.P. 
fl 99' fl0rfl t.' 1. -. I ,~" n t HJr'" 1,"C 1:", · 'I flil.e... h t f.A, I. 
"lJH.J 25 " 1949 G.9". 
ID ho11 HCJ.b I. .'" 111 n.,1 ' '.I flil.e" I\.,.,,.A 1 .I. ill" C 25 t, 
1950 q.V', 
111() 1'., ~U .1: ttl". \ hflOlit. I 'I Itlil.s?'"" fl.t, 'A 1 I. rTlPt\ 11 
t, 1950 q,?,. 
feffl~,(lI- (,'I" ,,1\ 1m tflSJll r I. J1&,1\1T." ocn f,.,., II. 'fil.e + 
I\. t fA 1 I. T'C 27 t1 19~; 3 q. 9' , -
D'i 0,-,. nliOu I "m;'\ oc n t,' 'I UiI..B .,. fl.t. 'A, I .., 1C 28 
rt1 1956 'l;P-. 
,,~'- ~r- .I. "In ,"L ~ nt.' • I '.jl.e t 1\.t, '"It, r n:\ 18 t, 
,1.958 '1.". 
9/I'f) 1f1l '00· )e.~ I ,. ';U\,,~ ocnt,"I Ujl.Z it I\.t ""'l. 
1'C 1959 1,9". 
tn4- .. ~nfl(r I · t· fP/1\/ctunt. t ",(,1 M· 'I 'lil.e"fa fl." f.A'I 
~,')n.t 26 '1 1962 '1.P'. 
",fl." t/"'l.:)l~, L .• fOC fl.'" 'I 'lil..e it h.t ','i,' 'I Ifl't\ 11 
t, 1962 0" pl. 
fa"," t;;. "r- I'\'~ tm toP I "'1'?~ 12 tl\ \ t1 W '-Iff [00' • 1: 'fil.S t 
1\.+ "A, L ttl tt. 1.7 .1 1:965 q.,.. 
SUo, nl\fJ .",.",'.u~ I · '''1M "1\,ll~"'··I fJii.£.,. h.t 'A, I 
ifl9' h 6 t, 1 966 q. 9' • 
~ n-, , H crij I'· h. t 'A ,t Q t t\' '.r 'Ii l.£ 'fa fl. t f.A 1 r tTl P' h 
6 t1 1966 ~.,., 
I hnt'l~ ('1ft J! • 4n;JI"t~ CUT,' -r ';'l.~'" fl." "A'--1 
I nlr t\ :1 t'l 1957 q, pi • J·.H~\J-'~-:,nfl.e.,. )Hmr;r I • ·~~~CJ\11~(}."" n,,,·· '~l.e.,. h.tr'A, I I tD flhl." 1 C .1 196~ q _ r. \,,"()'!J'" -. apr., 7JL,(J·./ ~ "Q(, 8 
I nil. ..... )HmP:' I "'+ 1tC no \1 nfl' • 'Ht.e.,. ht f.,., I CD fltll." 
116 '1 1 968 q. ,. • 
'.,1. 'it JHmP: 1. hAm-nit Q.!k,U· ''':;: t~l.et. 1\.t fit' I tvt1fl: 1? 
~" 1 968 q ,,. • 
'fiI.8.,. )Hm?: 1-·' 9J,Q~~ G":'uc' '.I. "u.e ... h.t .. It 1" turan, 
17 ., 1968 q. 9'. 
e)' Q 11(' t I _. '(10C lidO,.'·.i fFll.e ... h.t, foA, I tV tlfl' 24 
t, 1968 q ,lID. .. 
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P'fP aJfl2 I "'lI\/lI'1'nn +,,,"1'. fHl..Sof. t-.. t,f./f, I "'\"20 
1'1 '1968 '1.". 
»> ~ GJ!dl .r. • "/}»/"~ 'h(/ fo;ff1"I 'fi~f,'" hot foA J I 
111" t\ 3 .1 '1.968 q.,... 
hfii.e ? :JHm I. •• file 1I N\mt' 'I. ffit.B .,. 1\.t 'A, 1. "'In 2 
11 1968 ~. 9' • 
IJJf(.O [jt"'? r ,. ~P'/ft//)hl,.iit,tt o-Q.,.,,·'I '~tc:.~ ... h.tr .. AfL 
~til(l 8 t, 1958 "t.pe. 
,..-'.,. a.fd~ ]! •• fPJ L~~ "tl4.l(\· 'I 'Jit.e of. r ..... t f.A, ! GD/lrlt9' 
1.5 t, 1963 'l.". 
IIJ." (Lfi£.r. '·~H'l1J'.t. n1'n(J fD(l~ri'I 'fil.i}~ h.tf.A,r. 
, t f1 t 1 3 t1 1 .969 q. 9' • 
)U'H' ID{\£I "fjrflt't,t n'r!Hi [l-f)1···! 'fil.Bi-h.ttf.'" 1'.. 
1.~t' 13 t1 1969 q.P'. 
}IJ f;Jt r.nl\ £ I ,. tlD Q{] H £ (\. • I 'fit.~ -fa (\.t 'A, I l' t" t 1.' 
t1 1969 q.". 
,I} ~ (1}tdil. I ,. Wi: n ,,, n1"nn <Nl'." I , .Jit.£ ... llot 'A 1 I 
".,tlt 13 .1 1969 Q.90. 
I»~ mt\~ 1. ··H~·' )..p.-'t·'I '.il..£.,. h.""~,.r. ~"P?tj 13 
t1 1969 .~. ~ • 
fl '#' [.t\" I "l7llfUt f 1 'h n'f'nn 1Nl1'··' I. u£t.£ 'fa I\.t f.," J 1: 
'Tl~9L,. 20 ... 1 1969 0.1'. 
ft f9' (I' ,,~ 1: "!l! 1'; 1H t n l' n n ~ 1',' 'I. 'Ii t.£ .. h. t tit J .r. 
'V, t " i' 20 t, 1 969 q. " • 
()." m l\ P.. L 1'. n fl t t ", (J)(l 1. ... • .r. 'Ii ~£ .,. f\. t .. ,,' I , 4',1' t 2? 
" 1969 q.", 
fr fJ1t IDI\ n r. " nf) , f'l~ n· , flit.'" .,. I\.t 'Ii J I 1''''' t 27 t, 1 
19&3 q.;". 
fl'" OJ 1\ ~ r. · ~ Il~ lal? t fl ,1\ r-~. • I 'I-i l..e·~ f\.t f.1t J I ;tU flfl' 
1 b "1 1969 q. 9'. 
}V f.J' [1(1£ 7' •• f\flJJf\Q. Qtnt ,,,,,J\~··I 'li1..8 of. I\.t 'AJ L 
, 1n t 1J5 .1 1969 q.". 
hflil(l~ ~:1()(1 I. • 't.ct· r1Qot1, ? 'I ffil.2 ,. ~t f.A, .I 
If:; ~ i 4 t'1 1970 q. pt' • 
ron n,g,. L ,. 'tjtC 'no ;'t1a.U)··I ffil.B.,. t\.tf.."iJ.I. 
1 ~ c 7 .1 1,970 q. 9" • 
Q(ln we, .I. •• 'RIfl~. t[- \.J" pt1lmllo"! ';il.e it 1'\." 'A, . I
1'\C '14 t, 1970 Q.9'i 
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Q n n fI e , I ~'1 I\() ~ c ,,, n t(J). \ t, • • I 'Ii I.B ... h t .. It J I .., ~ C 
21 t, 1970 Q.90. 
2nn oe, I "'t(l)o\'h J,1,t".r. '~l.a"'ht.A'.I ..,~c 28 
t1 1970 q. P'. 
Mt I ,. 'Qt.fl.,1 "1 C' ~ tl\.t .. 1t J ~~ I ""flh~P' 12 t, 
1955 q.P'. 
"', t. II' I. .., QoC n t fl C ttl • I t h t fA, 21' tJ I " :1 nt, 1 2 t, 
1955 'l,P'. 
con "'1'Il I "l2tfL,',,,,"r ,l\.t .. AJ ~~ I C\.1HJ 3 t1 
1,956 q,P'. 
hfli.fl, " (I(DoI "flll h.t foAl flit Jtj~ P'Cqt' 'I. tl\.t fA, ~e 
1'1nt: 3 .1 11958 '1,90, 
",efl'" UH1 hnn L •. ,,' 1\19"90' II. 'I\.t fA, QJt4 !. 'rTln, 
4, .1 1959 q I 9', ' 
lID ,'P'''' "011 I ., fl" hell! C ~ P', ~ us; ,12l,.." ", C I 'I ,I\. t .. " , 
~ ~ I ttl tt. 8 t, 1 9(, n '1, P' , 
'COli "'~fl I ""(I)o~tPD h(\1fl,tr' 'I 'ht foA, QIOtJ 1. 0If.1H., 
27 t1 1 960 q i 9' , 
con h 1 • ff I "t,w, R 1M: t fC j4 1'-' · r. t I\. t fA, ~ R I 
, , nt, 5 t1 1,96 0 '1 , 9' , 
nQo9' ~ Ht; h~tn. I ,. 'P' t R~ '190 ,",I 'I ,l\.t .. A, ~~ 1: 
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GLOSSARY 
Abba 
Alaqa 
A~e 
Ato 
Awrajja 
Belatten geta 
Berr 
Chat 
• 
Cheqa shum 
• 
Dab~lo 
Dabt~ra 
Ifajjazmach 
Dsjj tenat 
• 
Echltge 
• 
Equb 
Fitawrari 
FlhHnj 
Gtibbar 
Gl\dl 
Gnmata 
Gan 
Geez 
Grazmach 
A church title meaning 'father'. 
Head of a church or parish church. 
Emperor. 
Equivalent to 'Mr'. 
Sub-province. 
A title given to a learned ecclesiastic. 
Ethiopian currency, one US dollar is approximately 
equivalent to 2.2 - 2.5 berr. 
A stimulant leaf when chewed • 
, 
A local chief or official. 
Clothing made of tanned sheepskin. 
A learned man of the church, scribe, cantor. 
A feudal title denoting the nobleman's role during war 
- equivalent to general. 
Periodic court or office attendance of officials or 
ordinary men to have their applications executed. 
Bishop • 
A social organisation aimed at saving. 
A feudal title denoting the nobleman's role during war 
- commander of the vanguard. 
A general word denoting Europeans or whites. 
One who pays tribute, a peasant. 
A story about the lives of saints, acta sanctorum. 
A kind of ' tithe or tribute determined and paid to the 
landlord after the yearly harvest and income of the 
gUbbar (peasant) working on his land is assessed. 
A large container made of clay. 
The classical literary and liturgical language of 
Ethiopia, also know as 'Ethiopic.' 
A feudal title denoting the nobleman's military role 
during war - commander of the left column or flank. 
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Guba'~ qana 
Gult 
Kahenat 
Liqawent 
Mad~:irya 
~kuwanent 
Mangest 
Masafent 
M'attaya 
Mttwaddes 
M'ciwasit 
Mehur 
NiidHa 
• 
Nebab 
Negus 
Negusa nagast 
Q..... h annazmac 
Qene 
Ras 
Re'esa dllbr 
Rest 
sEimon 
SeHit 
Shum-sher 
Ta'amer 
A poem of two lines, especially in Geez. 
A form of right for holding land; similar to fief. 
The clergy. 
Scholars, especially of the church. 
State land given to individuals: officials, war veterans, 
patriots. 
The nobility. 
Government; 'M3ngest land'is that which is registered 
as government property. 
The princes, princesses, the aristocracy. 
A kind of 'forced' gift peasants gave to the landlord 
or an official. 
A poem of eight lines, especially in Geez. 
A book of anthems, Antiphonary of church answers. 
Intellectual, intelligentsia. 
A shawl-like dress • 
Reading. 
King. 
King of kings; emperor. 
A feudal title denoting the nobleman's role during war 
- commander of the right column or flank. 
A word often referring to classical Geez poetry which 
is composed and recited (performed) orally. 
The next feudal title after negus; literally it means 
'head': commander of an army. 
Head of a church, Archmandrite. 
The communal landholding system widely used in Northern 
Ethiopia before Yakatit 1967 E.C. 
Church land. 
Vows, gifts, sacrifices. 
Reshuffling of officers, ministers and other high 
ranking officials. 
A book of miracles. 
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Tabot 
18zkar 
rabal 
• 
T~jj 
Tef 
• 
Ark of the Covenant. 
A commemorative feast for the dead. 
Water believed to be curative or medical; holy water; 
spa. 
A local drink made of honey; a kind of mead. 
Eragrostis abyssinica a very fine food grain; a 
millet-like cereal used as a staple diet. 
Wancpa A cup made of horn. 
Warada District. 
Wayzaro Equivalent to 'Mrs'. 
Z~mana masafent Era of the princes (1769-1855). 
Zarafa The recitation of gene. 
Zema Church music, chant. 
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